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Introduction
The same day that we
returned after two months
in California – having
decided that we would
not be moving back to the
States at the beginning of
our retirement – my wife
Dorothy and I took our
property off the market …
and ordered a puppy. Fritz
the Schnauzer arrived a
few weeks later and by the
end of June, 2003, we had
entered that unique society
of dog owners who inhabit
London’s Paddington
Recreation Ground.
The society in which we were now to take our place remains a
unique one, an ever-changing kaleidoscope of dogs and their
owners. The dogs represent most of the popular breeds and many
of the mutt-like mixtures – and so do their accompanying humans,
who come from diverse nationalities and from many walks of life:
professionals and job seekers, young and old, family members and
loners. They are united by their love of dogs, and on the central
green of the park, on its walkways and at the café where they
gather after exercising their animals, they often let this affection
for dogs carry them into friendships that transcend park life and
involve many of them in additional social activities.
Fritz had been a member of the pack for about a year when I
decided to keep a daily record of his antics and the folkways of
the rest of the crew, human and canine. I have done so ever since.
I reasoned that not only would this furnish us with an insight into
the relationship of man and beast but that it would also provide a
glimpse into London life. Such a life, we know, is full of struggles
and tensions and these were certainly reflected in the chronicles

that followed. I have tried to make this record a candid and
accurate one.
Has any dog ever received as much dedicated attention as my
Fritz – or his successor, my Otto? Has any canine society ever
received such scrutiny? We turn to the diaries of Samuel Pepys for
insights into London life as it was experienced in the latter half of
the 17th Century. No wonder some wag has called me The Pepys
of Pups – for my project, with its analysis of London life as it was
experienced in the early decades of the 21st Century, is now over
seventeen years old. The present volume represents the thirteenth
version of these annual chronicles – Barks and Recreation.
Fritz died in February, 2014, and I spent a good deal of time
wondering if I should ever have another dog. I was determined not
to forsake the company of all my park pals and thus, even without
an animal of my own, I continued to frequent our breakfast table
in the Rec. Then, in March 2015, Otto the puppy arrived and his
second full year in our company is a central focus of the present
account.
I must thank all of those who provided photographs for this
project, the staff and management of the Rec itself, our friends
behind the counter at the café, and my sister-in-law, Naomi, who
assisted in editing. Special thanks go to “London Janet,” DaisyMae’s mom, for designing the cover of Volume XIII.
I published the first four volumes of “Life Among The Dog People
of Paddington Rec” in a traditional print format and these are all
still available either directly from the publisher at Authorhouse.
com or Authorhouse.co.uk or from Amazon.co.uk, from Amazon.
com or from any of the other online booksellers. These include:
Volume I: Strictly Come Barking, published in 2008 and covering
the years 2004-2005.
Volume II: Have I Got Dogs For You!, published in 2010 and
covering the years 2005-2006.
Volume III: DSI: Dog Scene Investigation, published in 2011 and
covering the years 2006-2007.

Volume IV: A Doggy Day in London Town, published in 2012 and
covering the years 2007-2008.
In 2013, with Volume V, however, I was able to switch to a new
publication format, making Invasion of The Biscuit Snatchers
(covering the years 2008-2009) available in e-book format, free
for all who want to follow this story by going to my website:
anthonylinick.com. Click here.
Volume VI, My Dog’s Breakfast, covering the years 2009-2010,
was published in 2014 and is available at anthonylinick.com.
Click here.
Volume VII, covering the years 2010-2011 is called The Great
British Bark Off. It was published in 2015 and you will find it too
on my website, anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
Volume VIII, “And Your Little Dog, Too,” published in 2016,
covers the years 2011-2012. You will find it too on my website,
anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
Volume IX, The Dogshank Redemption, published in 2017, covers
the years 2012-2013. You will find it as well on my website,
anthonylinick.com. To download, click here.
Volume X, Dog Day Aftermath, covers the years 2013-2014. You
will find it now on my website, anthonylinick.com. To download,
click here.
Volume XI, The Paws That Refresh Us, covers the years 20142015. You will find it now on my website, anthonylinick.com. To
download, click here.
Volume XII, A Barker’s Dozen, covering the years 2015-2016. To
download, click here.
… and so to the present edition, Volume XIII, Barks &
Recreation, covering the years 2016-2017. To download, click
here.
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Chapter 1—June, 2016

Bailey adopts an Oliver Twist pose:
“Please, sir, can I have some more.”

“Barks & Recreation”

Friday, June 10:
Accompanied by our visitors from Philadelphia, Otto and I head
for the park at the start of yet another year in the park. How hard
it is to believe that today we begin the thirteenth year of this
chronicle of life among the dog people of Paddington Rec! And
today, a mild Friday morning in Maida Vale, produces a lively dog
scene indeed – with some twenty dogs at play on the park’s central
green. Otto has not been a stranger to these parts, though the rest
of us have been away since May 24, for he has had extensive
play periods here under the supervision of his Auntie Linda while
Naomi, Adrian and I completed an eight-day sojourn in Sicily and
a five-day walk in Wales. Soon my spirited Schnauzer has joined
the pack in some joyous play – with Popcorn serving as the chief
focus of his attentions. Otto is actually panting by the time we
head for the park’s café and our morning coffee.
There is a rather small turnout this morning – just us and Ofra,
Georgie, Hanna and Wendy. Veteran readers of this journal may
need to know, however, that other regulars are still active in our
grouping – with Dan and Davide completing paperwork on the
purchase of a lot in Sardinia, Ellie suffering from a chronically
damaged ankle and Janet off on a lengthy Alaskan cruise. Her
absence explains why Daisy-Mae, the larger-than-life ShihTzu, has come to us this morning under Georgie’s supervision.
The latter has her own Yorkie, Sparkie, with her, and Seamus,
the noisy Westie as well. This means that Bailey, Ofra’s mostly
toothless King Charles, is the only regular not yet mentioned
among this morning’s line-up. He is the first to sample a new treat,
some chicken-flavored tidbit that my in-laws have brought with
them. Daisy-Mae, who seems to be recovering from a sore paw,
hectors me for goodies from my blue bag, disdaining one offering
after another until some bacon-shaped biscuits are produced. But
she takes a hunk of this treat only so she can guard it – thus giving
her the opportunity of lashing out any other other dog so foolish
as to approach her prize.
I get an update on all the missing persons; the promised new
umbrella over our tables in the doggy compound is still missing.
We are required to give an update on on our travel adventures
but when we mention that our Sicilian itinerary included a visit
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to a number of sites known to all viewers of the Italian detective
series, Montalbano, Wendy surprises us by saying that the original
music from this series has been downloaded as the ring tone
on her mobile phone. As we like this tune much more than that
used for Young Montalbano, we are eager to hear it now. I offer
to call Wendy on my own mobile but she can’t remember her
phone number – and I can’t remember mine either. (So much for
permitting senior citizens to get their hands on these toys.) We
promise to try again tomorrow and off we go. At home I remind
Adrian that he has committed a serious breach of café etiquette; he
has come home with today’s edition of The Sun – but this belongs
to the café for the general use of its morning clientele. Believe it
or not, he and Naomi later set off to return this shoddy version of a
newspaper.
Saturday, June 11:
Is that truck about to deliver a package to my address? That is
the first question that needs to be answered as Naomi and Adrian
again accompany me on our way to the park. No, it is not, we
soon discover, but while we are waiting for an answer to this
question I am presented with another puzzle – can I pluck that
petrified turd, the one hanging menacingly from my dog’s bottom,
before he adds to this concretion with any further contribution?
Yes I can, and, after doing so, the dog is released to begin his
morning hunt for play-pals. He is in for a disappointment – as
cricketers, whose usual day is Sunday, have again commandeered
the “village green,” making it unusable by the canine fraternity.
I have a difficult time returning my fellow to his lead but by the
time he has done so he has registered his own disappointment by
peeing on one of the cricketer’s bags.
Again we have a feeble turnout in our compound at the café –
Georgie, Wendy, Hanna and ourselves only. I take pity on DaisyMae and let her remain in my chair as I pull up a substitute.
She turns her nose up at any foodstuffs on offer – not so Bailey,
Sparkie or Otto. The latter, robbed of his usual morning workout
and knowing there is no hope of getting any action from the
aforementioned animals, patrols the fences, shrieking with
anticipation every time another dog passes by. Not even the
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sandwich being enjoyed by Adrian or the scrambled eggs brought
to Hanna and Georgie provide any reason to settle down.
I have brought my mobile phone again and Wendy is at last able
to demonstrate her ringtone. The only problem is that she has
confused her foreign detectives – it is Wallender’s theme she has
on her phone, not Montalbano’s! Still, I am able to Google up a
site that will allow a free download of the theme in question and
it will be interesting to see if Naomi does this. Another puzzle
is now raised by Hanna – what makes kosher salt kosher? I
soon have this mystery solved as well – though I won’t spoil the
reader’s pursuit of an answer on his or her own search engine.
Adrian wants to see if he can catch a glimpse of the trooping
guardsmen on Whitehall and so we begin our march home. I
choose the back way but there are problems here – footie parents
clogging the narrow walkway, a lady jogger who sideswipes me –
with the running track only ten feet away – and an exercise group
on the latter surface, one whose instructor is busy destroying
everyone else’s Saturday peace with a giant boom box.
Sunday, June 12:
I take care not to unleash the beast as we near the green this
morning – concerned that the cricketers may have returned
for a second session. They are not here today, it turns out, but
neither are any of Otto’s other friends. This surprising change in
circumstance can be explained, in part, by the weather – for it has
gone chilly and gray and there is a fine mist descending as well.
For a while Otto tries to get a response from the large animals
being accompanied by one of our resident dog walkers – but then
he just follows Naomi and Adrian into the café, where I go to
retrieve him after recovering his first morning poo.
The moisture means that we will not be able to assume our usual
seating pattern this morning – the aforementioned damaged
umbrella of no use to us on such a day – and instead we pull
together three little tables near the café entrance and here,
protected by the overhang, we enjoy a birthday breakfast for
Ofra – though the coffees are on my visitors, who say this is the
fifth birthday of their phantom dog, Phantom. Ofra has baked
a wonderful cheesecake (with yogurt substituting for the usual
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cream cheese). The turnout is low – with no change in yesterday’s
lineup – but several of us have remembered the birthday girl with
cards and presents. (I would have forgotten had it not been for my
sister-in-law’s reliance on Janet’s doggy calendar.)
It is a rather frustrating time for Otto, who has one barney with
the Pug, Flora (here with Georgie) and a sustained bit of shrieking
over the presence of a visiting Pomeranian before noticing that
Caroline is standing outside the café’s gates with his great pal,
Leonard the Schnauzer. So my dog is released for a wild bit of
chasing and tackling out on the damp green. Every now and then
these animals race through the café’s forecourt and for a time they
are joined by a third member of their breed, a fellow confusingly
named Pepper – I shall have to call him Pepper II since we already
have Linda’s Pepper, still recovering from the surgical removal of
an eye. You would think that Otto would have tired himself out
but every time we encounter another dog on the march home he
takes off in a spirited dash and this is not exactly what my sore
shoulders require.
Monday, June 13:
In the morning, amid signs of their impending departure, the dog
finally leaves the bed of my in-laws – where he has disloyally
spent the entire night – and we saddle up for our morning in
the park. It is a gray and chilly morning and there is definitely a
hint of rain. Otto, after enduring the investigations of a curious
Bulldog, attains the green and has a great time wrestling with
Popcorn and Leonard – while the white Alsatian, Alaska, circles
about keeping order. There are a few drops but we decide to brave
it our in our compound and here we repair after a few minutes.
The morning turnout is a bit more substantial today, with Dan and
Davide, back from Sardinia, joining the usual line-up of Georgie,
Ofra, Hanna and Wendy. Jo Lynn, accompanied by the senior
Border Terrier, Tilly, also comes by briefly – on her way to the
summer show at the Royal Academy. Of course Dan and Davide
are accompanied by the dowager empress of the Paddington
dog scene, Winnie the Pug. The melted cheese from Davide’s
sandwich is still a bit too hot and Winnie disgorges her morsel by
sneezing all over Adrian’s trousers. Ofra is a bit short with D&D
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at first – having received no birthday greeting, or so she assumes.
But Davide assures her that he had posted such a message on
Facebook and others have seen this as well. Dan and Davide have
also brought her a red coral bracelet. Needless to say, morning
conversation is dominated by news of the lone gunman who has
killed fifty or so in a gay bar in Orlando.
After downing my cappuccino I leave Otto in the care of my inlaws and dart off to the bank. The scene here is also dominated by
canine activity. Someone has tied two Poms to the front door and
this is very unsettling to a Bull Terrier, who is sitting inside with
his owner. Barking ensues to the great discomfiture of the other
customers, though no one says anything – like, “Please take that
dog outside.” The slow moving line at last yields a free teller and
I am able to complete my business and return to the park. By this
time everyone has left our enclosure but Naomi and Adrian – now
waiting to accompany Otto on a homeward journey for the last
time.
Tuesday, June 14:
The day does not get off to a good start as I am halfway down the
stairs before I realize that I have neither money nor sweeteners
in my pockets and, after having relied on our visitors in such
matters for quite some time, I had better assume responsibility
myself now. This means, much to the puzzlement of the dog, that
I must return to the flat and make good on the aforementioned
deficiencies. But no sooner have we reached the park then a light
rain begins to fall and I realize that I need to head straight for
the café’s overhang. Other dogs are at play on the green – their
owners have brought umbrellas – but there is no way I can stand
out there unprotected.
I take a seat at a little table near the café door and wait for the
others to arrive so I can hand my dog’s lead off to someone while
I go inside to order my coffee. And wait. And wait. Finally Ofra
arrives with Bailey and I begin to dole out the treats while we wait
for the others. But there are no others; indeed Ofra soon receives
a text from Georgie, who says she is staying at home. Meanwhile
people who could sit inside are taking the other little tables out
front – perhaps it’s just as well that there are only two of us here.
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Ofra and I discuss what we might do to concentrate minds on
replacing our torn green umbrella, a victim of Storm Katy on the
night of March 27 – without coming up with any useful strategy.
Ofra is also fuming because the ticket machine at the entrance
to the parking lot is again broken and users are expected to walk
all the way to the clubhouse and get a ticket there, then return all
the way to their cars. “I feel like just going home,” I suggest and
Ofra, who says Ricky needs the car anyway, concurs. So that’s it –
nothing more to report.
Wednesday, June 15:
Although more rain is promised the morning turns out to be mild
and bright, with wonderful clouds floating over the Rec. I let
Otto run free almost as soon as we get inside the park and he and
a little black dog are soon chasing one another, even before we
reach the green. Here there are a number of other candidates, most
notably Poppy, whose ball Otto manages to steal on a number
of occasions. To my surprise, Ofra comes out with Bailey, who
is soon driving off an inquisitive Tibetan Terrier. I can see the
yellow-clad lasses from St. George’s commandeering one corner
of our space for a spirited game of rounders and this is my signal
to head for the café.
In addition to Ofra we also have Renata, Wendy, Georgie and
Hanna here this morning, with Vlad occupying his little table
behind us. Renata says that I look different and wants to know
why this is so. “It’s because I am not wearing a hat,” is my
response. (It’s one of those mornings when Cathy’s purposeful
chatter has caused me to forget something I need in the park.) In
fact it is a day of errands for me: the post office (which Cathy says
will close next year), the physiotherapist, the convenience store
and the 123 Cleaners – and, heading the list, Vineyard Pharmacy.
Now I leave Otto in the care of our ladies as I march over to the
latter, on Maida Vale Parade, where I pick up my prescriptions and
some medicines for the cough that has accompanied the return of
my allergic cough. Back at our table the others are discussing the
trip that Wendy and Renata will take to Madeira next week and I
am able to get Georgie to solve several soap mysteries that have
occurred while I have been on my travels.
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While I am doling out treats to Otto, Rufus, Sparkie, Bailey and
Vlad’s Rhodesian Ridgeback, Tara, the others fill me in on a local
canine tragedy. It seems that Rowena’s Timmy has been seriously
injured by a Great Dane in the Morshead Road doggy compound
– with hospitalization for four days and all this on the eve of
Rowena’s holiday. There is no nastiness among our lot – though
Otto fails to get Rufus to play, he is delighted when a mostly
Cocker puppy named Krug (“a dog of many fathers”) squeezes
through the gate and joins him in a serious romp around the table.
The problem is that this play continues out on the green as I try to
make my way home – try cleaning up a dog poo while clutching
a bag of meds and the lead of a hard-charging Schnauzer. There
are words and we manage to make it to our gate without further
incident; just as well, for I have much to do.
Friday, June 17:
Well, we have missed a day in the park – or, better, I have missed
out on any report on our brief moments there yesterday. Again it
was raining and there was no chance of lingering comfortably at
the café. As well, there were several other problems. No one was
about and therefore there was no chance of a play period for Otto.
His raincoat, I now realized, was still at Linda’s house. And my
diagnosis of allergy problems has mutated into one of pure, moist
and annoying head cold. Fortunately for the dog we did run into
Caroline, with Leonard, during our afternoon moments in the park
and the Schnauzer pals had a wonderful time wrestling on the
grass at the head of the running track.
This morning there is even a little sunshine on an otherwise gray
and chilly day. As we near the green I can see that Terry is out on
the grass with his Kris and the burly Staffie, Khalifa. Linda has
warned me that Otto and Khalifa had a bit of a bust-up during my
recent holiday so I decide to keep my pet on lead as we make a
complete circuit of the green. I need to sit down on a bench during
this process and here we encounter the senior Schnauzer, Gus –
he of the long pointy ears. (In fact Gus was here yesterday but he
had just received his flea treatment and was therefore being kept
under cover so that it didn’t all wash away.) By the time we have
completed our circle there is activity in our doggy pen at the café
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– though only Hanna, Ofra and Georgie have made it today. I am
kept busy feeding the dogs – who have missed my handouts in
recent days.
Wendy and Renata are flying to Madeira today and Ofra is
considering a trip to Israel, where her mother is evidently
depressed. There is some discussion of the referendum on
UK membership of the European Union – though none of
the murder yesterday of MP Jo Cox, an act which lead to a
temporary suspension of campaigning on this divisive issue.
Ofra and Georgie are both voting to remain but Georgie can’t
focus on anything other than her pounding head, a symptom
of the hangover that always seems to accompany a visit by her
brothers-in-law. “I’ve given up cigarettes,” she says, “I’ve given
up men, now I’ll have to give up on the wine too.” She orders a
full English breakfast and this helps a bit but she remains on the
fragile side as we make our way home, each of us requiring a day
of convalescence.
Saturday, June 18:
Just in time for our late-night walk the heavens opened again and
our stroll on the pavements of Maida Vale required the use of an
umbrella. It also required the deployment of Otto’s raincoat but,
as I had realized earlier, this essential item of canine costume
had not been returned along with his toys, his lead, and his food
when Rob brought him back on the 9th. It is therefore with some
apprehension that I note just how dark it is this morning, as Otto
and I head for the park. Fortunately matters improve, there is no
moisture about, and the dog is able to get in a delightful period of
chasing and tackling with his little brown furry friend, Dottie.
I collar him at last and we head for the café. I can see Daisy-Mae
and Sparkie in our compound and Georgie soon returns with her
coffee cup. Ofra follows; later she tells us that Otto escaped as she
entered but he was obedient in returning on her command. He,
Bailey and Sparkie soon join the biscuit queue, though Daisy-Mae
is also hungry. She has her own chair between me and Hanna, the
last arrival, and soon she lets me know that I had better come up
with something that pleases her and I had better be quick about
it. At one point, returned to earth, she is chased about the table by
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Otto, a rare occurrence, and Sparkie is beside himself at this bit
of byplay since, according to Georgie, “Daisy-Mae is Sparkie’s
bitch.”
Ofra continues to examine the weather forecasts on her
mobile phone – as though she were a priestess of ancient
Rome examining the entrails of some sacrificed beast. London
weather projections depress her but the news is slightly better
in Barcelona, where daughter Lee has gone with a high school
girlfriend. People can tell that I have a cold from my voice,
several octaves below its usual pitch, but at least I can report
that I have dried up a bit. Georgie says she feels much better
after yesterday’s hangover. She notes that Winnie, like Bailey,
is losing her hearing; she knows this because she can make food
preparations in the kitchen without an immediate visit from the
hungry Pug. There is a chill wind blowing across the park and it is
no surprise that our session turns out to be on the brief side. Ofra
says that, anyway, it is going to rain at 11:00 exactly.
Sunday, June 19:
If I thought I could get through the night without any of my
usual soporific medications I was very much mistaken – and I
go through the pre-park motions with the intensity of a zombie
this morning. At least we have a lovely bright day for our session
in the park and Otto is soon at work on the green. (There seems
to be no cricket these days – Ramadan?) There are quite a few
large dogs here this morning and one manages to floor my pet on
the cricket crease but thereafter he manages to find some good
chasing with an unknown Whippet and that veteran LurcherBedlington-cross Ziggy and the latter’s great grand-daughter,
Noli. I can see Dan and Davide heading for the café and so I call
my dog in too – and he dashes to join us, to my great satisfaction.
In the coffee queue Davide is ordering drinks for himself, Dan and
Georgie and Boyat (aka Lurch) is making my cappuccino when
Ofra appears. “Get in the queue,” Boyat says, but Ofra refuses
and, to add insult to injury, her Bailey is just behind her, dragging
a soggy bottom across the clean floor of the cafe. Back at our
table he becomes an insistent petitioner, joining forces with Otto,
Winnie and Sparkie. Georgie has also brought Daisy-Mae, who
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spends most of the session in the forbidden forecourt, and Emilio,
whom we have not seen here in some time. They are talking about
mid-July for the Pug’s reunion with his family in Abu Dhabi. Otto
does a lot of shrieking when other dogs appear outside our bars
– Khalifa for instance, but Daisy-Mae takes the prize for most
willful – refusing to answer Georgie’s call when it is time to go
and making matters worst by relieving herself on the forecourt
tiles. Hanna says that she will be looking after Debbie’s tiny
Yorkie, Pucci, later today and that the little fellow has asthma and
has to use an inhaler meant originally for cats.
Dan is showing pictures of the property in Sardinia on his cell
phone. Davide gives a report on a new New York hotel, in Garden
City, where he has been twice this week as part of his cabin
crew duties. (He says the neighborhood reminded him of the
street in Desperate Housewives.) I tell Ofra that she has a rival
in the absent-minded sweepstakes in my sister-in-law who (1)
threw away the returns tickets on Heathrow Express, (2) locked
me inside my own house just as I was getting ready to visit the
physiotherapist, (3) forgot to take with her the two copies of Life
Among The Dog People of Paddington Rec that I had given her,
and (4) ended up bringing back to Philadelphia a jacket that no
one claims as their own. As we now make our way homeward we
encounter Linda, just arriving with the neighbor’s Jack Russell,
Chica, and her own Schnauzer, Pepper. The latter has had a dodgy
eye removed but looks much better now that his cone had been
jettisoned. Linda asks me if there is anything she can do for me,
as I struggle with my cold, but all I can think of, given the recent
weather, is a request for the return of Otto’s raincoat.
Tuesday, June 21:
The raincoat, referred to in the previous entry, did make its way
back into my possession – as Linda dropped it off as she was
driving Rob to work yesterday morning. Its return was more than
timely for rain was falling steadily and I knew that there would
be neither play for the dog nor coffee for his owner in the park.
I persisted in my walk and Otto reached the far end of the green
before parting with his poo – thereafter we used the pavements of
Grantully and Morshead Roads to get home; trees above, now in
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full leaf, provided some relief – but I had to change shoes, socks
and trousers by the time we were back inside.
Today the skies are much brighter and we head for the park
with greater anticipation – though the number of plastic cones
circling our green is a reminder that school sports day activity
will foreclose any opportunity for puppy play here today. I put
Otto into our doggy compound at the café and go inside to get
my cappuccino. Soon I am joined by Dan, Davide, Hanna, Ofra,
Georgie and Jo Lynn – with Vlad at his own little table behind
us. Hanna has brought the little Schnauzer, Hector, with her this
morning, and Otto does manage to engage this fellow is some
play. Also present are Bailey, Sparkie, Winnie, Tara, Tillie and
Seamus. At one point Winnie throws up and Ofra has a hysterical
meltdown as she imagines Bailey scarfing the lot up. (Dan cleans
it all up before this can happen.)
Jo notes that the Facebook site dedicated to doggy activities in
the park has carried news of the indisposition of several dogs who
have eaten something nasty in one of the doggy exercise areas.
Hanna dismisses this as slander since no poison was involved,
only some moldy bread. On the other hand Hanna thinks I should
be taking antihistamines (she offers one to Ofra as well) and that
Dan needs an ointment for his cracked elbows. Dan says he is
not perturbed by this malady and this is taken as a symbol of his
pacific mood today – one in sharp contrast to the edgy tone of his
partner. It turns out that Davide is upset over the workmen who
are swarming all over their building and that he has much to do
before a flight to Rio and a holiday in Mykonos. (“We can’t spend
the day together when we are like this,” Dan adds.) Finally, there
is additional discussion of this week’s European referendum. Most
of those present are firmly in the “Remain” camp but Hanna says
that European rules are bad for small businesses.
Wednesday, June 22:
There is just the occasional fleck of mist to contend with as Otto
and I make our way up the Rec’s Morshead roadway. There
are hopeful signs ahead – for the lawnmower is just vacating
the green, there are no kids about (yet) and wide-open spaces
beckon any hard-charging canines. Within five minutes I can
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count a dozen of these fellows about and Otto is having a great
time chasing down Poppy, among others. I am standing on the
Randolph roadway and when it is time to head for the café I am
again gratified that my pet answers my call and joins me in our
doggy compound.
We have only a small turnout again – just Georgie and Ofra,
with Vlad sitting behind us. Jo Lynn does pass by, just as well
since I have brought with me her copy of “And Your Little Dog,
Too.” Providing copies for interested parties is not always easy
– especially, as with Jo, if the reader in question is not here with
us every day. But Jo participates in an exercise session in the
vestibule of the clubhouse and so I know that Wednesdays are a
good bet. There is no problem supplying Metty, who also wants
a copy. His visits are rarer but his staff can be relied on to pass
on the copy I now hand to Lurch. There is also a small turnout
among the dogs this morning – Georgie has already taken some of
her charges for their morning walk and so she has only Seamus in
tow. That leaves Otto, Bailey and Tara as my only customers this
morning.
Ofra says that she and an Israeli friend were in Hampstead
yesterday when they ran into actress Gal Gadot – who now plays
Wonder Woman. Ofra says that the actress lives in London now
and this leads to a long reminiscence on the great change in
weather she experienced all those years ago when she first moved
to the UK. At first the climate was seen as a delightful antidote to
the harsh desert climes of the Middle East but not before long she
was missing the sun and, on a day like today, she still is. I don’t
mention my own objections to the climate – which these days
include a surge in the pollen count and a return of my hay fever.
I have some errands to run now that Cathy is at work at home
and so I join the others in an early departure. As I return from the
market with a few grocery purchases I run into John the Window
Cleaner. “Where’s the sun?” he asks.
Thursday, June 23:
I could tell that something was upsetting the dog from his posture
alone – he refused to join me in the TV room, he did not respond
when I rattled the bag of crisps, he did not approach his dinner
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until very late in the evening. By this time I had a theory – like so
many of his predecessors, Otto knew that a storm was on its way.
Indeed, as we were undertaking our late night walk there was the
first flash of lightning and the first rumble of thunder. The dog
did well enough in facing up to these challenges and we managed
to get home before the first downpour but it is still raining this
morning and the moisture comes to an end only a few minutes
before it is time for us to leave for the park.
I let Otto run free from the moment of our entry and he dashes
through the rose garden in pursuit of Max. He returns to my side
as I begin to slosh across the green – I won’t say we have had a
lot of rain but there are three Mallards on the cricket crease today.
Over on the Randolph roadway we can spot Leonard and these
two chums (two of the five Schnauzers out here today) are soon
chasing one another – Otto manages to bang his head on a light
post during one of their nastier moments but thereafter he accepts
my invitation to enter our doggy compound at the café. Here he is
able to continue his wrestling with the littlest Schnauzer, Hector,
here with Hanna. Georgie has brought Seamus, Ofra Bailey and
Dan Winnie. The dogs have soon used their wet paws to saturate
the knees of my trousers and I know I will have to make a change
when I get home.
At one point Dan puts up his umbrella but perhaps this is because
of dripping trees rather than renewed rain. It is muggy and
gray this morning. Most of those present have already voted in
what will be a momentous day in national history, the European
referendum, so there is little additional conversation on this topic.
(The Sun is already proclaiming this “Independence Day!”) We
have all seen photos of music fans struggling with the mud at
Glastonbury but Dan and Ofra express a desire to participate in
this festival some day – especially if Cold Play is on the bill.
Georgie says that she will have Seamus for a sleepover tonight –
when Daisy-Mae is at last reunited with Janet. Hanna says that she
has had a bust-up with a gent who complained that our boisterous
dogs (even in the compound) were “out of control.” “You’re out
of control,” was her response – but after he tried to silence her
by suggesting she didn’t even have a British passport she told his
pal, “Give him a knock on the head and a valium. He needs a chill
pill.”
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Friday, June 24:
Otto and I make our way into the park on a momentous morning
in British history – for yesterday, as we learned on our TVs this
morning – Britain voted to leave the European Union. Dan and
Georgie are just ahead of us on the Morshead roadway and I
let Otto catch up – soon Sparkie is protesting vocally over the
intrusion of this youngster. That’s all right, across the green I can
see that Janet has brought Leonard with her this morning and soon
these old pals are having a tussle on the green. Janet, back from a
successful sojourn in Vancouver and Alaska, is not the only exile
returned – for heading our way and still limping noticeably is
Ellie, whom I have not seen since I left for Sicily. Her Cockapoo,
Teddy, trails along and I admit him to the doggy compound. I have
a lot of trouble getting the Schnauzer lads inside; every time I get
one of them in the other darts out and this means that they both
have to disappear. “The Schnauzers,” I report,” have just made a
brexit.”
Dan is obviously very depressed over the outcome of yesterday’s
referendum; I try to cheer him up by suggesting that the
plummeting pound means that my U.S. pension checks are worth
a lot more now. “Then the coffees should be on you,” he replies.
To accompany our drinks we also have some maple-flavored
cream-filled biscuits that Janet has brought back with her. She
also has some beef jerky for the dogs and some huckleberryflavored licorice sticks for Ofra. (Does anyone here know what a
huckleberry is supposed to taste like?) The dogs are soon raking
away at my knees and then they begin their wrestling under the
table again. Hanna has brought Hector again and he is always a
willing participant in such hijinks.
The conversation is dominated by the election results – with the
additional news that Prime Minister David Cameron will resign.
It is noted that neither he nor the other politicians on the “remain”
side seem to have had that much influence on the voters – whose
alienation from the professional politicians and all the financial
experts augurs well for Donald Trump’s chances in the U.S.
elections this autumn. Other European countries are now talking
about pulling out of the Union and “remain” votes in Scotland
and Northern Ireland have again raised the specter of further
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independence votes. I suggest that immigration fears had a great
part to play in the vote – the threat of a flood of immigrants (many
of whom have no wish to integrate with the resident population)
certainly played a part in the outcome. (In the park we have our
own sub-culture covered head to toe in black to underline this
fear.) Finally I ask if Nigel Farage, one of last night’s winners, has
put an end to his own political party. After all, UKIP is the United
Kingdom Independence Party and if we now have independence
do we need such a party in the future? “You see,” Ellie says, “I
knew there would have to be something to celebrate today.”
Saturday, June 25:
A glance at the windowsill thermometer convinces me that, even
though it is quite bright outside, a jacket might still be useful for
our Saturday session in the park. I release Otto as we near the
green and he pauses to make friends with a Golden Retriever
before heading for the cricket crease – where pilot Dmitri has
just arrived with the feisty pug, Flora. The two chase one another
for a minute but soon we can see that there is another contestant,
flattened on the grass as he waits to pounce. This, of course, is
Leonard. These lads are soon off on a great romp and I stand
outside our gate at the café waiting to admit them. It takes a while
since Otto has thought it would be great sport to steal the tennis
ball belonging to a Cocker – and it takes a while for him to release
this prize.
I have timed my arrival perfectly – since I am the first to be
admitted to the café itself. Our morning group includes Janet,
Georgie, Hanna, Ofra, Dmitri and Dan – the latter has sprained
an ankle climbing Georgie’s steps and he isn’t going to work
today. I pass on to Ofra a small sack containing a quintet of £2
coins and she has great fun tossing this into the air and seeing if
she can catch it before it falls into somebody’s coffee. Soon the
conversation reverts to medical procedures and Ofra says that
she is so squeamish then when she was a lass in the Israeli army
she was confined to base for two weeks because she refused a
necessary injection. She adds that the doctor in question lives in
London these days and that she complains over his cruelty every
time she sees him – he laughs. Georgie is squeamish about many
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things and air travel is one of these – as we discover again when
the subject of visiting Makiko and Matthew in Abu Dhabi comes
up. I tell the others that Makiko is now going to receive monthly
installments of this journal so she can keep up with the activities
of all her friends – though she is worried about this intensifying
her homesickness.
Georgie has brought the Abu Dhabi-bound Pug, Emilio. this
morning. He pretty much keeps to himself and never begs for
food, something that could not be said for Sparkie, Flora, Bailey,
Winnie, Otto or Leonard. I still bear the puncture marks on one
finger from Winnie’s entreaties yesterday. In fact is is Leonard
who is the greediest of them all today. When I finally close the
blue bag he resumes his wrestling with Otto under the table.
Daisy-Mae, for her part, spends most of the session out on the
walkway, having squeezed through the fence. Here she sits in
regal splendor, surveying the scene and accepting docilely the pats
of a little girl on a scooter. When she returns to our company she
has a go at the passing head of Flora and there are words. Well, it
is suggested, some Pug is needed as a constant enemy now that
Emilio is flying off to Araby.
Sunday, June 26:
I can’t quite tell what the weather will be – not having Ofra
around to tell me – and there is a fine mental debate before I
decide not to bring raingear. (Ofra’s prediction that it would rain
at 4:00 yesterday afternoon was, indeed, prophetic.) There seem to
be no cricketers about and so, after resisting the yapping attentions
of two killer Chihuahuas, Otto is released to race onto the green.
Coming up behind us is Leonard and the Schnauzer lads have a
good time chasing one another as Janet and I slowly approach the
café. We will soon be joined by Ofra, Dan, Georgie, Hanna and
Vlad.
Dan is still obsessed by Thursday’s referendum and its
consequences. He is certain that if a second vote were held today
that “remain” would emerge victorious – now that Scotland
and Northern Ireland are both reconsidering their relationships
both to Europe and the “United” Kingdom and the economic
consequences of separation are becoming more ominous. The rest
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of us are fed up at the dominance of sports on our TV screens –
with Euro football and Wimbledon now and the Olympics in the
offing. (Janet says she has a lot of other stuff, recorded during
her holiday, to watch instead.) Dan asks Vlad when all-night
Underground service will be available on the Bakerloo line – Vlad
thinks it may be as early as August. Ofra says she is dreading
having to make a telephone call when she gets home – she has
forgotten a luncheon date.
Emilio, here again with Georgie, has slimmed down in preparation
for his forthcoming flight, and he seems far livelier – as DaisyMae discovers when he answers her growls with some teethgnashing of his own. Otto has a bust-up as well, though who
would have guessed that Tara had it in her. Vlad’s dog has a lot of
problems with eye-mouth coordination these days and biscuits she
used to catch often fall onto the ground. It is one of these, pursued
by Tara and my dog at the same time, that leads to unpleasantness
under the table. Leonard, Sparkie, Winnie and Bailey are working
away to capture my attention while all this is going on. As we
get up to begin our homeward march I can see Poppy heading
our way out on the green and this does cause some delay. So
does a reunion, near the Morshead gate, with Wendy, back
after a successful holiday in Madeira with Renata, and Karen,
whom I have not seen since returning from my holiday. She is
accompanied, of course, by one of our café regulars, the Coton de
Tulear, Dudley.
Monday, June 27:
An early morning rain has come to an end as Otto and I and a
blue bag for the recyclers make our descent to street level on a
gray and cool Monday morning. I can detect the oft-heard cry
“Gus!” as we head up the Morshead roadway and, sure enough,
that free-range Schnauzer is at last accepting the restraints of his
lead at green-side. Otto is soon sprinting across the grass – with
Linda (here with Pepper and Chica) and Leonard (here with Janet)
making very attractive targets over near the Randolph roadway.
Soon Otto and Leonard are chasing one another in furious circles;
at last they run out of steam and I admit them both to the doggy
compound.
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In fact Janet has a tennis session soon and so she takes Daisy-Mae
and Leonard off soon after the rest of us sit down. The line-up
this morning includes therefore Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Ellie and
Wendy only. Georgie has Seamus with her this morning and it
isn’t long before the Westie’s manic barking is a major annoyance.
Moreover, Seamus has added a new trick to his repertoire; even
though he is allowed only one biscuit he continues to agitate for
more – soaking my cords with his wet paws and dampening the
trousers of some of the others. Bailey is attempting to examine
every dish on the tabletop and many have to be moved before they
become broken crockery. Bored after Leonard’s departure, Otto
patrols the fences and erupts every time another dog trots by. One
woman brings her dogs by. “I just had to see who was responsible
for all that screaming,” she says.
Ellie begins with the travails of her Saturday night in Soho. Here
she, Yara and Ofra set off to have dim sum – not realizing that the
aftereffects of the gay pride march would mean that cabs could not
get close to the restaurant in question. On her bum foot she had to
walk blocks in the rain in her heels. Now she adds her thoughts
to the ongoing national conversation on the recent referendum.
She voted “out,” her husband voted “in” and she feels that Robert
is being a hysterical ninny a s he worries about the economic
consequences of the vote. Another topic is fraud. Dan has recently
gone to a seminar on computer fraud and I have to report that this
morning I received an email supposedly from HMRC suggesting
that I was due a tax refund if only I would supply my banking
details. (Delete!) Wendy has supplied cherries and lemon wafers
as our breakfast treat this morning and we do linger – as the sun
begins to make a comeback. Sara, Alberto’s nanny, walks by with
a new client in a stroller. She cuts us dead.
Tuesday, June 28:
It is a very nice morning in Maida Vale and, with plenty of
playtime ahead of us, we head for the park at about 9:15. Lisa is
just arriving with Flora and our two dogs have a little frolic as we
approach the green. Heading toward us near the cricket crease is
Ellie, Teddy in tow, but I have to tell her that my dog has a clingon and that I am looking for a stick with which to knock it off.
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We are soon joined by a woman named Anahita – who wants to
thank me for the welcome offered by my Otto to her puppy, the
fluffy white Maltese, Elvis. She is referring to those moments
when Linda was in charge of my pet; Otto evidently distinguished
himself by chasing Alsatians away, letting the puppy mount
him and in other ways encouraging long periods of delightful
wrestling. This is going on as we speak – with Leonard soon
joining in the fun as well.
Our group this morning includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan,
Renata, Debbie, Wendy and Anahita – who lets Elvis into our
compound so that Otto, who has been shrieking with desire, can
continue his non-stop mugging. Ofra, wearing a pair of tattered
jeans that she has inherited from her son’s girlfriend, says that
Bailey has peed at home and that he needs a special shampoo
to counter a chronic case of scratching. Nothing seems to have
dimmed his appetite, however, and he, Winnie and Leonard are
relentless. Daisy-Mae takes no part in the feeding frenzy but she
does manage to have a major bust-up with Seamus.
I tell the others that last night Otto and I encountered Bonaparte
and his daddy – the latter having just become the father of a new
daughter named Evelyn (Evie). I heard a lot of muttering about
the “leave” vote, with additional commentary on the brexit of
the English football team, which, only moments earlier, had been
beaten by Iceland – a country with the population of Leicester.
Anahita introduces herself to the assemblage. She says her name
is Persian and Renata says it’s too hard to remember – “I’ll just
call you Anna.” “That’s all right” our newcomer replies, “if I
can call you Ren.” Dan has been suggesting that we need to talk
to Jan Prendergast about the status of our umbrella and, seeing
our member of Westminster Council heading our way, I suggest
that he now has his chance. To our surprise, however, she is
coming over to see us, soon presenting a letter addressed to “The
Responsible Dog Owners of Paddington Recreation Ground” –
“An update on the replacement umbrella. I am sorry that it has
taken some time to replace the umbrella. Apparently it has taken a
long while to find a suitable replacement – however I have asked
officers if it is possible to hasten the order. I will let you know the
timescale as soon as they get back to me. A replacement will be
provided.”
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Wednesday, June 29:
The sun is still busy in the skies – though rain is predicted – as
Otto and I head for the green on a quiet Wednesday morning.
There are a lot of dogs out here and Otto is soon spoiled for
choice. Elvis is again a terrific play-pal, but we also have Poppy,
Leonard and Krug in the mix. After a while I hook my dog for a
quick transit across the grass – but quickness does not characterize
our progress. Otto begins to make large looping circles as he
seeks a pleasant spot for a poo – my earlier Schnauzers liked to
complete pre-poo circles as well, but theirs followed a tighter
formation – these circumnavigations are making me dizzy.
Leonard is lying in wait as we reach our compound – so the fun
can continue. Other canine participants include Daisy-Mae, Teddy,
Bailey and Winnie. Daisy-Mae shows no interest in food today
and Teddy never leaves Ellie’s lap. But Leonard, Otto, Bailey
and Winnie all act as though they hadn’t been fed in weeks. Janet
soon takes Leonard off and Ofra says that they are trying a new
food for Bailey at home and perhaps this shouldn’t be mixed with
specimens from my treat bag. I close this off but it takes a long
time for Winnie to understand that we’re “finished” over here.
Otto, with Leonard gone, tries to get Bailey to play – this never
works for long.
Georgie is full of complaint about the drop in the temperature and
Ofra has to consult her telephone; it doesn’t promise much to look
forward to. Yesterday she took Ellie shoe and clothes shopping
and Ellie has an expensive set of new trainers that do seem to
provide the right support for her injured ankle. She now offers a
comprehensive critique of all the styles encountered in her recent
travels – Valentino, Dolce & Gabbana, Top Shop, Armani. In
fact our two shoppers did spend some time in Primani – as they
call the Marble Arch branch of Primark. “You have to get there
early in the morning,” Hanna advises. For my part I suggest that
tomorrow I want the breakfast conversation to be in a language I
understand.
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Thursday, June 30:
There has been a lot of rain about but, fortunately, Otto’s walks
have been relatively dry, and this morning there is some sunshine.
We arrive at the green, one corner of which has been appropriated
by a gym class – which seems to be playing softball. There is still
plenty of room for the dogs and Otto is soon spoiled for choice –
though Elvis is the most persistent combatant. Janet has brought
both Leonard and Daisy-Mae out onto the grass and I can see that
the Shih-Tzu is again encased in a plastic head cone – after more
worrying licking. Terry’s dogs, Kris and Khalifa, are also here –
Kris sits at my feet on several occasions, no doubt remembering
that I may have biscuits in my pockets. Khalifa pays no attention
to Otto, devoting all of his time to chasing down a red Frisbee.
Anahita follows us into the doggy compound at the café, joining
an ensemble that includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie and Vlad.
Soon Otto and Elvis are having a second tussle, the smaller
Maltese always coming back for more punishment. There are a
number of scraps, with Seamus having bust-ups with both Otto
and Daisy-Mae. Bailey would rather eat then fight and he, Sparkie
and Leonard are among my most loyal customers.
I tell the others that yesterday I had lunch with Kate Moss – well
the supermodel was several tables away at the E&O restaurant
in Notting Hill – where I was having a reunion lunch with Anna
Factor and several other friends. Vets and their fees come next
as discussion points – with everyone present having some horror
story to relate. A number of us have watched an ITV program on
the nation’s favorite dog breeds. The Labrador was voted number
one but only one small breed, the Yorkie, made it into the top ten.
This teaches me that the sample was dominated by non-city canine
enthusiasts and this conclusion fits in well with further reflections
on last week’s Brexit vote – which was also a rejection of London,
with its accommodating, multi-cultural and power-wielding ways.
Today Tory politicians must announce their willingness to stand
in as David Cameron’s successor. He has resigned, Roy Hodgson,
the England football manager, has resigned, but nothing seems
to budge Labour leader Jeremy Corbyn, whose shadow cabinet
has resigned en masse as a vote of no-confidence in Corbyn’s
leadership. Well, we face our own change of leadership locally
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for near the end of our session the park manager comes by to say
that if it had been left to him we would have had our replacement
umbrella long ago – but now he is off to a new assignment in
Welwyn Garden City.
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Chapter 2—July, 2016

Sparkie is thinking that this grass needs some moisture.
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Friday, July 1:
I can’t tell what the weather intends – and I end up wearing my
raincoat, with Otto’s version in my pocket. In fact there is some
sunshine about and so it is not too unpleasant on the green –
where the dogs are having their usual play period. Otto fails to
find Elvis this morning but Poppy and Leonard are here. My dog
manages to steal Poppy’s ball – and to taunt his pal with this prize.
Some dogs I don’t know plant themselves at my side, no doubt
smelling biscuits in my pocket. I don’t open my treat bag out here
– that way lies madness – so I suggest we head for the café, where
Leonard is already in residence.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Hanna
and Jo Lynn. Ellie has received some photos from Davide on
Mykonos – she wants to taunt Dan with them but he isn’t here
today. Davide has evidently taken Ellie’s advice and reported to
a very expensive resort on the Greek island – and so one of the
forwarded photos features the outrageous bill for some water
and three cups of coffee. “I know Davide’s holiday is of earthshaking import,” I say, “but don’t we have some political news
to discuss?” I am referring to the surprising announcement from
Boris Johnson, leader of the successful “Leave” campaign, that
he will not be a candidate to succeed David Cameron as prime
minister. There is a good deal of discussion of the role of his pal,
Michael Gove, in all this. It was widely believed that Gove would
manage Boris’s campaign but yesterday he announced that the
former London mayor was not up to the job and that he would run
himself. Ellie says that Boris will be back and I’m sure she’s right.
Of more immediate interest is Janet’s announcement that Peter has
broken a hip in yet another fall and is in hospital now.
The dogs are lining up for their morning treats – I try to give
Bailey and Winnie stuff they can easily chew. Tilly can still
manage Shapes biscuits but I am running out of these and the
Schnauzers have to make do with large shards of Bonio. DaisyMae has been back to the vets because of her sore paw and she
shows no interest in eating this morning. When they are not
eating Otto and Leonard are fighting and on several occasions
we have to separate the competitive lads – I have never seen so
many menacing teeth. Georgie now announces that she wants
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to leave before it rains and so we start for home. This is not an
easy process for me. First Rufus runs up to say hello and then an
unknown Beagle broadsides my pet. I don’t care for this when
Otto is on lead since he wants to take off after his attacker and I
fear for the safety of my shoulders. As we near our exit gate is is
getting very dark and shortly after we get inside a light rain falls –
then it turns sunny again.
Saturday, July 2:
The sun is shining brightly but there is a brisk wind to cool things
down considerably as Otto and I head for the park – passing
Georgie on the pavement as she heads for Seamus’s house. Dogs
are such creatures of habit – as Otto now walks right by the wideopen main gates of the Morshead entrance in order to dart through
the far narrower pedestrian gate nearby. The main gates are open
today because we have the first day of the weekend Summer
Fayre, sponsored by the St. John’s Hospice, and this means that
there is a lot of unusual traffic on the roadway. I pull Otto into the
rose garden in order to escape a van now. Of course I know that
there will be no play on the green today – since tents, food stalls
and fun rides are circling this space. Instead we head directly for
the café as Otto begins searching for an appropriate spot for an
overdue poo. In fact we never get to this point because Leonard
rushes forward to interrupt this task and I have to admit both
animals to the safety of our compound.
Once again I have timed my arrival with great expertise – as I am
the first to be admitted to the café. Georgie, right behind me, asks
Lurch if the fair means that this will be a big day for the café – but
the answer is firmly negative, “They bring their own food, they
bring their own drink.” In addition to Georgie we are also joined
at our table by Janet, Ofra, and Wendy – with the Pug owners, Dan
and Dmitri, arriving ten minutes later. Dan is obviously in a bit of
a state, having experienced an incident on the Morshead roadway.
He tells us that when he tried to slow down one of the speeding
Fayre vehicles he was denounced as an interfering faggot and,
outraged, he sat on this car’s bonnet and announced that he was
reporting a hate crime to the police. The driver did apologize
and offer his hand but Dan does not seem to be mollified. Nor
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is Ofra particularly impressed by Jeremy Corbyn’s performance
at a recent Labour Party meeting – called to put an end to any
suggestion that anti-semitism is in any way a party problem. His
statement that he no more blames all Jews for Israel or the acts of
the Netanyahu government than he would blame all Moslems for
the acts of ISIS surely presents a parallelism that shows there is
still much work to be done in this area.
Both Georgie and I have to fish foreign objects out of our coffee
– tokens of the strength of the wind (at least mine is vegetable,
not animal). Our own animals zero in on my blue bag – though
once again Ofra wants me to exclude Bailey from this bounty.
She says that her Ricky has been scaring himself silly reading
on the Internet about the possible causes for Bailey’s scratching.
Someone asks her why Bailey’s lead is wrapped around the fence
this morning – the answer is that she forgot it here yesterday. Otto
and Leonard get in some good wrestling on the tiles – when they
are not noshing on Bonios. Georgie says that it is too cold to sit
comfortably at our table and so she begins an early retreat. Only
now does Otto manage to complete his interrupted mission. I
clean it up and we head for some warmer spaces at home.
Sunday, July 3:
We have survived a day of throbbing noise from the park – leaving
me to wonder if a hospice, which promises a peaceful quiet for its
inhabitants, should really be in the business of noise production
elsewhere. Today we will get a second and final dose but as Otto
and I head up the Morshead roadway (with the company of a
lively Yorkie named Chester) I note that there are far fewer stalls
in the magic circle on our green today. I head directly for the café
again and here we meet Karen and Georgie. Ofra arrives while we
are in the café and we also have Janet, Dmitri, Hanna, Davide and
Dan – with Vlad behind us at his own little table. Dan is the last to
arrive, in fact, for he has had yet another barney with a driver who
has ignored the five-mile per hour limit on our paved walkways.
Davide has not had a chance to sample opinion on the Brexit
referendum so we try to give him an update. (Karen says it has
already had a depressing effect on her international business
relationships.) Davide has brought with him some goodies from
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Greece, including some baklava – its presence reminds me of the
difficulties my late friend Tosh had in separating this word from
“balaclava.” At home, however, Davide has returned to an empty
refrigerator and there are words on the topic of whose turn it is
to do some food shopping. Some people have been watching the
Germany-Italy match in the Euro footie championship; I have
more or less given up with England’s departure. Georgie says that
daughter Lynn has been watching the footie with such fervor that
son Oliver has had to remind her that she is not in the stadium.
Bailey is again placed on the blue bag embargo list and this is
a decision he just can’t get into his wooly head – Karen keeps
pulling him off my knee as he scrapes away at the tabletop. Otto is
a happy customer today but we also have the mouths of Sparkie,
Winnie, Flora and Dudley to fill. When he is not eating my dog
is patrolling the fences, desperate to find someone to play with.
Such a search is accompanied by his manic shrieking and soon
we are trying to quiet him just as much as we do Seamus. He is
particularly noisy when Bliss the Chow and an unnamed Staffie
come by – but when it looks like these dogs will be admitted to
our compound I decide that it might be better to beat a retreat. So
I am the first to leave, making my way down the roadway as the
Fayre tempo picks up at last.
Monday, July 4:
The last of the Fayre lorries has left the area as Otto and I head
for the park – but no sooner have I congratulated myself on this
return to pacific conditions then I hear the megaphoned voice of
some gym teacher geeing up the participants of a school sports
day on the running track. There are a couple of pieces of cooking
equipment left behind on the green but the rest of this sacred
space is left to the dogs and Otto is soon enjoying the kind of play
he has missed over the weekend. Present are Leonard, Poppy and
the little brown Dottie and she is an especially sought-after playpal. Ellie is out here with Teddy and Janet is here with Daisy-Mae
and the latter, sitting quietly on the grass, gets trampled on twice
by the other dogs.
The sports day has brought additional problems. There is a long
queue at the café (but why would anyone order a take-away
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omelet?) and Ofra reports that there wasn’t a single space left in
the parking lot so she has left her car where the buses park. In
addition to Ellie, Janet and Ofra we also have Biba, here with
Tara, Georgie, Wendy and Anahita – who this morning brings her
husband, Nigel. Of course the newcomers have brought with them
little Elvis and Otto is soon into a second play period. This means
that he is far too preoccupied to beg for treats – the same can not
be said of Winnie, Tara or Bailey, though, once again, Bailey is nil
by mouth. Two strange dogs are admitted by two chaps who take
the corner table; one is a lovely black and white Spaniel, whose
stick is soon purloined by my dog. I have brought with me the
USA bandana, which my dogs have often worn on the Fourth of
July, but with all the wrestling under the table it doesn’t last long
around Otto’s neck.
The chief topic of conversation this lovely, sunny morning is also
dog-related – as we discuss other spots where dogs may be taken
for fun and recreation. Primrose Hill has its defenders, the Heath
is favored by others, Regent’s Park is an old favorite and several
of us have taken our dogs for a walk to Camden Town along the
canal – Elvis has fallen into this body of water twice. Georgie now
announces that she has much to do and gets up to make her way
home. I would have remained for a bit longer but somehow Otto,
in pursuit of Elvis, manages to squeeze through our gate and I
decide I had better hook him and head for home. As I head down
the Morshead Mansions pavement I can reflect on the tremendous
number of dogs who now make their home in this mansion block
– I can name at least eleven. Last night Otto and I met the latest
addition to this menagerie – a large fluffy white Labradoodle
named Gatsby. “Ah, Gatsby,” I said, “I taught you for years.”
Tuesday, July 5:
Gray skies are ascendant – though every now and then the sun
does break through – as Otto and I head for the park on a cool
July morning. Another school sports day is unfolding over on
the track (albeit without megaphones this time) but the green is
kids-free and this means that the dogs are here in their numbers
– at one point I count twenty canines at play. Otto is spoiled for
choice; he doesn’t know whom to chase – or be chased by. All
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of his favorites are out here…Elvis, Leonard, Poppy; Caroline
volunteers to keep an eye on my pet if I want to head in for coffee.
I agree to this but, in fact, Otto follows me to the café anyway.
At the coffee counter Ofra is insisting that today’s sandwich must
be hot and toasty – when it does come half goes to Ellie but now
Ofra says the sandwich is too hot. Eventually she gives a piece
to Bailey – though I am still forbidden to share anything from
my blue bag with the ravenous beast. Georgie, Janet, Anahita,
and Hanna are also here this morning. Daisy-Mae is getting a
grooming (and lashing out at any passing head) while Otto and
Elvis continue their play, knocking over the water bowl and
pausing to pant in exhaustion. I tell the others that I may not
be here tomorrow – it’s a busy errand day for me and, more
importantly, Otto has an appointment at the beauty parlor in
Primrose Hill.
Janet introduces the latest topic in the ever-changing shape of
British politics – the resignation yesterday of Nigel Farage as
leader of the United Kingdom Independence Party. Ellie says
that the Tories must have bankrolled UKIP in the last election as
a way of sabotaging Labour and Janet says that Nigel reminds
her of a typical bad dog owner – who leaves a pile of shit and
walks away. Who might emerge as David Cameron’s successor
is also discussed – since the Tory M.P.s will narrow the field of
prospective candidates from five to four today. “That’s all very
well,” I add, “but what I really want to know is how did they
finally discover Callum’s buried body under the floor of Gail’s
granny flat in Coronation Street?”
Thursday, July 7:
As predicted, I have missed a day in the park – while Otto
underwent his beauty treatment at Primrose Hill Pets and I visited
the 123 Cleaners, the Post Office and Sainsbury’s. The dog, his
spiffy appearance restored, now charges down the stairs as we
resume our usual routine, one that, these days, includes the first
sighting of hundreds of little kids preparing for a sports day on
the main pitch. There is an additional impediment ahead of us –
for the lawnmower, at dizzying speed, is circling the green. We
do start across this largely empty space anyway – as Otto fights
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off the attentions of several large dogs, including a big black one
named Balou. The smaller canines are being kept out of harm’s
way on the slopes of Mt. Bannister and we head in this direction
next. I can see Leonard and Elvis over here and, as they are being
admitted to our compound at the café, I am just as happy to see
Janet admit Otto as well.
I enter the café itself with Ellie – her Teddy waiting patiently
outside the front door. Soon I can see Janet undertaking a mission;
she has spotted that Otto has somehow escaped our area and is on
his way to see if he can find me. She takes him back and joins a
queue swollen with sports day parents. I have to dislodge DaisyMae from my seat before I can get settled and open my blue bag.
Bailey is again on the embargoed list but his place is taken by a
most unlikely candidate. This is a slimmed-down and ravenous
Emilio, who barks at me for treats throughout the session. At
one point Sara the nanny comes by with her new charge and this
time she does pause to chat. She wonders why Emilio is still here
but the answer is that he will begin his journey to Abu Dhabi on
the 18th of this month. Otto spends a wonderful time wrestling
with Elvis and they manage not to knock over the water bowl
this morning. At the little corner table are two chaps and one of
them, Shane, has a little black dog named Bullet. Janet tells me
that Bullet has an interesting history. His present owner spotted
him as a puppy in the arms of a druggy on Marylebone High
Street. Assuming that the dog had been stolen he pretended to be a
policeman but when he reached for his phone the druggy, a young
girl, threw the dog at him and legged it. His efforts at finding the
real owner unavailing, he came home with a new pet of his own.
Conversation this morning is dominated by the publication,
after seven years of study, of the Chilcott report – a minute
examination into Britain’s participation in the second Iraq War.
The conclusions, that poor intelligence lead to a premature
commitment to military intervention, that such a decision
subverted international efforts to achieve a more pacific resolution,
that it sent British soldiers into battle with poor equipment and
training and that there were no contingency plans for the end of
the war, have been known for a long time. Now it is official but
the unusual spectacle of a shaken Tony Blair apologizing and
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explaining his decisions marks one of the strengths of a society
that still values the truth – as the even more belated investigation
into blame in the Hillsborough tragedy and the prosecution of
those guilty of ancient sex crimes may also demonstrate. With all
of this attention paid to politics there is little time to debate what
Ellie should be wearing to a bar mitzvah this weekend and, under
any circumstances, the session is a short one because Georgie
can’t stand the loud barking of the rejuvenated Emilio and makes
an early start for home.
Friday, July 8:
Amid dire predictions of heavy rains to come Otto and I head for
the park on a gray (but still dry) Friday morning. I am wearing
my rain jacket and I have tucked the dog’s version of this garment
into a pocket. As a token of things to come they have left the rope
for the tug of war on the cricket crease but the dogs do get in a
good play period before the next school sports day. (Yesterday
a helicopter landed on the green – attending a knife attack some
distance away from the Rec itself.) Otto is soon at play with all
of his old pals; at one point even Teddy joins in the romp. Then
Ellie’s dog discovers some delicious sandy spot at the head of the
crease and he has to roll over on this surface delightedly. DaisyMae has a go as well. Over on the Randolph roadway I can see the
arrival of a long-missing member of our doggy society and I head
over to offer my greeting. This is the vet, Danielle, back from
New York to attend a wedding.
Danielle pays for everyone’s coffee this morning and there is
a good turnout…Janet, Georgie, Dan, Davide, Wendy, Hanna,
Ofra and Ellie. Naturally our vet is soon besieged by worried
dog owners who want to discuss the health of their animals:
Bailey’s itch, Daisy-Mae’s paw. Danielle tells us that in New
York she does locum work and makes house calls; someone
should adopt the latter enterprise in London too. Otto gets plenty
to eat this morning but he has a wonderful time with any number
of wrestling partners. Both Krug the Cockapoo and Elvis can
squeeze through the bars whenever they feel like a tussle and
Elvis in particular makes a number of visits. I can tell that Otto is
getting a good workout – twice I see him having a nice drink from
the water bowl.
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Danielle has to be told that in her absence another gun tragedy has
taken place in America – with snipers evidently retaliating against
a series of police assaults on black people by killing at least five
policemen in Dallas. (This is what you get when everyone is
armed, right?) There continues to be a discussion of the Brexit
fallout and even the Euro championships in football seem to
have a political ring to them – now that France has knocked
out Germany to reach the finals. While we are discussing these
weighty matters hundreds of kids (or so it seems) are filing into
the park and we soon have sack races out on the green. As we
get up to leave I notice a potential problem, No one has told the
sponsors of all this kiddy activity not to leave bags and equipment
on the grass itself and I fear that more than one canine leg may be
lifted here soon. Worse, they have left the kiddy’s packed lunches
in a huge circle at the foot of a tree and two dogs (not, I hasten to
add, any of our well-behaved lot) are helping themselves to the
goodies therein while anguished dog owners are rushing forward
in a tardy attempt to dissuade such thievery. At least it hasn’t
started to rain.
Saturday, July 9:
As we march down the pavement outside the park fence (a spot
occupied by a fox last night) I remember that today Otto is a yearand-a-half old. It is a pleasant enough morning, with a watery
sunshine and mild temperatures – indeed, I am wearing only a
sweatshirt today, instead of my usual leather jacket. Out on the
green we find Leonard almost immediately but there is also a
little black dog here and Otto attempts to induce some spirited
chasing by stealing this dog’s red ball. When it is time for us to
head for the café I leave my dog in our compound and join the
coffee queue. Davide is ahead of me and, when Ofra arrives, so is
she. “I was here first,” she explains. “Some might believe that,” I
respond.
In addition to Davide and Ofra we also have Georgie, Janet, Dan,
Hanna and Dmitri in attendance this morning. They have tied a
“membership enquiries” sign to our gate and we amuse ourselves
with the notion that it looks like it is the dog people who are doing
the recruiting and not the gym. In fact two people do stop by for
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extensive chats from the other side of our fence – a habit I abhor
since my back is always turned to the visitor at such moments.
Vincenzo pauses to tease Davide with the notion that as European
passport holders they may soon be expelled. Davide isn’t worried
about this idea but he does say that to get a British passport would
be very expensive – £1300. Melanie, who stops by with Rufus,
receives many complements on her new svelte appearance. We
do see her under the supervision of a personal trainer here in
the park – she says she has lost fifty pounds. In fact, her Rufus
is now admitted to our assembly. He does not join the biscuit
queue; today it is Winnie, Sparkie, Flora and Leonard who are my
chief customers. Bailey is excluded. Meanwhile Seamus barks
so vociferously that Georgie has to tie him to the fence. Another
member of her menagerie is the slimmed-down Emilio; he is so
insistent in his demands for ever more handouts that he barks at
me insistently for fifteen minutes.
Ofra has baked another cake and she goes inside to borrow a
knife. Hannah is full of complements – but I bite my tongue
– surely a cake should contain some sugar. Melanie gives us a
detailed resume of all her recent dietary measures – by now she is
almost a vegan. She tells us that she will be rooting for her fellow
Canadian, Milos Raonic, in tomorrow’s men’s final at Wimbledon
and others note that we will be swamped by sports – with Formula
1 at Silverstone and France facing Portugal in the European footie
championship game. It takes us a long time to get moving this
morning; Daisy-Mae insists on flopping down on the grass, even
though she is on lead, and Winnie won’t leave our compound at
all.
Sunday, July 10:
We have not had a very good night. I’ve been having trouble with
my sleep patterns of late – yesterday was a zombie stupor of a
day after I had taken a sleeping pill the night before – and this
time it was the dog who made a sustained sleep difficult. I blame
that Bombay mix that I bought at Sainsbury’s on Wednesday.
Of course I would never give something as spicy as this to Otto
but I think he managed to snaffle down some scattered shards
of this treat as they escaped from the bag. At any rate there was
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a lot of canine tummy rumbling during the night, a worrying
phenomenon. Now we have a gray day with rain expected and I
wear my rain jacket as we head for the park. There no longer seem
to be any sign of distress in the dog and he is soon at play with a
lively Spaniel. Otto’s poo is also rock-hard so I am able to relax a
bit as I admit my pet to the doggy compound.
There is only a small turnout this morning – just Janet, Georgie,
Ofra and Hanna – with Vlad at his own little table behind us. Vlad
gives Janet twenty pounds – now here we have someone who
really doesn’t want to fall behind in his lottery stakes …. Janet
usually asks for just a fiver. There is a good deal of discussion on
the frequent nighttime invasion of the park by local teenagers. I
mention that two or three times a week I see kids climbing over
the Morshead gate when I am out with the dog at 10:30 or so.
Janet says that these kids don’t seem to do any damage and that
whatever mischief they get up to resembles that which she and
her pals sought when they were in their teens. I am more happy
with the “zero tolerance” philosophy since I see such flouting
of the law as an invitation for more serious mischief – kids
have been causing a lot of trouble for inhabitants of Morshead
Mansions lately. Last night, just to conclude this theme, Otto
spotted a teenager sucking on a can as she sat on the curb near the
aforementioned gate. He is always disturbed by the unexpected
and growled and barked and the girl got up and walked away.
Good dog!
As soon as I sit down this morning I am besieged by hungry dogs
– Sparkie, Emilio, and Leonard among them. Bailey is naturally
disappointed at his exclusion from this banquet and he climbs
into a chair in pursuit of a piece of uneaten toast. Poor Tara – you
can’t hand feed her if you value your fingers but if you toss it to
her she can’t see where it has landed and often another dog gets
it. There is also a lot of fence patrolling today – with Otto leading
a chorus of disapproval when kids race by on their trikes or alien
dogs trot by on the Randolph roadway. When we get up to leave
(Otto producing a second excellent poo) we run into one of the
dogs who, earlier, had caused such a protest din. This is Dylan,
a huge eight month-old Standard Poodle puppy. He and Otto are
fascinated by one another and it is hard to separate them as we
make an early start for home.
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Monday, July 11:
Otto has been running up and down the hall with his favorite toys
in his teeth for an hour by the time we are ready to depart for the
park on a gray Monday morning. I have remembered the blue
recycling bag but the same cannot be said for such essentials as
money or saccharine. Fortunately I remember that I have forgotten
these things before we have made much progress and there is
time for a quick return to home base. Otto accepts this unusual
variation in our morning progress in good spirit and we are soon
turned around for our official entry. A lawnmower is again circling
the green – a surface better tended than many a golf course – and
this means that the dog owners have been edged off the scene.
My hope is that Otto will at least have the company of Leonard
but when we report to the doggy compound at the café I learn
that Janet has already departed because of an early tennis date
and Leonard will not make an appearance today. Anahita is here,
however, and that means that Elvis can serve as a good substitute.
Others present this morning are Ellie, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Georgie
and Hanna. The latter has brought little Hector with her and both
of the Schnauzers enjoy mugging Elvis – who likes to wind up
his pursuers by squeezing through the bars and taunting them by
remaining just out of reach. Anahita says that next time she will
let Elvis and Otto play out on the green, keeping an eye on both of
them – as Caroline often does with Leonard and Otto.
Winnie is my chief catering customer this morning – though
Bailey would like to be.
Ofra says she just doesn’t care for the café’s coffee anymore and
orders nothing. When Lurch arrives with two toasted sandwiches
Dan, making mischief, says that he needs to complain that one
member of our party is using café facilities even though she is not
a genuine customer. Then it is discovered that both sandwiches
are ham and cheese – even though Ellie had ordered bacon and
tomato. Lurch takes this on board, leaves the second ham and
cheese on our table (no charge) and says, “Any more complaints?”
In fact there are plenty – since both Ofra and Ellie have much
to say about the behavior of spoiled children. Ellie has been to a
reform synagogue where the female rabbi made the bar mitzvah
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boy cry by saying, “You made only one mistake,” and a visiting
rabbi from Bournemouth depressed everyone with an impromptu
address of the tragedies of Brexit. “They should have made him
declare his topic first,” Hanna says – though I have to point out
that this is an unlikely possibility, a rabbinical playlist to be
manipulated by the congregation. Ofra now agrees to take half of
Ellie’s new sandwich; she is much amused by the suggestion that
she ought to have a bar mitzvah party for the thirteen year-old
Bailey and soon she is imagining what foods she would bring.
Ellie says the food at the post-synagogue party at the Landmark
Hotel was very good – though it took her a while to discover that
the stuffy atmosphere could be escaped by standing under the airconditioning over the sushi bar.
Tuesday, July 12:
The morning begins with an exchange of e-mails as I arrange for
an appointment with Julie the osteopath on Thursday afternoon.
Once again I have had a lot of trouble getting in some proper sleep
but I feel bright enough now as Otto and I head for the Rec on a
sunny and mild Tuesday morning – I have abandoned my jacket
for sweatshirt only. Released at the margins of the green, Otto
rushes forward to check out the action – a lot of his play pals are
either here or on their way and he doesn’t know whom to chase
first. Janet, here with Leonard and Daisy-Mae, points out to me,
a few minutes later, that my dog is squatting for his first poo on
the hillside near the entrance to the bluebell wood and I have a
long march to recover this. I pause to re-tie a boot and I can see
Otto scanning the horizon as he searches for me – rushing up in
triumph when he zeroes in. I urge him to follow me to the café
now and he does so, pausing only once at the loos, where Max the
Alsatian is lying down, his huge paws surrounding the water bowl
– which is soon sampled as well by my fearless pet.
Our morning group includes Janet, of course, but also Georgie,
Ofra, Ellie and Hanna. The latter, standing in the coffee queue,
hands me an advertisement: I can own my own original Penny
Black for £190. Hanna has brought little Hector again and soon
he has escaped our compound and is wandering around at our
feet as we wait for our coffees. He joins in the spirited play that
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soon dominates life at our table – with Elvis and Leonard joining
Otto in a free-for-all. Once or twice things turn nasty, a mood
that also characterizes Daisy-Mae – who knows how to delegate
blame. She is getting a thorough grooming from Janet and every
now and then she snaps at the head of a passing dog. Janet says
that the Shih-Tzu’s paw is better, adding that her insurance
company won’t cough up for all of that outrageously-priced £300
consultation fee.
Morning conversation is dominated by the latest chapter in the
volatile British political scene – as it has been confirmed that
Home Secretary Theresa May will assume the position of Prime
Minister tomorrow. It had been expected that the process of
choosing a new Tory leader would be a protracted one – but the
issue became moot with the withdrawal of May’s one remaining
rival, Andrea Leadsom. (She of the bring back fox hunting and
ban gay marriage brigade.) When David Cameron had announced
that he was stepping down he had suggested September as the
time for this changeover – everyone seems pleased that, at least,
this matter won’t have to drag on and on. More local matters
now come up as well. Yesterday there was a downpour here that
sent screaming kids scurrying for cover. Hanna says that some
people, ignorant of its demise, tried to hoist the green umbrella
in our compound. All they did was untie the wings of this sad
contraption – and one of these now snags Ofra’s unsuspecting
head. That lady is dissuaded from undertaking another mission of
complaint – once again the sandwich delivered to Georgie has the
wrong ingredients. Georgie won’t eat it but she doesn’t want Ofra
to return it for her – but Ofra does go in to complain on her way
home. Otto and I have to make our way home as well – it is nine
years since Dorothy died and there is a candle to light.
Wednesday, July 13:
Well, the rain that fell on and off throughout the day – making
our afternoon walk both wet and short – has given us a break this
morning and I can start out with plenty of time for a play period
on the green. Once again there are a number of likely candidates
for Otto but he is satisfied with an early move in the direction of
the café. As we near the loos the water bowl is being refreshed for
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Max the Alsatian and this does give Otto the opportunity of a little
ball thievery. In fact Otto isn’t much interested in balls; he soon
drops it and I am able to return it to its original owner.
At the coffee counter we learn that the new blonde barista is from
Transylvania – Vlad is delighted and the Dracula jokes are not
long in coming. In addition to our Serbian friend we have just
Janet, Ofra, Hanna and Georgie this morning. They have made
Georgie a we’re-sorry-for the-mix-up sandwich – today she’d just
as soon have toast only. She has brought with her both Sparkie
and Flora and Hanna again has Hector. The smallest Schnauzer
is soon mixing it up with Leonard and Otto; he can raise a ruckus
with his barking too.
There is brief discussion of the arrival of a new occupant at 10
Downing Street today, but, truth-to-tell, there is more interest
is such important questions as “who is the father of Lee Anne’s
baby?” and, staying with Coronation Street, the impeding demise
of Kylie. (I remember when the viewing public was allowed to
experience the shock of such events first-hand – Kylie’s fate has
been trumpeted throughout the media in advance.) Georgie is in a
sour mood, not because of sandwiches or soaps, but because the
private enterprise to whom the City of Westminster has consigned
the duties of ferrying its disabled students to school, has
messed up both her pay and her taxes. This is a familiar story in
Paddington Rec, where the same council has switched managing
companies once again and no one here now has the sense to sit on
the school sports day crowd – who are at this moment serenading
the neighborhood with loud public address announcements and
race day commentary – with pulsing music as a background! At
least I have some errands to take me away for a few hours.
Thursday, July 14:
We have a lovely, sunny morning for our sojourn in the park and
Otto is soon dancing across the green in search of play pals. In
fact there is a little white dog in a green harness out here today
and Otto is soon charmed. There is a lot of chasing near the
cricket crease and then Otto heads off to find a suitable spot for
his first morning poo. He has chosen a likely spot when, out of
the shadows, Leonard pounces – and this process will have to be
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delayed. The Schnauzer lads are near the café and I have soon
admitted both of them as I make my way to the coffee counter.
There is much to celebrate this morning and I do not refer to the
appointment of Boris Johnson as Foreign Secretary. Instead I am
pleased to announce the installation of a new umbrella over our
conjoined tables. It appears that the old base was still serviceable
but now we have a blue covering, more square than round, and we
can hardly wait for the next rainstorm to test it out. I suggest that
I will write to Jan Prendergast to thank her for her efforts on our
behalf – today the grateful coffee drinkers include Vlad, Georgie,
Janet, Dan and Hanna. Dan reports that after an altercation with a
black cab driver he was almost run-over yesterday. Janet reports
that the company that tore down the Carlton Tavern has lost its
appeal against the Council’s order that they rebuild it brick by
brick (another one of Jan’s causes). I could offer further summary
of our conversation but it has becoming increasingly harder to
hear oneself think (let alone talk) as a school group has started up
a shrill game of rounders just outside the café fence – they could
so easily have used another corner of the green.
The hearing of our dogs is also on the agenda this morning – since
Winnie seems to have joined Bailey and Pepper in deafness these
days. Dan shouts his dog’s name – which elicits no response
whatsoever – to prove the point. Our own ears are assailed by the
combined canine chorus as other dogs walk by – Otto may not
start the noise but his is the shrillest voice and on a number of
occasions someone gets up to scold the dogs about this ruckus and
Dan puts Otto in his lap so that he can cool down. I have a number
of customers when the treat bag is opened – today these include
Dudley, here with Georgie – who is scratching away at my sleeve.
Bailey is still on the do-not-feed list and Ofra, after more fretting
about his anal glands, shows us phone pictures of his bum. That’s
enough of that.
Friday, July 15:
The morning is pleasant enough – though the news of another
terrorist atrocity, this time in Nice, puts a damper on one’s mood,
indeed. Otto is trying to keep up with a tennis ball-chasing Cocker
and, as we reach the green, these two do some chasing. There are
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other candidates in this category out on the grass and soon we
are joined by Ellie with Teddy. The latter, the most indolent of
Cockapoos, again shows some interest in play and this so amazes
Ellie that she takes out her phone and videos the scene for her
husband, Robert – the conclusion is, “Bring Otto over for a play
date.” Poppy is also present and he is the next to be chased – he is
so good at evading pursuit that by the time we are ready to head in
for coffee Otto is actually panting.
Under our blue umbrella this morning we have Ellie, Ofra,
Renata, Georgie, Janet and Hanna. There has been a scene in the
café already – for, after a warning from Health and Safety, the
presence of dogs inside the eatery is being distinctly discouraged
and Renata has had a hissy fit over the very idea of excluding her
little Poodle, Maxi. Daisy-Mae has also been in trouble – having
attacked a Staffie, who soon had her by the scruff of the neck.
(Janet admits that she blamed the other owner before her own
pals agreed that Daisy-Mae had started it.) We do a better job of
silencing our dogs when they start barracking passersby and their
reward is bounty from my blue biscuit bag – sorry about that,
Bailey.
There is much discussion of the Nice disaster and Theresa May’s
cabinet choices, including Boris Johnson as Foreign Secretary.
(Several agree with me that our Janet bears some resemblance
to the new P.M.) I read aloud the message I sent Jan Prendergast
yesterday: “Jan, We were able to sit under our new blue umbrella
for the first time this morning – it is splendid. We did want to
thank you for keeping an eye on the project. Your support was
much appreciated.” About an hour after sending this note I
received the following replay, which I can also read to my pals.
“How kind of you to let me know Anthony! I’m absolutely
delighted and wish you all…and the canines…many happy hours
underneath it. I will come and inspect it with the Lord Mayor.”
Sure enough, as we make our departure, we have to pass through a
“Love Parks” celebration in front of the clubhouse and we can see
Jan and the mayor in question presiding over the toddlers and the
adults on stilts. Now there is another Cocker puppy who wants to
play with Otto – while I want to get home.
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Saturday, July 16:
The sun is fighting to emerge from a cloudy sky as Otto and I head
for the park on a mild Saturday morning. Dan and Davide are just
entering with Winnie as we reach the gate and we accompany
this party onto the green – where Otto dashes off to check out the
playtime opportunities. A pair of little Shih-Tzus provide some
opposition but I am a bit more concerned when Otto begins to
leap up on a nearby Staffie. The latter proves to be even-tempered
– so there is no cause for panic – and soon Leonard arrives with
Janet and the Schnauzers are chasing one another all the way to
the café.
In addition to Janet and the lads we also have Georgie, Ofra
and Wendy here this morning – with Vlad and a friend at a little
corner table as well. Today Georgie has brought both Sparkie and
Kramer, the Tibetan Terrier. There is some boisterous growling
when Kramer is first introduced but soon enough peace returns –
though Kramer spends much of his time barking at passersby, like
the great Gatsby. Leonard, who is going home today, keeps trying
to get his paws into my blue bag. Bailey would do this as well
but he is on a restricted diet and treats are embargoed. When he
spots some left-over ham on a plate at Georgie’s place he begins
to scrape away at the tabletop and Dan, in falsetto, provides a
voiceover to accompany Bailey’s struggles – “Please, can’t you
see, there is some food there I need to eat.” When Tara sticks her
nose in as well Dan provides a version of her voice – much lower
and slower and, surprisingly, Chinese.
There is a good deal of conversation about travel destinations
this morning – though Turkey is off the list after an overnight
attempt at a military coup. Dan says he has a number of holidays
coming up, though where to go is not clear. (I suggest that Kentish
Town is lovely this time of year.) Davide is again fretting about
property – the lads are trying to complete the purchase of a rental
flat near Heathrow – a spot that should eventually have wonderful
commuting possibilities when Crossrail is up and running.
Georgie reveals that she is wearing a 24-hour heart monitor and
she has been told not to bathe, use the microwave or sleep under
an electric blanket – they have picked the right month for this
stricture. Wendy, still in the medical category, reports that Peter
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has again been moved to a care facility in Willesden – which he
hates. There seems to be no explanation for this failure to transfer
him permanently into an appropriate care home.
Sunday, July 17:
It is a bit muggy this morning – and much warmer than it has
been so far this summer – with predictions that we are in for a
heat-wave (London-style) in the days to come. Otto races ahead
onto the green – I can’t tell if he pees on the bags those footie
lads have foolishly piled onto the cricket crease. There are plenty
of play candidates out here this morning – the Shih-Tzu pair are
omnipresent and one of them seems to want to keep up a running
commentary on Otto’s free-for-alls with Poppy and Elvis. The
latter has such a magnetic appeal that it is hard to get Otto to
abandon the green for the doggy compound at the café. It helps
when Elvis ends up here as well.
Indeed, as I come back with my coffee cup, Elvis is in the process
of squeezing under the gate and I can’t open it fully without
crushing him. (Hanna has to remind me that I am about to spill
my coffee as I try to get both dogs inside at the same time.)
Hanna, pouring over the Sunday papers, is joined at our table by
Georgie, Ofra, Janet, Dan, Wendy and Elvis’s parents, Anahita and
Nigel. Vlad is at his own little table and eventually he is joined
by Dmitri, here with Flora. Most of the morning conversation is
dominated by the presence of Emilio – whom we are seeing for
the last time. The veteran Pug is being picked up by the animal
transfer specialists tomorrow morning and will fly to Abu Dhabi
on Tuesday. I have written to Makiko with an update on her dog’s
health and vigor. She has responded with the news that Alberto is
talking a blue streak – albeit in a language of his own invention.
Emilio, as if to demonstrate his return to health, is hectoring
me form the start – demanding treat after treat and scraping
away at my knee when I am slow off the mark. It is surprising
that Otto has time to stop by for the occasional biscuit for he is
in a continual wrestling match with Elvis. (Nice to see that he
often lets the much smaller dog assume the superior position
in these tussles.) Also admitted to our company this morning is
another denizen of the green – Donny, the large black and white
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Cockapoo. All of the dogs have a sniff at the newcomer but, to
our surprise, he seems to have an enthralling charm for Tara.
The old lady can’t leave him alone and comes close to playing
– something she never does. I note that she is so besotted with
Donny that she even forgets to come by for her share of the
biscuits. The march home is a slow one. First, Daisy-Mae insists
on lying on her back, then Janet has to go back to see if she can
reserve a tennis court, then we all have to stop at the gate to say
one more goodbye to Emilio.
Monday, July 18:
After a muggy night – one that actually required the opening of
a bedroom window – Otto and I head down the stairs. Unusually,
nothing has been left behind but there is an unexpected addition to
our entourage – the dog is still clutching in his teeth a soft plush
ball. Now I don’t know what to do with it. In t-shirt weather like
today there is a pocket problem under the best of circumstances
– I have stuffed the dog treats in one front pocket and everything
else in the other but eventually I discover that the ball will stay
in place if I lift the back of my shirt and station it above my belt.
Out on the green there are a number of likely play pals including
Poppy, Dottie, Leonard and Elvis. After a long search for today’s
first poo I note that Otto has followed Elvis in the direction of the
café and here is where I head next.
Today we have Dan, Ofra, Davide, Ellie, Wendy, Dmitri and
Hanna at our table – Janet has left early, no doubt for a tennis
date, and Georgie is at home, waiting for handlers to pick Emilio
up. Ellie tells us that Teddy has just rolled all over a dead rat on
one of the park’s pavements and that he stinks so much that he
is not being allowed to sit in mommy’s lap today. Indeed, while
we are drinking our coffees, she phones the dog groomers on
Boundary Road and manages to secure an appointment for 11:00.
Otto begins the session with a long tussle, first with Elvis, then
with Hector – here with Hanna. In fact I don’t distribute that
many biscuits today, a situation ever more puzzling to Bailey, who
would like to eat his own share and everyone else’s as well – if
only he could.
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Dan and Davide are nervously awaiting a decision on that flat near
Heathrow; they are in a chain and their mortgage offer expires in
early August. With Ellie and her family off to Barcelona at the end
of the week travel is another re-visited topic. Ellie says that when
she was seventeen she and a friend were given the assignment
of secretly reporting on the activities at the Club 18-30 in Ibiza.
This inspires Dan to recall his work as a Thomson Holidays rep
on Tenerife. (He says that the manager of the hotel, resentful that
the Thomson guests had taken over his hotel, regularly turned the
power off during the evening entertainment if not enough drinks
were being ordered as his bar.) Again screaming rounders girls
are just outside the café and it is through them that we will have
to make our way as we prepare to depart. Ofra first makes a call
to Georgie on Dan’s phone – Emilio has been picked up shortly
before 10:00.
Tuesday, July 19:
After attending a birthday celebration at Linda’s, a wonderful
socializing opportunity for Otto, we begin our morning on another
very warm morning in Maida Vale. I have now abandoned my
boots too – it is extremely dry underfoot – but there is no entry
to the green at all this morning. This is because the man on the
mower is raising a cloud of dust as he circles the cricket crease.
We head for the café, where I am surprised to see that there is an
early turnout already; Davide is here, Janet is here, Hanna is here,
Dmitri, Ofra and Georgie are on their way, but this morning we
also have a welcome return visit from David, the erstwhile Dog
Sitter.
David is much amused by the present canine lineup and he soon
picks up one of the two water pistols that Janet has brought with
her this morning. Although there has been no exercise on the
green Otto is soon well-entertained by Leonard, Hector and Elvis.
The latter delights in squeezing through the bars in order to begin
ecstatic circles on the other side – with even Anahita unable to
corner her pet. Georgie receives an e-mail from Makiko – Emilio
has been pronounced fit to fly and will take off for the Gulf at 9:00
tonight. David says that he has a flashback gig later this summer
with Bianca the Boxer and Frank the Chinese Crested Dog.
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In fact David’s career as a photographer has really taken off and
he shows us a picture he took at Stonehenge, one that appeared
in The Times. (He says that photography at Glastonbury was a
muddy ordeal.) With his smart phone in front of him new apps
naturally follow as a topic of conversation. David is flirting with
the idea of downloading the latest craze, a Pokémon app that
encourages users to win prizes by finding the digital presence of
the original characters embedded in some real site. David says
that the Rec has served as one such site and that obsessed phone
users were seen here recently wandering around in search of their
quarry. (I am wondering if the new park management has figured
out a way to charge game players for this use of their space.) In
other matters Ofra says that she will be going to Israel for slightly
more than one month this year and Davide passes out pieces
of cake. As we near the gate I can hear, “Rufus, what are you
thinking of?” The speaker is Melanie, breaking off her session
with a personal trainer in order to pull her humping pet off the
back of another dog.
Wednesday, July 20:
After a very muggy night we have a welcome breeze to moderate
today’s temperatures and it is cooler outside than inside. Otto
makes his way up the Morshead roadway – where I note that
the lawnmower is still circling the green, though it seems to be
preoccupied with the margins and this means that the dogs can
play safely in the interior spaces. Otto is soon mixing it up with
Krug and Elvis (under Alaska’s watchful eye), though he does
take some time to say hello to his senior cousin, Gus. The battery
on my wristwatch is dead but today there is little help from the
clubhouse clock –perhaps it has had a heat-induced failure for on
all faces the time of 12:10 is recorded. Anyway I can actually see
members of our group taking seats under the new blue umbrella
and so I head for the café.
This morning we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Ellie, Wendy
and a late-arriving Renata. Also trailing in behind us is Anahita.
Ellie volunteers to hold Elvis’s lead at this point – since the
Malteaser would otherwise follow mommy into the café – but
no sooner has Anahita disappeared then the desperate pup makes
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an almighty leap for the gate, pulling the lead from Ellie’s hand
and knocking over a chair before squeezing through the bars – a
stunned Ellie in pursuit. Winnie and Otto are my chief customers
this morning; Daisy-Mae lies in Janet’s lap, napping, and coming
alive only in order to snap at Seamus. Otto spends a good deal
of time at the fence, sniffing at other passing dogs like that black
fluffball, Noodle the Poodle. A little toddler comes by and sticks
his hand through the bars in order to stroke Otto’s head and
whiskers. I am amazed at how patient Otto is in enduring these
attentions – then I notice that the little boy has a bit of sandwich in
his other hand.
Much of the conversation is dominated by Anahita’s attempts to
secure custodianship for Elvis – when she and her husband are
away for a week. Georgie has a lot of customers but Janet agrees
to take Elvis on. Davide is off sick today, recovering from the
attentions of the builders who have been swarming all over his
building. A sister is coming to visit from Sardinia. Ellie reports
that her older daughter and her chums have made it as far as
Croatia on their Eurotravelling adventures. Davide reports that
Emilio has made it as far as the lobby of Makiko’s apartment
building in Abu Dhabi – where yet more specialists have delivered
him earlier in the day. We are looking forward to seeing photos of
the reunion. I get up with the others at an early departure time. I
have some errands to complete this morning, including a visit to
the hairdressers on Formosa Street.
Thursday, July 21:
Things have cooled off a bit and we have a much fresher
atmosphere as Otto and I head for the park this morning. Dan and
Davide are accompanying Winnie along the Morshead roadway
and Otto dances delightedly among all these figures as we head
for the green. Once again he will be spoiled for choice– as
there is a lively canine assembly at the eastern end. Krug, Elvis,
Leonard and Poppy are all present and one or two newcomers
as well. There is a lot of chasing and wrestling – though I notice
that in the middle of the most furious chase the dogs all stop for a
slurp of water from the bowls outside the loos. Back on the green
there is also a brief visit from Bonaparte. The French Bulldog is
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accompanying Louise, the baby strapped to her chest, and little
William.
In the doggy compound we have Seamus, Mitzi and Sparkie, all
here with Georgie, Flora – here well in advance of the trailing
Dmitri, Winnie, here with the lads, Teddy, here with Ellie, Tara,
here with Vlad, Daisy-Mae, here with Janet, and Elvis, here with
Anahita. Well, is the latter really here? I say this because the little
white fellow so enjoys winding up the other dogs by squeezing
back through the bars and dancing around our fence while those
inside pursue vociferously. To quiet the pack down Janet again
produces her water pistol. She is trying to hit Sparkie but manages
to spray Dan – who takes this baptism in stride. I am surprised
that Mitzi joins the biscuit queue but I do have a lot of customers
this morning.
Davide produces videos from Makiko, ones showing the arrival
of Emilio in his new Abu Dhabi home. Evidently the Pug, having
held it in during his long journey, pooed once outside the front
door and twice inside the flat. Again there is a lot on conversation
on the care and feeding of Elvis, whom Janet will look after when
Anahita goes off on holiday next week. We have known about this
venture for several days and also that Ellie will be leaving Teddy
with Georgie at the same time – but now we learn something
new. It turns out that Ellie and Anahita, who have only recently
met, are, with family, including the teenagers, both heading for
Barcelona and, even more surprisingly, that they have booked
into the same hotel! Otto too has a holiday-time booking ahead,
this time at Rob and Linda’s, when I go off on my next walking
holiday with Gavan. As we walk down the Morshead roadway I
am wondering if today is a good day to buy some train tickets.
Friday, July 22:
Well, I didn’t buy train tickets yesterday. I really wanted to begin
such an expedition after the arrival of the postman – since there
is one member of the household who likes a ripping good time
with the post itself – but, though I tried to keep an eye out for the
postie, I never detected his presence. (It is my belief that at least
once a week we get no post at all in this building.) I don’t think
today is a good day to buy tickets either – for we have already had
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one light shower at dawn and more rain is threatened. It is deeply
overcast this morning as we make our way up the Morshead
walkway – again accompanying Davide and Winnie. Out on the
green we also meet up with Dan, pushing his bicycle and trying
to withstand the barking attentions of Donny. Otto is soon at play
with a number of pals, Elvis especially. While they are wrestling
a Staffie with half a red Frisbee stands above them shaking his toy
with great ferocity.
Leonard is lurking outside our compound and his presence must
explain why Otto, whom I have left behind bars, soon escapes in
order to see what I am doing in the coffee queue. It takes a long
time to get him, Elvis and Leonard behind bars – and then Anahita
takes them out onto the green for more play anyway. We also have
the participation of Georgie, Janet, Dmitri, Ofra and Hanna this
morning – with Shane, the owner of little Bullet, taking a position
at Vlad’s little table. Ofra says that the next stage in Bailey’s
therapy is a visit to the vet and a check of those troublesome anal
glands. Janet says that tonight, as a test, Elvis will come to her
house for a sleepover – so that Anahita can be sure that a longer
session next week will work out satisfactorily.
Melanie also makes a visit with the “biggest Bichon in the
world” – Rufus – as she begins an extensive conversation on
cosmetic surgery. (Her claim to fame is that she actually sought
the assistance of Kim Kardashian’s plastic surgeon in L.A.)
Meanwhile Ofra, who is complaining of a broken blood vessel
above her lip, promises that her forehead will receive serious
attention when she is in Israel and Dan says that he has never
needed any artificial enhancements on his smiling visage. He
and Davide are quarreling over how long their next visit to Essex
should take – Dan wants to stay overnight, Davide is still hosting
his sister. (It does seem as though contracts on that flat near
Heathrow may be exchanged today.) Someone asks Georgie for
a light – but she hasn’t smoked in almost five months and so they
are out of luck.
Saturday, July 23:
Taking advantage of some clear skies and an early visit from
the postman I did undertake a brief visit to Paddington Station
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yesterday. (Otto emptied the wastebaskets and opened the package
containing the fresh bed linen in retaliation.) Having spotted
Georgie just entering the park today, he strains at his lead in order
to touch noses with her three charges: Sparkie, Mitzi and Teddy.
It’s a wonderful summer’s morning – warm but not too hot, with
a gentle breeze blowing across the green. A contingent of dog
owners is sitting on the cricket crease and soon Otto is chasing
their pets all over the place. Leonard is out here and so is Elvis,
plus a lot of Saturday dogs I don’t know at all. When Otto and
Elvis near the café we let them go inside our compound, though
neither of them stays there for long and, indeed, Elvis soon
squeezes through the bars in order to see what his mommy is up to
inside the café itself.
In addition to Anahita and Nigel, we also have Dan, Davide, Janet,
Georgie, Ofra and Hanna with us this morning. The big news
(not counting another massacre, this time in a shopping mall in
Munich) is that Dan and Davide have indeed exchanged contracts
on their rental flat. They will take possession on August 1 and
already they have a tenant lined up. Ofra, wearing a white t-shirt
with the legend “You can do it – coffee,” wants Davide to visit her
in Israel; she is soon off to her native land for an extended holiday.
Davide is not certain he can get anyone to trade assignments with
him; would he be willing to forego Lagos if another member of
the cabin crew has a Tel Aviv they want to swap? Janet gets up to
talk to a woman on her way to the gym. “That’s the woman who
carved me up at tennis yesterday,” she explains, “she’s eighty.”
Anahita leads Otto and Elvis out onto the green so that they can
get is some more extended chasing – little Bullet follows them.
Mitzi, who is meeting Nigel for the first time, jumps into his lap
and spends the entire session sitting contentedly there. Daisy-Mae
is not content – especially when a visiting Thomas tries to mount
her. Vincenzo, leaning over the fence, says that his pet’s humping
habits are always a problem. “People say it’s just because I’m
Italian – but I’m not like that at all.” I ask Janet how Elvis’s
sleepover played out. She says that he sleeps in a crate and he was
just fine and that Daisy-Mae ignored him – except when there was
bone to fight over. As we begin our march home we encounter
two more dog owners, walking with their pets – first Melanie with
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Rufus and then Jo Lynn with Tilly. For some reason Otto wants to
follow Janet toward the Essendine exit this morning. She says that
she needs to get home before Anahita and Nigel arrive to reclaim
Elvis’s crate.
Sunday, July 24:
It is a bit cooler as Otto and I head for the Rec on another bright
and pleasant morning. Ahead of us on the Morshead roadway
there is the familiar trio of Dan, Davide and Winnie – and Otto
must rush forward to offer each an ecstatic greeting. Today Davide
has brought his visiting sister, Anna – who speaks no English.
We all make our way onto the green, where Janet is lying on
the cricket crease with Daisy-Mae. Again Otto offers a fulsome
greeting before rushing off to play with Popcorn, who is just
entering from the eastern side of the great green space. Here,
too, some actual cricketers are foregathering – but there are no
signs that they want to begin play and thus there is still plenty of
opportunity for chasing and wrestling. At one point Poppy mouths
a forbidden bone (soon delivered to the trash can) and on another
occasion Otto is invited back to the cricket crease to meet an
adorable puppy named Lucky.
I take my seat at the café, where all of those already mentioned are
also in attendance – as well as Georgie, Ofra and Karen. The rare
presence of the latter means that I soon have Dudley pawing at my
bare arms. Other customers include Bailey (who is soon sulking),
Winnie and even Daisy-Mae, who barks at me and then refuses
most of what I have on offer. After a while the Shih-Tzu squeezes
through the bars and sits in the shade out on the grass, surveying
her domain. Also nearby we have Leonard and, under Caroline’s
supervision, Otto; thus my pet gets in a second furious bout of
exercise. There is some discussion of whether to bring dogs to The
Bridge, where most of the others are meeting a visiting Liz for
lunch. I have decided not to participate – the memory of Friday’s
destruction competing with the realization that I will also have
to abandon Otto on Tuesday, when I have a lunch meeting with a
former student.
Karen and the lads confer on the joys of landlordship and we also
get a review of the birthday celebrations for Dan’s nephews in
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Essex yesterday. A live broadcast of Mrs. Brown’s Boys on the
telly last night gets mixed reviews. Davide says that his sister
will attend a fashion fair at Olympia today but he needs to see
how much credit he has on his Oyster Card first. I ask Ofra when
she departs for her long trip to Israel and she says this will be
tomorrow. Then her friends insist she has told them that she leaves
on Tuesday – so there is some confusion. As we make our way
home Tom, the owner of Max, calls Otto over for a little treat,
as he often does, but today Baba the Jack Russell has a bout of
jealousy and tries to snatch this for himself.
Monday, July 25:
At eight o’clock, after enduring fifteen minutes of telephonic
sirens, whistles and back beat, I get through to the Randolph
Surgery, where I make an appointment for late Wednesday
afternoon. (It is prescription renewal time and I want someone to
look at my watery eyes.) Then I start a load of wash, grab the blue
recycling bag, and Otto and I can emerge onto the street – where
Georgie has just fetched Seamus. Otto trots along happily with
the Westie and Sparkie and I tell Georgie it looks like she has an
invisible third lead. The lawnmower is again just vacating the
green, where a number of dogs are at play over on our left. Here
I find Linda with Pepper and Chica and this is a useful encounter
as she always picks up Otto’s food at the vet’s and we are getting
low. Otto himself is spoiled for choice: Poppy, Leonard and Elvis
are all here this morning.
So is New York Liz, here on a brief visit – she buys all the
coffees today – drinks for Dan, Davide, Georgie, Janet, Ofra
and me. Her presence does mean that the usual chair placements
are a bit askew; when Janet says that she will be leaving soon
for tennis Dan suggests it would be really useful if she left now.
Lisa comes by to leave some items in the care-and-feeding of
Flora department with Georgie; unfortunately she has also left
her own mobile phone in the bag and when this is discovered she
is recalled (literally) so that she can recover it; it has her plane
tickets on it as she is on her way to Germany, where daughter
Isabella is involved in some filming. I ask Ofra if she is travelling
today or tomorrow; it is today. I wish her a good trip but complain
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that things are always duller when she is away – we won’t see her
until September.
In addition to Flora, Sparkie, Seamus, Otto, Elvis and Winnie
we also have the ever-hopeful Bailey in the biscuit queue.
Unfortunately there is an empty chair on my left and the persistent
Cavalier is soon raking away at my table setting – overturning
my coffee cup and producing a milky shower at my feet. Seamus
rushes forward to lick this up and Ofra goes inside to buy me a
second cup. Dan offers a gratuitous lecture on Ofra’s dereliction as
a disciplinarian – while his Winnie is scraping away at my knee.
Canine hijinks are not over –for we now have an over-the-fence
visit from Vincenzo, whose randy Thomas thinks it would be a
good idea to squeeze through the bars for a little mid-morning
humping. Regrettably, he is too big and manages to get himself
stuck half-way – with a distraught owner not knowing whether
to push or pull as the shaggy Shih-Tzu shrieks in discomfort.
Pulling proves the way to go and order is soon restored. But a few
minutes later, when I make my exit, I can see that Vincenzo is still
shaken. He approaches me with an usual request. Would I like
two “Hampsteads?” His neighbors are moving and they can’t take
these rodents with them.
Tuesday, July 26:
The pleasant weather persists as Otto and I head for our gate
on a sunny Tuesday morning. The dog falls into step with a
family – including a little boy with a mobile phone who proudly
announces, “I’ve reached Level Four!” Next Otto is jumped from
behind by a hard-charging Krug, a young lady after his own heart.
The Cockapoo’s owner, also pushing a baby buggy this morning,
accompanies us out to the center of the green – where Otto is soon
spoiled for choice. Krug, Elvis and Leonard are all here today and
we also have a visit from Barney the Schnauzer. Leonard is lying
in wait, flattened on the grass and ready to pounce on Otto as we
pass by; last night the gigantic Gatsby did the same thing on the
pavement.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Davide, Liz, Wendy
and Hanna. Janet has attached a long training lead to houseguest
Elvis but this does not seem to deter his wrestling bouts with Otto.
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When he is not tussling Otto is happy to join the biscuit queue,
sharing space with Winnie, Sparkie and Seamus. Bailey is absent
today but Georgie says he will join her menagerie on Thursday.
Elvis now sneaks through the bars, his long lead following him,
in order to check out other dogs on the walkway; these include
Noodle the Poodle and the black Chow, Bliss, whose owner brings
her pet inside our compound so that she can have coffee with
Hanna.
Our Finnish friend reports that she could smell smoke in her
flat last night and this helps answer a mystery for me – since I
heard lots of sirens screaming through the streets as Otto and I
undertook our late night walk; no one knows where the fire was.
Liz, who is soon off to Heathrow, describes something of her new
living situation in New York’s financial district. She has been
summoned home a bit early and is only wait-listed today. Much
of the conversation is devoted to well-remembered incidents
involving dogs on the loose. Janet recalls trying to recover
a mischievous puppy Sparkie, Georgie remembers trying to
recapture a loose Peggy the Pug on Formosa Street and Liz notes
how helpless she felt when her Roxy took a seat on an island in
a duck pond, resisting all attempts to rejoin her mistress. While
we are on the subject of lost animals Janet reports that the cat,
whose pictures we have seen on local posters, has been found
in a neighbor’s airshaft. The name of the animal in Chairman
and many have commented on what a great name this is for a
cat – only for the owner to admit that, well, the cat’s full name in
Chairman Meow. On this note we begin our homeward march,
saying goodbye to Liz and welcoming a late-arriving Yara at the
same time.
Wednesday, July 27:
A light rain, a token of more to come, has just ended as Otto and I
head for the park on a gray Wednesday morning. I am wearing my
raincoat and I have tucked the dog’s version into a pocket – but it
remains dry enough during our stay in the Rec. Otto rushes up to
greet Davide and Winnie but as we approach the green there is no
one about at all – the wet weather has clearly had a discouraging
effect. Fortunately Caroline is walking around this vast empty
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space and here comes Leonard. He and Otto take part in a furious
bout of chasing and then they are distracted with the presence of a
third member of the Schnauzer pack, Barney, a female who is here
with a dog walker. My dog’s name now echoes across the green –
Janet is over there with still another pal, Elvis, and now it is these
two who throw one another about as we gradually inch our way
toward the café.
Present this morning are Janet and Davide, of course, but also
Georgie, Hanna and Wendy. I work very hard to discourage the
presence of wet paws on my trousers – I may go to Sainsbury’s
later this morning and I’d prefer not to have to change. This means
that “Down!” is heard with some frequency – though this doesn’t
mean that canine behavior is any more compliant. Janet is trying
to take pictures of Elvis so that she can send a photo of her sodden
pet to Anahita – in Barcelona. This isn’t easy to do, since there is
so much activity when he and Otto are wrestling, and on several
occasions Elvis squeezes through the gate, his long training lead
following him as he greets some other passing canine. Someone
asks if that isn’t Pepper out on the green but here, even without
turning around, Georgie can offer a definitive no. Today Linda’s
Liam graduates (with a “First”) from King’s College and the
family are celebrating the event, with Georgie looking after
Pepper. Natasha’s Millie is too chubby to squeeze through the bars
so I have to get up to offer the Miniature Pinscher a treat.
As so often, conversation begins with the latest ISIS outrage, the
murder of a French priest as he conducted mass at the pulpit. (“An
atrocity a day keeps peace of mind at bay.”) Davide then describes
the furnishing of the newly purchased income flat – with every
item no doubt serving as the source for a new argument with Dan.
Hanna is chuckling over a number of photos in The Sun but she
does want to know how a picture of a naked Robbie Williams,
wearing only a piece of toast over his genitals, is going to advance
the career of the singer. “It may not advance his singing career but
perhaps he just wants to be a spokesman for Hovis,” I suggest.
Janet at last succeeds in getting a picture of Elvis on her phone
– she will have to explain that though he looks miserable he has
actually been having great fun. Meanwhile, in the small world
department, Anahita has reported that she has now had a drink
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with Ellie in their Barcelona hotel. I can report that in spite of the
threat of more rain I am off to Sainsbury’s soon.
Thursday, July 28:
It’s still t-shirt weather as Otto and I, preceded by Georgie with
Seamus and Flora, head up the Morshead roadway on another
very pleasant Thursday morning in the park. As we cross the green
a proprietorial Spaniel growls as Otto nears her tennis ball but
my dog has already spotted some familiar canine shapes at the far
end of the cricket crease – where Janet has brought both Leonard
and Elvis and here Lucy, having missed several weeks while in
heat, is making a comeback as well. The guys mob poor Lucy and
Leonard has to be pulled off on several occasions. When I finally
deposit Otto inside our café compound it is only to take off for the
Vineyard Chemists – where I have my usual prescriptions waiting
for me (I have already taken possession of some eye drops,
prescribed yesterday afternoon for my pollen-beset eyes).
This is one of those occasions when they sit you down while one
of the chemists makes sure you understand what each of your
medications is for – so I am a bit late returning to our group. Here
I find Janet, Davide, Georgie and Hanna – with Lisa and the 13
year-old actress, Isabella, back from filming in Dusseldorf and
here to reclaim Flora. Lisa says that the other day a woman here
asked her to put Flora on lead – her own dog already tied to the
fence – but Janet says she would have asked the woman to move
elsewhere since dogs have the freedom of this place for sure. Otto
has both Leonard and Elvis to play with but the latter’s long lead
keeps getting tied around the chairs. Daisy-Mae agrees to take
a biscuit this morning; the other dogs know enough not to come
near her while she is guarding such a treat. Leonard has taken on
the responsibility of pilfering biscuits from my blue bag, which
he can reach with his paw, but Janet uses her water pistol to
discourage this.
She also uses it to deflect the attentions of a wasp, which hovers
over our coffee cups and some wafer biscuits Hanna has brought
with her. When the wasp escapes the spray he flies into my cup
and Janet traps the fellow by placing a saucer over the top of the
cup. (That’s the second time this week that I won’t be finishing a
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cup of coffee at the café.) The biscuits were part of a present from
Hanna, who has brought me a wonderful vintage tin containing
images of a number of noted presidents – though none more
recent than JFK. Lisa and Isabella are served full breakfasts
and, pondering her eggs benedict, Isabella asks, “Mom, do I like
Hollandaise sauce?” Mom thinks she does but soon thereafter she
and Isabella (who is wearing a t-shirt with “Brunette Power” on
it) swap breakfasts. Vincenzo comes by for a visit but when he
admits Thomas there are words from Otto, who doesn’t like to
be humped. We begin a slow march across the green on the way
home. A woman with short hair (some of it tuning a bit gray) is
jogging out here but she pauses to greet all of us. This is “Young
Sue,” whom we have not seen in some years, a member of our
café society at the very outset of our association – over twelve
years ago now.
Friday, July 29:
It seems to be very dark this morning and I can see some signs
of moisture on the pavements and so I decide to wear my rain
jacket for our session in the park. The green is empty when we
first arrive and Otto doesn’t know quite what to do. Then I spot
Janet on the summit of Mt. Bannister with Daisy-Mae and Elvis
and soon Otto is chasing his new little white pal. Poppy is out here
as well now, though I have not seen him before in the company
of a young woman with a ball sling. In fact Otto manages to steal
Poppy’s ball but he drops it on command when it is time to hook
my pet for our march to the café.
This morning Georgie is off taking a course, part of her work for
the council, but we do have Janet, Dan, Davide, Vlad, Hanna and,
for the first time in almost a decade, Sue. Much of the time is
spent in catching up with Sue, who is 49 now. She tells us that she
still lives locally, that she has been recovering from an illness that
has affected her speech, that she has taken up the violin again and
that she feeds the birds in Kensington Gardens and nurtures spider
plants. Dan asks each of us to rate, on a scale of one to ten, how
optimistic we feel about the day’s prospects. I tell him it is almost
too early to have an opinion but I give myself a seven. Dan and
Davide have been to see The Bodyguard musical in the West End;
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they pronounce it “cheesy” but they both seem to have enjoyed it
tremendously.
Winnie’s head never seems to budge from a spot between my
knees but she must go off to eat what I give her because Otto,
Elvis and Tara are also here as well. Otto and Elvis keep up a
non-stop tussle when they are not eating – though the latter’s long
training lead is often snagged under someone’s feet. Janet isn’t
quite confident that her houseguest will return when called and on
several occasions she uses this lead to prevent the Malteaser from
squeezing through the bars. A little brown dog is sitting outside
our compound, eliciting cries of anticipation from Otto; soon we
have that familiar scene, the one that involves the visitor running
rings around our area while Otto attempts to keep up from our
side of the fence.
Saturday, July 30:
Temperatures have fallen just a bit and I decide to return to
wearing my blue sweatshirt on a gray Saturday morning in Maida
Vale. I can see some familiar canine figures out on the green and I
release Otto so that he can cross the intervening space in order to
complete his reunion. After a while, though, I can see him turning
his back on his pals, putting some distance between them and his
hurrying shape – a dog on a quest. The search is on, I know quite
well, for a suitable poo poo site. I also know that at such moments
I need to abandon any conversation in order to keep an eye on my
pet; the poo poo bag comes out of my pocket and I am ready with
my clean-up duties when at last the chosen patch of grass receives
its downfall.
At our table this morning we have Georgie, Janet, Dan, Davide,
Sue and Hanna – with Vlad fighting off the man-eating plant that
hovers over his little table behind us. Georgie has brought Sparkie,
Bailey and Mitzi with her this morning. Bailey is on antibiotics
for infected anal glands – and there is even some talk of removing
them in the future. I ask if he is allowed any food and Georgie
says he can have soft chews only. Mitzi does not seem particularly
interested in food but the large Cockapoo does enjoy jumping into
any convenient lap and having reached the comfort of Sue’s lap
she twice jumps onto the tabletop itself. Otto and Elvis are not
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particularly interested in food this morning, spending most of their
time in a perpetual wrestling match. Daisy-Mae has been to the
vet again and she too has a new course of antibiotics, her sore paw
better but by no means completely recovered.
Dan is passing around a phone photo showing a friend at play
with a bottle-nosed dolphin. There is considerable debate over
one of these photos, which I deem photo-shopped since otherwise
we would have a new species, part dolphin and part ray. A toasted
cheese sandwich arrives at about this time but they have forgotten
the ham and a second version is delivered a few minutes later.
(This seems to be happening a lot these days; I think this is
because some of the new counter staff can speak English but they
can’t hear it.) Hanna objects to Davide’s cigarette smoke and he
gets up to finish his fag in the corner. She also has a photo to show
us on her phone – this is a picture of young Lily eating an avocado
ice lolly, a concoction that mother Lizzie has made, following a
recipe that Hanna has discovered in one of her magazines. Janet
admits that she is already addicted to Celebrity Big Brother and
I mention that I have recently watched a documentary on Roger
Bannister’s preparations of the first sub-four-minute mile. Here
the story of his work with pacesetters Chris Brasher and Chris
Chataway (whose stepson was once a student of mine at ASL)
were covered in detail. I was particularly interested in seeing
if any mention would be made of the old track at Paddington
Rec, where practice runs were a part of these preparations. In
fact no mention was made of this site but I did recognize a shot
of the clubhouse cupola, a structure that looms over the plaque
memorializing the Bannister connection, one we pass every day as
we make our way homeward.
Sunday, July 31:
And so we come to the end of another month in Paddington Rec
– and we certainly have a wonderful sunny Sunday morning to
enjoy as we get ready for August. Hanna is walking Hector over
on our left and behind us we also have a return appearance by
actress Helen George (of Call the Midwife and Strictly fame), here
with her Jack Russell, Charlie. Unfortunately the cricketers have
arrived very early this morning and that means that the green is a
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dangerous place to be. Hanna and I make our way over to the side
of Mt. Bannister, where the dogs can play safely. Janet is at the
top of this hill with Daisy-Mae and Elvis and the latter has soon
found his play-pal and the two can have a pre-coffee tussle on the
grass. Also descending the hill is that louche character who brings
his Jazz to the park – in spite of requests that he do no such thing.
This ill-tempered female, indeed, lashes out at poor Otto as he
plays by.
Our morning group today includes Janet, Hanna, Georgie, Davide,
Vlad, Wendy, Karen and, mid-jog, Sue. Georgie has left some of
her charges at home but she is here with Sparkie and Mitzi. The
latter goes from lap to lap and when she jumps into mine she tries
to help herself to the contents of my blue bag. Dudley is clawing
away at my elbow – I am so glad that I am wearing my sweatshirt
again. Dudley has been chewing his own bum, like Bailey, and
Karen is showered with advice on how to manage this problem.
Hector and Otto, both of whom have made a brief escape into the
confines of the café, are also in the biscuit queue – and here we
can find Sparkie, Winnie and Elvis. The latter manages to squeeze
through the bars on one occasion – with Janet in hot pursuit.
Janet has brought with her a book of photos taken during her
recent holiday in Vancouver and Alaska and this is passed around
for all of us to enjoy. (Sue has some photos of feeding the birds
in Kensington Gardens as well.) Davide seeks Karen’s advice
on how to keep the books – now that he and Dan are landlords.
Wendy says she has visited Peter in his current care home,
pronouncing it noisy and uncomfortable. I ask Georgie how
she got on during her course this last week and whether they
gave her any homework. She says there was no homework but
there was an exam, one that she finished before any of the other
students – though, she later discovered – she had done so only by
accidentally skipping five of the questions. As we begin our march
to the gates we encounter Linda with Pepper and Chica; this is a
useful meeting for me since I again get to remind her that we are
now desperately low on dog kibble at our house.
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Chapter 3—August, 2016

Tara exemplifies dignity – something often lacking in her friends.
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Monday, August 1:
It’s a rather cool start to the month, gray but not unfriendly.
The blue bag is dropped on the pavement and Otto and I head
down the Morshead roadway on our way to the green. The
green is empty – save for Elvis, Daisy-Mae and Janet; the latter
is in solemn conference with a jolly Vista security guard. Otto
discovers a new variation in his play with Elvis. A flattened plastic
drinks bottle has been left behind by some careless picnicker and
Otto brandishes this in the face of his Maltese pal – with a great
deal of chasing on the schedule. Then my pet hives off and crosses
the green in search of a suitable poo spot. Hanna is crossing the
grass with Hector and I manage to admit Otto, Elvis and Hector at
the same time when we reach our compound at the café.
Our morning conclave features Georgie, Dan, Davide, Ellie
(back from Barcelona), Vlad, and Hanna – with Janet leaving
immediately for tennis and Tim arriving to claim custody of
Hector for the day. I am soon trying to toss biscuits in an arc that
Tara can follow into her snapping jaws and then I distribute treats
to Seamus, Sparkie, Winnie, Otto and a new arrival, Leonard.
Caroline soon arrives to take Leonard and Otto out onto the green
– I can see that my dog is trying out his squashed bottle routine on
Leonard. A few minutes later I notice that Leonard has returned
to our company but Otto hasn’t. Georgie thinks Caroline is
chasing him down somewhere but after a while I get up somewhat
anxiously to see if I can spot the rascal. Soon he is crossing the
café forecourt, Caroline in pursuit. She says he has been having
some difficulties with his poo – a worrying happenstance.
Much of the morning conversation is devoted to travel. We learn
that Karen is on her way to Santorini and Yara to Mykonos, with
Dan and Davide off to Athens next month. Ellie is just back
from Barcelona (with biscuits and candy) and we get a thorough
review of her expensive holiday, with upgrade to penthouse
accommodation – a junket that ended, as with my own return from
Sicily, with hours in the airport due to BA problems. Tim, our
wallpaper magnate, says that he spends much of his time in China,
where his designs are manufactured, and that he will decorate
another new entry in the Wynn empire in Las Vegas. Dan now
reports on last night’s premiere of the new Harry Potter show, a
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spectacular piece of stagecraft, so he says, and an evening that
ended with a great cast party – attended by J.K. Rowling herself.
Now we begin our return walk – I am trying to see if my dog
needs a visit to the bathtub when we get home.
Tuesday, August 2:
“Where has our summer gone?” The question is addressed to me
by Georgie, who is making her way up the Morshead roadway
with Sparkie and Seamus. It is indeed a damp Tuesday morning,
though it is not raining at the present moment – I am wearing my
rain jacket and I have Otto’s at the ready. My dog now follows
Georgie into a corner of the rose garden, soon rejoining me for a
crossing of the empty green. I have a long hike to catch up to the
dog’s poo poo site and while I am attending to this matter Otto
joins a pack of migrating dogs undertaking a grand circle with
their owners. One of these is the Pug, Flora, here with Lisa this
morning. By the time we have reached the Randolph roadway
Janet is heading our way with Elvis. “Stand by to repel boarders,”
I tell Otto as the hard-charging little Maltese completes a
delighted rush. I stand at the gate of our compound for some time
before these two agree to transfer their hijinks here.
In addition to Georgie, Janet and Lisa we also have Davide and
Hanna with us this morning. I am trying to discourage repeat
visits to my knee from Otto and Elvis; the latter looks like a
ragamuffin after rolling around in the wet. The dogs break off their
play in order to protest with some vehemence over the presence
of a large gray Staffie at our gate. This reminds me that Caroline,
whom we met during our afternoon walk yesterday, told me that a
local Staffie named Blue has died – after complications following
the ingestion of a rotten tennis ball. After a while I notice that Lisa
is missing her pet. This is because Flora has been handed over to a
young lady who takes the Pug to a hospice, where she serves as a
kind of emotional therapy dog.
Davide tells us that he has returned to work after his sick leave
but that today he is on a twelve-hour standby shift – and that this
expires at 10:00 so he is not likely to have an assignment today.
He and Dan have been working on the refurbishment of the studio
flat they have purchased near Heathrow. There is a good deal of
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work to be done here and, as this is being rented as furnished, a
good deal of furniture to be purchased – Dan and Davide have had
a fight over every item on order. Linda now comes by with Pepper
and Chica. She says that she has a number of errands to run in St.
John’s Wood and that one of these is the purchase of a large sack
of Otto’s sensitivity control kibble at the vet’s. As we head for
home a light rain is beginning to fall; we have timed this move
just right.
Wednesday, August 3:
In fact Otto and I had good luck in dodging the rain throughout
yesterday and our reward this morning is a bright and breezy
Wednesday morning in the Rec. We arrive at the same time as
the bouncy Krug and the two race one another up the Morshead
roadway on their way to the green. Today we face not only the
circling lawnmower but, in its wake, a chap laying down a fresh
line of chalk. (Why we need the latter, which kills the grass and
stains our shoes, has always been a mystery to me.) The dogs
do have room in the middle of this circle and soon all of Otto’s
favorite play pals have appeared – with Dottie, Leonard and Elvis
all in action. Anahita has returned to reclaim her pet from Janet
and eventually she follows us to the café.
Also present this morning are Janet, Davide, Sue and Ellie.
(Georgie is at home, waiting for the gasman.) Winnie, on Davide’s
lap, is having a meltdown as he takes delivery of a toasted
sandwich – eager to make sure she gets her share. Daisy-Mae, in
Georgie’s absence, gets her own chair today but it isn’t too long
before she begins to bark at me – a sure sign that she is interested
in food. Fortunately (for me) she is willing to accept shards of
Sainsbury’s version of a Schmacko. The other dogs make do with
Shapes biscuits but there is a lot of wrestling going on down there.
Otto and Elvis are the chief contestants and a tennis ball the prize.
At one point it rolls under the gate but in this case it is not lost
since Elvis merely squeezes through the bars and retrieves it.
Davide is again on stand-by. He tells us that he would really like
to be sent to Rio and that he would pay five or six hundred pounds
for a ticket to the opening ceremonies of the Olympics on Friday
night. None of us can believe that four years have passed since the
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London Olympics were such an important part of our lives. Ellie
and Anahita are busy comparing their recent Barcelona holidays
– they both seem to have experienced great discomfort in the face
of some graphic late Picasso drawings. Meanwhile Ellie, who has
walked around the green with Stephen, is absolutely charmed by
the new quilted coats (with hearts) worn by his Maltese pair, Will
and Grace. “Guess what Teddy is getting for Christmas,” I say,
but Ellie says that the little Cockapoo already has a new coat, one
bought by her husband in a whimsical moment. No hearts on this
one, just the simple message, “Security.”
Thursday, August 4:
Otto, distracted by a loose bone near the black bins, failed to
offer a late night poo and so I am interested to observe that this
omission doesn’t lead to any extra urgency as we head for the
park today at our usual time, about 9:15. To my surprise we soon
encounter Janet, who, substituting for Georgie, has just picked up
Seamus; she has Daisy-Mae and Leonard on lead as well. I want
to wait until we are heading up the Morshead roadway before
releasing the Schnauzers for some spirited play but no sooner
have I freed Otto then he discovers another, even more desirable
object in Lucy. Indeed he is intent on following her as she heads in
the opposite direction and I have to head this way too. At a great
distance I can see that he is squatting and yet when I arrive at the
spot I can find no poo among the brown leaves. I can hook him for
a rapid march to the green and here he can begin a morning’s play
with Elvis.
We are the first to report to the doggy compound at the café,
though Dan, Janet, Anahita and, eventually, Hanna also arrive.
(Georgie had another course yesterday; it is today that she has to
wait in for the gasman.) Daisy-Mae jumps into my lap for more
Schmackos and the other dogs are soon waiting for treats from my
blue bag. Seamus and Otto have a nasty punch-up under the table
but most of my dog’s energies are devoted to little Elvis. The latter
can squeeze through the bars of course – as he does when Anahita
goes to the ladies loo (pronounced disgusting this morning) in
search of fresh water for the dogs’ drinking bowl. Eventually she
borrows Otto for some more chasing with Elvis out on the green.
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We hear more about the recent holiday in Barcelona – where
Ellie evidently made a glamorous impression on all the more
casually attired guests. Anahita adds, as we continue the small
world department, that her husband Nigel (and his first wife)
also vacationed with Ellie and Robert a dozen years ago in South
Africa. Someone has told our latest seatmate about my writing
projects and Dan is soon showing her pictures of the covers of my
books (including Winnie in the leaves) located on the Internet.
Janet has been watching Celebrity Big Brother and I watched a
special Brexit-themed Gogglebox special last night – and both
of these programs are reviewed. Dan says that Davide has at
last received an assignment and that he is off to L.A. Janet had
feared the Dan was expecting to hand Winnie over to Georgie this
morning – which would have meant four dogs in tow – but the
Pug goes home with daddy today.
Friday, August 5:
We have another lovely sunny morning in the park and I can
see that dog owners in their numbers have occupied a crowded
position at the eastern end of the green. Again Otto is spoiled for
choice. He begins with some spirited chasing of Poppy, again
here with a young woman who also has a small Yorkie on lead
named Coffee. Then Otto switches to Leonard, then Elvis. My dog
does manage to run into a ball-chasing Staffie – but only words
are exchanged. Also present this morning is the lovely white
Samoyed, Nanook. The latter runs around with the smaller dogs,
having a good time. Anahita offers to keep an eye on Otto when
it is coffee time but no sooner is this agreed then I discover the
scamp has follow me into the café.
Dan, Janet, Georgie and Hanna are soon sipping their drinks –
with Anahita coming and going. The same could be said of Elvis,
who often admits himself through the bars in order to engage Otto
in yet more play. Krug does the same a little bit later and when
she is gone there is always Leonard as a sparring partner. When
Leonard is not duking it out with Otto he is an insistent visitor to
my knee – often trying to insert a paw into my blue bag. Winnie
and Bailey are also customers – Georgie is looking after Bailey
(as Ofra has gone to Israel) and will be taking Winnie home as
well.
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Dan says that he has signed a friend up to First Dates – after
growing tired of hearing her complain about her single status. I
am able to report that I have received a photo of Emilio – on a
walk in his first sandstorm. (Dan adds that Makiko seems to be
posting fewer photos of famous meals.) He also reports that a
Caribbean couple, sitting on a greenside bench, were overheard in
dialogue as he passed by– “Look at all those lovely dogs out there.
I bet those people take better care of them than they do of the
blacks.” There are now several breaches of the peace. First a little
boy comes into the compound with Nanook and Hanna objects.
Then she spots a couple crossing the green, their dog squatting
for a poo behind them. When they draw near she scolds them for
not picking up the mess but refuses to offer any help on where
they might find it and the woman rounds on our Finnish friend
–whom she finds unhelpful and judgmental. The man, following
my instructions, heads off in search of the poo – but I can see he
has chosen the wrong direction. Such a beautiful morning to end
in tears.
Saturday, August 6:
Somehow I always remember this day as an anniversary of
Hiroshima. This world-changing event has nothing to do with
my sour mood, however. I seem to be facing a mountain of
technological difficulties these days – starting with the failure of
my oven, the unpainted patch job where the the bathtub heating
rail collapsed, the dodgy front door lock and the failure of several
of those tricky ceiling lights that require both ladder and armslength manipulation (not that easy with my sore shoulders). To
these we can add a confusing letter from Barclay’s Bank, which
wants me to print tax forms from their website (why not just send
them?) and the failure of my mobile phone to reconnect after my
Wednesday visit to Vodaphone. I try to distance myself from all
these chores as Otto and I, after mailing a bill on the corner, head
for the park on another lovely sunny summer morning.
There isn’t much activity on the green but Otto does spot a lively
fifteen week-old Jack Russell-Chihuahua pup named Bruce. Bruce
has a lopsided tennis ball and Otto steals this toy – taunting the
puppy with it and getting the little fellow to chase the thief. Soon
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Lucy and Leonard arrive as well and now it is Leonard who runs
off with Bruce’s ball. It is eventually recovered as we reach the
café and join Janet, Georgie and Hanna under the blue umbrella.
Georgie, who has left Flora, Dudley and Bailey at home, has
brought with her Sparkie and the Pugs Elsie (black) and Peggy
(blonde). The latter spends the entire session barking at the
passing scene. She does not queue up for biscuits, though Sparkie,
Leonard and Otto are faithful clients here. The Schnauzer lads get
in a lot of wrestling as well and the fences need to be patrolled –
especially when Nanook presses his nose against the bars. When
he presses it against the gate he is able to admit himself to our
compound – though this is the signal for his owner to come in and
retrieve him.
Janet and George have seen some of the opening ceremonies of
the Rio Olympics, recording the rest (as have I) – but there are
many complaints over the way sport has been allowed to usurp
normal viewing for the next two weeks. Janet says she may have
to watch more of Celebrity Big Brother or some of the movies
she has recorded (though she has seen them before) but it is too
dark in her flat to paint (with one window covered up for repairs)
and too hot for an expedition to Regent’s Park. Hanna is reading
The Sun, which today features pictures of famous Mafiosi; she
will buy The Mail later and promises to pass on to me the free
road atlas therein. As we head for home Anahita makes a late
appearance with Elvis – but I hustle Otto down the walkway; if he
spots Elvis we will never get out of here.
Sunday, August 7:
The weather is a bit uncertain this morning – with sun alternating
with gray in an otherwise humid Sunday in Maida Vale. Otto
races up the Morshead roadway – where Lucy is sitting at the
edge of the green. These days Lucy disdains the wild play that
used to characterize her visits to the park; her owner thinks that,
in the wake of her first season, she is showing signs of a phantom
pregnancy. Disappointed, Otto moves on to the middle of the
green and here he has better luck, particularly with Leonard, but
he soon grows bored even here and follows me around; when I
take an early seat in our café compound he joins me.
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Georgie is waiting in the queue ahead of me; we have to remind a
preoccupied tennis player that he has just jumped the queue with
his order for a takeaway espresso. Outside we are joined by Janet,
Dan, Hanna and, eventually, Anahita and Nigel. The latter pair
are accompanied, of course, by Elvis and the little white fellow
is soon undergoing a double mugging from Otto and Leonard. I
tell Nigel that people are beginning to refer to this pair as Ronnie
and Reggie – after the Kray twins. Dudley is again in the biscuit
queue, with Winnie and Sparkie, but he and Sparks are noisy
protectors of our space and on many occasions Georgie has to get
up to silence her pet. “What’s the matter, Georgie,” Dan teases,
“are you having your period?” “No,” I interrupt, “but Sparkie is.”
Another couple now come in and take a corner table; they have a
black and white Spaniel named Dottie.
In other canine news I can report that the family of Napoleon,
the French Bulldog, are on the move – but only to a nearby street
in our neighborhood, so we may still see them. Dan reports that
he took Winnie to work yesterday but she didn’t seem to enjoy
the experience very much – yes, but how many tickets did she
sell? Hanna has brought me the road atlas from yesterday’s Mail
and I can see that my Wye Valley walk will mostly take place in
England, not Wales. Janet reports that Christopher Biggins has
been kicked out of Celebrity Big Brother after making disparaging
remarks about bisexuals – an unusual fate for a gay entertainer.
Everyone complains about the Olympic conquest of the TV
schedule; there is very little on offer save for sports – no wonder I
wasted an hour watching the women’s footie teams from Canada
and Zimbabwe yesterday.
Monday, August 8:
Truth to tell, I don’t feel so well this morning and I am even
wondering if I am not having a rematch with my old enemy,
labyrinthitis. The room is definitely spinning as I get up but
this soon straightens itself out and I am able to walk without
staggering. In my case there is always a chance that I am just
overwhelmed by anxiety, pre-trip anxiety and all those technical
problems mentioned on Saturday – we are no closer to a solution
in any of these categories. At least it is a lovely sunny morning,
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though a bit breezy, and I manage to get a load of wash started and
to bring my blue recycling bag with me as Otto and I make our
descent.
As we near the green we meet Janet; she has a tennis date and so
we will see no more of Daisy-Mae or Leonard. Not one of my
dog’s favorite play pals is in evidence and perhaps for this reason
he chooses to follow me as I make an early visit to our compound
at the café – where I am just as happy to sit down. Our morning
group includes Renata, Georgie, Hanna, Anahita, Ellie, Yara and
Davide. Davide divides his toasted ham and cheese into little
chunks for the animals…Renata’s Poodle, Maxi, is almost as
excited by this as Winnie – who also haunts my knee. Curiously,
Georgie (who says she has been out with dogs twice already
today) has brought only Seamus with her. He, of course, wants to
bark at everything and everyone. Otto is delighted by the presence
of Elvis and the two have a great time on the tiles.
Renata looks remarkably well today, though she says she is
still losing weight. This is Davide’s problem too; he has just
returned from our surgery where, he tells me, they are also
having a technical breakdown – so much for my plans to have a
conversation with a duty doctor later today. Davide has a go at my
stricken mobile phone – but he can’t even extract the SIM card
and he doesn’t know if my problems lie with the phone itself or
my wi-fi system at home. Ellie is showing pictures on her phone
– ones featuring her oldest daughter on holiday – and this leads to
a discussion of further travel plans. Now Yara is planning a trip
to Corsica and Anahita is going to a family reunion in Rome. I do
learn one piece of information, inspired by a recent photo in the
Daily Mail, and that is that Carrie, the owner of the fluffy white
Oggy, was once married to author Fredrick Forsyth. I can’t think
of any reason why I needed to know this but there you are.
Tuesday, August 9:
I am feeling much better this morning as I make my preparations
for another morning in the park – these include hunting up the
special pin that Apple supplies for SIM card manipulation on their
iPhones; yesterday Davide was unable to open this slot because
all we had to use was a safety pin – though I deserve full credit
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for remembering how to find this usually useful object… holding
up the laundry tag attached to the fly of my trousers, where only
women (in this case the staff of 123 Cleaners) would place such
a dangerous object. We have another lovely sunny morning,
though again it is slightly chilly as I make my way into the sun
of the green. Otto rushes about looking for play pals, though he
is quite surprised when one of the personal trainers begins to
bounce teasingly around in front of him while Khalifa is kissing
the trainer’s prone client on the head. Janet is coming down the
hill with Leonard and I am soon able to admit these pals to our
compound.
Our morning group includes Janet, Dan, Davide, Ellie, and Wendy
– with Vlad at one little table and the owner of Skippy at another.
Georgie is still at home with the boiler man but a young woman
sits at our table, having brought with her a large fluffy Bichon
named Ludwig. The dogs begin to line up for their treats – Winnie
gets shards of Schmacko while the Schnauzers chow down on
Shapes. Janet also has Seamus with her and his noisy interruptions
elicit constant protest from the coffee drinkers. Tara manages
to catch one of the biscuits I toss her way but this morning she
does not sprawl across Vlad’s lap – Skippy the Grippet (part
Greyhound, part Whippet) manages to get all four legs onto his
owner’s lap. After Leonard goes off with Janet Otto switches his
attentions to Ludwig, who seems to enjoy the byplay.
Since Davide is dealing with a melted cheese sandwich the task of
trying to open my SIM card slot falls to Dan. Davide has argued
that my failure to get a signal may be due to problems here and,
after a thorough cleaning, Dan re-inserts the card and, much
to my relief, I have a signal at last. I spend a lot of the session,
therefore, tapping away on emails since I am also having major
Wi-Fi problems at home and while I am connected to the rest of
the world I want to take full advantage. This doesn’t mean that I
have shut out the rest of the conversation. Here I learn that Janet
is expecting a workman to replace a window tomorrow and that
Dan sent a workman home this morning – after the chap showed
up late and complained that no one had told him he would have
to put up some cabinets. Ellie and Wendy talk about a joint visit
to see Peter in his care home in Willesden. Wendy says that she
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is not quite sure if Peter recognizes her and that he often repeats
the phrase, “I’ve lost control of my life.” This serves to place my
many techno problems into the minor annoyance category, doesn’t
it?
Wednesday, August 10:
And yet, have I lost control, too? I refer not to my battles with
technology but to a major confrontation with the pavement outside
my home – as yesterday afternoon, returning from the park with
the dog, I fell violently forward, injuring my chin, which began to
bleed copiously, and bruising my tender right knee. Fortunately
my upstairs neighbor was just parking her car and she fetched
a first-aid kit while we debated whether the chin needed some
stitches. Complicating matters was that I was expecting a visit
from a former neighbor, Philip Blake-Jones, whom I had not
seen in this century. He arrived at 4:00, unfortunate timing for
a reunion, and agreed to accompany me to the emergency care
walk-in clinic at St. Charles Hospital. Suzanne resumed her seat
behind the driver’s wheel, loaded little Alice into the kiddy seat
in the back (next to Philip) and we were off. The wait was not
too long and, fortunately, I did not need stitches, just a lot of glue
and wadding. Philip and I had a good visit – I had brought with
me a copy of The Lives of Ingolf Dahl, knowing that the founding
proprietor of the Opera Interludes Company would find much of
interest in my biography of my stepfather.
My most immediate worry was the state of my knee, which I
began to surround with ice as soon as a taxi took us home. With
a walk scheduled to begin on Saturday I could only speculate
gloomily on how this injury would impact on a seven-day trek in
the Wye Valley. I called Linda to bring her up to date and grabbed
my walking stick when it was time to take Otto out for his latenight walk. This morning I also put on my knee brace – this and
the stick are usual accompaniments on the trail anyway. As usual I
dread the inevitable questions – why the face upholstery, why the
walking stick? – but neither Dan nor Davide mention these issues
when we meet on the Morshead roadway.
There are again lots of dogs at play, a lively green scene. Kris
is shaking hands with Anahita and Khalifa is jumping onto my
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chest in friendly greeting. Otto and Elvis are already wrestling, a
process that continues once we join (in addition to those already
mentioned) Janet, Georgie, Ellie and Wendy. Janet again has
Leonard in tow and he and Otto are soon throttling little Elvis –
the Krays at play. Elvis has his own ways of getting even; he likes
to squeeze through the bars and run around the perimeter of our
compound, taunting the Schnauzers. The feeding of the pets is not
a happy process for me this morning since I resent the presence of
puppy paws on my sore knee. Anahita provides some water, which
she carries from the loos. She also has water in a little squeezy
lemon, explaining that she has been squirting Elvis every time he
pisses on some passerby’s leg.
Georgie says that she is still waiting for the boiler man to
complete his work; it has to be done this week because next
week she will visit sister Jean in Glasgow. Jo Lynn comes by
to confer with Janet (who will inherit all of Georgie’s dogsitting responsibilities) on the care of Tilly next week. Georgie,
incidentally, has found over £100 on the pavements of a local
street. Dan and Davide have to make a trip to Ikea and they are
already quarreling about when to go; what to buy will be round
two. Anahita has had a tour of Buckingham Palace but says she
was bored by most of the Queen’s wardrobe. When it is time to go
I have a lot of problems bending over to pick up a poo, a process
complicated by Otto’s attempts to ignore the fact he is on lead as
Elvis circles just outside our orbit. When we get home I decide to
head back out for some local errands – I don’t want the knee to
stiffen up.
Thursday, August 11:
I feel somewhat better this morning – but I still have no idea how
much of tomorrow’s trip I will be able to complete. I have had a
long series of email exchanges with Gavan – just to make sure he
is up-to-date with my situation – and now all I can do is wait. I use
my walking stick as Otto and I head for the park on a somewhat
chilly and gray morning in Maida Vale. The tree trimmers are
about to get underway with their work at the north end of the
Morshead roadway but once we have dodged them there is only
a vast, empty green space ahead of us. We do cross this and at the
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far end I can hear my dog’s name being called – it is Caroline,
who has just arrived with Leonard. These two are soon chasing
about. Otto has a good time with a stolen tennis ball and with
Poppy. Caroline volunteers to keep an eye on my dog if I want to
sit down at the café and I agree – but Otto now follows me to our
compound and I admit him too.
I admit him but someone else lets him out because there he is at
my feet in the coffee queue. Georgie comes in to fetch him and
return him to our secure environment. Here also we have Dan,
Davide, Dmitri, Janet and Biba. The latter has brought Tara and
soon I have the Rhodesian Ridgeback’s nose in my lap. When
I toss her a biscuit Otto tries to snatch it and there are words. I
assume that he must be quite hungry – for he ate nothing from his
bowl yesterday, no doubt spooked by my unusual face furniture
and my use of the cane and by his sense of the abandonment I
have planned for him. It is not quite as painful to have dogs lean
on my knee during feeding time but I am just as happy when they
are preoccupied with patrolling the fence or playing with one
another. Otto manages to get a little action out of Flora but none
of his regular play pals is about.
There is a lot of conversation about travel this morning. Janet is
talking about cruise options, Dan wants to take Davide to Viet
Nam and since we have two aviation professionals present, pilot
Dmitri and steward Davide, we learn more than we need to know
about the amenities and dimensions of various models of aircraft.
Dan says that he has just caught another Pokémon on our tabletop;
Davide complains that passengers won’t even look up from the
games on their tablets to speak to him as he sees to their comfort.
Janet reports the sad news that on Cape Cod Liz’s famous Beagle,
Roxy, has died. She was once a regular at this table and everyone
remembers how adept she was at snatching food from its top or
from the hands of diners. I tell the others that Linda plans to make
an early morning pickup of Otto tomorrow morning and that I will
not be here again until I return from my trip to Wales. Of course
there is no telling, given my physical state, when that might be.
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Sunday, August 21:
There is a strong wind buffeting the walkways as Otto and I head
for the park on a bright Sunday morning, my first visit to the Rec
after a week-long sojourn in the Welsh Marches with my longtime walking companion, Gavan. In fact, I did quite well, in spite
of the infirmities with which I began this venture – the knee gave
me few problems and the wound on my chin opened only once.
I feel quite buoyant this morning as we stroll up the Morshead
roadway, Otto (returned to me by Linda yesterday afternoon) still
on lead – for I can already see the Sunday cricketers at work on
the green. We head directly for the café, already open, and soon I
am able to assume my favorite post at our breakfast table.
Though there are some defections, with Ofra still in Israel and
Ellie off on a family holiday in Sicily, the turnout today is not too
shabby: Janet, Georgie, Dan, Vlad and Hanna at our table, with
Anahita and husband Nigel at a little corner table of their own.
Georgie, who has returned from a visit to her sister in Glasgow
on Friday, has three dogs at home (Pepper, Flora and Bailey) and
has brought three more with her this morning: Sparkie, Teddy and
the long-haired Chihuahua, Patsy. Otto lets out a roar of delight
as Elvis appears for an early morning throttling. Thereafter the
clever Maltese uses his position on the outside of our fence to
wind his friend up, circling our space as Otto pursues from the
inside. Anahita, bless her heart, takes my pet out onto the margins
of the green for even more exercise – even picking up his first
poo. In fact there are a lot of dogs left inside… Winnie clawing at
the sore on my knee, Tara rummaging for biscuits at my feet, and
Debby’s tiny Yorkie, Pucci, sitting in Hanna’s lap. The owners
of Ben the Spaniel and little Bullet are also sitting at the far end
of our table and a chap comes in with two beautifully groomed
Shih-Tzus, Alfred and Gilbert. Daisy-Mae, not to be outdone, is
getting a thorough grooming on Janet’s lap; the vet says her paw
is definitely getting better.
I have to offer a summary of my trip for my tablemates. I tell
them that the Wye Valley Walk was not as well maintained as
other routes we have taken in the past – much of it overgrown
and poorly waymarked, with two sections actually closed to
walkers – but that I managed 56 miles in six days of walking.
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Dan tells us that he is on the 5-2 diet and his next 600 calorie
day will be Tuesday. Hanna says that she still has a trapped nerve
in her neck. In local news I learn that the Truscott Arms on the
Shirland Road is closing – the landlord having jacked up the
rent, no doubt intending to build flats here instead. Georgie adds
that the conversion of the former police station on the Harrow
Road into luxury flats is almost complete. And Janet says that
the Chippenham, also on Shirland, is supposed to have some
retail units on the ground floor when it is converted. The ladies
speculate on how nice it would be to have some nice shops in the
area; I haven’t the heart to tell them that they are more likely, at
that location, to have yet another mini-mart or a shisha palace.
Monday, August 22:
Not a very restful night, one dominated by the arrival of a minicab
at 5:00 am – here to whisk Gavan off to City Airport and a flight
to Italy, where he will undertake a long pilgrimage walk from
Assisi to Rome. Otto and I try to get back to sleep but it is a losing
proposition. I remember to stuff the Domino’s pizza box into
the blue bag and we head for the streets on a breezy but bright
Monday morning. I keep the dog on lead since I can see a tractor
heading our way but thereafter Otto is free to begin his green
encounters, first with Will and Grace, then with Frank and Bianca,
brought here by David the erstwhile Dogsitter, then with Poppy –
who enjoys a long pursuit before flopping on the ground in order
to be mugged by a much smaller friend. Caroline is heading down
the hill with Leonard and the two Schnauzers are soon admitted
to the doggy compound while I approach the coffee counter in the
café.
Here I am informed that the drinks are on Vlad today – for it is
the fourteenth birthday of Tara, our oldest canine citizen. I open
my blue biscuit bag and begin to administer treats, first to the
birthday girl (who has such poor eyesight that she can’t see where
her biscuit has gone, even through she is almost standing on it)
and then to all the other schnorrers – Pucci, Winnie, Leonard,
Flora, and Otto. There are problems however. These dogs insist
on gaining my attention by scraping away at my injured knee, the
one with the scab still in place, and I fail to get them to remain
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earthbound – finally closing the blue bag much earlier than
usual and announcing a definitive “finished!” For Otto there is
still plenty of interest in wrestling with Elvis and for Elvis there
is great fun to be had in slipping through the bars and circling
our compound with Otto, Sparkie and Hector in pursuit (on the
inside). Anahita says that when she told a fellow dog owner that
she is looking forward to a more mature dog, when Elvis gets to
be a year or so old, he responded, “I think you have a lot longer
to go before that happens.” At one point Anahita takes Otto out
onto the green, where many dogs are at play, but I can see that the
rascal has sloped off for his first morning poo and I have to get up
and go out there to retrieve the evidence.
In addition to Vlad and Anahita we also have Georgie, Dan
and Hanna with us this morning – Janet leaves early for tennis.
Vlad wants to discuss the concluding medal of the Olympics
(another astonishing triumph for team GB) because this involved
a basketball game between his native Serbia and team USA.
Caroline comes by to discuss home furnishings with Dan and
Hanna reports that Pucci slept at the foot of her bed for nine
hours last night. Georgie reports that sister Jean is going to the
Edinburgh Festival today. Vincenzo stops by to say that females in
heat so excite poor Thomas that his dog almost cries in frustration.
On the way home Vincenzo further notes that he has forgotten
his poo bags and that he has been using leaves instead. He adds
that Thomas has a very dirty bum and I invite him to observe an
equally befouled bottom on my dog. I’d like to put him in the
tub when we get home but that would mean squatting on my sore
knee and I’m not looking forward to this moment at all.
Tuesday, August 23:
His bottom well-rinsed in the bathtub, my dog dashes down the
stairs at the start of another day in the park, a day gloriously
sunny and fresh. I pause to re-tie a bootlace as we reach the
green; nearby they are adding this year’s version of the green
flag to a white flagpole, a symbol of the annual award the Rec
receives for its well-kept status. (Lucky they didn’t count the
often over-stuffed red poo-poo bins in this assessment.) Janet, Dan
and Caroline are sitting on the grass and Otto rushes forward to
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engage Leonard in play. These dogs follow Janet when she heads
for the café and I find them already sequestered in our compound
when I arrive. Otto doesn’t stay here for long, for I can see he has
somehow made an escape; usually this means he wants to join
me in the coffee queue – today he finds Hector and this proves a
suitable distraction.
Hector has arrived with Hanna, who also has Pucci again, and
we also have with us today Janet, Georgie, Dan, Wendy and
a chap who has two Dachshunds with him, the shaggy Baxter
and the sleek Bobo. The latter has major mobility problems and
spends his time in a carryall. When this party departs their places
are taken by Anahita, who has also brought her seven year-old
nephew, Aaron. Of course this also introduces Elvis to the canine
confection and Otto is spoiled for choice. Eventually Hector is
abandoned for a titanic wrestling match with Elvis, one in which
the valiant Maltese champion frequently gets his turn in the
dominant position. Aaron is eating a croissant and a cupcake and
he needs to be reminded on several occasions not to let Bailey,
here today with Georgie, anywhere near the table. Ofra’s pet does
pretty well with handouts from my blue bag and the same can be
said of Sparkie, Otto and Winnie. I am ever more insistent that
the dogs must remain on the ground if they want any treats from
me. I tell Dan that I usually wear a knee brace for greater walking
support but today I am wearing it as a protection for my damaged
knee – which yesterday received a good scraping from Winnie’s
claws. I note that the senior Pug is not wearing collar or harness
today. “Yes,” Dan agrees, “she was worried about her tan lines.”
No one notices that I was able to shave my injured chin this
morning for the first time in two weeks.
Anahita describes her train journey to Birmingham, where she
picked up Aaron yesterday, and Janet announces that she is
planning a Mediterranean cruise in October. Hanna reports that
she has rescued another baby squirrel, one so tiny that its eyes
had yet to open; the dogs uncovered this creature in the Grantully
Road doggy area – its brother had evidently been snatched from
the nest by crows. Phone photos of the little fellow, who will
be passed on to an animal rescue center today, are shared at this
point. Natasha pauses at the fence, Millie in tow, and the warm
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weather is discussed – with many references to mobile phone
weather sites. Hot weather and thunderstorms are on their way but
we have plenty of loud noises already among the canine barkers at
the fence. Aaron has announced that he loves all dogs and Anahita
asks, “Would you like to come here every morning?” “Not really,”
he replies.
Wednesday, August 24:
We seem to be experiencing a mini-heat-wave, at least by London
standards, and it is t-shirts-only weather as Otto and I head for
the park on a bright Wednesday morning. Otto follows me as I
dispose of his first poo in the red box at the top of the Morshead
roadway and in this fashion he spots Dan and Janet heading our
way with Winnie and Daisy-Mae. Thereafter he crosses the green
and he and Leonard are soon chasing one another amid the crowd
of dogs, owners and personal trainers at the foot of Mt. Bannister.
Anahita and Aaron are here already and they follow us in the
direction of the café with little Elvis. In front of the loos a little
white dog named Angel, to the great dismay of her owner, has
found the water bowls and, her front feet sinking into the limpid
waters, is scratching away in great fury. “That dog will have the
cleanest paws in the west!” I conclude.
Also present in our compound are Vlad, Georgie, Davide, Wendy
and Hanna. Also making brief appearances are Karen (Dudley gets
a biscuit) and Suzanne, my ASL colleague, whom I have not seen
in months. Hanna has Hector with her again and so, after both
Leonard and Elvis are gone, he provides someone for Otto to play
with. Georgie has brought Patsy, Sparkie and Seamus this morning
– she has only six dogs in her charge today, not yesterday’s eight. I
continue to beg the canines to make their treat entreaties with four
paws on the floor (rather than two on my knee) and I am almost
successful. Winnie begins to hyperventilate when Davide receives
a toasted cheese sandwich – but Otto shares in this bounty at well.
Davide has been losing weight and he has a lot of medical tests
scheduled for tomorrow. He seems in good enough spirits, though
his flight back from L.A. coincided with the landing of the goldnosed BA plane, the one bearing all those triumphant Olympians
back from Rio – and there were delays. Wendy has brought some
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of the eggs laid by her hens and some of the coffee drinkers will
take them home. She says that Peter has been moved to a full
care-home in Luton, where his son lives – but his council flat
will be left with no new occupant for six weeks in case he hates
it in Luton. People discuss weather prospects again and I have to
head off into the hot sun – a load of laundry needs to get to the
123 Cleaners and then there is that long-delayed expedition to
Sainsbury’s.
Thursday, August 25:
Temperatures have dropped just a bit after another muggy night
as Otto and I head for the park, the dog eager to see whom he
can play with today. Dan and Davide have just arrived with
Winnie – whom Otto always wants to kiss – and with this trio we
make our way onto the green. Janet is out here with Leonard –
so there is some early action as the Schnauzers have fun with a
purloined tennis ball. Dottie is out here as well and she seems to
have brought a Poodleish lookalike, the black Stanley. The sun is
reasserting itself now and it is time to seek the shade of the blue
umbrella.
In addition to those already mentioned we have Yara, Georgie,
Wendy and Anahita in the compound this morning. (We can
hear Hanna in the forecourt but she and Vincenzo have had
a contretemps and she avoids us while Vincenzo, unusually,
actually sits down with us and drinks an espresso.) He has brought
Thomas with him and the senior Lhasa Apso, carrying too much
testosterone according to Anahita, attempts to mount Otto and
there are words. Otto has an additional fight with Leonard – when
he is not wrestling with Elvis or joining the food queues. Dan
manages to extract a long string of melted cheese from Davide’s
sandwich and he lowers it slowly into the greedy mouth of
Winnie. Daisy-Mae, who has taken out her disappointment over
being left at home by chewing on her almost-healed paw again,
takes a biscuit from me, jumps down with it, takes a position
under Janet’s chair, and launches an attack on Thomas – when he
wanders too close to this prize.
A well-tanned Yara has just returned from a holiday on Mykonos
and she gives us the details of the all-night partying that often
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ended only at 6:00 am. (I suggest that this would not be a
recommendation for everyone.) She, Vincenzo and Davide are
all smoking – again an unusual occurrence these days; Georgie
remains untempted. Davide adds that the doctors say he has too
much iron in his system but he hasn’t learned what they propose
to do about it. He and Vincenzo discuss the Italian earthquake
and I am able to report that Gavan, hiking from Assisi to Rome,
reports that he was unharmed. In the some-things-never-change
department I remind everyone of an incident that took place some
three weeks ago. We were searching for a pin that might be used
to open my iPhone so that some attention could be paid to the SIM
card. I remembered then that there is always a safety pin attached
to any pair of trousers passing through the hands of the ladies of
the 123 Cleaners. I then plucked this object from my fly; it didn’t
work on the phone and it remained on the tabletop for several
days. “And it’s still here!” I announce, pointing to the silvery
object that now lies on the bricks behind my chair.
Friday, August 26:
We have survived another muggy night but it is a bit fresher this
morning. Georgie is heading toward us with Sparkie and Flora
and just as we reach our gate Celine is exiting with Ziggy and his
great granddaughter, Noli. I encourage Otto to see if he can’t find
Leonard, who is hiding in plain sight, but my dog is torn – do I
attack my prone pal or release this first poo? Poppy is out here as
well but, in fact, Otto is not that concerned with chasing anyone
and when I head for the café he follows me.
We have a lively turnout this morning – Anahita, Aaron and
Renata are late arrivals, but we begin the session with Georgie,
Janet, Dan, Davide, and a newcomer, Jeannette. She has brought
with her a quiet Jack Russell named Momo. Renata says that in
China Momo means cat and Jeannette says that in Tibet Momo
is a kind of dumpling. Momo spends most of the session in
Jeannette’s lap and Otto inherits one of his chew sticks. This he
guards against all comers – though he has only managed to chew
the end of it by the time Elvis arrives and some good wrestling
can get underway. Winnie, Sparkie and Flora are lined up for
treats at my knee.
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Jeannette, it turns out, is an American who specializes in
marketing and branding (a little like Karen) and she tells us that
one of her clients was Krispy Kreme doughnuts. (“You haven’t
brought any with you this morning?” I ask.) Jeannete has travelled
widely in Asia and so she is quizzed by Davide and Dan, who
may be heading this way later in the year. As, earlier, Anahita
and Ellie ended up at the same hotel in Barcelona, today it
transpires that Georgie and Jeannette live on the same street and
share a communal garden. The discussion now moves on to the
appearance of UKIP leader Nigel Farage at a Donald Trump rally
in Mississippi. (“That man is an embarrassment,” Janet says.)
Vincenzo comes by with Thomas and I am able to show him a
photo I took on my recent walk in Herefordshire, a farm gate
with the legend, “Lhasa Apso’s live here.” Vincenzo now says
that, in fact, he is getting another Lhasa puppy from a breeder in
Yorkshire next spring.
Saturday, August 27:
As the warm weather persists we can, at least, enjoy a cooling
breeze as Otto and I head for the Rec. Sun breaks through on
occasion but there is plenty of cloud cover as well. I can see
a good number of canines on the far side of the green and I
encourage Otto to seek them out – instead he doubles back in
order to find just the right spot for his first poo. He is dancing
around at my feet as I place this deposit in the red bin but soon
thereafter Leonard makes an appearance with Caroline and the
two lads have some lively play on the walkway outside our
compound gate. Here we stay as Angel and Noodle the Poodle
come by – with the latter, especially, trying, at only five months, to
keep up with the wrestling Schnauzers. A little girl in a pushchair
keeps reaching down fearlessly to pet the pooches.
Our tableside lineup this morning includes Georgie – no, it
doesn’t, since there is only Georgie here today. (There are many
defections due to travel these days – Ellie and Ofra not back
from their holidays, Wendy at a wedding, Janet supporting her
running niece in Eastbourne, Dan with an early work assignment,
and Davide off to Toronto.) Georgie has brought only Flora and
Sparkie with her this morning – though I sense that there is quite a
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lineup at home. Flora is very fussy about what she will take from
my blue bag but this doesn’t stop the Pug from spending much of
the session with paws on my knees. Bullet and Ben the Spaniel
are also here, though none of these answers Otto’s need for play;
this is supplied at last by Elvis, who is speeding across the green
accompanied by Anahita, Nigel and Aaron. Anahita shows us
some videos she has just taken – including one of Elvis trying to
get Aaron out of bed this morning.
There being very little on offer on TV today, Georgie and I are
considering watching the two audition nights of The X-Factor,
which returns to our screens tonight. Georgie says that Davide’s
scans were satisfactory but the consultant wants him to give
up alcohol. She adds that she returns to work on September 5th,
surprised that this is well after the Notting Hill Carnival, which
is staged this weekend – when we also have a bank holiday on
Monday. She is the first to leave this morning but I am not long in
following her. Almost inevitably Otto offers a second poo as we
cross the grass and so he does this morning. He did nothing on our
late night walk so I am not too surprised that he has plenty to offer
today.
Sunday, August 28:
It remains on the muggy side but there is no sun in evidence as
Otto and I head for the park on a gray Sunday morning. Otto has
some play with a Cocker just as we begin our crossing of the
green but none of his pals is in evidence anywhere else. I can see
some animals in our doggy compound and so I make an early start
for this space. Here Georgie is seated with Sparkie, Patsy and
Teddy and Winnie is also here with Dan. There is a long wait in
the coffee queue today but soon enough I have returned to a table
that also makes room for Hanna, Anahita, Nigel and Jeannette.
Darkening skies soon bring a light rain, blowing at our backs,
and we are certainly glad to have the protection of our big blue
umbrella.
I begin to dole out the treats – though, in Otto’s case, I also
manage to slip in his worming tablet. Elvis has entered the theater
of war and he and Otto are soon duking it out. There are three
women leaning against our fence, perhaps sheltering from the
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rain, and one has a long-haired Jack Russell who squeezes through
the bars and comes in for a visit. When Elvis goes out onto the
green to play with some of the other dogs Anahita takes pity on
Otto and invites him to join these chaps. Otto rewards this gesture
by galloping out to the middle of the green in order to squat for
his second poo. Anahita, wearing “dem golden slippers” rushes
back for a poo poo bag but by this time she has lost track of where
to find the poo itself. That’s all right, those three women begin to
issue directions – though none actually uses the words “warmer”
or “cooler.”
Today Aaron, who hives off to visit the playground, will be going
back to Birmingham, having finished his London visit with a
viewing of Charlie and The Chocolate Factory. Jeannette wants to
know if anyone else heard that loud string of midnight explosions
(followed by a low-flying helicopter) and asks was this part of the
first day of the Notting Hill Carnival? I was also driven from my
sleep by this thoughtless behavior – though we can assure her that
it was gratuitous mischief, not part of the carnival. She tells us
that she was in the park at about 7:00 last night and she ran into a
chap who reminded her that there was a group of dog owners who
met every morning at the café. The implication was that he was
talking about a closed coterie and when Jeannette said, “I know,
they invited me to join them for coffee,” his jaw dropped – “They
did?”
Monday, August 29:
They’ve done it again – the recyclers have been here so early
because of Bank Holiday changes in their routine – that I have
missed their visit and must retreat with my blue bag. This is a
very puzzling moment for Otto, who is eager to reach the park,
but, the bag safely returned to my hallway, we can get launched
at last. Davide is just entering the park with Winnie; he gives
me his flight schedule (Boston, L.A.) in case I need him to mail
anything for me in the States. There are a number of dogs out on
the green and Otto spends some time checking them all out before
beginning some high-speed chasing with Poppy. I urge him to
follow me to the café and he does so; they have opened a bit early
here.
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Only Davide and Georgie have made it this morning. The latter
has brought with her Sparkie, Flora, Bailey and Patsy – not an
easy quartet to manage. “Leads wrapped around every tree,”
summarizes her account of their trip to the park. All of these
animals soon make their way to my knee and I start to pass out the
treats; it has been some time since Bailey was here but he hasn’t
forgotten his greed nor remembered that I like him to accept
these goodies with all four feet on the ground. Winnie joins in
the parade of biscuit seekers – after feasting on Davide’s toasted
cheese sandwich. Flora, of all these dogs, is the most vigorous
protester when alien canines appear outside our fence. Sparkie can
make the most noise but Flora attacks the bars with ill-designed
fury. Finally, well before the arrival of Anahita and Nigel, Elvis
arrives and Otto can get some more exercise.
Davide gives us more details from his recent medical history. The
consultant says he has a fatty liver and wants him to have more
tests. Georgie is scheduled for an exercise test herself, part of a
detailed investigation begun months ago. (It’s not easy getting
older.) Davide says that he has a redundant fold-up bed and
Georgie says she will take it for use by her grandson – this will
be quite an improvement over the blow-up mattress she uses now.
Anahita again encourages Otto to join Elvis on the green and so I
get up to keep an eye on my pet. There is some play with the vocal
mostly Jack Russell puppy named Bruce but while this is taking
pale Elvis pees on the handbag of Bruce’s owner and poor Anahita
tries to clean this up in some embarrassment. As we march,
for the second day, toward the insistent throb coming from the
Notting Hill Carnival, I notice a dog whose breed is a real rarity in
England these days, an Old English Sheep Dog.
Tuesday, August 30:
Well, we have survived the Notting Hill Carnival, though the
hovering helicopters did not leave the scene until midnight or
so last night. Today we have a lovely, warm and sunny morning
as we head for the Morshead gate, where, during our late night
walk, we encountered a beer-drinking young couple climbing
out of the park over the padlocked fence. Otto dashes across the
green to meet up with half a dozen dogs at play – but I can see
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there is a problem. A young woman is sitting on the cricket crease
and Otto actually lifts his leg. This is perhaps an incitement for
young Elvis, who soon does the same thing, splashing the visitor’s
handbag. Anahita comes rushing up in apology as the woman
strides off in a huff – but it soon becomes obvious that this has
happened before; is she going to sit out here at this time of day
a third time as well? Otto, meanwhile, has found Poppy and the
chase is on. I let him use up some energy and when I whistle and
call his name he dutifully crosses the green and enters our doggy
compound.
Dan, Davide, Hanna, Georgie and Anahita are the coffee-drinkers
this morning. Hanna has brought little Hector with her and Otto
plays a bit with him but his chief energies are devoted to Elvis.
Every now and then one of the smaller dogs squeezes through
the bars and leaves the theater but this could be dangerous today
because tree trimmers are at work nearby – fortunately they have
not yet begun their grinding. Vincenzo comes by with Thomas
but when the Lhasa again tries to hump Otto there are furious
recriminations and we have to restrain the angry Schnauzer.
Anahita has been given a water pistol by Janet and she wonders if
this can be used to discourage any more anti-social behavior in her
pet. I doubt it – Elvis likes water.
The lads have brought some of those wonderful custard tarts
from Lisboa, the Portuguese bakery on the Golborne Road. Not
far from here, so Hanna tells us, she spent several hours at the
Carnival yesterday afternoon – dining on curried goat, plantain
and rum punch. Ellie has had a memorable meal in Sicily when
her dementia-beset father-in-law collapsed in a fancy restaurant
with an insulin problem. Dan and Davide are on their way to a
superior eatery in Bray today, a Christmas gift from a friend. I’d
just like to cook anything in my oven – let’s hope that a visit from
a British Gas engineer can do the trick later today. In fact, there
is much to do in anticipation of this visit and so I again start for
home alone. Thomas is also strolling down the Morshead roadway
but I notice he keeps his distance.
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Wednesday, August 31:
And so we reach the end of another month. August 31st proves
to be a pleasant enough day, with sun dominant in the skies and
kindly temperatures. Otto reaches the green after his usual dilatory
sniff-a-thon but, since there are many dogs about, I urge him to
see if he can find any of his pals. Janet, Dan, Davide and Anahita
are stationed near the cricket crease and I have to warn Dan that
he is in a vulnerable position since the dogs have been pissing on
people so-seated. (He says he can take care of himself.) Anahita
thinks she can better control Elvis by re-attaching his training
lead. He and Otto are soon wrestling and then Poppy takes over as
my pet’s chief play partner. As we head for the café Anahita says
that she has heard that another group of 9:30 dog owners once
inhabited this space – a rough crowd. “No,” I contradict, “that was
us too.”
In addition to those already mentioned we have morning
participation by Georgie, Jeannette, Hanna and Wendy. When
Jeannette goes into the café for her coffee her Momo sets up a
non-stop litany on the subject of abandonment – and there is
nothing any of us can do to comfort him. In fact, this is only the
first instance of unnecessary canine noise. Seamus, here with
Georgie, is his usual noisy self (as is her own Sparkie) but Hector,
here with Hanna, is not far behind. There isn’t too much activity
at my knee this morning – only Winnie and Otto spend much time
here and Otto is soon pre-occupied with another one of Elvis’s
chew-sticks. (He drops it once and Seamus seizes it but Georgie
takes it away from him.)
Wendy has brought some Cornish clotted-cream fudge this
morning and this is well-received as we continue to review
the after-effects of the Notting Hill Carnival. Dan says that on
Monday he innocently got off the underground at Westbourne
Park and found himself penned in by police with all the rowdy
revelers for an hour. After some 450 arrests and 43 assaults
on police some people are wondering if the disruption to local
life is really worth it. Janet thinks it is time to call a halt to the
festival. She tells us that, while in Eastbourne this weekend, she
was chatted up by a builder – who even gave her his card. (She
is teased about this encounter, especially by Dan.) She has also
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produced a card, featuring all of our dogs, welcoming Peter to his
new care home. This is circulated and we all sign it and then it is
time to get the rest of the day started.
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Chapter 4—September, 2016

Ellie the Cocker and Leonard contest ownership of this toy.

“Barks & Recreation”

Thursday, September 1:
We begin a new month in the park as we enjoy another lovely,
sunny morning. Louise has brought her kids along the Morshead
roadway and, barking in anticipation, we also have her Bonaparte
– begging for her to produce the ball sling. Otto has his eyes set
on a distant Poppy and rushes out to greet his friend. Since we
saw him yesterday Poppy has had a short back and sides and
seems to have lost about a third of his body mass. There are a
number of balls out here, a lost hockey ball and a football, but
none of the dogs seems interested this morning – they want to
chase and wrestle and so they do. Janet has Leonard with her and
she is calling to Otto – who now has to see what his Schnauzer pal
is up to. Janet admits them, and Elvis, to our compound but there
is soon a jailbreak and Otto has to be expelled from the confines
of the café.
Our morning ensemble includes Janet, Georgie, Davide, Wendy,
Ellie and Anahita. The latter, bless her heart, has brought me a
box of Shapes biscuits – noting that Elvis is now beginning to
add his own requests to the blue bag queue. As I come back with
my coffee he and Otto escape a second time but I know that if I
can grab Elvis’s training lead Otto will have to follow. There are
several fights under the table. First Otto and Leonard square off,
amid flashing teeth, then Flora and Otto have a bust-up as well.
(Flora and Daisy-Mae, who is sitting in Janet’s lap, also have a
snarlathon.) I don’t know why we have all this bad temper – food
doesn’t seem to be involved. Vincenzo comes in and sits down at
the little corner table, where he is asked to take a photo of our lot
– which Davide will post to Amsterdam Denise, whose birthday
this is. Vincenzo is at the little corner table but he has left Thomas
on the other side of the bars – as the randy Lhasa is likely to start
yet another barney if admitted.
Janet announces that she has now booked a Mediterranean cruise
for later in the month and Davide says that his next destination
will be Boston, reminding me that if I have anything I want
mailed to the States I should bring my envelopes tomorrow. Ellie
is brought up to date on Peter’s move to Luton. Both Peter and her
father-in-law seem to have both diabetes and dementia and this
leads to an item on the news last night – promising developments
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in the early treatment of Alzheimers. The trip home is not an easy
one today. First Elvis escapes and a black family with a little
lively pup named Danny grab his lead and return him. Then, as we
near the Morshead roadway, we again have Elvis – the Malteser
having escaped yet again – following us so he can have one
more spirited session with Otto. Anahita runs across the green to
retrieve her pet but now Danny wants to wrestle with Otto and it
takes quite some time to make it to the gate.
Friday, September 2:
Gray skies dominate as Otto and I head for the park this morning;
Georgie is heading toward us on the pavement and, for once, she
has no dog with her at all – though she is surely on her way to
pick up Seamus. Otto is soon dashing across the green in order
to meet some of his pals – both Poppy and Leonard are here to
welcome him. Pucci, with a little blue ball in his mouth, is also
here with Debbie – whom we have not seen in some time. She
says she has been on a walking holiday at a resort near Kitzbühel
in Austria and that she has resigned her latest position. “I’m
retired,” she insists – but I somehow doubt it. Otto now seems to
have exhausted all the play opportunities out here and he follows
me as I head for the café.
Our morning ensemble includes Georgie, Janet and Wendy and
also the owners of Bullet, Ben, and Ellie. The latter is a lap-bound
Yorkie; Ben spends the entire session with his green tennis ball
in his mouth while Bullet squeezes through the fence in order
to check out other passing canines. Janet notes that a donkey is
heading our way but when I get up to see what she might mean
by this I spot a black woman with a “Big Bang Theory” t-shirt
and the animal in question, a gigantic Great Dane. This gentle
beast, a line of slobber dripping from his chops, is actually named
Francis Bacon – just Bacon for short. There are a few desultory
barks from our crew but most of our chaps just stare up at the
visitor in wonderment. Leonard and Otto are just about my only
customers this morning and I note that, for once, we have none of
our resident gummers (like Winnie or Bailey) to feed with the soft
chews I always add to my blue bag. Otto and Seamus have one
fight under the table but no one knows how it started.
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Janet says that her cruise will begin on September 28. Georgie
says that Davide is too tired to make it in this morning – just as
well that I have decided against bringing in any post for him to
mail for me when he is in Boston. Georgie also adds that she has
spoken to Ofra, who has finally settled on Tuesday as the day
she will return from Israel. I thank Janet for giving us an extra
bank holiday – since this year’s calendar places the recent day-off
on Tuesday rather than Monday. I show her an email I recently
received, one supposedly from Apple, asking me to change my
password because of improper use by some mysterious third party.
She insists that this is a scam and urges me to forward it to Apple
when I get home. (Another worrisome dividend from the world of
technology.) TV programming concludes the morning’s discussion
– soon we will learn whom to root for on Strictly Come Dancing.
Saturday, September 3:
Another lovely morning awaits us in the park as Otto and I head
for the green on a sunny Saturday morning. I can hear Janet
calling my dog’s name and this must mean that she is looking for
a play pal for Leonard, whom she is dog-sitting for a few days.
Sure enough, there is Otto’s pal, lying in wait and getting ready
to pounce. In fact there is a lively Jack Russell out here as well
and Ronnie and Reggie are soon mugging their new pal, who
rolls over on his back delightedly before showing them that he
has some real speed and they will need to catch him if they want
to mug him again. I can see Georgie heading for the café with
Sparkie and Bailey and this is my signal to head this way myself.
Unusually for a Saturday there is no queue this morning and I
have soon returned to our table with my cappuccino.
It is a game of two halves this morning for we begin with Georgie,
Janet and Dan only, then Vincenzo comes in – remaining when the
others depart and we are joined instead by Hanna, Anahita, Nigel,
and the latter’s university-bound daughter. I have just added some
more Schmackos to my blue bag and so I am prepared for Winnie
and Bailey today. The Krays, Sparkie and Thomas make do with
biscuits. Vincenzo is a bit taken aback by the fearsome growling
that accompanies the wrestling match of Otto and Elvis and he
plays with both dogs, even borrowing Otto’s lead so he can walk
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him around the compound. He says that the Old English Sheep
Dog, which we can see playing out on the green, is named Muffin.
Dan has brought some tape with him and he positions another lost
dog poster on the umbrella pole. Georgie and Janet say that they
will continue to watch X-Factor auditions this weekend – though
both think that Simon Callow has mellowed considerably. I have
some soap opera questions – I want to know who has fathered
Diane’s baby on EastEnders but I am astonished to hear that Phil
Mitchell is in the frame. Vincenzo now surprises us by saying
that he is a great fan of Emmerdale and that he recently met the
actress, Sophie Powles, who plays Moira’s druggie daughter. He
says he told her that he very much admired her acting and that if
she ever left the show she should have no problems getting a new
role. Then he looked her up on Google and discovered that she is
leaving the show. By this time I have been sitting under the blue
umbrella for a full hour and I am getting a bit chilly. Anahita grabs
the long lead of Elvis, so we won’t be followed, and soon we are
back in the sunshine of the green.
Sunday, September 4:
Otto and I have had good luck in dodging yesterday’s rainfall
– with drops just beginning to fall as we left the park in the
afternoon and the last of the moisture petering out during our
late night walk. This morning it remains on the gray side (and
somewhat chilly) as we reach the Morshead gate – where Janet is
just parking her car. Out come Daisy-Mae and Leonard (who have
just been to Regent’s Park) and this reminds me that yesterday
afternoon two beautiful little girls on roller skates had a look at
Otto and one of them said, “He looks just like Leonard.” They
had trouble accepting the fact that I knew Leonard but when I
mentioned Caroline’s name they seemed satisfied. Now the two
Schnauzer lads are chasing one another toward the green – where
I try to steer them around the practicing cricketers. Leonard
actually intercepts a rolling ball – which Janet dutifully returns.
In addition to Janet we also have Georgie, Hanna, Biba and a
woman (waiting for one of the cricketers) who has a kind of
brindled hound dog named Aisha. Leonard and Otto soon discover
that there will be no new opportunities for play here; earlier they
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had been disappointed in Kramer, here with Georgie. Kramer
takes on the role of barker-in-residence, objecting to every
other animal in the park and having a good deal to say about the
progress of play on the green. I am kept busy distributing treats to
the Schnauzers and to Tara and Sparkie as well. Janet has brought
her Leica and is snapping away, hoping to obtain photos that will
be useful in preparing next year’s doggy calendar.
A few drops begin to fall but this is not a problem for us – under
our new blue umbrella. Hanna is studying the Sunday papers
and sharing novelty photos with the rest of us – and her glass of
water, since Georgie is choking on something. Janet is wondering
if she should go to the gym (Biba is a regular at this institution)
but Georgie says she is still tired from the treadmill test she took
on Friday. Some of us have watched Would I Lie to You? and also
more X-Factor auditions, the launch show for Strictly and a new
satirical puppet show called Newzoids.
Biba says that she is eagerly anticipating the next installment of
Victoria. Janet says that she learned a lot from this historical reenactment but I say that I can’t take Jenna Coleman seriously in
her portrayal of the long-serving monarch – since I remember
when she was just another troubled teen on Emmerdale.
Monday, September 5:
I can see that the blue bag I took down to the street last night is
still in position and this means that I still have time to being down
a second bag as well. I am staring out of the window because I am
trying to discover if the rain has stopped. It has, but I decide to
wear my raincoat anyway. Skies remain gray and the atmosphere
is certainly on the humid side as we make our way up the
Morshead roadway. I decide to unhook Otto earlier than usual and
he takes off at great speed to see what might be going down out on
the green. There are a number of dogs in the center of this space
but Leonard is over on the Randolph roadway with Janet and soon
we have some spirited chasing.
Unfortunately (for Otto) Janet is playing tennis this morning and,
after getting a take-out cup of coffee, she departs with Leonard
and Daisy-Mae. This means that, once again, only Georgie and
I take seats under the blue umbrella – though eventually we are
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joined by Vincenzo and Wendy. Vincenzo likes to hold onto
a Shapes biscuit and let the dogs gnaw away it – rather than
swallowing it whole – and Otto seem to enjoy this game. Thomas,
who has been out on the green all this time, is now admitted but
he and Otto keep their distance from one another and my dog is
reduced to shrieking in despair every time a likely looking play
pal appears on the other side of our fence.
Vincenzo tells us that he is interested in providing legal defense
for impoverished defendants and that he would therefore really
like to get a law degree. Georgie and I have been discussing
the prevalence of one-night-stand pregnancies in the scripts of
our soap operas and from this it is not long before we return to
Emmerdale. Vincenzo also remembers Jenna Louise Coleman on
this show but I claim that I have been watching Emmerdale for
so many years that I recall when it was called Emmerdale Farm
and when an important dramatic moment was waiting to see who
could grow the biggest marrow for the town show. Georgie says
that she took all of the dogs in her control out for an early morning
walk – Winnie most unhappy over the rain – but when she
returned she discovered that her disabled pupil doesn’t start school
until tomorrow and she had a free morning. So she has brought no
dogs with her at all today, and plans to head up to Kilburn to visit
the bank at the end of our session. She is the first to leave but I
am not long in heading for home myself. Unusually, they have not
picked up any of the blue bags so far this morning.
Tuesday, September 6:
I can see that work has begun on the refurbishment of the running
track – indeed I have been hearing a mechanical roar for some
time as Otto and I complete our walk up the Morshead roadway.
A second sign of this major disruption to our park life comes as
we cross the green – where a four-lane track substitute has been
chalked into the grass. There are plenty of dogs to play with this
morning and Otto is spoiled for choice – with both Leonard and
Elvis providing plenty of opportunities for spirited play. Little
Krug is here as well and she loves to be tossed about by the
bigger guys, but one exception to this pattern is Lucy. The Coton
used to love the melee but she is evidently in the throes of a
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phantom pregnancy and these days she just watches the other dogs
passively.
Turnout is much better this morning – for we have Janet, Georgie,
Anahita, Hanna (here with Hector) and Wendy – here with Maxi
since Renata is feeling unwell again. Georgie has brought both
Sparkie and Bailey and the latter is soon feasting on some Tasty
Bites I have added to my blue bag. Leonard also ends up in our
compound and he and Otto each choose a favorite knee as they
cadge for treats. Caroline lets them out onto the green briefly and
then she takes Leonard home. This leaves Elvis as the principal
internal candidate, as far as Otto is concerned, and it isn’t too long
before my dog finds himself wrapped up his friend’s long black
training lead.
Georgie reports that Ofra called her at 12:40 last night, having
arrived at Paddington after her long holiday in Israel – only to
report that she had misplaced her house keys and that she would
have to pick up a spare pair from Georgie. Daughter Lee then
came home and so this was not necessary; Ofra calls Georgie now
to discuss picking up Bailey later today. Janet tells us that she has
again brought her camera so that she can take dog pictures – but
she has forgotten to reload her memory card. Anahita reports that
her step-daughter, whom we met the other day, will be starting
university life at Leeds next week, and that Ellie’s eldest daughter
will not be going to Exeter – at least not this year. Anahita is
excited that BA will be flying to Teheran again; the airline is
having a worldwide computer meltdown today, one that is causing
major delays. Otto and I are on our own as we head for home
today; to add to the feelings of dislocation I can see that tree
trimmers have blocked the Morshead exit and we will have to use
the Essendine gate.
Wednesday, September 7:
While I am in the shower my dog has decided that chewing up
two of the straw placemats sitting on a kitchen chair would be
really good fun. Poor Cathy, just arrived, has to clean up this
mess – though she is having trouble being stern with the miscreant
when, in fact, she is most amused. In the park (on a very dark and
gloomy morning) we pass Jasmine Guinness, whose Whippet,
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Fly, is barking at another dog. “She doesn’t like it when another
dog is faster than she is,” Jasmine explains. Among the centerfield
canines this morning we have Elvis and he and Otto have a fine
play period well before we report to the doggy compound at the
café.
Our morning ensemble includes Janet, Georgie, Dan, Wendy,
Ellie, Hanna and, back after weeks in Israel, Ofra. Janet has
the care of a lovely young black Cocker named Ellie – we now
have a human Ellie and two dogs with the same name. The new
Ellie accepts several treats from my blue bag – the other animals
demand theirs. Ofra says that she received many calls, some
bordering on hysteria, as husband Ricky agonized over any signs
of ill-health in the family pet – Bailey looks fine today. Led by
Sparkie and Hector (here with Hanna) the dogs also spend a lot
of time hectoring the passersby, human and canine. In the former
category we now have the pounding feet of some of the burka
brigade – displaced by the track refurbishment. By coincidence,
as we trade phone photos we have received from Makiko, our
missing friend now has a phone cover that looks just like a burka
itself.
Dan says that Davide has been delayed by several hours in his
return from Toronto by the BA computer glitch. Ellie explains the
glitch in her daughter’s university plans – since it appears that
Georgia will have to re-sit two math modules to be accepted into
the engineering program at Exeter. (They did offer her a place in
other courses of study.) Ofra, to whom I turn over five two-pound
coins, complains that her daughter is working hard but is burning
the candle at both ends. Ofra has brought with her some Israeli
version of Kit-Kat bars; she says that everything in Israel is very
expensive and she bewails the shekel-pound rate of exchange.
Anahita has been asking me if I have any of the first four volumes
in the Dog People series and I tell her that I can bring in this set
tomorrow. She says that in Birmingham her sister has had a fall
and so, after a visit there tomorrow, she will take delivery on these
books on Friday.
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Thursday, September 8:
Morning preparations are interrupted by the police – who need
access to the building. They head somewhere upstairs but I
have no idea where or why – it’s all unsettling. It’s overcast
this morning, though blustery and definitely cooler. As we near
the green we encounter Linda, with whom I will have lunch
today. She is accompanied by Pepper and Chica and Otto tries
it on with the latter – to little effect. There is better luck in the
midfield ruck, where there are lots of dogs chasing one another
and bringing down their prey. I note that after being bitten on the
bum by several pursuers Otto reacts with some vigor, attacking an
unknown Tibetan Terrier. It is Leonard, however, who is charged
by a disgruntled dog owner with overly aggressive behavior – to
Caroline’s considerable chagrin. Otto has some good chasing with
Poppy and then he follows me over to the café.
This morning the coffees are on Georgie, for we are celebrating
Sparkie’s twelfth birthday. There is an excellent turnout on
this occasion – Georgie, of course, but also Janet, Ofra, Dan,
Davide, Biba, Hanna, Lisa and Wendy. I certainly have plenty of
customers for my treat bag and this morning I have added some
faux-bacon strips to the menu. Leonard is soon at our gate and
he makes such a racket out there that I have to get up and let him
in. Caroline soon follows; she says she has posted a picture of
Otto and Leonard in their wrestling mode on a Schnauzer website
–and has received a number of “likes” in consequence. It’s hard
for the dogs to understand that, after half an hour or so, I have run
out of patience (rather than food) and the blue bag is closed. Otto,
Winnie and Flora keep returning to my knees – just in case I have
changed my mind – but they are out of luck.
Ofra is delighted with the news that there is now a Dirty Burger in
St. John’s Wood. She says that, during her recent Israeli sojourn,
her dementia-beset mother seemed to recover her wits on two
occasions – first whenever Arab music was played (she could
translate the words of the songs) and then when they spent four
hours in a shopping mall. Lisa says that daughter Isabel will have
a part in a new ITV drama, Paranoid. She and Dan discuss West
End matters – tonight Dan will attend the launch of the stage
version of School of Rock. For Dan and Davide Ofra has brought
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a bag of Dead Sea mud; she says she had a mud bath at this site
herself but it (and the sea) were so hot it was not a comfortable
experience and Ricky essentially said, “I can’t take you
anywhere.” We conclude with battle of the network smart phones
– with three of those present arguing that their phone says it will
be 23 today and two arguing that their phone says it will be 22.
Friday, September 9:
Almost immediately we encounter Georgie and Sparkie on the
pavement – just as our dog-sitting friend arrives to take custody of
Seamus. At such moments Otto is beside himself with excitement
and Sparkie is equally vocal in his protest over any form of
greeting. As we walk up the Morshead roadway we encounter
Lenny with his Wheaten Terrier, Cleo. He wants to talk about the
U.S. election, astonished that so many Americans have embraced
the cause of Donald Trump – this is reminder to me to complete
the formalities in obtaining an absentee ballot. On the green Max
the Alsatian is being exercised with a ball sling and Otto does take
possession of one of his balls. “He can keep it; we have three,” his
mistress says, but I am able to return it only a few seconds later.
Dan, Davide and Janet are standing near the head of the cricket
crease; the latter has Leonard in tow and the two Schnauzer boys
and Poppy are soon chasing one another. To my surprise, a third
member of the tribe, a senior fellow with a bobbed tail, also rushes
up to participate and Otto follows him for quite a while in the
direction of the bandstand. Then he returns and squats, and squats
and squats. There is obviously a problem here and I actually use a
bag to pluck the poo from my dog’s befouled bottom.
By the time I have rejoined our morning party – one including
the aforementioned regulars and Ofra and Ellie, others have
spotted my dog’s undercarriage. In response to their discovery I
am reminded of Inspector Barnaby’s bemused reply when a new
sergeant said, “Haven’t there been an unusually large numbers of
murders in the Midsomer area?” – “It’s been commented on.” I
add that there will be another instant trip to the bathtub when we
get home; for the moment Otto seems to be able to complete his
morning rituals of noshing and wrestling without impediment. A
chap with two large dogs, a limping sheepdog named Daisy and
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a tall Labrador-like black dog named Bertie now enters with his
animals. In fact he is one of Janet’s tennis partners. Daisy has had
a cruciate ligament surgery several years ago but it all seems to be
unraveling and the owner doesn’t know what to do. Ofra is certain
that Bertie is going to slobber on her or on Bailey – to whom he
seems especially attracted.
I tell the others that yesterday Linda and I, while doing errands in
St. John’s Wood, did have lunch at the Dirty Burger. I am required
to furnish a detailed review: Linda found the meat undercooked, I
had to eat my slippery burger with a knife and fork, there weren’t
enough napkins (though the moist towelette was a nice touch)
but the onion fries were a great success. The restaurant is located
on Allitsen Road, where I also noted a change in management in
what used to be Fritz’s beauty parlor, St. John’s Pets. As well, on
the corner with the High Street an Ivy Café is soon to replace the
Café Rouge. Janet has brought a new phone with her and once
again Dan and Davide, our resident phone technicians, set it up for
her. Ofra blames Georgie’s phone for a less than sunny weather
prediction. Ellie, at Ofra’s request, looks up info on a branch of
HeartCore Pilates in St. John’s Wood. Dan announces that he will
make his annual pilgrimage to Thorpe Park on Monday – I say
I am surprised they still let him in. He is objecting to Davide’s
cleaning poor Winnie’s ear – she has been having medicine
here for an infection. “Can’t you see it’s embarrassing for her to
undergo this among strangers?” I have no sympathy. My dog, who
has two more strained squats on the way home, has a much more
urgent clean-up job awaiting him as soon as we have climbed our
stairs.
Saturday, September 10:
I have endured a most uncomfortable night – with sleep hard to
come by – and for this I blame my toilet. I have noticed a small
leak (into the pan) for the past few days but it isn’t a consistent
one and I can’t discover its source and I wanted to be able to zero
in on the problem with a little more certainty before calling the
plumber. This morning I think I have done so and so I will be
calling the Pimlico people as soon as we get back from the park.
In fact there is moisture from the skies as well today and I have
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donned my raincoat in case there is any intensification. We reach
the green earlier than usual and, although there are lots of dogs
about, these are Saturday specimens and Otto lacks an obvious
play pal. I head for the café, the dog following me, and here we
wait under the blue umbrella until it is time for the doors to open.
We are soon joined by Dan, Davide, Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Anahita,
Nigel and Hanna. Otto has been pining for Elvis the last few
days so there is great excitement when the little white dervish
begins to circuit the compound. Several attempts are made to
admit him – but usually this results in Otto joining his pal on the
outside. Anahita decides to let Otto out, therefore, and the result
is that now Elvis comes in. A little boy with a remote-controlled
car now arrives to send his vehicle around the fence – with the
dogs so excited by this performance that their barking frightens
the boy, who snatches his toy and runs off at great speed. Another
reaction is registered by two girls – who are so charmed by Elvis
that they tuck a flower into his collar. I am kept busy doling out
treats, including some soft pellets that came months ago from
Philadelphia. Daisy-Mae has had a lovely grooming and much
fuss is made over her; indeed, Anahita, who has a phone full of
doggy photos and videos already, picks up the chair on which the
Shih-Tzu sits and places it (and its passenger) on the top of a little
corner table – the better to capture the princess on film.
Nigel is scanning the sports pages and asking us which squad we
think will win the Manchester derby between United and City
today. (Georgie says she is much more interested in the Glasgow
derby, Celtic versus Rangers.) Davide is off to L.A. soon and this
leads to a long discussion on life in my native city. Many can’t
get L.A. but Nigel says that when he was 18 he had a wonderful
time and even wanted to go to university here but since this would
have cost ten times as much as a British university his dad said,
“Get your ass back here!” As we get up to make our homeward
journeys little Krug comes over for some attention from the
eager Otto. Behind us, as we cross the green, both Daisy-Mae
and Winnie have put the brakes on, refusing to budge an inch
unless absolutely required. I note, as we walk down the Morshead
roadway, that there is a brown kiss of autumn on the leaves of the
chestnut trees. We make it home without any additional moisture
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and within five minutes I have an afternoon appointment with
Pimlico Plumbers.
Sunday, September 11:
The temperature has dipped a bit (and there is even some
condensation on the windows of a neighbor) but the sun is shining
brightly as Otto and I head for the park on a bright Sunday
morning. I am a bit groggy – after a long visit from the plumber
(who has to return on Monday), the endless movement in the
hallway as a neighbor completed a move to an upstairs flat, and
an extractor fan in the flat below going off at 5:10 this morning. I
can’t see any familiar dogs on the green but Otto’s name is being
called and soon Elvis rushes out for the first bout in an hour-long
wrestling match. Poppy is out here as well and there is some great
chasing both on the grass and up the hillside. A group of people,
one couple with two little girls and a chap with one of his own
are sitting on the grass outside our compound – which they soon
enter. They are accompanied by the marvelous Old English Sheep
Dog puppy sited earlier, a gigantic, seven-month-old female
named Muffin.
While Muffin’s party occupies one of the tables under our blue
umbrella our table makes room for Anahita (Nigel goes inside the
café itself), Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ofra and, eventually, Biba and
Hanna. Biba complains that looking after Tara, while Vlad is in
Belgrade, is hard work. Hanna, seeing her muzzled George on the
cover of one of the four books I have brought for Anahita, begins
to tell the tale of this famous rubber-eating pet. Elvis, perhaps
following his daddy into the café, has ended up in the kitchen and
he has to be retrieved with some embarrassment. Thereafter he
concentrates on his epic battles with Otto and Anahita even takes
these two out to the green, where they include an adorable WireHaired Fox Terrier puppy, Jasper, in their play. When I open my
blue bag there is an instant response from Bailey and Winnie, soon
followed by Sparkie and a returning Otto.
Janet says she may visit Liz in New York at Thanksgiving time
and this reminds me that Michigan Janet is heading here at
the same time. (There is instant interest in any possible festive
cooking plans.) Twice I try to join the coffee queue but each time
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there is such a mob that I have to give up – indeed, the park is
filling up with dozens of people, including lots of hockeyettes.
Anahita starts to leaf through copies of the dog books; she is
astonished by the detail and the reality of my accounts of park
life. “I guess I better be on my best behavior,” she says. “It’s too
late for that,” is my response. A final topic of conversation is dognames. I note that Debbie’s Pucci has a brother named Gucci but
Georgie says she met a woman with two dogs recently and one
was named Louis and the other Vuitton.
Monday, September 12:
A second blue bag goes down to the pavement as Otto and I head
for the park on a mild Monday morning. As we cross the street
the dog suddenly comes to a halt; he has spotted Georgie, with
Seamus and Sparkie, and he can’t budge until he has had a chance
to greet his park partners. A security guard is ushering a huge
lorry down the Morshead roadway; perhaps it must use the exit
over here. In fact there are machines everywhere – including two
trucks at the refashioning of an exercise area near the bandstand,
a lawnmower in the middle of the green, and a chalk spreader
waiting to add a gluttonous layer to the ad hoc running lanes
here. Otto soon discovers Poppy and he and his pal (and another
little dog) have a great time chasing one another over the cricket
crease. Janet is out here with Daisy-Mae and Ellie the Cocker and
for the benefit of the latter she has been tossing a tennis ball. Otto
eventually steals this and I am able to return it only when we enter
our compound at the café.
It’s an all-girl orchestra for me again as we welcome Georgie,
Anahita, Ofra, Lisa, Wendy, Biba, and Hanna – Janet goes off to
play tennis. Wendy has Maxi with her again;she says that Renata
has been hospitalized with breathing problems but is better now.
Otto and Elvis begin an extended period of wrestling, sometimes
on the tiles, sometimes in the forecourt, and sometimes out on the
green again – as Anahita, who even picks up an Otto poo, keeps
an eye on them. Elvis also enjoys a breather from wrestling and at
such moments he squeezes through the bars and speedily circles
our fence – while Otto chases after him within our space. (Not my
idea of a breather.) I tell Anahita that our morning sessions in the
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park are obviously the highlight of the day for my pet. She says
that the same is true of Elvis, and to prove her point she notes
that she can actually feel the little fellow’s heartbeat quicken as
they near the park. Bailey, Tara, Sparkie and Flora are insistent
petitioners at my knee.
Singer Heather Small passes by on her way to the gym – she was
a contestant on the celebrity version of Pointless on Saturday. The
ladies at our table are discussing sugar; Lisa says she is addicted
and needs to give it up. Ofra says she often resists it – and then
sends Ricky or son Guy out to buy some necessary treat. Weather
is also on the agenda since more hot weather is due. Ofra says
she is looking forward to it but Lisa says she has had enough
warm weather and longs for some cooler autumn temperatures.
Georgie says that at home the heat keeps turning itself on and that
the boiler man must come back to her flat today; they are also
checking for asbestos here. I report that I am hoping that Pimlico
Plumbers will at last complete their work this evening.
Tuesday, September 13:
Well, Pimlico begged off – they are due to return tonight but
nothing else got broken in my flat yesterday – a real rarity
these days. It is a lovely t-shirt-only kind of day, with really
hot temperatures predicted for this afternoon. Now it is merely
pleasant as we reach the green. I can see Dan, lying on his back
next to Winnie and his bike, on the cricket crease. “Go piss on
Uncle Dan,” I command but Dan can see my pet coming and Otto
gets a nice cuddle before having to choose between Elvis, Leonard
and Poppy – all of whom are ready for some early morning action.
I follow my dog around, pouncing on his first poo, and then
leading an early charge in the direction of the café.
Even on a weekday there is quite a queue here and we have lots of
dog people present as well. Teddy has followed Ellie in here and
when Anahita carries Elvis inside Otto is insistent that he belongs
here too. I go to get his lead and now Bailey escapes and joins
Ofra inside as well. Eventually we manage to get them all back
inside our compound, where they are joined by Maxi, here with
Wendy, Winnie, Sparkie, Daisy-Mae, Tara and Ellie the Cocker.
Otto manages to get into a food fight with Winnie and the poor
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Cocker is caught up in the backlash. Daisy-Mae is crouching
under Janet’s chair, hiding a biscuit and looking for a fight.
Leonard comes by for a treat as well.
Dan gives us an update on the refurbishment of his TKTS office.
Georgie has discovered a nitrous oxide canister on the tabletop
and Dan explains its uses – you can blow up a balloon or suck
on it yourself – and adds that on a Monday morning you can see
hundreds of abandoned canisters in Leicester Square. He and
Janet now discuss recurrent problems with damp in their flats and
Georgie says the boiler man has still not repaired her appliance.
Ellie says that her daughter must get a job as she waits to re-take
two math modules but mom doesn’t want this to be in a bar. Zen
comes out to clean up our coffee cups and, seeing Ofra in tattered
jeans, jokingly suggests she should not be wearing her daughter’s
clothes. I tell him this is not a joke – Ofra often wears Lee’s
clothes. Anahita now asks Otto if he wishes to join Elvis for more
play on the green. The two start up again but, to my surprise, my
dog is soon heading east down the Randolph roadway – following
Ofra and Ellie as they head for the exit.
Wednesday, September 14:
Well, I now seem to have a working toilet in the master bathroom
– as Pimlico Plumbers finally completed their work at 8:00 last
night. Otto, who was unnerved (and noisy) in consequence of the
plumber’s visit, is much calmer this morning as he again charges
down a supine Dan on the cricket crease. Poppy and Elvis are both
in position for some spirited chasing and wrestling but I head for
the shade of the café. (Yesterday was the hottest September day
since 1911 and it remains very warm today.) Anahita volunteers
to keep an eye on Otto but I haven’t been long in the coffee queue
when my pet comes in to check me out – and discomfit two ladies
from the Middle East, who recoil in shock.
We have a lively enough turnout for a weekday morning: Janet,
Georgie, Dan, Anahita, Nigel (whose birthday this is), Dmitri,
Hanna, Ofra, Ellie and Wendy. At the little corner table we also
have Janet’s tennis partner and his wife; their Bertie has such a
long web of drool hanging from his mouth that he has somehow
managed to enmesh a leaf in the saliva. Caroline comes in with
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Leonard and knocks this off – just as well since Bertie seems
smitten by Bailey – whose spittle-phobic mommy will have a fit.
Georgie has brought Sparkie, Seamus and Rufus this morning
(Janet has the black Ellie) and most of these animals get at least
one biscuit. Elvis would rather play than eat and he and Otto keep
up their furious activity; I keep wondering how Otto manages to
get out – for he and his pal are often pictured chasing one another
around the outside of our fence.
The subject of bagels is the origin of an extended conversation on
Israel – as Ofra adds that Shimon Peres has had a stroke. It turns
out that Nigel was a kibbutz volunteer in 1979, the year before
Dorothy and I had a similar experience. (Nigel is given two of
Wendy’s eggs as a birthday bonus.) Wendy says that Renata seems
much better – though Maxi remains in her care. Ellie and Ofra
are scheduled to undergo a free introductory session at HeartCore
Pilates tomorrow and the very idea causes a lot of amused
speculation – Ofra says that at similar sessions she has ended up
being corrected over every move and Ellie says she fell asleep at
yoga class. As we get up to leave it is noted that a mobile phone
has been left behind. Ellie is called back but she has her phone;
no, how could we have made such a mistake? – the phone belongs
to that princess of disorder, Ofra.
Thursday, September 15:
I am looking forward to an end of the hot weather – supposedly
today is the last of this for a while – as Otto and I head for
the park on a sunny and warm Thursday. At the near end of
the green I can see Dan and Ellie on the grass as a standing
Davide is distributing pieces of chicken to the dogs. Janet is
also approaching with Ellie the Cocker but Otto has other fish to
fry. He crosses the cricket crease in order to check out each of
the canines brought by two dog walkers and then he circles the
perimeter looking for an appropriate poo site. As we head for the
café I can see the others heading here too. I tell Dan that I very
much appreciate this attempt to “take back the green.”
Screaming schoolgirls are soon occupying this spot; another
school group is seated at the little tables in front of the café
– eating ice cream. Again we have a terrific turnout at coffee
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this morning: Dan, Davide, Ellie and Janet, of course, but also
Georgie, Ofra, Biba, Wendy, Anahita, Dmitri and Jo Lynn. Winnie
makes an early appearance at my knee, abandoning me only when
Davide takes delivery on his toasted sandwich. She attacks his
knees as well – but he is wearing shorts and objects mightily. Otto
and Elvis get in a lot of good wrestling – my dog managing to
escape every time someone opens the gate, but returning almost
immediately when he is ordered to do so.
Davide says that he will next travel to the States on October 1st
– when I will have some letters for him to post for me. Before
that time he and Dan will travel to Athens, then it’s Seville
for Dan and Sardinia for the both of them. Anahita gives us a
report on Nigel’s birthday dinner at La Gavroche. Jo distributes
materials about a fitness challenge aimed at raising money for the
hospice at St. John and St. Elizabeth. Wendy, as usual, has to field
questions about Renata – who will be able to come home from
hospital today. Someone asks if they have given her oxygen for
her breathing problems. Wendy says they know she smokes and
they are afraid that if she has oxygen she’ll blow herself up. Today
Ellie and Ofra have their appointment at HeartCore Pilates in St.
John’s Wood and we are all very interested in seeing how they get
on.
Friday, September 16:
I begin the day with an email from Makiko, one featuring a photo
of Emilio out for a walk on a palm-lined garden path. Makiko
explains that her mother-in-law, Cipa, is planning on visiting the
park this morning; she wants to know if I can bring a copy of
Volume VIII with me, the one with Emilio on the cover. I respond
that I am happy to do this but it is raining and this sometimes
disrupts travel plans. The moisture referred to began about 4:00
am, with a lot of preparatory lighting and thunder. The dog did
not seem particularly discomfited by any of this and, as we set out
for the park, the rain is so light that it is not necessary to put his
coat on. As we near the green there is a surprising roar as Otto is
attacked from the rear by Leonard, here today with Janet – who
also has Ellie the Cocker. (She has left the rain-hating DaisyMae at home.) There are a lot of wet dogs about but we are soon
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heading for the protection of our blue umbrella.
Our ranks include Janet, of course, but also Georgie (here with
Sparkie and Jo’s Tilly), Ofra, Dmitri, Dan, Davide and Hanna.
Otto and Leonard take turns laying claim to my knee. Flora hangs
on here as well but one wonders why – since she rejects almost
everything I offer. Janet, in tears, now tells us that her sister
Shirley’s dog, the seven-year-old Lab, Bess, has liver cancer and
will have to be put down. One can tell that Janet is very worried
about her sister’s emotional health in the wake of this tragedy. Our
oblivious dogs have now turned their attention to patrolling the
fence. Flora is first in aggressive taunts; Otto is the noisiest with
his come-hither shrieks.
I ask Ofra how she and Ellie got on at HeartCore Pilates yesterday.
She says that the site was beautiful, like being in a movie, and,
since she can walk to the place, she has signed up for more.
Davide has some big news, the purchase of a Renault Captur
yesterday. (He says that Winnie has already left her paw prints
on the back seat.) Hanna shows pictures of Rudy, a ginger tom
whom she and her roommate rescued several years ago and who
still visits when his new owner is away. Rudy and Pucci are pals
– go figure. Hanna has brought with her two bagels for Anahita
but, since the latter is a no-show today, I inherit them. Another no
show is Cipa, but Dmitri says that part of the underground system
may be flooded and so this is not too surprising. Before there is
any return of real rain we head for home – Janet hiving off to
make a tennis reservation in the clubhouse. Otto can’t figure out
where she has gone and refuses to budge until she returns to us.
Saturday, September 17:
I begin the day with another email from Makiko – advising
me that Cipa will definitely visit us in the park this morning,
no matter what the weather may bring. As I complete my own
preparations (including loading another copy of Volume VIII
into a plastic bag) I note that Otto hasn’t bothered to get up this
morning. He does so only two minutes before we depart and
even before we have crossed the street he pauses to disgorge the
contents of his stomach onto the tarmac of Morshead Road. I am
wondering what might have produced this discharge – only a few
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popcorn kernels consumed in the evening offered any variation in
his usual diet. I decide I will limit his food intake today and keep a
sharp eye on the rascal.
It is a gray and chilly morning – quite a contrast to the summery
weather experienced earlier in the week. There are lots of dogs
out on the green and Otto, having recovered his aplomb, soon
begins his pursuit of favorite pals. When he pauses to squat I need
to study his poo with the intensity of a Roman priest examining
the entrails of a sacrificed beast. His poo is reassuringly solid and
so we are free to enter our compound at the café. I join the coffee
queue as quickly as I can but it moves oh so slowly. Vlad asks me
to order his coffee but I agree only if he is around to carry it. By
the time I am served there are ten adults and lots of kids behind
me. This would be a challenge for other customers but not for
our Ofra – who takes one look at the mob, marches to the front
of the queue and waits calmly while the staff prepares her drink.
In addition to Vlad and Ofra our morning group will include
Dan, Davide, Anahita, Dmitri, Wendy, Janet and, yes, Cipa. Janet
has brought Daisy-Mae and Sparkie – since Georgie is off on a
brief visit to Hereford to see her grandson, Oliver. I am far less
generous with treats from my blue bag this morning since I want
Otto to give his tummy a rest. I note that Bailey, his eye on her
sandwich, is chewing on Cipa’s sleeve button.
Vlad has brought with him some orange-inflected chocolate from
Serbia. I can see that Davide foregoes this confection (though
he does eat a toasted sandwich); in fact he is complaining of a
toothache this morning. Dan says that Winnie has a complaint
as well – the windows of the new car are so high that she can’t
see out of them and her opportunities for growling at the world
are therefore limited. Cipa announces that she and her husband
will visit Makiko and Matthew in Abu Dhabi for twelve days in
December and Ofra says that Makiko may visit us in February as
part of a ski holiday. While we are chatting someone notices that
there has been a new addition to the café’s roofline. Perched at the
tip of the front overhang is a life-sized replica of an owl! There
is much speculation on the gesture behind this installation – most
of those present think that this is an anti-pigeon measure. The
chilly weather leads to a somewhat abrupt end to proceedings this
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morning. Otto has been playing with his pal Elvis all this time and
showing no signs of his earlier distress – but I will need to keep a
close eye on him throughout the day.
Sunday, September 18:
As often happens when the dog shows signs of tummy trouble
I have withheld all food for the last twenty-four hours. He did
one solid poo in the afternoon but by the time we went to bed his
empty little tummy was contracting in protest and I found it most
difficult to get to sleep against this background noise. He seems
lively enough this morning when I head for the park – for the first
time in many a month wearing my battle-scarred leather jacket.
There are no cricketers on the green and Otto is able to get in
some chasing work with Leonard. He steals Sparkie’s ball as well
and I pick this up as we head for the shelter of the café.
There is a relatively small turnout today – just Dan, Davide, Janet
and Ofra – though Vlad is seated at his little table behind us and
Hanna eventually arrives with Bonaparte. Not surprisingly Otto
is first in the biscuit queue, though Leonard, Bailey and Winnie
have their claims to make as well. Ofra has brought with her
a steel grooming brush and this is a sign that Bailey is in for a
serious grooming. I suggest that she can have a go at Otto when
she is finished with her own dog and Dan wants her to work on
Winnie as well. To my surprise she does have a go at Otto’s back,
marveling that, in contrast to her own pet, no fur is shed at all
during this process.
Ofra has brought a lovely chocolate cake with her and pieces are
placed on our saucers. Davide, still suffering from toothache,
also accepts delivery on a toasted cheese sandwich and Dan has
the full English this morning. Various toothache remedies are
proposed for Davide including oil of cloves and even whisky –
though our BA steward suggests that, as he has a flight later today,
he had better stay off the booze. Janet presents to him some BA
flight possibilities as she works on a weeklong trip to New York in
November. He has soon figured out what to recommend and has
even typed in all her details on his phone – only to have her credit
card mysteriously refused. Ofra is now trying to figure out how to
hide a key to her own flat – since this object goes missing so often
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– but all of Dan’s suggestions are rejected. Well, Otto seems to
have survived the morning session in good spirit – so perhaps we
are over the worst in this current indisposition.
Monday, September 19:
Otto continues to show little interest in his dish of food and he
has produced very little poo in the last twenty-four hours, but he
seems lively enough in other categories – and so we head off for
the park in good spirit. Once again he is broadsided by his pal,
Leonard, as we near the green – his fellow Schnauzer is in the
company of one of Caroline’s friends this morning. The two dogs
soon discover Ellie the Cocker, who lies on her back and thinks
of England, and a fluffy little fellow named Ziggy; indeed, Reggie
and Ronnie manage to steal the little fellow’s squeaky ball before
it is time to report to the café.
The canine lineup this morning includes Seamus, Ellie, Winnie,
Bailey, Teddy and Kramer – Janet is playing tennis this morning
and takes Daisy-Mae off with her soon after we settle down.
Leonard ends up in the biscuit queue and it is hard to get him
moving – Caroline’s friend borrows a treat in an attempt to lure
the recalcitrant fellow into following her. Otto again seems to
have no trouble wolfing down his own share of Shapes, even
quarreling with Seamus over a crumb. Dan is mortified when
Winnie issues a prolonged fart. With Ellie, who has arrived with
the departing Janet, and Kramer, delivered to her care in midcourse, and her own Sparkie, Georgie will have a handful when it
is time to depart.
The news from Israel is that Ofra’s mother has suffered a massive
stroke and the prognosis is not good. Ofra cannot quite figure
out when she must make the trip back to Jerusalem and there are
several worried conferences on the phone. Perhaps to relieve the
pall cast by this news the others (Dan, Georgie and Ellie) begin
to relive deathbed scenes they have witnessed and funeral rites
that have somehow gone massively wrong. Georgie says that
she wore one of her husband’s hated football shirts to his funeral
and recalls that when a sister died the family went to the wrong
crematorium and they had to re-stage the ceremony later in the
day when the mistake was discovered. Dan says that there is a
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new bad habit – taking a selfie with the corpse in his or her coffin.
Rip-offs by the funeral industry and the cemetery entrepreneurs
naturally follow as a topic of conversation. As we get up to make
our way homeward Winnie stages a sit-down strike, refusing to
follow us for a long time. We note that line-painting people have
parked their trucks on the running track. If they are ready to do
this already perhaps they will not be resurfacing this space after
all, merely repainting it.
Tuesday, September 20:
It seems more than usually dark this morning, though there is
no moisture and the temperature is mild enough. We meet Dan
– heading our way with Winnie trailing along. He is just leaving
the green and, no doubt, he is waiting to turn his pet over to
Auntie Georgie before heading for work. He gives Otto a fulsome
greeting and Otto gives the same to Winnie – but the senior Pug
is only interested in seeing if my blue bag is already open. Elvis,
after several days away, is active this morning but Otto has a
problem. He squats repeatedly but his bum must be plugged up
again and, taking pity on the straining fellow, I actually pluck the
poo from his backside – like harvesting an overripe plum. In fact
I have to do this twice before we are able to report to the café for
our usual morning session.
Our group now includes Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Ellie and Anahita.
Janet has brought Ellie the Cocker and Georgie has Seamus in
tow. Almost immediately the Westie is placed on lead – after more
mindless barking. I notice, just as Ellie the human enters with her
Teddy, that Leonard suddenly appears and follows her inside our
compound. He is more interested in biscuits than play with Otto
but after five minutes Caroline comes by to fetch her wayward
pet and she takes both Schnauzer lads out onto the green for more
chasing. Ten minutes later I notice that my dog has returned and I
get up to admit him. Thereafter it is Elvis who provides the chief
competition. Because he has been chasing ladies on heat Anahita
has left his training lead attached to his collar and he manages to
tie himself up in knots as he wrestles with Otto.
Ofra tells us that she has now booked a flight to Israel for
tomorrow. Asked if she flies BA or El Al she says that she chooses
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the latter because she has a travel status that means there is no
waiting in queues. (“Just like the coffee counter,” I add.) In
spite of her obvious anxieties she has managed to bake another
chocolate cake – even moister and more chocolaty than her
earlier efforts. (Janet remembers that she still has a bar of Vlad’s
chocolate in her purse.) Ellie says that her daughter Georgia now
has a job as a hostess at various society functions – a private
session at the Serpentine Gallery will be her first assignment – and
she has been savvy enough to ask to work the cloakroom, where
there might be some tips coming her way. When it is time to
head for home I tell the others that Otto has another date with the
bathtub as soon as we get there. I note that he also has a date at the
beauty parlor in eight days and Ellie says, “Get them to shave his
bum.” I think this is a good idea. In the meantime he is squatting
vainly as we cross the green and I have to pluck plums a third
time.
Wednesday, September 21:
Otto has had another bum bath and, though he did vomit a bit in
the park in the afternoon, he seems bright enough today – and
he ate all of his dinner last night. It is a lovely, sunny morning –
though we say goodbye to summer on this day – and, as we walk
down the street, I encounter three people I know within seconds.
First there is my upstairs neighbor, using her mobile phone while
sitting in her parked car, then here comes Georgie, on her way
to fetch Seamus, and then there is Linda, exiting the park with
Pepper and Chica. She and I have a conference on my dog’s
encrusted backside since she will be taking him to the groomers
a week from today, and then Otto and I can head up the roadway
and onto the green. There are lots of play pals out here this
morning but before getting into the swing of things my pet heads
off to find a suitable poo spot. The poo is suitable too.
There is only a small turnout in our compound today – just
Janet, Georgie and Dan. (Ofra, hearing that the end may be near,
departed last night for Israel and the bedside of her stricken
mother.) Janet has brought both Ellie and Leonard this morning so
there is still plenty of exercise for Otto – but after a few minutes
Anahita arrives and Elvis winds up the Schnauzer lads by sticking
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his nose under the gate. Anahita asks if it is okay to take Otto
back to the green for more play with her lively white pet – and
so she does. Poor Leonard, abandoned, has to make do with
endless biscuits from my blue bag. Ellie and Winnie are also eager
customers but Sparkie, abandoning his place on Janet’s lap when
Daisy-Mae barks at him, spends most of the session on his own
mommy’s lap.
Dan has brought with him a beautiful pink satin high heel in
a clear plastic box; it is, in fact, made entirely of chocolate
and was presented as a gift to those who attended the one-year
anniversary party for Kinky Boots in the West End. There is a
debate on whether it should be eaten or preserved but Dan thinks
it will just get moldy if it isn’t eaten and he bites off the heel to
start the process. Next he removes the poster about the missing
dog that he had earlier taped to the umbrella pole – he says this
dog has been found and returned to its owner. He tells us that
Davide has an appointment at the dentist as soon as he returns
from South America – evidently our intrepid explorer used his
layover in Buenos Aires to undertake an excursion to Iguazu
Falls. We discuss the recent soaps – where I have to comment
on the stupidity epidemic that has overtaken much of the cast
of Emmerdale – who can’t recognize that Belle, whom they see
every day, is having a schizophrenic episode. When it is time
to head for home it is necessary for me to reclaim my dog from
the green first. I have promised the other dogs that I will be
replenishing the soft chews in my food bag during my visit to
Sainsbury’s today but, truth to tell, after stopping first at the 123
Cleaners, I decide I just don’t feel up to this troublesome venture
today and it will have to wait for some other time.
Thursday, September 22:
Otto has had another uncomfortable experience with a plugged
bum (and another bath) but he seems lively enough as we head for
the park on a mild Thursday morning. I let him off lead as soon as
we reach the green – where many dogs are already at play. Poppy
provides some initial interest but soon Elvis rushes up and the
two begin a wrestling match of many bouts. Anahita has brought
Elvis’s supplies with her – since Janet will look after the little
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fellow today. She says she is about to begin a ten-day trip to her
native Teheran and that she plans to bring Volume I in the “dog
people” cycle with her. I know that I will never get my cup of
coffee if I let Otto continue to play out here so after a while I put
him back on lead so that we can make it to the café.
Our morning ensemble includes Janet, Georgie, Dan and Ellie –
with Vlad occupying his little table behind us. Georgie has both
Seamus and Flora in tow today and she expects to pick up Rufus
as we leave. Since I have not been to Sainsbury’s I have not added
any soft-chew treats to my blue biscuit bag and everyone must
make do with Shapes. This is not a problem for young dogs like
Otto or big ones like Tara and even Winnie has a go. Dan tries to
break this treat up for his pet – and she snatches it back with some
vigor. Several of us have seen an item on the ITV London news
last night; its topic was the breathing difficulties that can beset
short-nosed canines – like Pugs, Shih-Tzus and Bulldogs. Anahita,
who never takes a seat today, does come by to invite Otto out onto
the green for more play with Elvis.
Ellie has received a text from Ofra in Israel; the doctors have been
told not to undertake any heroic measures to prolong life. Georgie
says that the medical professionals in charge of her many tests are
now suggesting that she needs to take beta blockers. This leads
to a long discussion on prescription drugs and their misuse. Ellie
says that her mother-in-law had an arsenal of such medicines
and that she dispensed them freely. “I even saw her give my
husband half a Valium on our wedding day,” she says. “Well, he
was marrying you,” I add in mitigation. Ellie seems pleased with
the progress of her daughter, who seems to be learning the value
of money at last – with another hostessing assignment today at
Lord’s Cricket Ground. As we head for home Otto pauses for a
quite satisfactory poo. He doesn’t know that I am now planning
to abandon him in fulfillment of my promise to make it to
Sainsbury’s or bust.
Friday, September 23:
Well, I did manage a trip to the supermarket yesterday. I waited
for the postman to complete his rounds (lest a certain mischievous
Schnauzer read any incoming post with his teeth) and at about
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1:00 I was lugging twelve orange bags up the stairs. One of these
contained a number of specimens of soft chews for our dentally
challenged canines and, re-supplied in this fashion, Otto and I
head for the park on a lovely sunny and mild autumnal morning.
Unfortunately the green is being manicured by a chap on a
lawnmower and I have to keep the dog on lead as I head for a
knot of dog owners – who have been driven onto the Randolph
roadway by this ill-timed intrusion. Eventually I can let Otto
run free and he has a great time with Poppy, Leonard and Elvis.
A woman in a headscarf is observing the scene as her little boy
rushes up to pet Elvis. To my surprise there is no objection and
the boy follows Elvis everywhere (even into the bushes that climb
one flank of Mt. Bannister), grabbing him and petting him at every
opportunity. All the dogs head into the bushes at one point – the
mom even lets her little chap go in there without protest. Caroline
and Anahita share my gratification in this behavior – for we have
seen so many Middle Eastern moms shy away from anything
canine. Otto is being summoned by Karen, who is descending the
mount and after he receives a cuddle I put him on lead and head
for the café.
My seat is occupied by Jean, Georgie’s sister, here from Glasgow
for a brief visit. I draw up a chair next to her but when I return
with my coffee Lisa is sitting in it. She soon gets up, taking Flora
off, but by this time I have switched sides to sit between Renata
and Ellie. Also present are Janet, Davide, Karen and Yara. Teddy
is on the lap next to me and, unusually, he shows considerable
interest in the contents of my blue bag – repeatedly chomping
into shards of Schmackos that I put on the table top in front of
him. Maxi, in Renata’s lap, also enjoys his old favorites, the white
bone-shaped biscuits, the only treat from the Shapes bag that
Renata can break easily into little pieces for her pet. Dudley, Ellie
the Cocker, Sparkie and Winnie are avid petitioners at my knee –
and Otto, when he is not wrestling with Elvis, shows a renewal of
appetite.
Yara, who moved only recently to a street near mine, says she is
moving to Holland Park this weekend. She and Ellie therefore
have a lot to discuss in the furnishing category and they are
planning on a joint visit to John Lewis later today. Ellie says she
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has recently discovered a firm that can replace her ailing washing
machine with a model of the precise size if you just give them the
serial number of the original. And they’ll install the new machine
and take away the old one. Then the girls are off on another
favorite topic, hair products – though this is a reminder to me that
I need to schedule a haircut at Sali’s for next week. As Otto and I
head for home we are visited on the green by Elvis, wanting one
last bout, and, in the Morshead roadway, by the delightful OES,
Muffin. It has been a pleasant morning in the park but not without
its sad moments as well – yesterday, we have just learned, Ofra’s
mother died in Israel.
Saturday, September 24:
We have a very pleasant and mild morning for our sojourn in
the park today – sunny and fresh. As we approach the green I
begin my search for the usual crowd of canine suspects before
unhooking my dog – but today I am deeply disappointed, and so
is Otto. There is not another dog anywhere in sight – don’t these
pooches have to pee and poo even on a Saturday? Still on lead,
therefore, Otto and I make our way over to the café and, after
depositing the dog in an empty compound, I wait outside the front
door. I am the first customer, always a gratifying position on a
busy Saturday, but when I return to our table I am still alone…first
no dogs, now no people.
Eventually I can see Janet out on the green with Daisy-Mae
and Dan makes the briefest appearance here so that he can hand
Winnie off before heading for Athens with Davide. When Janet
finally comes over to the café she is accompanied by a woman
called Sam and the latter’s amber-colored Cocker, Binky. Then
Georgie and Jean show up – with Georgie shepherding Shefali’s
Yaris and a new client, a young Sheltie-like fellow named Rex.
Rob and Linda make a visit as well and, while the troublesome
Chica remains outside, Pepper is admitted so that he can have
some biscuits from me. Linda and Pepper paid us a nice visit
yesterday afternoon but it has been some time since Rob has
seen his sometime houseguest, Otto. I notice that Rob has his
camera on a strap around his neck and I suggest that as Otto has
his grooming next Wednesday and I have mine on Thursday
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it would really be nice to have some pictures before I make
my preparations for the annual holiday card. Binky has soon
discovered the delights of my blue bag, where Winnie and Sparkie
are active, but the shy Rex is too nervous to enjoy this part of our
ritual. Finally Nigel comes by with Elvis and, at last, Otto has a
real exercise opportunity.
Jean tells us that tonight she will attend a concert at the
Shepherd’s Bush Empire by the queen of punk, Nina Hagen. She
has come quite a distance for a concert but then, as we reflect on
recent movements, our bunch is also very peripatetic these days:
Dan and Davide off to Athens (the latter at Iguazu Falls only a few
days ago), Ofra in Jerusalem, Anahita flying to Teheran tonight,
and Janet off on a Mediterranean cruise on Wednesday. Nigel says
that he and Elvis, in Anahita’s absence, are going to have a wild
time and stay out all night.) The little Maltese is ushered out onto
the green for some running exercise and eventually Otto joins him
as I make my preparations for departure. The park is filling up
with people and it takes quite a while to work our way through the
incoming traffic as we make our escape.
Sunday, September 25:
An overnight rain has come to an end as Otto and I head for the
park on a gray, unfriendly Sunday morning. Ahead of us on the
Morshead roadway we can see Georgie, with Sparkie, Rex and
Yaris, and I let Otto rush up to join this ensemble. Surely one of
these dogs will be able to offer a responsive greeting to all his
kisses but no, no one wants to know, and so we continue on to
the green. Janet is just arriving here as well with Daisy-Mae and
Leonard and the latter can provide some play opportunities at
last. Janet goes off to book a tennis appointment and I admit the
Schnauzer lads to our compound; Daisy-Mae sits stubbornly on
the grass, waiting for her mommy to return.
I am among the first customers in the coffee queue, just as well
since the park is filling up with people. The same could not be said
of our area, where, in addition to Georgie and Janet, only Vlad
makes an appearance this morning. I am kept busy doling out
biscuits to Ronnie and Reggie and even Daisy-Mae accepts a few
Schmacko shards. The boys only occasionally remember that they
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like to wrestle; they are just as happy to join Sparkie in patrolling
the fences. The gray-nosed Rebel passes by and Krug leans
against the fence so that Otto can kiss her through the bars. Janet
is taking calendar pictures of the dogs but, so she tells us, she has
another photo assignment this morning.
She has been asked to take pictures of a number of activities,
including an exercise class and a footie match, held this morning
in the park to raise funds for the St. John’s Hospice. Jo Lynn is
one of the organizers of this event and Janet can see our friend
at work in front of the clubhouse as we finish our coffee. We
have time to discuss the contestants on this year’s Strictly Come
Dancing and the U.S. elections before Hanna arrives with the
Sunday supplements and some Finnish stamps for me. As we
cross the green I am able to make a contribution to the Hospice
fund, pausing to remind Jo that Dorothy was herself scheduled to
spend her final days at this establishment – though she had died
before a transfer was possible. More and more people and their
kids are streaming into the park as we make our exit; among those
arriving is Karen, whose Dudley rubs noses with Otto before we
reach the street.
Monday, September 26:
The house is a mess and, once again, there is no problem in
assigning responsibility. This is because Otto has managed to
deposit flecks of blue sponge all over the carpets – after chomping
into a blue ball, one of those treasures I unearthed, along with a
dozen or so cousins, when I had to move the TV room sofa as I
searched for a missing iPhone. For once I cannot see from my
front window if the recycling lorry has been to our street and,
assuming it has done so, we hit the streets only to discover that
there has been no such visit after all. It would help if I weren’t the
only recycler in a unit of eight flats – for then I could perhaps see
other bags on the pavement from my window, but now there is
nothing for it but to return to the flat and fetch my own bag – Otto
trotting along compliantly. I let him off lead as soon as we reach
the Morshead roadway and he rushes forward in search of play
pals on the green. Soon I am overhearing a portion of my past
as an American woman with a Fox Terrier is discussing ALS’s
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Alternatives Lottery with some of the other dog owners! I tell her
that both Dorothy and I had long associations with this program
and then I head for the café, where no one has bothered to admit
my dog to our compound.
Otto is playing with Elvis in the forecourt but I manage to get him
behind bars before joining the queue. A minute later he is at my
feet – the others can’t let my dog in but they have no trouble in
letting him out. Teddy, as usual, is sitting next to the queue, his
eyes on Ellie – and today a little girl is so charmed by the little
Cockapoo that she actually sighs in disappointment when we
make our way back to our seats. Today we are joined by Nigel,
Vlad, Jean, Georgie and Janet. Georgie has brought Seamus and
Tilly and Janet has both Cockers, Ellie and Binky. Some of these
animals (and Tara) show up in the biscuit queue. Otto is only a
rare visitor since he is still preoccupied with his wrestling partner,
Elvis. The latter often escapes through the bars and he is in this
vulnerable position when we receive a visit from the randy Lhasa,
Thomas. Today Vincenzo has a unique way to deal with this threat
to the social order. He picks up his pet, tosses him over a shoulder
and marches off with the furry bundle.
I have a mission – since Linda wants to know the name of the
appliance firm that Ellie has been dealing with and while we
are sitting over our coffees I am able to pass this information on
via an email from my telephone. Ellie and Nigel are discussing
adventures in Miami and the progress of their teenage children.
Some of the others are still watching Victoria and Janet says that
after a four-hour struggle she has been able to download music
onto her phone. Today’s session in a short one – Ellie says she has
to meet Yara so they can take measurements in the latter’s new
flat. I make it only as far as the clubhouse before Otto is jumped
by Leonard. My pet also touches noses with Rufus, who is near
the parallel bars where Melanie is under instruction from her
personal trainer. By the time we reach our gate my dog has offered
three poos – I notice that there are now blue flecks making an
appearance in these offerings.
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Tuesday, September 27:
We have missed quite a substantial rainfall yesterday afternoon
but even today skies are gray and threatening. I can see that there
is a very substantial turnout on the green, including three dog
walkers and their charges, and here Otto and I report as the sun
makes a feeble guest appearance. Among the canine participants
is Charlie the Jack Russell and that means that we must also have
show biz royalty in attendance, Helen George of Call the Midwife
and Strictly fame. Janet and Ellie are also out here and since
Janet has Elvis with her Otto has an early opportunity for some
dedicated play. As I deposit a poo in the box on the Randolph
roadway I note that a school group, with kids in lime green vests,
has taken over the grassy area at the foot of Mt. Bannister. They
have been here repeatedly of late.
There is a rather small turnout today. Jean is sitting here and so
is Janet but in the coffee queue we have only Georgie and Ellie.
Ellie orders a toasted bacon and tomato sandwich on brown bread
and suggests that it be delivered to the “dog café.” (And so we
have a new name for our canine compound.) In fact, with the
other ladies at one table and Ellie all alone at the other, I sit down
next to the latter – who is soon finding tidbits from her sandwich
for the lap-bound Teddy. Otto and Elvis are contentedly wrestling
but I have soon caught the attention of Ellie the Cocker, Sparkie
and Leonard, who drops by for a courtesy visit. Ellie reports
that Teddy is experiencing OCD with a ball at home, repeatedly
dropping it at the feet of anyone who might throw it to him – and
driving everyone else crazy in the process. I suggest that she
imitate my own gesture at such moments – for whenever my Fritz
became ball-obsessed I put the love object in a spot where even he
couldn’t sniff it out – in the freezer.
Jean will be heading back to Glasgow soon and she is looking
forward to a reunion with her own dog, Ziggy. Ellie says that
Ofra is now scheduled to fly back from Israel on Thursday.
Janet, Georgie and Jean leave early this morning – Janet
waving goodbye since she will be off on her Mediterranean
cruise tomorrow. (This is a reminder to me that I won’t be here
tomorrow either – Otto has his haircut appointment and I have
errands in the West End.) Ellie now receives a call from Yara and
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it soon becomes obvious that our Lebanese friend is not moving
to Holland Park – since Ellie has discovered that the place in
question is moth-infested and the two pals will be viewing other
properties today. As we walk across the green on the way to the
exits I now encounter three people I know. First we have David,
Mr. Morshead Mansions, lying on his back on the grass as a
personal trainer puts him through his paces, then I spot John the
Window Cleaner in shorts, and finally a young bearded man with
a very familiar pooch on lead introduces himself as Ofra’s son,
Guy. He is here, in part, to turn Bailey over to Georgie, whom we
soon find on the Morshead roadway with Sparkie and Seamus.
Thursday, September 29:
I have missed a day in the park, having taken advantage of Otto’s
appointment at Primrose Hill Pets to undertake a mission in the
West End. I arrived home after a very exciting morning in John
Lewis, Boots and Ryman’s just as Linda was dropping off my
beautifully groomed pet. Life would have been good had it not
been for the discovery by Cathy of a tiny leak next to the newly
repaired toilet. I had to consider all my options throughout the rest
of the day – wanting to make sure of any telltale patterns – and, to
add to my confusion, this morning there is no sign of moisture at
all. No sign on the bathroom tiles, but what about the pavements
of Maida Vale? Rain has been predicted for this morning but there
is just a bit of a thin mist as I make my way into the park.
On the green we meet Linda again and I can give her an update
on the toilet. Her nose is out of joint because when she went to
fetch the neighbor’s Chica this morning she was told that the Jack
Russell was already being walked by one of the daughters of the
house. So it’s just Pepper here this morning and we now cross the
green, soon followed by Dan and Winnie. Otto is looking about
for someone to play with and soon selects a fluffy nine-month-old
Toy Poodle named Nina. “After Nina Simone,” her owner tells
us – but wait a minute, I recognize the owner for, once again, we
have a show biz celeb doubling up as dog owner on the green.
This is Heather Small, of M People and (more recently) Pointless
fame. She says that this is her first dog – since she has a long
history of allergies, and that she loves the little lass.
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Dan, Linda and I make our way over to the café but after Pepper
has had a few treats Linda departs. So does Georgie, who has just
walked here with Elvis and some of her other charges– she has an
appointment with the consultant and must leave immediately; it
is true that after all those tests they have decided to give her beta
blockers to slow down a rapid heartbeat. This means that only
Lisa joins Dan and me as we enjoy some lovely Greek pastries
brought back from Athens. Flora, Winnie and Otto are my only
treat customers but these animals are soon hunkering down under
the table as the heavens open up and the rain comes crashing
down. Today the park is hosting a convention of sporting miniathletes and one entering group has to take shelter under the
overhang and eaves of the café. Fortunately the shower ends after
only ten minutes or so and we have dry weather with which to
make our way in a homeward direction.
Friday, September 30:
A splendid autumnal offering brings the month of September to a
close as Otto and I, in bright sunshine, head for the park on a crisp
Friday morning. Davide and Winnie join us on the green as Otto
and Poppy prepare to leap at one another from prone positions
on the grass. Then they do a lot of chasing on the foothills of
Mt. Bannister, an activity that ends when Otto follows me in the
direction of the café. I have quite a time trying to get him inside
our compound since a pair of black Cockers also want to chase
him. The coffee line is slow-moving this morning – I always
wonder why park staff have to be in the queue as well. None of
our animals manage to penetrate the café’s interior today but an
unknown Border Terrier comes in and circles the place before
heading out.
Our morning group includes Davide, of course, but also Georgie,
Ellie and, back from Israel, Ofra. Georgie has taken over the
management of a number of dogs usually supervised by Janet and
she says she had a record nine dogs in her flat yesterday. One of
her charges, though he is only in the day-care category, is Elvis,
and she has brought him, along with Sparkie, to the park today.
This greatly benefits Otto, who has a grand time playing with
his pal. Elvis, attached to his long training lead, escapes only
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once today – and he is as eager for treats as the other candidates
(Bailey, Winnie and Sparkie). Bailey, after a few days with
Georgie, is reunited with his mommy. He celebrates this reunion
by jumping into my lap and stealing a Shapes biscuit from my
blue bag.
I have brought a condolence card for Ofra, who now describes
in detail the week-long sitting shiva activities that followed the
death of her mother. She says she saw relatives she had not seen
in twenty years and that many wanted to tell her that she was
doing this or that all wrong, suggestions that clearly fell on deaf
ears. Ofra says if she had waited a day she could have hitched a
ride back to London with Prince Charles, who (like Obama and
other dignitaries) arrived yesterday in Israel for the funeral of
Shimon Peres. Davide has returned to the park with the same box
of Greek pastries brought here yesterday (when there was such
a small turnout) by Dan. In return I pass on to him, for posting
in the United States, five envelopes – one of which, my absentee
ballot, puts Hilary Clinton one up in the Michigan vote. For Ofra
we summarize all the celebrity sightings we have had this week
– but Georgie has one more to add since yesterday, while she was
out with some of her menagerie, Little Britain’s Matt Lucas asked
her if she had a spare poo-poo bag. On the way home we meet
Vincenzo and reflect on the irony that only a few weeks after he
told actress Sophie Powels that she could easily get another acting
job – if she ever left Emmerdale – they killed off her character on
last night’s show.
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Daisy-Mae is a pensive mood.
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Saturday, October 1:
The toilet leak, just a tiny bead of moisture along the skirting
board, reappeared last night and I have been preoccupied with my
next move most of the night; Michaela has promised to bring over
the original installer of this bathroom system but can I wait for
his intervention? At least there is no rain in evidence as Otto and
I head out on a gray Saturday morning at the start of a new month
in the park. I can see some dogs over on the Randolph roadway
and we head here first – one of the competing canines is Elvis,
here with Nigel, and he and Otto get in some early action on the
margins of the grass. Also here is a Fox Terrier-type named Zack
(he and Otto contest ownership of a stick), Krug (whose mother
is planning a wine-tasting party) and a four-month-old Cockapoo
puppy named Honeybee. Nigel says that after several days without
Internet connection he has heard from Anahita, who seems to be
doing well with her family visits in Iran.
After we have been standing here for five minutes or so it
begins to rain. The trees on the Randolph roadway provide some
protection but I am soon heading for the blue umbrella at the
doggy café. There is a huge mob waiting to get inside and a queue
of major proportions and I soon realize that I may have to forego
coffee this morning. Not so Ofra, who somehow manages to
circumvent the queue, soon returning to a group that includes Dan,
Davide, Georgie and Vlad. The heavens have opened in earnest by
this time and wet dog paws are soon saturating my cords as I dole
out the treats. Georgie has brought Sparkie, Yaris and Daisy-Mae
and all of them accept some sustenance. Tara and Bailey are also
eager participants and Winnie (who will go home with Georgie)
not only scrapes away at my arm but bites Davide’s finger when
he is too slow in offering up the melted cheese from his toasted
sandwich.
Georgie reports that her beta blockers are making her sleepy and
that she now plans to take them late at night. Dan and Davide
are discussing the perpetual leak in their flat – what does all this
say about the quality of British plumbing? – but they can’t agree
on the consequences of the heavenly moisture since Dan wants
Davide to give him a ride to work today and Davide says there is
no way he is driving into the West End. I make certain that Davide
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has safely transferred all the post I gave him yesterday into his
travel bag. He says he has done this but there is a rumored protest
against airport expansion scheduled for Heathrow today. We are
waiting for a lessening of the rainfall before we make a move for
home and at last it comes. I tell Dan about meeting the puppy
Honeybee. “Honeybee,” he sniffs, “that’s what happens when you
let your children name the family pet.”
Sunday, October 2:
A lovely crisp and sunny morning greets us as Otto and I head
for the park today. I am a bit concerned about the state of my
dog’s health – he seems to have spent a comatose Saturday, eating
nothing and drinking little and sleeping deeply at all times – but
he starts off brightly enough and I am soon reassured by his lively
approach to life on the green. Almost immediately he is welcomed
by Elvis and between wrestling matches with his Maltese chum
and chasing with Poppy he is soon enjoying himself tremendously.
There is a tennis ball out here and he chases this down too.
Nigel says that he must soon leave for his son’s football match
– outraged that dogs have been forbidden attendance at this
event. Then he receives a phone call from Anahita in Teheran –
imagine how unlikely such an event this would have been only
two decades or so ago. I can see that Otto is now having an illtempered exchange with Poppy and that it is time to head for the
café.
There is quite a queue here but Ofra has been here before the rest
of us and she is soon off with her coffee cup. They have seen me
in the line as well – and my cappuccino is ready long before I get
to the head of the queue. We two and Dan are the only members
of our fraternity in attendance this morning – though, after several
phone calls by Ofra it is determined that Georgie is not coming
because of a rough night spent in the company of a visiting sisterin-law. Otto seems to have regained his hunger and he chomps
down on a number of Shapes biscuits – while I have softer fare
for Winnie and Bailey (who again manages to steal treats from my
blue bag.) Eventually Caroline comes by and Leonard and Otto
also have a nasty exchange before they are returned to the green
for more play. Caroline has told me that on the 15th she will take
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Leonard to a special Schnauzer walk across Wimbledon Common
– where up to ninety members of the breed have been known to
show up.
Ofra is still ruminating on her recent experiences with
Orthodox ritual in Jerusalem and there is no doubt that she feels
uncomfortable with many of the restrictive practices encountered
here. Dan looks up Yom Kippur on his phone – since this holy day
is soon to come as well. When it is time for us to make a move I
need to find my dog, still out on the green with Caroline. By this
time the Schnauzer lads have been joined by several other midsized canines – including two pewter-colored Whippets. Otto
tries to keep up with this speedy pair, to no avail, and then he
begins one of his telltale diversions, almost always a sign that he
is searching out some suitable poo poo site. I follow, reassured by
the result – and now it is time to hook the fellow for our departure
from the park.
Monday, October 3:
We have entered another period of watchful waiting – for I
am more than a little concerned about the dog. Once again he
showed no interest in food or drink after our return from the park
yesterday morning and during our late night walk he produced
only one squirt of fecal treacle in the roadbed of Morshead Road.
His tummy was not rumbling and his sleep seemed fairly normal
and when it is time for us to head for the park this morning he
seems his usual bright self, even bouncing his ball in the hall
before we head for the street with our blue recycling bag. In the
park I try to keep him moving along the grassy margins of the
green – just in case we have another watery squirt – but he shows
no interest in pooing whatsoever. Near the Randolph roadway we
catch up with Ellie and Teddy, following them in the direction of
the café.
I retrieve the dog’s water bowl from our compound and refill it
in the men’s loo – Otto does have a few sips before I head for
the coffee counter; the café is open though I have to flip the sign
myself since it still says “Closed.” In addition to Ellie we also
have the participation of Georgie, Ofra and Yara this morning.
Georgie has brought Binky and Seamus but the latter is so noisy
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that she is soon getting quite a headache. “He’s doing my head
in,” she says – leaving much earlier than usual. (Teddy has a lot to
say about the presence of an Alsatian in the forecourt – from the
safety of Ellie’s lap.) After a while Caroline comes with Leonard
and ushers Otto out onto the green for some spirited play. He does
a poo out here but she can’t find it in the leaves and so there is no
diagnosis possible. He certainly seems eager enough to wolf down
a number of biscuits.
Ellie is limping noticeably this morning and she says she needs an
injection to ease the pain provided by an ankle that is so damaged
that one day she may need a surgical replacement. Much of the
morning conversation is devoted to Peter’s situation – with the
ladies all agreeing that he is better off (and safer) in his retirement
home in Luton than he would be living with dementia in a
crowded and shabby flat on his own. I ask Yara how she is doing
in her search for a new flat but this question is never addressed
since it only inaugurates a long disquisition on the struggles she
has endured in getting any relief from her present landlady –
even though her flat is full of moths, with damp and a collapsed
ceiling further depressing matters. Mention of moths leads to
discussion of yet another problem – the mysterious appearance
of tiny holes at the bottom of Ofra’s t-shirts. Ofra’s explanation
– something about the belly itself contributing to this damage
– mystifies everyone. (Internet articles blame trouser buttons.)
Today’s weather has been most pleasant, not warm but bright and
sunny, and this has invited a long stay at our table under the blue
umbrella. Now, however, it is time to get the rest of the day, with
its recurrent crises, under way.
Tuesday, October 4:
Another lovely autumnal morning greets us as we head for the
park on a breezy Tuesday. Otto seems to have done a better job
with his food and water intake yesterday and I am cheered by the
sight of some solid poo just as we reach the green. A lawnmower
is circling our sacred space and this will explain why the dogs and
their owners have been pushed onto the Randolph roadway. Here
Otto locates Poppy and there is some wild chasing on the flanks of
Mt. Bannister before it is time to head for the café.
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Dan and Ofra are also in the queue and Dan wants to know why
Ofra has not somehow migrated to the front. She says she’d just
as soon prolong her time inside the café – since she feels the cold
outside. Meanwhile a little blonde toddler is following Ofra’s dog
all over the café and no one can understand why she keeps calling
out “Bailey.” But it turns out that the family dog is also named
Bailey and this is the name she uses for all canines. As we resume
our places under the blue umbrella we are also joined by Georgie,
Hanna and Ellie. At the little table behind us we also have Vlad
with Tara and two women have taken the corner table; they have
a Schnauzer with them – none other than George, who, in my
experience, was the first member of his breed to have a mandated
tail. Otto doesn’t pay much attention to his cousin but he and
Bonaparte, here with Hanna, have a bust-up over some biscuit
crumbs and Ellie the Cocker, here with Georgie but resident in
Dan’s lap, freaks out over the noise of battle and manages to
knock Dan’s coffee cup – so that the hot liquid drenches Dan,
Georgie and Seamus.
The headlines are still resplendent with the affairs of Kim
Kardashian, who was robbed at gunpoint in Paris, losing millions
of pounds worth of jewelry. Why it is necessary to travel with
such treasures is unclear and the coffee drinkers at our table don’t
seem to have much sympathy for the world’s foremost publicityseeker. We now return to yesterday’s question of the day – what is
causing all those holes at the bottom of all those t-shirts. Dan, who
was not here yesterday, can’t believe that this is a real story – so
we make him look it up on the Internet. Ofra rejects the trouser
button thesis – since holes appear all over the bottom of her
t-shirts. Ellie, who has an appointment with her ankle specialist
tomorrow, is still blaming moths and, as we get up to begin our
homeward march, I suggest, “First black holes, now t-shirts.
There’s a Nobel Prize out there for the first physicist to solve this
problem.”
Wednesday, October 5:
Bright but breezy – this would characterize our visit to the park
today; the sun is shining brightly but the wind is on the chilly side
indeed. As we make our way up the Morshead roadway we greet
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a number of exiting dogs – first Bliss the Chow and then Poppy,
who, to Otto’s great disappointment, is being lead to an exit,
losing his role as play partner for the day. In fact there is very little
activity on the green and poor Otto is left searching for anyone to
play with. There are some larger dogs he tries to keep up with but
they soon outrace him, then a nice female Beagle rolls over and
accepts some of his attentions. Ofra is out here with Bailey and
Ellie soon arrives with Teddy so I guess it is time to make our way
into the café.
To my surprise, quite a bit of food is ordered this morning.
Ellie says that she has been taking painkillers in advance of her
doctor’s appointment today and doesn’t want to do this on an
empty stomach. Thus a plate of chips joins the order for a toasted
sandwich – the café won’t make chips on their own anyway. The
chips are shared with Ofra, though Ellie is careful to sprinkle
vinegar only on half of this treat – since Ofra doesn’t like vinegar
on her chips (nor do I) and Ellie does. For that matter, Ellie dips
some of the chips in brown sauce and Ofra dips hers in mustard.
However none of these ladies has anything in the culinary
department on Georgie, who orders the eggs Florentine – eating
every bit of a lovely plateful. Yara also comes in again, and so
does Wendy. Otto gets a few chips himself and then, as previously,
he goes off to play on the green with Leonard.
We get a buyer’s guide to fast food from the ladies – no doubt
inspired by the chips – with the Big Mac, the Burger King and
the Dirty Burger each having its champion. Yara reports that she
has now had a visit from a representative of Westminster Council
– who was also scandalized by the problems she has encountered
in her flat. The Council will now write to the reluctant landlady
citing a number of violations and even offering Yara free legal
representation. In fact I am the first to leave this morning since I
am going to take in the Georgia O’Keeffe exhibition at the Tate
Modern with Linda – and I need to get ready.
Thursday, October 6:
After a normal day in the the dog’s life (eating, drinking and
pooing) we set out for the park in good spirits on a chilly October
morning. Ellie and Anahita are walking around the green and the
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latter produces an Iranian delicacy – a bag of fresh pistachios, still
in their skins and well as their shells. Otto is delighted to have
access to Elvis and the two and have a bit of a tussle even before
we have had a chance to cross the green itself. When we do so I
lose track of my dog’s whereabouts completely and it takes me a
while to spot him high up on the hillside beneath a bluebell wood.
It’s just as well that I have done so because he is just squatting for
his first poo. By the time I have caught up it is time to hook the
fellow as we make our way to the café.
Hanna is already is residence in our compound and I ask her to
keep an eye on my fellow as I make a quick trip to the Vineyard
Chemists on Maida Vale Parade in order to retrieve a bag of
prescriptions. A lively group has assembled under the blue
umbrella – for in addition to Hanna we also have Ellie, Ofra,
Dan, Georgie, Anahita and, just back from her cruise, Janet. The
latter has brought some Turkish delight and some lemon cookies
from Corsica and these, along with the pistachios, make their way
around the table. Georgie has brought Seamus and Rufus this
morning and Ellie the Cocker is here as well – though she will
probably go home with Janet. Hanna has Bonaparte in tow and
all these animals benefit from the bounty of my blue bag. Otto
continues to act the thug whenever there seems to be an alien nose
hovering near his biscuit.
Anahita tells us, for the first time, that her father was a military
commander in the famous war against Iraq and he is still
celebrated for a famous victory that preserved Iran’s borders. He
was killed in an air crash shortly thereafter and an Iranian stamp,
which Anahita can show us on her phone, has just been issued
to memorialize this event. While she is showing us this Dan is
experimenting with the pistachios. He peels back a bit of the skin
and squeezes the nut so that the kernel pops out at speed – flying
across the table and striking Hanna on the right cheek. Delighted
by this new game he then offers a demonstration of this technique,
though this time he propels the missile upward. It strikes the
underside of the umbrella, drops back onto the table and bounces
unerringly into Hanna’s water glass! Anahita goes into the café to
fetch another glass of water. Hanna has taken this with remarkable
equanimity, though she does tell Dan, “If that had hit me in the
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eye I would have punched you.” People are beginning to gather
their dogs for an early exit from the park. I have a chance to ask
Ellie about her visit to the doctor yesterday. She says that the
needed injections are so painful that the doctor will put her under
a general anesthetic before administering them.
Friday, October 7:
Well, my application for a new U.S. Passport went off by
courier at about 7:00 last night – hopefully the end of a most
uncomfortable and complex process that I have been working on
for weeks. I told Otto that to celebrate I would get us some fish
and chips, a treat that I summon once every other month or so, and
the dog, at first anxious over the sudden abandonment, brightened
considerably when I returned with my portion of chips (he
enjoyed several smaller pieces) and cod (some of which I mixed
with his kibble). He did not do a late night poo – I think he was
distracted by other dogs – and so I expect a better effort in this
department as we leave for the park on a gray, unfriendly morning
in Maida Vale.
There is an unusual sighting on the Morshead roadway – a solo
Sparkie. (Georgie has left some of her charges at home.) After a
quick greeting here Otto rushes out to the middle of the green,
where there are lots of dogs at play. Unfortunately none of his
pals are out here today and so he is not reluctant when, after a
monumental poo, he accompanies me to the café – which has just
opened its doors. This morning we have Ellie, Ofra, Janet, Davide,
Wendy and the aforementioned Georgie. Janet has both guest
Cockers with her, Binky and Ellie – today she has left Daisy-Mae
at home. I dispense a great deal of needed sustenance from by
blue bag – with Bailey and Winnie insistent customers. Davide
has a toasted cheese sandwich so he too has to share his bounty
with the resident canines.
Davide has had two trips to New York since we have last seen
him. He says he mailed all of my letters for me but today he has
an MRI at noon and of course he gets lots of advice from our lot
on how to survive this ordeal. Ofra is preoccupied with the Jewish
holidays and this leads to a kind of buyer’s guide to the local
synagogues; Ofra and Ellie are both annoyed by all the demands
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for monetary contributions from such institutions. Ofra says she
can’t follow Ashkenazi rites and Ellie says that, as a convert, she
is not welcome at some Orthodox ceremonies. Then there is a
natural transition to the the constant call for contributions from the
schools these ladies have sent their children to – I note that this
has nothing to do with religion since all private schools (including
my beloved ASL) are constantly asking parents for financial help.
We have still not had any improvement in the murky conditions
that have prevailed since our arrival in the park but it is time
to make a move for home. Now I have another uncomfortable
process to get under way – I need to call Pimlico Plumbers about
that recurrent leak in the bathroom toilet.
Saturday, October 8:
Recently I made a list, one that included space for every one of
the household problems that now plague everyday existence. It
included the dead wall plug in the TV room, the dodgy lock on the
front door, the bedside drawer that will no longer open, a fraying
computer power cord, the interference on TV reception in the
kitchen, problems with Sky equipment in my study and, of course,
the famous drip from the bathroom toilet. Last night I gradually
gave up any hope that I would actually receive a visit from
Pimlico Plumbers between 6:00 and 8:00, as promised – though
they did call me at 10:15 to schedule a visit for this afternoon. It is
not surprising, therefore, that I am not in the best of moods as Otto
and I head for the park on a gray and chilly Saturday morning.
Davide has just entered with Winnie; the latter is barking
in disapproval at all those aspects of life that are somehow
disappointing to her – now she has to endure some good morning
kisses from Otto. Heading toward us across the green we have
Janet, today accompanied by Ellie the Cocker and Leonard;
Daisy-Mae is not bothering with any extra effort in crossing the
grass itself; she sits near the café and waits for the rest of us to
reach her. Otto is torn between a first poo and the necessity of
defending himself against Leonard, crouching in plain sight and
waiting to attack. These two complete most of their perpetual
battle inside our compound – where Georgie has brought Sparkie
and Pepper, Ofra has arrived with Bailey, and Dmitri has come
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with Flora; the feisty Pug can actually open the gate to our space
with her nose. Also present this morning are Anahita and Nigel.
Little Elvis is suffering from the canine equivalent of a cold;
his breathing is quite noisy and his mommy doesn’t want him
to engage in any spirited play today. This means that Otto is
frustrated in his desire to pounce on his pal – who spends most of
the session out on the green. Dmitri has brought a water pistol –
which he uses to silence a noisy Flora whenever the latter makes
too much of a fuss at the fence.
Janet has brought the biscuits from Corsica and also the Turkish
Delight – though whether this is the correct designation for a
confection from Corfu is debatable. This rose-petal-flavored candy
is embedded in powdered sugar and we are soon covered in white
dust. Davide is showing phone pictures of his trip to Iguazu Falls;
he wants to know if his BA colleagues treated Anahita well during
her recent visit to Teheran. Ofra puts her glasses on to stare at the
phone screen – she buys her glasses at Primark, where they come
in various strengths and colors. Georgie and Janet are discussing
the soaps. Both are fed up with the plotlines on EastEnders, both
feel that Jack P. Shepherd has grown in his acting abilities as
David Platt on Coronation Street, but only Georgie and I watch
Emmerdale. Janet says that she takes Daisy-Mae out for her last
walk at the end of EastEnders and that the Shih-Tzu jumps up and
heads for the door whenever that famous drumroll signals the end
of the program.
Sunday, October 9:
I have had a very good and lengthy sleep after an evening
dominated again by Pimlico’s efforts to solve the riddle provided
by my toilet’s seepage – with more investigations to come
tomorrow. (For his part, Otto has discovered the wadding left by
Jason the plumber to absorb any leakage and he has torn this into
hundreds of tiny pieces now scattered over the bathroom and the
hall.) He now rushes forward to greet Davide and Georgie, just
arriving at the Morshead entrance, and we make our way forward
as far as the green. It is a lovely, bright morning, though there is
a bit of a nip in the breeze, and Otto is soon having a good chase,
first with Leonard and then with Poppy. Some of this leads the
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dogs in the direction of the café and soon I have admitted Otto and
headed for the coffee counter. Ofra comes in behind me and she
agrees that, with no queue to jump, there is no challenge in being
served this morning.
In addition to Davide, Georgie (here again with Sparkie and
Pepper), and Ofra we also have Janet (here with Ellie, Leonard
and Daisy-Mae), Dmitri and Vlad. There are also several dog
owners who never manage to take a seat. These include Melanie,
who brings Rufus in for some spirited barking and an anti-Trump
rant of her own, and Nigel and Anahita, who arrive with Elvis.
Anahita says she is taking Elvis to the vet this morning – Nigel
thinks his pet is just recovering from puppy catarrh, but if his wife
needs to be reassured that there is nothing to worry about then
perhaps such a visit is justified. Otto gets in a little play with his
pal, here and out on the green, and he and Leonard continue their
struggles. A woman comes in with a little while dog belonging to
her daughter. The woman is eating a croissant at the little corner
table and she is soon besieged by our pets. From her purse she
takes out a small treat bag and I notice that she commands Otto,
successfully, to sit before receiving his bounty. I ask for the name
of her little white dog and for information about her breed. The
answer that comes back, via Janet, is that Dolly is a Multi-Poo.
This is modified to Malti-Poo after a while – a Maltese-Poodle
cross. “I’m much relieved,” I add, “Multi-Poo is actually a much
better description of my dog.”
Ofra, who is soon off to Pilates in St. John’s Wood, says that
last night she watched Strictly for the first time but that none of
the contestants has excited her interest as yet. Davide conducts
a FaceTime conversation with Dan in Seville and we all get to
wave. Then Davide has some late-breaking local news – there
has been a fire at the 123 Cleaners and there are still four engines
dousing the blaze this morning. (I don’t have anything at the
site at this moment but I was going to take materials there later
this coming week.) Janet reports that at home Ellie and Leonard
have been contesting custody of a dog bed and that, with Ellie
in it, Leonard has pushed the bed off the staircase. He and Otto
continue their chase as we make our way homeward – not an easy
moment for me since my dog is on lead and Leonard is not. Two
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unusual canine sightings are made on this journey. First there is a
rare appearance by Pippa the Papillion, the little dog who is still
wearing her “assistance to the hearing-impaired” jacket. And then
there is an equally unusual morning appearance by Clare, here
with her Pug, Harley. I have not seen Harley since March but
the little fellow remembers me as the biscuit man and he is soon
trying to climb my leg.
Monday, October 10:
Again we have a most pleasant morning in the park – bright,
sunny and crisp. Otto spots Davide heading for our entrance with
Winnie and he won’t budge until he has had a chance to kiss the
dowager. There is a great deal of doggy activity on the green
and Otto is soon rushing about in an attempt to find some likely
play partners. When I head for a distant poo-poo box on the hill
overlooking the tennis courts Otto follows me and we begin a
passage through some of the local pathways favored by my pets of
old. When we get back to the Randolph roadway I put him on lead
and we head for the café, where there is already quite a queue at
the coffee counter.
Anahita is here, with Elvis in her arms, and Teddy, as usual, sits at
Ellie’s feet. It appears for a moment that an escaped Otto is also
heading our way as well but Janet snags him and drags him back
inside our compound by the collar. Here he begins an extended
battle with Elvis, who did not have to go to the vet’s yesterday;
on occasion Anahita takes the contestants out onto the green and
at other times Elvis remains on the outside, taunting Otto by
running around and barking at his imprisoned pal. Also present
this morning are Seamus, here with Georgie, Daisy-Mae and
Binky, here with Janet, Tara, here with Vlad, Bailey, here with
Ofra, Bullett and Ben, here with their owners, and Maxi, here
with Wendy. An anomaly is Flora – whose daddy, Dmitri, remains
chatting out on the green throughout our session – even though
his dog has joined us. I have brought with me a new treat for the
dentally challenged – Baker’s Whirlers – and these seem to be
very popular.
Ofra and Ellie have been to a session at the St. John’s Wood
Pilates emporium and they are joking that if they go tomorrow
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they can have private instruction – since Yom Kippur begins in
the evening. In fact Ofra has been fretting about where to attend
services since her synagogue, which employs an Israeli rabbi
whom she likes, has closed its doors – but now she has discovered
that a private home has been found for the ceremony with this
rabbi. Georgie has with her a thermos of pineapple juice, a
concoction that her friends insist is just as good as cough syrup
for a sore throat. (And you can add vodka, we joke.) Ellie has
watched the latest Trump-Clinton debate, the one in which the
Donald has indicated that if he were in power Hillary would be
behind bars. Ellie has to leave early because a chap is coming over
to discuss repairs to her conservatory. She has to endure a lot of
kidding on this topic but she says she has wanted to tear down this
structure for years – blocked by the Council every time. On our
journey home Otto pauses to squeeze out a third poo (Multi-Poo)
but at last we approach our steps. I can see that the recyclers have
not arrived to remove the blue bags and that, once again, I am the
only resident in my block with anything to offer to this effort.
Tuesday, October 11:
Again sunny and again a bit on the chilly side – as Otto and I
make our way along the pavements leading to our traditional
park entry point. Dan is just exiting on his bicycle, no doubt
having passed Winnie on to Georgie for a little day care. On our
left workmen are giving a facelift to the parallel bars and Otto
manages to make a sharp left behind their van, entangling his lead
in their tailpipe. I manage to get this extricated though already I
can see that this is going to be one of those days – highlighted by
my continuing attempts to snag Pimlico Plumbers; last night they
didn’t call at 10:20 to say they weren’t coming, they just didn’t
come. Out on the green there is the usual lively dog scene and
Otto soon joins the ruck. Coming down the hill we have Ofra with
Bailey and I am able to pass on to her a small sack containing
ten £2 coins. She hands me a twenty and we try to continue on to
the café, but it is not easy since the dogs are still at play and Otto
won’t enter the compound without Elvis.
The dogs are certainly into mischief this morning. Otto has
already scattered paper all over the hall at home again and at one
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point he escapes Anahita’s care to join me in the coffee queue.
Not to be outdone, Leonard, much to Caroline’s chagrin, pees on
a baby stroller and Elvis manages to bring down a small toddler
by jumping on his back. Leonard is now barking hysterically as he
seeks entry to our compound and, more importantly, access to my
knee, where he knows biscuits might soon make their way into his
waiting mouth. Tara, here with Vlad (who is also drinking coffee
with a workmate) makes no appearance at my side today, nor does
Teddy, safely ensconced on Ellie’s lap. Daisy-Mae is undergoing
a grueling grooming with a wire brush in Janet’s lap and she is too
preoccupied to ask for any treats. This leaves Bailey and Winnie
as my most most loyal customers.
People keep asking me what is happening with the American
election, now just weeks away, but I certainly have no inside
information – just a lot of anxiety. Ofra and Ellie are still
preoccupied with Yom Kippur. Ellie says that her husband and
younger daughter are fasting and Ofra says she will as well –
though whether it will be appropriate to break the fast with a
bacon sandwich is also under consideration; she is definitely
getting a ride to the services. Ellie now adds that her older
daughter, Georgia, is having an interesting time working as an
events hostess and that at a movie premiere just a few days ago
she got to meet Danny DeVito and Rosamund Pike while working
the cloakroom. Georgie is the first to leave today – Winnie,
Seamus and Rufus in tow – but the rest of us are not far behind. It
will be interesting to see how a fasting Ofra will be surviving at
tomorrow’s session.
Wednesday, October 12:
A furious dawn downpour has disappeared by the time Otto and
I are ready to head for the park on another brisk October day. In
addition to the van attending the parallel bars we have to dodge
a green tractor that is circling the green – but at last we make it
safely onto this surface. The dog rushes off to see which friends
might be here and he is rewarded by a sighting of Leonard; the
latter is here with Janet, who also has Ellie the Cocker and DaisyMae under her care today. Ellie chases after the Schnauzer lads
who are themselves chasing a ball this morning. (Janet says she
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has somehow lost Ellie’s lead.) I get Otto to follow me along the
Randolph roadway as we approach the café and I deposit him in
our compound while I join the coffee queue.
There is a very small turnout this morning; Vlad is at his own
little table as usual and at our end we have just Georgie, Janet
and Janet’s friend from Australia, Jenny. Jenny, a dog owner
in Sydney, is enjoying our scene tremendously. Today she gets
a good demonstration of canine greed – for Winnie, on soft
chews and Leonard, on Shapes, are insistent in their attentions.
Jenny doesn’t get to see Bailey at work for Ofra (and Ellie) are
no-shows. This means that we won’t get a chance to observe a
starving Ofra; I just hope those two haven’t sloped off to Pilates.
Jenny says that Janet loaned her one of my books and that, before
she fell asleep reading it, she was enjoying it too. Anahita comes
into the park and Elvis excites Otto’s attentions – but attempts
to let my dog have another play period on the green have to be
forestalled because I have errands to run today and so, through
the unknown livery of yet more girls’ schools, we make our way
home. On the way to Sainsbury’s I stop off at the 123 Cleaners to
see how they are getting on. The fire seems to have affected only
the annex; they are definitely open for business, though laundry
bags are piled up everywhere. After returning from the market,
indeed, I do take in my sheets and I also walk up to Malvern Road
to check out the latest fast food emporium on the site that once
housed Andrew’s Fish Bar. I can’t tell if Grill It! hasn’t opened yet
or if it has already closed but certainly it is not open for business.
So I make my way home at last, prepared for another Samuel
Beckett of a day, Waiting for Pimlico Plumbers.
Thursday, October 13:
Well, although there was a long visit from Colin, Pimlico
Plumber’s happy warrior (one that lasted from 8:15 to 10:00
last night) I’m still waiting – since Colin needs to fetch yet
another part and return either today or tomorrow. (He rejected
my suggestion that we just put in a new toilet. This is turning
into a personal challenge for him.) We have had more than a little
dripping from the skies overnight and I decide to take my raincoat
and that of the dog as we prepare for our morning in the park. (I
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can’t get the zipper to work on my raincoat – most annoying.)
Otto spots Dan, back from Seville and turning Winnie over to
Georgie on the Morshead roadway and so I let him off the hook
earlier than usual. After chasing around a bit he heads for the
center of the green in order to meet up with a number of small
dogs – including Honeybee, Krug and Elvis.
As we continue on to the café a few minutes later I notice that
Ellie and Ofra are already heading for the exits – they have a
mission on Oxford Street, including a stop at Primark. Ofra says
that Bailey is very disappointed that he must depart before treat
time; Teddy doesn’t seem to care. This leaves a small turnout
indeed – just Georgie, Janet, Vlad and Anahita under the umbrella.
After we have been seated for a few minutes, however, the
heavens open up and all of the remaining owners on the green
seek refuge under the umbrella as well – though many remain
standing. Elvis resumes his role as personal trainer, dancing
around the perimeter of our compound as Otto and Ellie chase
him from the inside. Daisy-Mae has her Elizabethan collar on – a
visit to the vet scheduled for next week – and, from the heights of
Janet’s lap, she snaps at Winnie. I extract Otto’s raincoat from my
pocket and strap it on.
Georgie is complaining that her beta-blockers are disturbing her
sleep and interfering with her breathing and an attempt is made
by Janet to schedule a doctor’s appointment as we sit at our table.
Janet says that her sister Shirley will visit this weekend and they
hope to catch a matinee of the Carole King musical, Beautiful. She
says that she will make sure to find out the fate of Grill It! on her
way home, adding that across the street from this spot they seem
to be emptying out the interior of the late, lamented Chippenham
pub. To our surprise the sun now peeks through and the rain
comes to an end and this is a signal, of course, to make a move
before the next shower.
Friday, October 14:
The weather is brightening every minute as Otto and I make our
way down the stairs at the start of a lovely autumn morning in
the park. I notice, as I hit street level, that someone has left the
door to our block’s basement wide open – offering easy access
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to the hallways of our building to who knows whom. In another
chapter of the no good deed goes unpunished saga I drop the dogs
lead onto the security of a fence spike and close the door myself
– banging my head on the low entry point in the process. Out
on the green we encounter Linda, here today with Chica and her
own Pepper. “We have to stop meeting like this,” I say – since we
took Otto and Pepper on a long afternoon walk around the green
only yesterday. Today Otto has some early exercise and then he
goes off to find a useful poo spot. I have to say that I am about to
witness a first in the long history of my poo-fetching duties for
no sooner has my dog accomplished his task then an unnamed
Beagle, hovering nearby, gobbles down every last bit of this
offering!
There is already a long queue at the café; fortunately for Ofra
Davide is near the front and so she doesn’t have too long to wait
and, indeed, they have made my coffee long before I arrive at the
counter as well. We three are joined outside by Janet, Hanna and
Ellie – with Vlad assuming his usual pose at the table behind us.
Anahita remains outside the compound but Elvis is admitted for
some more play, then Leonard is admitted as well and he and Otto
have a noisy tussle. I open my bag (no longer blue) and dispense
treats to Otto, Winnie, Leonard and Bailey. Ellie the Cocker seeks
no treats but it is interesting to note that as she gains confidence
she now enjoys a good tussle as well – and she and Otto have a
fine time after all of his other pals have gone. I wait for everyone
to finish eating before I tell them about the shit-eating Beagle.
They are suitably horrified. “Well,” Ellie says, “at least you have
an extra poo poo bag.”
Georgie is at the doctor’s and after we have been seated for a
few minutes Janet receives a call from our Scottish friend. Her
GP has taken her off beta blockers and she needs to return to the
consultant in order to see if any other prescription will do. Ofra
says that she has a blood test today and there remains the problem
of what to do with Bailey; eventually it is decided that he will be
just fine locked in the car, with the window opened a bit. We hear
a bit about the treasures that Ofra and Ellie uncovered at Primark
yesterday – though Hanna reminds us that here we call it Primani.
Davide, who says he is very tired, is the first to leave – tomorrow
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he and Dan will fly to Sardinia for the better part of a week and
since the flight is an early one they will spend tonight at a Gatwick
Hotel. Someone mentions that today is Alberto’s second birthday
and I make a note to send a congratulatory email as soon as I get
home.
Saturday, October 15:
I begin the day by opening an email with several pictures of
Alberto as he made a birthday visit to the aquarium in Dubai. The
sun is making a rather pathetic attempt to penetrate a thick cloud
cover; it is not warm and, indeed, I am wearing my wool cap for
the first time since last spring. There is an annoying buzz over
on our left as we make our way up the Morshead roadway and
finally I can see that a lad is playing with a remotely-controlled
flying machine. This is not likely to end well in a space as busy as
our park and Otto, perhaps sensing my disapproval, barks at the
chap as he makes his way toward the Grantully roadway with this
toy. The green is almost empty, a condition that often prevails on
a Saturday, but when Georgie arrives with Sparkie Otto follows
them into our compound and I get into the coffee queue.
In addition to Georgie we also have Janet, Ofra and Wendy at
our table this morning – with Vlad in the background and Nigel
and Anahita making occasional appearances with the beautifully
groomed Elvis. Janet has her camera with her and Elvis is held up
so that he can be can be memorialized in the 2017 calendar in his
pristine whiteness. This is a frustrating interlude for Otto, who is
standing on his back legs, waiting for his pal to be handed over for
his first morning mugging. Later Anahita takes both dogs out onto
the green and I can see my pet getting in some good running out
there. When he returns he joins the biscuit queue; he and Bailey
are my chief customers this morning.
Ofra tells us that things went well at the hospital where she had
her blood test yesterday – Bailey staying happily in her car. She
has received a video of Alberto’s visit to the aquarium and this is
passed around – we can hear him saying “fish” on a number of
occasions. There is some conversation on the American elections
– with Donald Trump’s relentless attack on the dignity of women
under review – and Georgie (who is feeling quite poorly) joining
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me in a discussion of the latest plot developments on Emmerdale.
We soap fans also pause to memorialize Jean Alexander who, as
Hilda Ogden, entertained us for years on Coronation Street – she
died yesterday at 90. In one other bit of media news I can tell the
others that this afternoon at 4:00 I will have my letter to “Jazz
Record Requests,” one in which I tell the story of a childhood
encounter with Benny Goodman, read out on BBC Radio 3 by
Alyn Shipton.
Sunday, October 16:
The day begins with two triumphs. First, after failing to open the
left-hand desk cabinet in the TV room with the key that is kept
in the top drawer of the right-hand cabinet, I wake up with the
solution, worked out no doubt in my sleep. There are two keys
for each cabinet and since the one I used was a singleton it must
be a duplicate of the one for the right-hand set-up – and I still
need to find the second set of keys. So the first thing I do on rising
is re-open the right-hand cabinet and fish out the pair of keys I
missed last night – crisis over. On a roll, I next discover a way of
getting the zipper on my Berghaus raincoat to work. This is just
as well since there is a light rain falling this morning and as soon
as we get to the bottom of the stairs I strap his own version of this
garment onto Otto’s back.
Not surprisingly there is almost no activity out on the green this
morning and so we make our way directly to the café – where
a small group is assembling in the doggy compound. I am a bit
confounded by the length of the coffee queue on such a nasty
morning but Janet spots me at the back of the line and orders
my coffee for me. Outside we are joined by Ofra, Georgie and
Hanna. Georgie, who is still poorly, has brought Sparkie, Seamus
and Winnie with her. These three animals are soon seeing what I
might have for them in my bag (blue again) and in this quest they
are joined by Otto and Bailey. I manage to keep my trouser legs
reasonably paw-free this morning, just as well given the sodden
nature of those canine feet. I feel sorry for my pet since there is no
one to play with and he is getting no exercise whatsoever.
Ofra says that her son Guy is off on a two-month junket in
China today and that when he gets back it will be time for him
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to do some growing up. She also describes the treatment she has
been receiving for sciatica and this leads to additional tales of
remembered woe in this department from me, Janet and Hanna.
Janet says that in order to forestall further episodes of this dread
condition that she has purchased a special hula hoop and that she
exercises with this device for half-an-hour every day, watching
TV as she does so. She and Georgie now note that our favorite
Japanese restaurant, Ibuki on Lauderdale Parade, may have closed
its doors – this would be a great shame. Across the green we
can see that some trees are now sporting the their red autumnal
foliage; we can also see brightening skies and this is a signal for
us to make preparations for departure. Near the exit gate I meet
Lenny, out with his Wheaten Terrier, Cleo. Lenny, waiting for his
absentee ballot from Texas, always wants to talk about the latest
idiocy from Donald Trump – who now wants Hillary to undergo
a drugs test. I need to get home because today is another Pimlico
Plumber day. Let’s hope that Colin has as much luck in the
problem-solving category as I have enjoyed so far today.
Monday, October 17:
Well, let’s hope that Colin has at last been successful – he was
here for almost five hours yesterday and the only moisture
recorded since then came from the heavens. This started during
our late night walk when, in addition to a full moon hiding in
the clouds, the drops began to fall – with an intense shower
descending soon after we went to bed. This morning looks like the
beginnings of a lovely day, sunny and not chilly – though I can
see that the basketball court in the park is still waterlogged. Otto
rushes out onto the green, searching for play partners, and soon he
is rolling over a young Cocker named Rexie, being chased by a
second member of this breed, Ellie, and roaring into combat with
his pal Leonard. Caroline reports that her walk on Wimbledon
Common went very well – with some 25 Schnauzers soon forming
a fraternal pack.
At the café we have Janet, Ofra, Georgie, Hanna and Vlad in
attendance this morning. For some reason Sparkie jumps into
my lap and gives me a kiss; then he remains for the inevitable
handouts from my blue bag. It is definitively proven that my
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dog would rather fight than eat for he immediately abandons his
biscuit when Anahita arrive with Elvis. The welcome ambush
endured by the little Maltese is so vociferous that Elvis squeezes
through the bars almost immediately. Krug then rushes up and
tries to squeeze through – but this is not so easy now. Anahita
takes all these dogs out to the center of the green and they have
a great time chasing one another around – it will be remembered
that yesterday Otto had no one to play with. Tara now comes over
for her biscuit but even when I place it between her toes she can’t
see it.
Ofra says she needs to see a dentist; Janet says she went last
week and I have an appointment on Thursday. Ofra continues
to complain that none of the contestants on this year’s Strictly
engages her interest – and that she much prefers the American
version of this show. (I haven’t bothered with this week’s results
show – so I don’t know who was eliminated last night.) Janet
passes around her camera so that we can see a number of shots she
took out on the green this morning; several are wonderful freeze
frame pictures of Otto at high speed. Hanna reports that she will
take delivery of Pucci later this morning and will have the care of
Bonaparte in a few days. As Otto and I make our way out of the
park there are many pauses for exchanging sniffs with other dogs.
As we walk down the street I notice that the blue bags have not
been picked up yet and that someone has attached printed notices
to some alien black bags. These bear the angry legend, “Dumped
by the Uncouth Occupants of Flat …. of Morshead Mansions” –
(number deleted here to protect the guilty).
Tuesday, October 18:
We head for the park on an unwelcoming gray morning, passing
over the very pavements where, last night, a fox, alarmed by
Otto’s presence across the street, slipped through the bars and
into the park. As yesterday we pass Poppy, on his way out of the
park just as we are arriving – but the timing is better for some of
Otto’s other pals, who are part of a large canine contingent in the
center of the green. Among these chaps is Elvis and he and Otto
are soon chasing around. I have retreated to a red box at the top of
the Morshead roadway and I can see that Otto is looking for me –
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when I whistle he adjusts his direction and joins me with several
of his friends in tow. Elvis soon wanders off and Anahita has to go
see what her lad is up to; the action shifts therefore to the area of
the café and here I admit Otto to our compound; they have opened
the café several minutes early and I get to be the first customer.
In addition to Anahita we also have Janet, Georgie, Ellie and Ofra
this morning – Vlad is also present at his little table behind us.
(He is out of luck when he wants a light for his cigarette – since
Georgie remains a committed non-smoker.) Vlad’s Tara circles the
tables several times without bothering me for a biscuit; the same
could not be said for Ellie the Cocker, Bailey, Sparkie, Elvis or
Otto. The latter two enjoy their usual spirited play – with Elvis
often squeezing through the bars in order to taunt Otto from a
distance. At one point a little toddler follows his mom into the
gym and Elvis follows the toddler – with Anahita rushing out to
retrieve her naughty puppy.
I note that a creepy-crawly is hovering over Janet’s shoe and
Georgie, who says that this is a daddy-long-legs, dispatches it.
Ellie is saying that they are already offering turkeys at Whole
Foods and this is a reminder that, with Michigan Janet planning
a November visit, we may all soon be enjoying a traditional
Thanksgiving meal again. Ellie knows all of the ingredients of
this feast and is already looking forward to partaking. Others
remember the stuffing made by Linda’s father, Mark. Ellie then
tells the story of a recent trip to Apple with her daughter’s stricken
computer. The machine had just stopped working and so it was
time to see what the engineers had to say. They reported, in some
amusement, that there was a strong whiff of hot chocolate when
they opened the device. Ellie says that she immediately called her
daughter, “Did you drop hot chocolate on the keyboard of your
computer?” And the answer – “Yes, mom, but I never thought that
had anything to do with it. That was a month ago.”
Wednesday, October 19:
Otto begins his morning by spitting up twice in the sitting room.
I blame myself for augmenting his usual spartan diet with a taste
of my fish and chips last night. He does not seem to be at all
poorly and so, Cathy arrived for her weekly battle with disorder,
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we head for the park on a mostly sunny but still chilly morning.
I note that they have at last repainted all the lines on the running
track; yesterday afternoon we encountered Red the Alsatian at
the opposite end – his favorite Frisbee had floated over the track
fence and his owner was using a stick to drag it close enough to
pick it up. Out on the green this morning there are lots of little
dogs and Otto is soon spoiled for choice: Krug, Leonard and
Elvis all offering some useful play opportunities – but he chooses
Poppy instead this morning. The choice is an obvious one, once
it has been discovered that the chap who has brought Poppy this
morning has a sack full of treats.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Hanna
and Debbie. Hanna has arrived with Pucci in his basket but he
is later reclaimed by Debbie. Pucci often travels in his basket
anyway but today there is a special reason for his position – he has
a leg injury after Debbie has slipped and fallen on the poor little
fellow. She tells us that the accident happened near the Cochonnet
(and that alcohol had nothing to do with it). Now the tiniest Yorkie
can only limp around – with more vet visits to come….he was
only discharged from hospital a week or so ago. Anahita comes by
and asks if she can borrow Otto – who is soon enjoying a second
play period with Elvis out on the green. This means that the task
of eating all the treats goes to Bailey, Sparkie, Ellie the Cocker
and Leonard. Otto does join in when he returns and then he is
chased by a quite feisty Ellie.
Ofra is reminded that her Bailey has just done a poo near a bin
in the forecourt and she goes to clean this up. She has brought
some chicken soup for me and Georgie. The ladies are planning
some future expedition to the entrecôte restaurant off Marylebone
High Street but Hanna reminds them that there is now a branch
of this chain in Soho. I can have some travel ahead of me as well
since, having been told that my new U.S. passport would arrive
by courier anytime between 8:00 and 6:00, the chap actually
arrived at 7:55, and I am now free to head for Oxford Circus,
where I need to find a new power cord for my computer and a new
pillowcase for the bed.
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Thursday, October 20:
The euphoria that should have accompanied a successful visit to
the West End didn’t last long yesterday – for there remained some
concern over the dog’s tummy, three hours worth of bathroom
fan from the flat below, and prospects of a visit to the dentist later
today. I notice that Otto has eaten most of last night’s disdained
dinner this morning so perhaps his appetite is returning – the poo
he produces in the park could still stand some improvement. There
are lots of play pals out on the green and once again Poppy proves
an early favorite. When it is time to head for the café I have to
remind the chap who has brought Poppy this morning (and who
seems to be puzzled by the total absence of his pet) that I last saw
the fellow climbing through the gate into the forbidden bluebell
wood – a gesture that I was able to prevent Otto from imitating.
Janet is out on the grass discussing the intractable sore on DaisyMae’s paw with Anahita – while the cone-headed Shih-Tzu sits
by herself at some distance. I admit Otto to our compound but
I disdain joining a coffee queue that already stretches out of the
door. Today there are dozens of toddlers and their mums about
– I don’t know what the occasion is – and this helps explain the
length of the line. Vicky has made a rare appearance and she is
trying to find out who belongs to an invading Jack Russell named
George – an animal she wants removed from the café’s interior
as soon as possible. She doesn’t spot Teddy, here with Ellie, but
Ellie spots me and manages to come away from the counter with
my cappuccino – ten minutes earlier than I would have fetched it
if I had had to wait out the line. In addition to Janet and Ellie we
also have Georgie, Renata, Hanna, Debbie and Ofra this morning.
Debbie says that Pucci’s leg is not getting any better and that the
vets will try to discover today if it is broken. Otto has a good time
in play with Leonard and Elvis but he also gets into scraps with
Seamus and Ellie the Cocker. Hanna reports that Leonard, after a
bust-up with another dog, was found in the street this morning –
and she ushered him back into the park herself.
Ofra is standing at the gate talking to Tanya, while the
Weimaraners, Chicca and Pasha, strain at their leads. This means
she misses the moment when Renata asks me to look at the small
of her back, where raised red spots may be the beginnings of an
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attack of the dreaded shingles. She says she will have to see her
G.P. today since she is scheduled for a mastectomy next week
and this would have to be delayed under such circumstances.
She looks well enough with her short, punk hair-do but she is
obviously very worried about the forthcoming surgery and the
disfigurement she fears. She says she has made a new will and
that we must all come to her funeral if things don’t go well – Ellie
is doing her best to cheer her up. I do thank the latter for her
story about hot chocolate on the Mac keyboard since yesterday,
remembering her visit to the Apple store, I headed around the
corner at Oxford Circus to see if the Regent Street store was open;
it had been closed for refurbishment for months but it was indeed
open – but only since Saturday. When I explained my need to
a clerk it turned out he was standing next to the shelf on which
the desired product was displayed and I was out of there in five
minutes.
Friday, October 21:
Well, the visit to the dentist was uneventful, thank goodness,
but the rest of the day was a bit of a disaster – with sleep being
interrupted in the wee small hours by a burbling water cylinder
in the kitchen. By now I know how to shut off the water supply
to this part of the system (and the electrics that control the central
heating) but more sleep was not easy to come by and this morning
I have been wrestling with British Gas (who seem to have a hold
on hold) since they do not have anyone available to check out the
problem until Monday – when it will be rater chilly in this flat.
I had to interrupt my battle with BG at 9:15 – for by now it was
time to take the eager dog to the park.
Curiously, there does not seem to be any other animal on the vast,
empty green this morning but I assure Otto that if we continue on
to the other side we are bound to turn someone up. And we do,
though I don’t know the names of these dogs, and Otto is soon
having a great time. Leonard follows us to the café and barks to
be admitted – mostly because he wants biscuits from me – and
a little later Caroline comes by to usher Otto out for more play
on the grass. I can see that my dog has a stick in his mouth and
that he is brandishing this toy in the faces of all the other dogs.
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A family with a little girl comes by to look at all the doggies and
I note that the toddler has a stick in her hand too. The inevitable
sequel comes when Otto thinks this is an invitation for some tugof-war – which he wins. While Otto is otherwise engaged I am
kept busy answering the nutritional needs of Bailey, Winnie, Ellie
the Cocker, Sparkie and Flora.
The human contingent is made up today with tableside
appearances from Davide, Ofra, Hanna, Georgie, Janet and the
latter’s visiting sister, Shirley. I ask Davide if he has any inside
info on which of the London airports the government will choose
for runway expansion. This vexing issue is supposed to come to a
head next week – Davide thinks it will be Heathrow, where he has
standby duties the next few days. Janet says that Daisy-Mae has
to see a specialist over her chronically sore paw – the little madam
seems to wear her plastic collar all the time now so that she will
not cause further irritation by licking the injured appendage.
Hanna, who has Pucci in her lap, says that the little fellow did not
have an x-ray yesterday but the vet thinks his leg is not broken.
Hanna also comments on a number of recent incidents involving
anti-social behavior in the park – someone set fire to a bench and
a tree near the tennis courts, a kid brandished a knife yesterday,
firecrackers were tossed at little kids as well. She says there were
police here this morning – a public worry thus rounding off all my
private ones.
Saturday, October 22:
I have spent a rather uncomfortable day of it – without heat or
hot water – but Linda, bless her heart, did arrive with a heavy
electric radiator while Otto and I were out on our afternoon walk
and this sturdy object does a good job of heating the TV room.
This morning I am able to boil some water so that I can shave and,
wrapped up for a morning in a very chilly park, Otto and I head
out at our usual time. There seems to be no one about on the green
and so I decide to put the dog on lead for a little expedition to the
tennis court alley; here I want to view the blackened bench and the
scorched tree before passing through the parking lot and returning
to the café.
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I tell Shirley, who is ahead of me in the coffee queue, that she
doesn’t know how lucky she is – since Saturday mornings often
feature very long lines indeed – and today we are the only ones at
the counter. Outside we are joined by Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna
and Dan. Janet has custody of Elvis today and this is a matter of
great delight for Otto, who spends most of the session in pursuit
of his pal. Elvis, taking advantage of his tiny shape, squeezes
through the bars and taunts both Otto and Bonaparte – who is
now in Hanna’s care for the next week. On a number of occasions
Otto manages to escape his confinement and Janet has to go out
and rescue her little charge – who is getting mugged consistently
by my pet. Meanwhile I am kept busy doling out treats; it doesn’t
take long for Bonaparte to make his presence felt in the biscuit
queue.
Ofra passes around some Polish biscuits – ones she bought by
mistake – and Dan passes around the invitations he has printed for
Davide’s fiftieth birthday celebration in late December. Georgie
wants to know the death toll on Emmerdale, where a multi-car
pileup on a fogbound motorway is set to introduce some cast
changes. (This soap specializes in cleansing disasters like this –
both plane and helicopter crashes having been utilized in the past.)
Hanna is looking forward to the next Tony Robinson program on
ancient trackways (and the U.S. Grand Prix tomorrow) and as I
get up (seeing that Elvis has had enough punishment for one day)
I am looking forward to a nice warm apartment – oops, that is not
going to be possible.
Sunday, October 23:
Well, truth to tell, I was able to restore some warmth to the flat –
having remembered that when similar cylinder problems occurred
some years ago, the central heating seemed unaffected and so it
proves to be now. (The washing machine won’t work with the
water turned off, as I discover to my chagrin this morning). It is
a bright and chilly morning in Maida Vale as Otto and I head off
at the usual hour. I have been up for only forty-five minutes this
morning – having spent a sleepless hour in the middle of the night
when the sounds of a distant party interrupted my peace. Otto has
been up far longer than this – he has been playing with a tennis
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ball in the hall and now he is searching the green for a likely
play partner. Poppy’s mommy is walking with her pet near the
bandstand and, seeing Otto, she lets him go so that these friends
can have a good romp in the bushes that cling to the fence on the
Grantully side of the park. I try to get them out into the middle of
the green, where there is just a little warmth left in the sun, and –
after Otto has managed to piss on some sports bags carelessly left
at the foot of Mt. Bannister, it is time to head for the café.
Our group this morning includes Vlad, at his own little table
behind us, Georgie, Janet, Ofra, Dan and Hanna – with visits
from Nigel, Anahita and Caroline. Caroline’s presence signals the
arrival of Leonard (who is only interested in biscuits) and Nigel
and Anahita arrive with Elvis. The latter is a specialist in winding
Otto up, inserting portions of his wet, white body under and
through the fence – without actually squeezing through the bars.
A little better access is provided when Anahita takes these two
dogs out to the green – Otto later returns as a sodden mess as well.
Daisy-Mae spends the session undergoing a grooming on Janet’s
lap; tomorrow she will visit a specialist for a biopsy on her sore
paw. Georgie has brought the little Yorkie named Chester with her
this morning – Otto has to be reminded on a number of occasions
that this newcomer doesn’t want to play.
Dan has a cold and this is treated with a version of the full
English. Janet is collecting lottery money, though she is so
frustrated by our lack of luck is this category that she wants to
buy sixteen scratch cards this week. Georgie reports with some
excitement that daughter Lynn has a date – her first since the
divorce. Ofra is annoyed that she missed last night’s episode of
Strictly Come Dancing and Hanna is annoyed that she missed last
night’s trackways documentary with Tony Robinson. (I watched
both and was particularly charmed to re-walk portions of the
Ridgeway.) Anahita reports that yesterday she and Nigel drove to
Leeds, where Nigel’s daughter is in her first year at university. To
pass the time Anahita read aloud from volume one in the “Dog
People” cycle (Strictly Come Barking); she says they enjoyed
the accounts tremendously, especially when they encountered
characters they now know – like Hanna, Janet and Georgie,
though these new friends were accompanied by other dogs back
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in 2003. In other news we learn that Davide is literally living at
Heathrow, where he has standby duties that require him to be
available at very short notice. Others report that Renata does not
have shingles and that she can have her scheduled surgery soon.
Monday, October 24:
Once again I am the only resident in my building to put down one
of the blue recycling bags on the waiting pavement – for it is time
for the usual Monday pickup. It is a chilly morning, though a bit
warmer than some of last week’s weather, and there are certainly
lots of dogs out on the green. I can see Janet and Ellie standing on
the Randolph roadway and we head here first. Soon Elvis spots us
and he and Otto begin the first act in a drama played out over the
next forty-five minutes or so. A mid-sized brown dog tries to get
in on this action but Otto, insisting that Elvis is his prize, chases
him away on several occasions. Meanwhile Teddy is outraged at
the presence of a distant Alsatian and he barks out his disapproval
until it is time to head for the café.
In the queue Ellie and I are joined by Ofra and there is also a
long bit of telephone and text palaver as these two try to discover
what kind of coffee to order for Yara – who is on her way to join
us. Georgie is the only other regular not mentioned to this point
– she soon takes delivery of little Patsy. Of course she already
has Seamus and Winnie in her care and all of these animals make
their way to my knee. The two chaps who come in with Bullet
and Ben (missing today) are joined at the little corner table by
a woman named Tara and her five-month-old Maltese puppy,
Rocky. Rocky is a sort of miniature Elvis, a lovely white fluff
ball, but he hasn’t been able to join in the fun with the big guys
yet. Anahita now joins us and invites Otto out onto the green for
more play with her pet. Soon these lads have discovered a ball and
they take turns guarding it from one another. After a while Bullet
squeezes through the bars, having first deposited some grass-filled
foam in the forecourt. Anahita gets some napkins from the café in
order to clean this us. Janet says that today Daisy-Mae will visit
the specialist and you can tell that she is full of anxiety over the
outcome.
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Yara is in the last stages of her local tenancy and she wants some
of her pals as witnesses when she confronts her uncaring landlady.
She tells us that she will move this weekend and that her new flat
is in nearby Little Venice – it even has underground parking, a
real boon. She also says she would like to have a holiday in Abu
Dhabi after Christmas but there may be a problem, Ofra insists,
since it now appears that Makiko, Matthew and Alberto may
be visiting London that very week. Georgie is the first to leave
today – she is expecting a visit from a brother-in-law and, since
he can never remember her flat number, he rings everybody’s bell
in her building. I have to make an early departure as well for this
afternoon I expect that long-delayed visit from British Gas and I
need to prepare some space for this encounter.
Tuesday, October 25:
Well I can celebrate the re-introduction of hot water in my flat
with a nice warm shower as I get ready for another morning in the
park. It is a gray day but temperatures are fairly mild as we follow
Georgie, with Seamus and Winnie, up the Morshead roadway. I
unhook Otto as soon as we begin this entry – so that he will not
get his lead tangled with those of the other dogs. Out on the green
the usual suspects are foregathering and Otto has to check out
each group before discovering Elvis. So these two have a great
time of it for several minutes. When I put my dog back on lead
for our transition to the café I am surprised to see that he is under
attack from young Ellie the Cocker –he must have shown some
interest in her orange ball.
“First you attack my dog and then you want a biscuit,” I suggest
– when Ellie places herself at the head of the queue. Bailey,
wearing a brand new coat from Bowwow in Covent Garden, is
not far behind and soon Winnie, Seamus and Bonaparte have
made their claims as well. Focus of our attention today, however,
is on none of these – but on Daisy-Mae. Janet is close to tears but
these are tears of relief as she tells us that the specialist whom
they visited yesterday has at last identified the problem – DaisyMae is suffering from mites. Janet was actually able to view these
infinitesimal creatures under the slide bearing skin scrapings
and was more than gratified to hear that this condition, inherited
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from the mother and common among Shih-Tzus, is treatable.
Daisy-Mae has a new pill to take, just once a month, and a new
foot washing regime, but the vet is confident that a cure can
be effected. The condition is not a contagious one, we are all
glad to learn. Now Ellie the Cocker celebrates this good news
by knocking her ball through the fence several times, whining
piteously until Janet gets up to fetch it for her. Anahita takes Otto
out onto the green for more exercise with Elvis.
In addition to Janet, Georgie and Anahita, already mentioned,
we also have the participation of Debbie, Ofra, Ellie the Human
and Hanna today. Debbie reports that Pucci is much more mobile
these days, though he still runs with a limp. Ofra has baked
another lovely cake and pieces are added to the saucers of our
coffee cups. Workmen dominate the morning conversation. When
I mention that British Gas seem to have restored order to my hot
water system Georgie says that her boiler man has still not sorted
matters out at her house. Ellie says that she has a workman who
is suffering from the same ankle problems that she has and Linda,
who now arrives with Chica and Pepper, says she is waiting for
the arrival of an electrician. We walk toward the exit with Linda as
I bring her up to date on matters foreign (the park) and domestic
(my flat). Progress is very slow since Pepper, who can’t hear,
keeps wandering off in his own direction, and Otto, who can’t
bear it when leaves stick to his legs, sits down in protest when he
feels this alien presence.
Wednesday, October 26:
Once again Otto has paused to empty some of the contents of his
stomach onto the long-suffering carpet – this happened about noon
yesterday and thereafter he showed no further interest in food.
This morning, after a near-normal night, Cathy arrives at 9:00 or
so and her comment on how dark it seems outside is more than
validated as we walk down Morshead Road – where every one of
the porch lights of the famous mansion block is still illuminated.
Otto rushes out to the green in search of action and, though he
does find Elvis, his attentions are soon diverted to a new pair of
contestants. These are Ralph, a vaguely Pomeranian chap and
Bruno, a part-Pug in a red sweater. They belong to a red-headed
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woman in conversation with Anahita. She says her pets work
together in their attacking play and Otto is soon under siege from
their combined efforts. It is no wonder that he soon heads for the
café, where he and Leonard are soon admitted to our compound.
As I return with my coffee cup I have the unusual sight of Otto,
having escaped and now dancing around in the forecourt – with
Elvis behind bars inside. In addition to Janet, here with Leonard
and Ellie the Cocker, our morning group also includes Georgie,
Hanna, Ofra and Dan. Otto seems to think that Elvis has somehow
shrunk – since he wants to bounce little Rocky about as he would
the latter’s older cousin, but Tara, at a little corner table, picks her
pet up in order to offer him the sanctuary of her lap. Leonard is
a real pest, perpetually putting his paws on my knee as he begs
for biscuits. If we shift attention to other forms of animal life it is
noted, in passing, that the wooden owl atop the café overhang has
failed to do its job in discouraging the local pigeon population;
Hanna says the pigeons now sit on the owl’s head.
Against the insistent drone of the leaf blower we attempt our
morning conversation. Dan says that he will travel to Birmingham
to see a preview of a show headed for the West End, Million
Dollar Quartet. The others tease him with the suggestion that
Paris would be a much better lunchtime destination and he is
soon looking up times on Eurostar. The status of the endangered
local pub is next of the agenda. The construction company that
illegally tore down the Carlton Tavern has evidently now agreed
to rebuild it “brick by brick.” Dan says that attempts to build flats
on the site of the Clifton pub have failed and it may re-open as a
pub after all. And I note that there is a petition to save the Truscott
Arms on Shirland Road. Georgie is the first to leave today; she
says there are workers in a nearby flat and she is concerned that
their noise will set Sparkie off. She adds that the manic Yorkie has
a new game, attacking the vacuum cleaner as she tries to push it
across the carpet, an activity in which all the other resident dogs
like to act as assistants. Someone suggests that she needs to attach
something to the vacuum in order to discourage such anti-social
behavior. “Yes,” I conclude, “how about a wooden owl?”
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Thursday, October 27:
Again it is very dark as Otto and I head for the park on a gray and
unfriendly Thursday morning – even the streetlights are still on.
As soon as we have reached the green I let the dog run forward
freely and he soon encounters a number of his play pals. It is most
amusing to see the tiny Rocky giving chase, less amusing when
Otto follows Poppy into the bushes at the eastern end of the green.
I wait for him to re-emerge but he is torn between rejoining Poppy
and approaching all the other dogs at play. Elvis is out here and so
is Leonard and a really chunky chocolate Lab as well. When it is
9:30 or so I put him on lead again as we make our way over to the
café. On the way I can see that his tummy has recovered from any
earlier indisposition. Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Dan and Hanna only.
Leonard soon appears and shrieks for admission – since he knows
I have taken my seat next to the blue biscuit bag. Another pathetic
voice is heard every time Ellie the Cocker knocks her ball through
the bars. Dan gets up to retrieve it and then he takes Otto into his
lap for a friendly visit, with Auntie Ofra tickling my dog’s tummy.
Bonaparte is staring longingly in my direction and I have to toss
him several Shapes Biscuits – he is very good at catching these
missiles. Then Anahita takes Otto out onto the green for more
play with Elvis and Melanie brings Rufus in and turns him over
for some dog sitting from his Auntie Georgie. Melanie says that
she has a new job as an executive producer at the South Bank
Centre and that projects she is working on involve a lot of travel
– Karachi and Kathmandu are mentioned. Dan asks he if she has
voted in the U.S. elections but she says she is a Canadian – “I did
vote for Justin Trudeau.”
You can tell that Dan is not a great fan of Million Dollar Quartet
and his day was further disturbed by a bus ride home from Euston
Station last night – during which he and another passenger had a
war over whether to open a window. He says that today Winnie
will be working on her passport at the vets – rabies shot especially
– since he and Davide are planning to take her for a visit to
Sardinia. (They are also planning a two-week holiday in Mexico
this winter, part of Davide’s fiftieth birthday celebrations.) Ofra
and Anahita discuss last night’s victory of Manchester United
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over Manchester City. Georgie is full of complaint over the noises
made by workmen in a adjacent flat and Hanna says that workmen
have just finished a six-months tenure in her building – where
their noisy activities included Sunday sessions as well. Having
been awakened at 5:00 this morning by forty minutes of bathroom
fan from an adjacent flat I can only add, “Tell me about it!”
Friday, October 28:
We have a lovely morning for our Friday session in the park – a
mild and sunny autumnal day. Otto charges up the Morshead
roadway, pausing only to exchange greetings with the departing
Chester and then rushing forward to see what all of his other pals,
canine and human, are up to on the green. Dan and Davide are
here with Winnie and we also encounter Linda with Chica and
Pepper. The latter attaches himself to my shoe, barking every now
and then as a signal that it really would be useful if the biscuit bag
made an early appearance. It doesn’t; instead I follow my dog all
over the greensward, waiting for his first poo and then hooking
Otto for our transition to the café.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Dan and Davide, Ofra
and Ellie only. Anahita, it is true, makes an occasional appearance
but she is chiefly preoccupied with Elvis and his spirited play with
Otto; twice these two contestants are re-admitted to the green for
more chasing and tackling. When Otto is in residence he also has
Leonard to play with; the latter and Ellie the Cocker are both here
with Janet – who is giving Daisy-Mae a thorough grooming on her
lap. Ellie is soon whining over the fate of her orange ball – which
someone has placed on a saucer on the tabletop so that it won’t
be knocked under the fence anymore. Otto and Leonard have one
nasty bust-up but as soon as they are separated they resume their
position at my knees, cadging for treats.
Not surprisingly the morning’s conversation is also devoted to
canine matters. Ellie reports that she has just returned from a
follow-up visit to the Mill Lane veterinary surgery after reporting
there early yesterday morning with a distressed Teddy. The
Cockapoo, it transpires, has been suffering from infected anal
glands and, after lancing these, the vet has suggested that Teddy
needs to abandon his soft diet and soft treats and return to a harder
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kibble. Sitting in Ellie’s lap the patient agrees to eat some of this
now – but only from mommy’s hand and not from the tabletop.
Dan announces that Winnie is now an international dog, having
completed her passport formalities. Then he rounds on Janet,
accusing her of scattering Daisy-Mae’s mites all over the rest
of us during the grooming process. As we head for home Janet
can’t find Leonard, who is sitting at her feet, or Ellie, who has
penetrated the kiddies’ playground since a little kid has made off
with her ball. Everyone pauses to search for the missing person
and there is much relief when she is found.
Saturday, October 29:
I can report some progress as Otto and I get ready for our
morning in the park. Last night I had a nice chat with my
downstairs neighbor, Matthew, and we now seem to have a better
understanding about the intrusive ceiling fan noise that has so
often disturbed sleep. To celebrate I headed for George’s Fish Bar
on Shirland Road – where Alaska’s mom and pop were also in the
queue. During our late night walk Otto and I encountered half a
dozen young people attempting to climb over the Morshead gate
as they concluded a clandestine session in the park – one of them
was wearing coat and tie, though perhaps this was just part of
his school uniform. As we approach the same gate this morning I
remember that the blue bag, the one I have just stuffed with dog
treats, is still sitting on the hall table and we have to go back. Otto
is very patient at such moments and we are soon turned around
with the prize in my pocket.
I can see Georgie, with Sparkie, Flora and Yaris, making her way
up the Morshead roadway and I let Otto chase this group down.
Then we head for the largely empty green and Otto is soon at
play with Ellie the Cocker – whose ball he steals as she chases
it down after Janet has thrown it for her. Dan and Davide soon
arrive and now Otto has to offer Winnie a fulsome greeting. As
we take our seats at the café we are also joined by Hanna, here
with Bonaparte, and Ofra with Bailey. I am soon surrounded by
beseeching canines and I can’t imagine how I could have enjoyed
my coffee had I not brought my treat bag. The bag at last emptied,
these pets hunt around for other stimulation. Otto doesn’t get
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anyone to wrestle with him but he does lead a barking frenzy
when he shrikes at the appearance of a likely play candidate on
the other side of the fence.
Ofra, who has arrived some five minutes later than the rest of us,
slumps into a chair on my left and immediately denounces Dan
for sitting in her chair. “It doesn’t have your name on it,” Dan
responds – but this only deepens the denunciation. “My, someone
slept in the knife drawer last night,” Dan teases, “for she certainly
has a sharp tongue today.” I try to take Ofra’s side – “The throne
doesn’t say ‘Elizabeth’ on it but everyone knows only the queen
can sit on it.” Janet tries to sweeten the atmosphere by producing a
handful of scratch cards and we are soon at work, scratching away.
I produce a £1 winner but Dan has one worth £20 and altogether
we have a net profit of £7. The U.S. elections are discussed,
with the FBI further dampening Hilary’s prospects yesterday by
announcing they are investigating more of her emails. A more
local story is touched on as well, a court decision yesterday that
Uber drivers are employees and not mere private contractors and
are therefore entitled to the usual rights, like the minimum wage
for starters. As we make our way home there is another incident
involving Ellie. Janet has put the Cocker’s ball back into play but
it bounces over the fence and onto the newly re-opened track.
Fortunately Davide climbs over the fence and retrieves this toy –
so order is restored at last.
Sunday, October 30:
An eventful night has come and gone. Just as darkness fell
Linda and Rob arrived, to Otto’s great delight, to help me with
a recurrent problem – those jammed drawers beneath my bed.
Rob’s tool box was certainly useful in detaching the board I had
asked a local workman to install in order to prevent Fritz from
climbing under the bed – where he would paw the carpet in his
anxiety over the explosions that become endemic at this time of
year in London. The workman had also driven a screw into one
of the drawers in the process. With the mattress removed it was
possible to see how Fritz had worn a hole in the carpet in his
frenzy – let us hope that Otto doesn’t develop the same phobias
as his predecessor. The drawers at last freed, my visitors then
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had a relaxing drink and when they left I delayed the start of our
late night walk since I knew that the clocks would change and
we would be making a late start this morning – at least late in the
body clock of one Miniature Schnauzer.
Otto does a good job, in spite of a number of puzzled looks aimed
in my direction, of waiting out the extra hour the time change has
given us but, finally, we are ready to make our start for the park.
It is very foggy this morning and I try to keep the dog on lead as
we cross the green, where Dan, Davide and Janet are standing
with their dogs. I think they have opened the café a bit early today
and there is no waiting around for coffee seekers and we are soon
settling in for our morning chat. Also present this morning are
Ofra, Hanna and Wendy. Dan suggests that Winnie is again on a
diet – but has he told the Pug this news yet? He and Davide have
now booked an April passage to Sardinia – they plan to drive to
Nice and take a ferry; the latter has an animal-friendly cabin (for
four) and they have booked this too. I have some smaller pellets
for Winnie and Bailey but I am kept busy handing out larger
samples to Ellie, Bonaparte, Sparkie and Otto. The latter fails to
find a wrestling partner this morning and has to make do with a
biscuit box brought by Janet – which he tears into little pieces as
he takes a break from shrieking at the fence whenever another
dog passes by. Wendy has brought Maxi with her; she reports that
Renata’s surgery went well and that our German friend appears to
be in good spirits.
Much of the morning conversation is devoted to recent nocturnal
incidents. There were a number of Halloween-themed parties in
our neighborhood last night and Janet says that one upstairs in
her building also included a ceiling leak at 4:00 in the morning. I
mention that I saw a number of parties in progress during our late
night walk – with ghouls having a cigarette break on the porches
of local mansion blocks and well after I went to bed I could hear
party-goers singing “God Save The Queen” twice. Davide reports
sounds of a local riot and Hanna says there was a drunk hanging
from every lamppost on Elgin Avenue. To begin the evening, Janet
reports, there was also a major incident in the region of Widley
and Essendine Roads, with lots of police and even a hovering
helicopter. You would think that the details of such an incident
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would be public knowledge but there is not a word about this on
the Internet.
Monday, October 31:
And so we come to the end of the month – and to Halloween at
the same time. I remember to slip the famous Halloween bandana
into my pocket as Otto and I (and a blue recycling bag) make our
way down the stairs as we head for the park. The fog is lifting
far earlier today and by the time we reach the green the sun has
broken through and we have a surprisingly lovely day. Anahita is
here with Elvis and she has just met a woman named Tanya, who
has a dog with a most unusual history. This mid-sized brown and
white dog is named Elizabeth and Tanya has rescued her from the
streets of Delhi! Elizabeth tries to get into the play of Otto and
Elvis but Otto is very possessive and drives the newcomer off.
Then Poppy arrives and this means that Otto has a new target; in
his chase he is joined by Leonard, here with Janet; eventually I
admit Leonard, Otto and Elvis into our compound and report to
the café myself. I have been anticipated by Bailey, who is waiting
anxiously for his mommy to emerge from this hallowed place
– though, in fact, he is rather confused here; Ofra is still on the
Randolph roadway with Ellie.
While I wait for my coffee I can see that Janet is trying to corral
the three dogs I have just admitted to our compound since they
have somehow escaped. “They’ll all return when you open the
biscuit bag,” she says – and she is right. In addition to those
already mentioned we have Davide, Dmitri, Georgie and Hanna
this morning. The latter now has the little Schnauzer, Hector, with
her – and he and Otto have some good sport when my dog is not
out on the green with Anahita and Elvis. Ellie reports that Teddy
is eating his hard little pellets – if she scatters them on the floor
first. Janet has Binky with her this morning but the brown Cocker
ends up on Georgie’s lap. I have slipped the Halloween bandana
over Otto’s neck; it slips off his shoulder and often appears to be
more of a bib but he does look very sweet in this garment and he
receives a number of compliments from those assembled.
Janet passes around a special get-well card for Renata; on it she
has placed photos of all our dogs and I note that Otto has been
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captured in a moment of theft since he has an orange ball in his
mouth. Money is being collected for some flowers as well but
Janet says these will not be dispatched until Renata is safely at
home. Davide, Ofra and Ellie are discussing the symptoms of
dementia – since all have been affected by this condition in a
family member recently. Some other form of mental aberration is
required to explain the continued presence of certain contestants
– voted by the viewing public to yet another week on Strictly
Come Dancing. I suggest that the popularity of former shadow
chancellor Ed Balls, not a natural dancer at all, is thematically
related to both Brexit and Trump supporters…let’s demonstrate
our discontent with the status quo by registering a protest vote.
As we make our departure I notice that two pigeons are seated at
the feet of the roofline wooden owl. “Maybe he’s reading them a
story,” someone suggests.
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Chapter 6—November, 2016

Elvis is a rare moment when he is not being mugged by Otto.
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Tuesday, November 1:
After yesterday’s pleasant interlude we are faced with the reality
of an unwelcoming, gray and chilly November morning. Poppy
is just leaving the park as we reach the green so Otto has to turn
his attentions to some familiar canine shapes mulling about on
the walkway adjacent to the café. These include Elvis, Leonard,
Ellie and little Rupert. The latter, a mixed-breed, amber-colored
fellow, is here with Jeremy, a young chap who lives in Anahita’s
building. While the dogs are tumbling at our feet we discuss last
night’s Halloween adventures. Many report very little activity on
the streets – my bell was not sounded even once – but behind us
a different picture is emerging as staff are working on the café
door – which late night park interlopers have smashed into pieces.
As a consequence they are a bit late in opening for business this
morning and a number of the customers help with the deployment
of chairs and tables while Metty explains that he is searching
through the CCTV pictures, hoping to identify the culprits.
Our tableside line-up includes Janet, Georgie, Anahita, Ellie,
Hanna, Jeremy, Ofra and, here on a visit from New York, Liz. Otto
and Elvis continue their furious battles, with the little Malteser
jumping into an empty chair and evading the frustrated attentions
of my pet. Every now and then Elvis squeezes back through the
bars and winds up all the other dogs on the inside – with Ellie
the Cocker barking madly at the provocation. Jeremy gets up to
replace his leaking coffee cup and Rupert, in Anahita’s lap, whines
over the abandonment. I notice that Teddy, in Ellie’s lap, is still
refusing to eat his kibble off the tabletop – so mommy has to let
him lick up these pellets from her hand. Hanna has brought little
Hector again and, after Elvis and Rupert head for home, he serves
as a good replacement as a wrestling partner for Otto.
Liz is bemoaning the possibility of a Trump victory in the U.S.
elections – now only a week away. She says that her Londonbased son is in love with a girl from a Bangladeshi family – who
would consider such a match so much an impossibility that
they have not been informed of the affair as yet. Then we hear
a great deal about Liz’s work situation – indeed it is work that
has brought her to London this week. She has been working for
several years as a financial officer for the charitable branch of a
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major American cosmetics company but the company itself is not
doing that well and she has been headhunted by an entrepreneur
who gives away a hundred million dollars a year, mostly in
African projects, and who wants Liz to be his chief financial
officer. He expects an answer today and so it is not surprising
that a vacillating Liz drinks her coffee in a mood that can be
characterized as utmost anxiety. I don’t suppose she needs all the
free advice offered by her tablemates but she gets it anyway.
Wednesday, November 2:
We have another sunny and crisp autumn morning for our session
in the park – though it is definitely colder today and I am gratified
to discover that the zipper on my tattered leather jacket still works.
Otto sprints across the green, not coming to a halt until he has
paused for his first squat at the far end. Fortunately I am able to
locate this offering and while I am paying a visit to the nearest poo
box Otto decides to keep me company. We continue on pavement
as we near the café, where I can see that Janet has once again
brought Ellie the Cocker and Leonard as well as Daisy-Mae.
At our table this morning Janet and I are joined by Ofra, Georgie,
Ellie and Hanna. Ellie is still feeding Teddy by hand and, in fact,
his dry little pellets are accepted as a special treat by Otto and
some of the other dogs – Bailey climbs into an adjacent chair
in order to keep an eye on these matters. Hanna again has little
Hector with her and he and Otto are soon mixing it up, with
occasional noisy episodes. Leonard gets a look-in every now and
then as well but he is chiefly preoccupied with treats from my blue
bag. Janet says that she has noticed a considerable improvement
in Daisy-Mae’s moods – as her anti-mite treatment seems to be
taking hold. She is much livelier and more playful and, as she
twice launches vicious attacks on the head of Seamus, she seems
to be more and more her old self.
Ofra is fretting over an upcoming physio appointment, one
her physician has scheduled as a consequence of her recurring
sciatica. As she carefully slices a chew stick with a knife (not
wanting to actually touch this canine treat) she get a lot of advice
on where to park on Bishop’s Bridge Road. The ladies are also
discussing healthful juice concoctions. Janet reminds the others
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that kale used to be served as animal fodder, Ofra says she can’t
stand drinking anything green, and I am able to claim that my
former student, Khaled El Yafi, helped introduce the British
consumer to the benefits of the acai and the goji berry with juice
products from his Berry Company. Out of the wind there is
even a little warmth in the sunshine and there seems to be some
reluctance to make a move. I have Sainsbury’s on my agenda and
so I do have to get going.
Thursday, November 3:
It is still sunny outside, not quite as cold as yesterday but still on
the chilly side, particularly in the shadows. Otto is happy to see
lots of activity out on the green and he rushes forward to greet
Dan, Davide and Linda – and their dogs – before continuing on
to other canine activity on the far side of the cricket crease. I
follow closely, always on the lookout for a distant poo, and, sure
enough, Otto soon obliges. Thereafter I can get him (and Leonard)
to follow me as I approach the cafe. Dan is holding the gate open
and, with the animals safely inside, I can join a short coffee queue.
Our morning group includes Dan, Davide, Janet, Ofra, Ellie, Liz
and Hanna – but not Georgie. The absence of our Scottish friend
causes considerable confusion since it is assumed that she has
just gone off to fetch Seamus and now Melanie has arrived to turn
Rufus over to Georgie as well. Phone-calls reveal that Georgie
had just gone home (where she has four other dogs in her care) but
now there is a long palaver over the fate of Rufus, with Ofra, Janet
and Davide offering to drop him off at Georgie’s house. I am kept
busy feeding the rest of our canines; they have some dividends
from toasted sandwiches delivered to our table but none of this
is enough for Bailey, who climbs onto the tabletop, his tongue
poking through a gap in his teeth as he has a go at eating a cheeseimbued napkin.
Ellie (the human, not the Cocker) is one of those taking delivery
on a toasted sandwich; she has also received an order of chips,
a culinary ornament of the café, and these are passed around
the table as well. Dan returns from his stay inside the café
with a pile of response forms as the park management seeks
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feedback on plans for yet more “improvements.” These include
refurbishment of the gym and the toilets behind us and also an
extension of the “bluebell grove” into the space occupied by the
Grantully Road doggy exercise area. Dan says that he understands
that dogs will lose the freedom of this space but they will be
allowed into the grove on lead in recompense. All of this is very
worrying – for one never knows what other changes might be in
the offing. Meanwhile Liz is trying to share with us some of her
frustrations with life in an America whose infrastructure seems to
be crumbling – it took her eleven hours to make the journey on
public transportation from New York to Boston recently. She adds
that she has still not made any decision on whether to change jobs,
having put off the decision to the day after her return to the States
on Sunday.
Friday, November 4:
The downfall that frightens the dog at 8:00 this morning is not
due to a fast-moving weather front but to workmen, attempting
to install a fiber optic cable in the flat above me – and bringing
down a shower of chimney dust onto my hearth. As we make our
way downstairs an hour later I remind these chaps to bring their
vacuum cleaner with them when they attempt a similar installation
in my own flat at 2:00 this afternoon. We soon overtake Davide
and Georgie on the Morshead roadway and, having reached the
green, Otto looks almost immediately for a good pooing spot.
Unfortunately the long time he spends in a squatting position
alerts me to the fact that there must be another blockage back
there. The poo itself is of a superior quality but in its passage it
has left much behind and there is no doubt that one Schnauzer’s
backside has an early date with the bathtub when we get home.
Otto has a good time with Leonard and especially Elvis for the
next ten minutes but eventually it is time to head for the café.
I try to see if I can discover what plans there might be for our
seating area in the proposed gym refurbishment but I’m not
successful and the others at our table (Georgie, Ellie, Anahita,
Davide, Ofra, Janet and Hanna) haven’t even thought about this
matter. In addition to Leonard, Janet has brought Ellie the Cocker
this morning and the latter manages to bounce her ball into a
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planter – with frenzied activity and much whining needed before
it is rescued. Anahita takes Otto and Elvis out onto the green for
a second round of frenzied wrestling. If anything, there seem to
be fewer demands on my blue treat bag this morning. “Put your
tongue back in your mouth,” I have to tell the slack-jawed Bailey.
Ofra says she met my hairdresser Sali (aka Sam Warrington) at a
party recently – Ellie seems to know him as well. She tells us that
her Teddy is still insistent on eating his kibble from her hand – but
he won’t do it if she is wearing gloves. Leafing through her paper
Hanna finds a picture of an extra-long worm and the worm-phobic
Georgie, eating her poached egg on toast, won’t even look at the
photo. Davide asks me if I need anything mailed in the States and
this leads to a discussion of recent problems with toxic fumes
entering the cabin of BA aircraft – with one plane having to make
an emergency landing in Vancouver. Davide is certain that this has
affected the health of cabin crew and I wonder if there will one
day be a class action suit against the carrier because of this. Well,
as clouds replace early morning sun, it is necessary to head for
home and another battle with that toxic backside.
Saturday, November 5:
And so we reach the dreaded Fifth of November – bonfire night.
In fact there was a great deal of fireworks activity last night but
Otto did not seem too upset by this noise and so we can hope that
he will survive tonight’s blast-off with aplomb. It is gray and quite
cold this morning. The dog is active in hunting up any likely play
candidates but, as often happens on the weekend, there are only
a few dogs out on the green. He chases a couple of Beagles for a
while but when they open the café a few minutes earlier than usual
we begin our passage to the blue umbrella.
Our morning assemblage includes Janet, Georgie, Liz, Ofra,
Dan, Davide and Hanna – with Vlad stationed at his own little
table behind us. Georgie has brought both Sparkie and Rufus
and the latter is a very noisy boy this morning. He is out-barked,
however, by Leonard – who is admitted by Caroline who,
unusually, takes a seat herself this morning. Then she takes both
of the Schnauzer lads out to the green for more exercise. Several
toasted sandwiches are delivered to our table and this diverts
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the dogs from their entreaties at my knees. Winnie is sitting on
Davide’s lap and she concludes her session here by biting his
finger. “Why not?” I say, “it had cheese on it.” Now Dan wants
to know if Bailey’s new coat, the one from Bowwow in Covent
Garden, would fit Winnie as well and the Pug is soon dressed in
this garment. There is agreement that she looks good in this latex
creation – black is so slimming. Ofra can’t pronounce Bowwow.
Both Dan and Davide have been coughing; Davide is making
the best of it since he flies to New York this afternoon but Dan
is making a meal of his symptoms. He suggests that between his
work schedule and his socializing he is just undertaking too much
activity – Liz is blamed in the latter category, even though she has
presents for many of those seated at our table, following a recent
visit to the company store (where she has quite a discount). Liz
leaves tomorrow and some additional social plans are discussed
for tonight – though a number of us won’t abandon our dogs on a
night that is likely to be as explosive as this one. As for last night’s
socializing Liz has an unusual request to make to Georgie – “As
you pass Le Cochonnet on the way home can you ask them if they
found a shoe?” (Don’t ask.) We have been sitting at our coffee
for some time and I am beginning to shiver so I know it is time to
make a move in the direction of some needed central heating.
Sunday, November 6:
In fact, Otto survived bonfire night tolerably well. I could tell
that the seven-hour bombardment did not sit well with the little
fellow – he kept getting up to find a new position on the floor
or in his bed or on the sofa with me – but he ate his dinner and
competed his late night walk (during which there were still distant
explosions) as normal. There was no trembling or pawing the
carpet, gestures that marked the behavior of his predecessors, and
I can only hope that he maintains this attitude in the future (with
New Year’s Eve the next test) but I do recall that Fritz was also
indifferent to this noise as a youngster. This morning we head for
the park under intensely sunny skies – but it is also very cold,
particularly in the shadows again. There is a little play out on the
green where Jessica, who has married since we last saw her out
here, has brought her Pug, Pablo, and then it is time to head for
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the café.
Today is Liz’s birthday and the coffees are on her. She will have
quite a bill to pay since there is a good Sunday turnout this
morning: Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Dmitri, Wendy, Hanna and
Nigel – Anahita never manages to sit down, though she does take
Otto out onto the green for more play with Elvis. Dan has brought
some balloons and he ties these to the blue umbrella and there are
also some lovely mini-custard tarts from Lisboa and a boom box
playing a birthday song. Liz does a little dance to this melody but
she is wearing a quite realistic paper mask bearing the image of
Hillary Clinton while doing so. Many pictures are taken of this
vision and Ofra makes a video of this as well.
I wish I could say that this happy mood persists but it doesn’t and
for this we can blame Otto. He and Rufus are having a scrap –
with Otto hanging onto the Rufus’s ear – and everyone is shouting
at these contestants as Dan finally snags my pet by the collar.
Ofra then suggests that yelling at the dogs is of no use in such a
situation, a remark that, surprisingly, outrages Dan, who turns on
our Israeli friend with an angry catalogue of her character faults.
To her credit, she accepts this diatribe calmly and within a few
minutes Dan announces that he and Ofra are friends again but the
outburst has had an unsettling effect on our session. And to this we
can add our anxieties about Tuesday’s election in the States. Nigel
is convinced that Trump has a five-point advantage over Hillary,
a conclusion bitterly contested by Liz. I suggest that this election
has echoes of the 1860 vote, the one that propelled Lincoln into
the White House – though in 1860 it was only one constituency
that dreaded inauguration day; in 2016, no matter who wins, the
losing side will remain bitterly unhappy.
Monday, November 7:
Of course there were still plenty of explosions last night (Bonfire
Night Plus) but again Otto seemed to take all of this in stride.
We had more problems with rain, which was falling during our
afternoon walk – though today all of the clouds have disappeared
and we have bright sunny skies. It is, however, very cold and
there is a nasty wind blowing in our faces as we cross the green.
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Leonard is out here with Caroline and so Otto has someone to
play with. Terry is also here with Kris and Khalifa – though the
Staffie is limping and he is one his way to the vets for an x-ray.
These days we Americans are never free from questions about
the outcome of tomorrow’s presidential election. Terry is telling
Alaska’s dad, “I know America needs some political change, but
I’m not sure it does so at the cost of a Trump presidency.”
There is a very small turnout at the café this morning – just Janet
(who goes off to play tennis), Georgie, Ofra and Dmitri. This
means I have few demands on the biscuit bag – Flora disdains
Shapes biscuits and Otto is soon removed from the equation since
Caroline comes by and takes him out onto the green for more
play with Leonard. This means that only Bailey has a permanent
place in the queue. After a while he jumps up into an empty
chair next to Ofra and methodically licks the crumbs from the
plate that used to contain Georgie’s poached egg on toast. (Both
Janet and Georgie complain that they were overstuffed at the dim
sum restaurant they went to in honor of Liz’s birthday yesterday
afternoon.)
Some television programming comes under scrutiny – the
X-Factor, Strictly, and it is noted that a perennial autumn
favorite, I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out Of Here!, begins its run this
weekend. Dmitri is quizzing me about my teaching career and this
leads to a long discussion on university life and its costs. I remind
the others that I paid nothing for my college education (beyond
inconsequential incidental fees) as the enlightened electorate of
the State of California supported a system of free education for
young people from all walks of life (Ronald Reagan put an end
to that). Ofra says that her daughter Lee is already able to pay
off part of her student loan – the loan having become the modern
instrument for financing a college education. Dmitri complains
that in the States some universities prefer out-of-state admissions
over in-state ones since more can be charged for tuition from
visitors. Well, let’s see if tomorrow’s winner has anything to offer
in this matter.
Tuesday, November 8:
The weather is almost unchanged – bright, sunny skies – with
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frost on the grass and the cars – though today there seems to be
less of a breeze. Otto gambols across the green in search of play
pals and soon he finds both Elvis and Leonard. Also present is
Rex the Fox Terrier – who manages, somehow, to bark out the
score in the wrestling match at his feet, while clutching a ball
in his teeth at the same time. Some dog walkers are descending
from the heights of Mt. Bannister and their animals run through
an encampment set up by a personal trainer, who has attacked a
stretch-rope to the little metal gazebo. The dog walkers apologize
but it is the personal trainer who doesn’t belong here. This tribe
considers every standing object in the park, especially trees, as
just another piece of athletic apparatus.
I drop Otto off in our doggy compound and report to the café,
where I am the first customer. (Zen doesn’t like it when I use a
twenty to pay for my coffee, but I need the change.) There is a
very tiny turnout today – just Ofra, Janet and Georgie, though
Anahita makes a number of visits in order to supervise Elvis at
play. I can’t tell which one of the dogs, Elvis or Otto, is doing all
that growling but it is Otto who attacks Flora with vehemence
after some imagined slight a few minutes later. Flora, incidentally,
has arrived by banging a gate open with her nose. She is
unaccompanied by any adult, or so it would seem; presumably
this is her day to visit a care home where she serves as a kind of
emotional support animal. She has to endure an assault by Otto
and Daisy-Mae, undergoing yet another grooming, also takes a
swipe at her head – soon Flora needs emotional support. Bailey,
when he is not cadging for treats, is also getting a grooming from
Ofra.
I ask Georgie if she knows whether Ibuki is open or closed but she
says she hasn’t walked by the Japanese restaurant on Lauderdale
Parade in some time. Anahita says she and Nigel want to go to
the auction of David Bowie’s art collection at Sotheby’s; she has
an invitation she will pass on to Georgie for sister Jean, who is
an avid Bowie collector as well. Janet wants to know if I will
be staying up all night in order to monitor the election results
from the States but I suggest I will probably wait until dawn. I
did the same thing with the Brexit referendum in May and I am
wondering if I will not be in for a similar disappointment.
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Wednesday, November 9:
President Trump, President Trump – it’s hard to get one’s tongue
around this unlikely locution but, as I turned my iPhone on at
4:30 this morning, I learned that this is, indeed, the most likely
outcome in yesterday’s presidential election in the United States.
It had started to rain here, just about the time the first polls were
closing across the Atlantic, and (perhaps in a gesture of symbolic
weeping) it rained all night long and even now, as we greet both
Cathy and John the Window Cleaner, light moisture is still falling.
I decide to fish my winter coat out of the back of the hall closet
and in this fashion I discover my long-missing gloves.
I unhook Otto as we near the green but to my surprise he takes
off at great speed on a course aimed at the end of the Carlton
roadway; this is because he has somehow spotted Winnie,
following Dan’s bicycle, and he must give his usual manic
greeting to the senior Pug. Thereafter he tries to join a circle of
dogs nearer the head of the cricket crease but, since there is no one
he knows, he follows me in the direction of a poo poo bin and on
to the café, where a very small group is foregathering: just Dan,
Janet, Georgie, Ofra and Ellie. (The latter is using a crutch and
can’t yet tell how Monday’s ankle procedure went – since she fell
down the stairs at home yesterday.) I have my hands full trying
to keep wet paws off my trousers – Ellie the Cocker, here with
Janet, sticks her needy chin on my knee but it isn’t wet. When she
is not feasting Ellie is whining; one of her balls has been stolen
by another dog but Janet finds a substitute – Otto steals this one
too but he is not ball-obsessed and it soon lies unclaimed on the
brickwork. Teddy, in his mommy’s lap, is eating some of his dry
kibble. He will go back to the vet today but she says his poo is
much improved by his change in diet.
Janet has bought some tights for Ofra and Ellie and this
matter is thoroughly discussed – as is the tile work that Dan is
contemplating for his bathroom. But the U.S. elections dominate
our conversation, naturally. Ellie is convinced I will now take
out British citizenship, since I have so threatened, but I tell her I
spent so much time renewing my American passport I’d hate to
have to begin all over again. The effects of a Trump victory on
the world’s economy (stocks, rates of exchange) are examined –
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amid predictions that after Brexit and Trump we can anticipate the
triumph of Marine Le Pen in France. I make the point that there
is so much unhappiness in our world today that if you called for a
vote on the color of the moon white would certainly be the loser.
Thursday, November 10:
Cold weather continues – indeed, Otto insisted on fastening
himself to me in bed last night as he searched for the comforts of
additional warmth. Now it is much brighter than yesterday and not
quite as bitter as we head for the park at our usual hour. Otto races
across the green in the direction of a tidy grouping of dogs and
their owners beyond the cricket crease but thereafter he disappears
on secret missions as I search the horizon for my elusive pet.
Linda is out here with Pepper and Chica (she and Pepper visited
us yesterday afternoon as well) and Otto is very excited to
discover them here. In spite of the bright skies, however, there is a
little rainfall and this is my signal to head for the café.
This morning the line-up includes Janet, Georgie, Dan, Davide,
Ofra and Ellie – with Vlad at his little table behind us. Ellie, who
is crutch-free this morning and walking far more smoothly, says
that Teddy had a good visit at the vet yesterday, though there is
still concern over his diet. Janet says that Daisy-Mae continues to
show signs of recovery and that the chronically swollen glands in
her neck have disappeared – as the anti-mites therapy takes hold.
(This doesn’t reduce the Shih-Tsu’s anger management problems
– as Winnie finds out when she walks too close to Janet’s lap.)
Otto hasn’t had that much exercise out on the green and none of
his play pals is present this morning so he spends much of time at
the fence, squeaking in excitement when other dogs pass by on the
outside.
Conversation continues on the recent U.S. elections, with much
speculation on what a Trump victory will mean for international
relations. No one here has noticed that Hillary is actually ahead
in the popular vote count but trying to explain how the electoral
college works is a difficult job. I have brought with me a
mysterious stamp that I want Vlad to identify, since he knows the
Cyrillic alphabet – and he spends most of the session puzzling
over the writing. He says that there are in fact several versions
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of the alphabet and he can’t read this one with any confidence.
I know that in the years before the First World War a number of
short-lived entities tried to start their own countries in the Balkans
and perhaps one of these is responsible for this stamp. Vlad says
he has taken a photo of the stamp and sent it to a stamp-collecting
friend in Serbia. While we are engaged in our research the
others have moved on to the subject of the standard of everyday
cleaning in Dan and Davide’s flat. One of them is devoted to
pristine surfaces and the other to an uncluttered atmosphere (I
can’t remember which favors which) and both fault the other for
failures to embrace the full program. Davide is taking Dan along
on a forthcoming Rio junket and there is much excitement over
this prospect.
Friday, November 11:
It’s Poppy Day – though FIFA has told UK football players not to
wear this symbol on their uniforms since it is obviously a political
or religious badge, right? At least the sun in shining brightly, there
is no breeze and it is far more pleasant than earlier in the week.
Otto soon spots Poppy out on the green but when he gives chase,
his pal, as so often, takes off for some distant corner of the park
where he is able to lead my pet astray. Today he heads for the rose
garden and Otto follows but, fortunately, my dog soon returns. I
put him on lead so this won’t happen again and we cross the green
to a spot where Caroline (in mourning over the death of Leonard
Cohen) is standing with her pet, Leonard, and talking to Janet.
By this time it is 9:30 and, still on lead, we can continue on to the
café.
One of the many new staff members adds embargoed chocolate
to my cappuccino and I now make my way back to a table
that features Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie and Davide. There is
great interest in my blue bag this morning – Schmackos for the
dentally challenged Winnie and Bailey, Shapes for the rest. For
once there are no food fights and even Rufus, soon arriving with
Melanie, escapes a mugging from Otto. Maybe my dog resents
the diamante collar worn by the curly white dog – call this bling
a proper costume for a guy? Rufus will now pass into the care of
Georgie, who announces that, unusually, she had only her own
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Sparkie is residence last night.
Ofra says she is out of Echinacea and this makes her nervous.
Janet reports that she has had a satisfactory conversation with
the Indian chap manning the Sky complaint desk and she will be
getting a new box and two months free subscription. Ellie says
she watched a fly-on-the wall program on life inside a U.K. prison
(I did too) and that prisoners have too many privileges. Davide
is looking up weather prospects in Rio, where he and Dan are
heading on Monday. He says it looks like tropical rain and he
is already dreading having to break this news to Dan – who is
already shopping for yet another pair of flip-flops.
Saturday, November 12:
Never let a toddler get her hands on the remote control – or so I
say after Alice, the upstairs two-year-old, gets things underway
with a blast on the sitting room stereo. (Yesterday, as we returned
from our afternoon walk, I was surprised to see returning mom
Suzanne still sitting on the bottom step of the interior stairwell,
a silent baby carriage at her side. We had left her like this ten
minutes earlier but there had been no upward progress since then.
“I’m waiting for her to finish her nap,” Suzanne offered by way
of explanation. Today it is again quiet on the stairs and outside we
have only the insistent dash of raindrops on the pavement. It is a
cold, wet day and I am wearing both leather jacket and raincoat.
Otto has his coat on as well but he is not slowed down by the rain
and soon we are circling the empty green as he searches for a
suitable poo site.
As we make our way to the café I can see Ofra standing behind
the gym, protected by the eaves. She says Bailey won’t do his
poo in the wet and she needs to find a dry spot like this. Mission
accomplished, she joins a stalwart group of dog owners, also
including Janet, Georgie and Dan. It takes forever to get my cup
of coffee. This often happens on a Saturday; there are only four
people ahead of me in the queue today but Lurch is on his own
this morning. As one of these indecisive customers drops coins
into the tip jar I decide that this is misplaced – the money should
just be passed on to the waiting zombies still to be served. Janet,
it turns out, has not only Daisy-Mae but Leonard and Elvis with
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her this morning – all wearing raincoats. I don’t think she is
comfortable with the roughhousing visited on Elvis by Otto and
after a while she picks the little fellow up – he spends most of the
session on her lap (atop Daisy-Mae) before squeezing through
the bars. The dogs, when they are not sharing in various toasted
cheese sandwiches, are trying to make sure that I will have to
change my trousers as soon as I get home, their sodden paws
having done the usual mischief to my knees.
Various predictions are offered on the hour today’s rain might
stop. We also discuss last night’s footie match between England
and Scotland – both teams sported poppy insignia as England
won 3-0 in a World Cup Qualifier. Ofra tells us that she ran into
Renata, whom the doctors have now pronounced cancer-free. Dan
brings us up to date on the medical profession’s investigations
into the state of Davide’s liver. I pass on the news that Ibuki has
indeed closed – having made a point of walking by the signless
site on Lauderdale Parade recently. This is a real shame – for
this Japanese restaurant was always a great place to take visitors.
I have to add that it appears we have also recently lost another
ancient veteran of the local restaurant scene with Maida Vale
Tandoori having disappeared as well – although in this case it has
done so in favor of another Indian restaurant on the same Elgin
Avenue site. Hanna now arrives as the others are heading for
home. She is agitated by the sudden appearance on the Internet
of a picture taken of her in the Seventies – when she modeled
a prototype British Leyland car that supposedly made it harder
to run over pedestrians because its shape propelled them onto
the bonnet. She shows me a black and white version of this on
her phone. I tell her that, as interesting as this is, I am by now
shivering with the cold and I need to get back into dryer and
warmer clothes.
Sunday, November 13:
Yesterday’s rain continued without let-up until 4:00 or so but out
late night walk was dry enough, fortunately. Not so fortunate was
the state of my dog’s tummy– for much of the night was then
spent with intermitted gurgles from the gray creature jammed next
to me on the bed. Indeed, Otto had disdained all food yesterday
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and so I was left wondering if his tummy were upset or merely
empty. This morning, bright, sunny and relatively mild, brings
with it no further signs of distress and we are off to the park at our
usual time. Just leaving the park is a sleek mid-sized white and
gray dog and I am strongly reminded of the shape and stature of
my Old English Sheep Dog Ozzie– after he had had his summer
haircut. Otto seems intent on something of interest in the rose
garden and, sure enough, Georgie is just emerging next to the
bandstand with Sparkie and Chester. She is immediately able to
solve an OES mystery – “Did you see the haircut they’ve just
given Muffin?” Otto and I continue across the green where a
young girl is exercising an all-white three-month-old Bull Terrier
puppy named Boopie. She and Otto have a good time chasing one
another and then we head for the café – though before reaching it
I am able to recover a solid piece of poo just before the shit-eating
Beagle claims the same prize.
We have a very lively Sunday morning turnout today – Georgie,
Janet, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Dmitri, Hanna, Nigel and Anahita.
The latter is reclaiming Elvis after a day away at a bar mitzvah
and there is much rejoicing over this reunion from both parties
– indeed Anahita now shows us the video of the greeting she
received from her pet when she returned from Iran a few weeks
ago. Another couple takes the corner table and so we meet their
puppy – an adorable thirteen-week-old Cockapoo named Lola.
Lola observes our doggy scene with great interest, though she is
not brave enough to enter the fray. Like Elvis, she can squeeze
through the bars and so an instant recovery of the wayward lass
is undertaken. Elvis, when he is not being rolled over in the
leaves by Otto, enjoys winding the other dogs up by circling our
compound and barking at them. Dan has taken a seat on my side
of the table. He tells me that he has done so at the request of his
pet and, indeed, Winnie soon crawls from his lap into mine and
begins to paw away at the blue biscuit bag.
Dan is telling us about the January holiday that he and Davide
will make to the Pacific coast of Mexico. “Don’t you think it’s bad
taste for him to be discussing January’s holiday before he has even
completed November’s?” I want to know. He and Dmitri are also
discussing the Sardinian property and the U.S. elections but I want
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to concentrate on another important vote – will Ed Balls (after
another technically deficient but highly entertaining performance
on Strictly last night) be voted back into the contest by his loyal
fans or will he face a dance-off tonight? (Tonight also promises
the return of I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here!) The sun is
actually providing some warmth to our scene and there seems no
reason to make a move – but at last people begin to gather up their
possessions and their animals. Otto, after another greeting from
Boopie, is having some difficulty expelling a second poo and I can
see that there is another trip to the bathtub scheduled as soon as
we get home.
Monday, November 14:
Well, I did get to see the first episode of I’m a Celebrity – though,
since I had to turn the sound down, I did not hear it. The sound
was turned down because just as the show started I received a
call from Michigan – one in which Janet had to inform me that
she would not be able to undertake the visit that was supposed to
begin on Wednesday. I was greatly disappointed but I cannot say
I was surprised for she has been suffering from a bad back and
other related debilities for some time (with surgery scheduled for
next month). A recent trip to California had now convinced her
that her mobility was so impaired that it just wasn’t practical to
travel any more this year. We talked for an hour-and-a-half, mostly
about the dispiriting U.S. election, and, indeed, this is also the first
topic proposed as I enter the park today, a gray, damp and chilly
Monday morning.
My interlocutor is my neighbor Lenny, who is just leaving the
Rec with his Wheaten Terrier, Cleo. Lenny says he is in despair
and that he just can’t believe it all. “You will notice that I live in
this country,” is my only response – as Otto and I continue on to
the green, where there is a lively canine circle at the far end. I can
tell that my dog would really like to steal a squeaky tennis ball
belonging to a little black dog and to forestall further attempts I
put him on lead and we head for the café. There is a respectable
canine line-up forming here – Seamus and Sparkie with Georgie,
Binky, Daisy-Mae and Ellie the Cocker with Janet, Teddy with the
other Ellie, Bailey with Ofra, Flora with Dmitri and Hector with
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Hanna. Otto and Hector have one fight under the table – perhaps
Otto objects to Hector’s lurid lime green coat. I am kept busy
dispensing treats from the blue bag, then the dogs start patrolling
the fences and raising a roar of protest when other animals
approach – first an unknown Beagle, who winds them all up by
circling the perimeter, then Chicca and Pasha, out walking with
Tanya.
Last night’s TV fare comes under discussion – Strictly (where,
indeed, Ed Balls was voted back in by the mischievous voters),
I’m a Celebrity and yesterday’s Formula 1 race from Brazil – a
rain-spattered affair that reminded us of what Dan and Davide
may be facing weather-wise as they fly to Rio today. I break the
news about Michigan Janet, reminding those invitees present
that Linda and I still expect to put on a Thanksgiving feast at my
house on the 24th. Hanna volunteers to bring some cranberry sauce
and Linda, who calls shortly after I get home, says that if I have
room in my freezer she will be looking for pumpkin and lemon
meringue pies while she is out shopping today.
Tuesday, November 15:
The cloudy weather – which meant that Londoners missed the
“super moon” last night – has continued for another day, though
it is relatively mild during our morning visit to the park. Otto
rushes across the green in search of his pals and soon he is
pursuing Poppy on the flanks of Mt. Bannister. I station myself
at the bottom of the precipice, first to pick up a poo (“could do
better”) and then to make sure that Otto is not led off into some
distant corner of our world by the mischievous Poppy. Soon other
dogs are strolling down the Randolph roadway and one of these is
Elvis. I use the presence of Otto’s favorite play pal to hook my pet
and get him into the doggy compound at the café.
Our morning ensemble includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Anahita,
Ellie and Dmitri. Ellie is most reluctant to invite Teddy to take
up his usual perch on her lap – since she has left his blanket in
her car. She relents, however, and soon other dogs are lofted as
well – Daisy-Mae is getting a grooming on Janet’s lap and Elvis
has taken an empty chair by himself – the better to defend himself
against the assaults launched by Otto. Thereafter Elvis squeezes
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through the fence and resumes his role as personal trainer –
circling our fence while the other dogs, led by Otto and Flora,
follow his progress from the inside. Janet says that she has learned
that Leonard has kennel cough and we will not be seeing him for
several days while he remains in quarantine at home.
Georgie says she has had a day off – since the pupil she usually
accompanies to school is sick. She adds that she doesn’t feel that
well herself but she did have a good day downtown yesterday as
she bought a Christmas iPod for grandson Oliver at the Apple
store. Anahita is showing us pictures of the “super moon” (in
other parts of the world) on her phone; perhaps we will have
a better chance of viewing this celestial phenomenon tonight.
Both Georgie and Janet have seen last week’s episode of the ITV
drama, Paranoid, an episode in which Dmitri’s daughter Isabella
had a part. Dmitri says that Isabella had a grand time with this
assignment and hopes for more like it. He and I walk down the
Morshead roadway with our dogs when it is time to head for
home. Otto pauses for a second poo – this one is a bit better.
Wednesday, November 16:
A bright and cheerful sunshine illuminates the Rec as Otto and
I make our way up the Morshead roadway. On our left Krug is
just entering with her mommy and our dogs are soon chasing one
another as they approach the green. Krug’s mommy says that she
has difficulty spotting her brown dog among all the leaves here
but I have a related problem – spotting a poo among all this leaf
litter. Poppy is about and Otto gets in some chasing here too but,
fortunately for me, he doesn’t stray from the green and it is easy to
get him to follow me to the café when 9:30 rolls around.
Standing on the Randolph roadway is Renata – this is the first
time we have seen her here since her recent surgery and she tell
us that to celebrate her being pronounced “cancer-free” and in
recognition of our moral support during her illness the coffees are
on her this morning. Maxi and Ellie’s Teddy are excluded from
the café’s interior though I am correct in my prediction that at
least one of them will manage to sneak inside when the door is
opened by another customer. In addition to these ladies we also
have Janet, Georgie and Ofra at our table this morning. Anahita
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also arrives with Elvis but Otto doesn’t get much playtime with
his pal – who spends most of his time out on the green. Melanie
comes by to pass Rufus over to Auntie Georgie for the day. It is
noted that Rufus has put on a lot of weight and this means he will
be joining Melanie during her jogging regimen. I add that he also
needs a collar with fewer jewels – though perhaps he just wants to
stay in touch with his feminine side.
The ladies have no trouble with this and, when Renata is not
discussing all her follow-up treatments, she is taking the lead in
that eternal question – when is Botox really needed and when
is it over-utilized? Then Janet says that she has to tell a story on
herself, one that is worthy of something Ofra might do. (That
lady, to whom I have just turned over five two-pound coins, takes
this slur without protest.) Janet then reports on her recent attempt
to install a new Sky box, a process that ended in failure every
time. In desperation she made another attempt, this time as she
followed the advice of a troubleshooter on the telephone. That
gentleman eventually asked a critical question – “Are you sure the
batteries in your remote control don’t need changing?” Janet has
had to admit that as soon as she put in new batteries there were
no problems with the rest of the installation – unless you count
the fact that there was nothing wrong with the old box in the first
place.
Thursday, November 17:
Gloomy gray skies preside over life in Maida Vale as Otto and I
begin our morning in the park. The dog dashes across the green in
search of some action but, regrettably, there don’t seem to be any
pals among the congregating canines. Under such circumstances
it is time to see if there is anything of interest on Mt. Bannister
– where Janet is just descending with Daisy-Mae and Ellie the
Cocker. The latter has a blue ball in her teeth and there has to be
some spirited chasing around the bushes as she attempts to keep
this object away from one marauding Schnauzer. By now it is time
to head for the café, where I am first in the coffee queue.
Ofra arrives with the intention of paying for everyone’s coffee
since today is Bailey’s birthday – but by this time half of us have
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already paid for our own drinks. Janet, Ofra, Georgie, Ellie and
Dmitri are the only participants in this morning’s session. Ellie’s
Teddy has undergone a glamorous grooming since we have last
seen him and he sits proudly on her lap, a pleasure to smell,
evidently. Ellie says that she has just prevented Teddy from rolling
in something nasty. I say that he was just trying to re-establish
his street cred after his recent beautification. Dmitri is soon a
magnet for canine attention since he is eating an egg, cheese and
tomato sandwich. He says that the vet now wants his Flora to lose
a little weight but she is not going to do this as long as she keep
presenting herself at my knee. Many of our dogs rush the fence to
protest at the presence of a burly gray Staffie – one who lunged at
Otto as we were leaving the park on an afternoon walk earlier this
week. “That dog needs to be muzzled!” had been my advice to his
ineffective human companion.
I get to wave at Dan and Davide – who call in via Skype as they
sit in bright sunshine before their Rio breakfast. Here there is a
battle of the weatherman apps as Ellie insists it will rain at 10:00
this morning and Ofra says it will be 11:00. (In fact, I can feel
a little moisture on the back of my neck but nothing that could
be described as rain.) Several of us have watched last night’s
episode of I’m A Celebrity and already opinions are being formed
on this year’s contestants. Georgie says she can’t stand veteran
Countdown star Carol Vorderman – “I’m sure that only men voted
her “rear of the year” since no woman would want a bum as fat
as that.” I am wondering if we will see her parents watching
their daughter, Scarlett Moffatt, on Friday’s edition of Gogglebox
– where we usually see the Northern lass herself watching other
TV programs. I have been feeling the cold as we complete this
discussion so I am just as happy that there is an early move for
home.
Friday, November 18:
Bright sunshine has replaced the gray skies that dominated life in
the Rec yesterday – indeed, Otto and I had also encountered rain
on our late night walk. It is also very cold this morning and I have
to pause to zip up my jacket as the dog is released to see what is
happening out on the green. Poppy is waiting out here and soon he
is leading the other dogs on one of his wild chases. I can see Otto
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and another dog disappearing into the foliage that lies between
the green and the tennis courts below – but I know not to panic
because Otto will soon return, and so he does. He also dutifully
answers my whistle and I am able to hook him for our march to
the café.
The coffees are on Ofra this morning since we are celebrating
Bailey’s thirteenth birthday. The toothless one if soon chomping
on the soft chews I have added to my blue biscuit bag and
climbing onto the tabletop to help himself to some treats in a
plastic container brought by Anahita. She has brought this in
connection with a handover of Elvis to Janet – who will look
after the little white fellow today. Elvis and Otto have one of their
manic struggles under the table and Otto also manages to get into
a food fight with Sparkie. Ellie the Cocker is the only Ellie present
today. She whines and whines until Janet gets up to put the blue
ball in play.
Vlad is sitting at the little table behind us and he comes over for a
conference on the postage stamp I had shown him the other day.
The lettering (half Latin and half Cyrillic) still puzzles but the date
superimposed on the stamp reminds me of that era of the pre-1914
Balkan Wars and I suggest that I will now consult my catalogue
when I get home. Janet is playing tennis today and she needs to
take Ellie, Elvis and Daisy-Mae home before hitting the courts.
Georgie, who says that Seamus has the runs, is shivering with cold
and she wants to make an early move as well. Otto is reluctant to
leave the park, not having had much in the way of exercise, but I
want to get my old Stanley Gibbons stamp catalogue off the shelf
and see if my stamp appears within. It does and, fortunately, I can
stop my search after leafing through only the A and B entries. The
stamp is definitely Bulgarian and the overprint celebrates a victory
over the Turks.
Saturday, November 19:
The outdoor thermometer is stuck at the freezing mark and so, in
spite of the presence of blue skies and lots of sunshine, I decide
that today I must get out a set of long underwear. I have my gloves
too but, especially after I unhook the dog, this means that there
is a problem with pocket space – gloves, lead, poo poo bags and
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dog treats all fighting for pre-eminence. Otto is out on a green
spattered with frozen leaves and here he finds a rambunctious
Beagle who enjoys a good tumble. I make my way over to the
Randolph roadway, where I need to sit down in order to re-tie a
shoe, and while I am sitting here Janet comes by with Daisy-Mae
and Elvis. The latter has befouled his bum but he will have to be
turned over to Nigel in this state for there is nothing she can do to
correct this condition in the park.
In addition to Janet and Nigel our morning group will include
Georgie, Ofra, Hanna, and Dmitri – with Vlad behind us at his
own little table. I meet Georgie and Ofra at the end of a long
Saturday coffee queue and while we are waiting Bailey works the
room, seeing if there is any food on offer. The coffees are again
supposed to be on Ofra, a late celebration of Bailey’s birthday,
but no one tells me and I pay for my own. Outside Otto and Elvis
begin a long period of play, with Elvis often squeezing through
the bars so that he can bark at Otto from the other side. “He’s
quite a teaser,” isn’t he?” Georgie says – to which I have to add
the inevitable pun, “Yes, a Malteser.” Sparkie and Flora are among
the leading petitioners at my knee this morning.
I mention that last night I attended a production of The ThirtyNine Steps at the American School and here I ran into my former
colleague Suzanne and her David – they had just returned from
another three-week stint as volunteers in Israel. Vlad comes over
so we can have a final conference on the famous postage state.
He says that he had recently met some Macedonian friends and
they had identified the stamp as Bulgarian as well. Georgie says
that she has received a call from daughter Lynne – who wanted
to make sure that mom wasn’t the unidentified woman under the
crashed 52 bus on Ladbroke Grove. Hanna and Nigel are sharing
a copy of today’s Sun and Nigel says that he has two football
games of interest today – first his teen-aged son will play and
then there are those familiar competitors, Man U and Arsenal. I
discuss arrangements for Thursday night’s Thanksgiving meal
with invitees – since Linda and I will present this meal even
though Michigan Janet cannot participate. London Janet will be
in New York during this holiday and, indeed, begins her trip there
tomorrow.
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Sunday, November 20:
Gloves, lead, poo poo bags, dog treats – as if these objects
weren’t already responsible for overstuffed pockets – today I must
add Otto’s raincoat. The all-night rain was just starting as we
completed our late night walk and even now, as we start off for
our morning in the park, it is spitting a bit. There isn’t much in the
way of activity on the green but a woman with two Westies (one
in a baby buggy) is out here and another is using a ball sling to
amuse her pet. (Otto attempts to engage the latter in some play by
stealing the ball – but I am able to recover it a minute or so later.)
I now head for the café, which is just about to open its doors.
Our morning group includes Janet (shortly before her trip to New
York gets under way), Georgie, Ofra, Nigel, Hanna and the boys
from Brazil, Dan and Davide. The presence of the latter also
means the reintroduction of Winnie; Georgie had been walking
the Pug locally and not bringing her to the park while Dan and
Davide were away. Winnie is soon scratching away at my sleeve,
seconded by Bailey and Sparkie. Elvis is wearing a wonderful
sleek red raincoat and I am amazed that he manages to keep the
hood of this costume covering his head. Otto is outraged and
manages to pull if off on several occasions as the dogs resume
their marathon wrestling match. Daisy-Mae looks a bit miz on
Janet’s lap, no doubt sensing that abandonment is in the offing.
Nigel is disconsolate after Arsenal came up with a late game
equalizer in its match with his beloved Manchester United.
Surprisingly, it turns out that in Nigel we have another devotee
of I’m A Celebrity, Get Me Out of Here! and some time is spent
in dissecting recent episodes and the competing personalities.
Once again Georgie explodes in her denunciation of poor Carol
Vorderman, objecting not so much to the botoxed chipmunk
face but to the oversized bum of this rear of the year. Janet,
remembering another one of Georgie’s bête noirs, teases her
friend with the following conundrum: if you were trapped on a
desert island who would you choose as your sole companion,
Carol Vorderman or Lulu? (Georgie indicates she would kill
herself if faced with such a choice.) We now learn a lot about life
on the Rio beaches from our returned travelers – the tropical sun
could not be in greater contrast to the gray, damp and cold weather
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we are experiencing today. Indeed, I am beginning to shiver and I
decide that I will be the first to seek some of the warmth of home.
Monday, November 21:
Rain has been the dominant weather factor these last few days
– last night, for instance, Otto and I were both in raingear as
we completed our walk in a steady drizzle. Things have lifted
just a bit as we head for the street with the blue recycling bag
but it is still gray and damp – and more moisture is predicted.
A small group of canines, mostly in the care of dog walkers, are
congregated just beyond the cricket crease and, after he has had
his recurrent problem with getting that first poo out, Otto joins
them and rushes about looking for a familiar snout. Finding none
he consents to an early move in the direction of the café.
Georgie and Ellie have preceded me in the coffee queue and
outside we are joined by Ofra, Hanna and Dmitri – with Vlad
at his little table behind us. His Tara is wearing her lurid purple
and red raincoat but we are amused to discover that Dmitri’s
Flora has an identical (though much smaller) version of the same
coat. Georgie has come with Binky and Seamus but after a while
Melanie arrives to turn Rufus over to her as well. (Melanie is
on her way to Hull to give a speech as part of Hull’s “City of
Culture” celebrations.) Anahita, who has been away for several
days, participating in an annual exercise with a Sufi sage, now
arrives with Elvis. In fact, Otto needs some healthy exercise
(having had a mean-spirited exchange with Seamus) and he and
Elvis are soon out on the grass having a great romp. Flora and
Bailey are my chief customers this morning. Hanna notes that they
really enjoy drying their wet paws on my brown cords.
Several of those present have been watching Strictly Come
Dancing and a review of the remaining contestants is undertaken
now. Last night the mischievous voting public again returned
Ed Balls to the contest – Linda’s Rob, who delivered some preThanksgiving furniture to my house last night – has been voting
for Ed for weeks. (I suggest that this gesture is the leftwing
version of those Brexit and Trump supporters thumbing their
noses at the establishment.) I am now considering my options,
after our morning in the park. Does Otto really need another visit
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to the bathtub to unplug that troublesome bum? Do I need to
change out of these dampened trousers when we get home? Our
walk home is well-timed, at least, for again a light rain is falling.
Tuesday, November 22:
After a day spent dodging the recurrent showers Otto and I have
the promise of some sunshine as we begin our morning session
in the Rec. In fact, even before we reach our gate we encounter
Georgie, who, subbing for the absent Janet, is coming around the
corner with Ellie the Cocker. When we have entered the park we
also run into Lisa and one of her Cavaliers, Dash. Lisa (whom we
used to call Little Lisa – ten years ago) says that Zara is just too
lazy these days to make it to the park. I don’t have time to ask if
Lisa is still pursuing an acting career because Otto is straining to
get to the green. Here he runs about a bit and then he slopes off to
find an appropriate poo poo spot. The spot is appropriate but the
poo is a problem since it adheres to that mucky backside (should
have put him in the bathtub after all) and I have to use a branch
to knock it all off. Hanna is just strolling down the Randolph
roadway and she offers me a large paper napkin for additional
cleanup.
The café opens in some chaos this morning. Boyat (aka Lurch) is
missing, one of the regular staff is nine minutes late, they haven’t
put out all the tables and chairs and Metty, who has to look up the
prices he has himself set) is alone behind the counter. He makes
no fuss even though Bailey, Teddy and Maxi are all milling about
inside the café – as they keep tabs on Ofra, Ellie and Renata
respectively. Georgie has by this time picked up Seamus as well
and all of these animals are soon lining up for treats from my blue
bag. Otto tries to get Ellie the Cocker to engage in some play but
she merely drives him off and then comes over to rest her chin on
my knee.
The ladies conduct a thorough review of where to buy a good
winter coat before recommending the Christmas lights already on
view in the West End. Then there is a restaurant review as well
(the new Ivy in St. John’s Wood gets some favorable reaction)
with special attention to sites that welcome dogs. Renata and
others are quick to point out that in many European cities dogs
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would be admitted even to the fanciest eatery – though there are a
number of spots here in London where dogs are permitted as well.
Every now and then the sun breaks through the cloud and there
is even a modicum of warmth at such moments – very welcome
on an otherwise chilly morning. We need to make a move for the
exits now and I am determined to get my dog into the bathtub this
time. Just as we exit actress Helen George is arriving with her
Jack Russell, Charlie.
Thursday, November 24:
It isn’t so much that I have missed a day in the park, for I did
slip over here for coffee at the usual time yesterday, but I did so
without a dog – Linda having arrived an hour earlier to take Otto
to his grooming appointment in Primrose Hill. As a consequence
I would have had very little to report on the canine front; the
ladies who lunch spent the session talking about food and made
themselves very hungry in the process. This morning it is mostly
gray and chilly as usual but none of this has discouraged the dog
owners of the region – I count sixteen of them shuffling about on
the green. Anahita introduces me to a woman who also has a dog
named Elvis, a Labradoodle puppy in this case. The consensus
seems to be that Otto seems quite tiny with his short haircut.
At our table this morning we have Anahita, Davide, Georgie,
Ofra, Ellie and Hanna. The latter had brought Bonaparte this
morning and it isn’t long before Otto has rounded quite viciously
on the French Bulldog – who must have approached one of Otto’s
biscuits too closely. Ellie describes this attack as typical German
aggression. “Yes,” I reply, “today Bonaparte, tomorrow Poland.”
A few minutes later it is Bullet, arrived with his owner and little
Rocky and sitting at the corner table, who has to be chased away
from one of my dog’s uneaten crumbs. When he is not defending
his food Otto is also active in his play with Elvis; already my
newly-groomed dog has a blob of mud on his shoulder. Anahita
reports that Elvis has managed to pull one of the collars off my
newly slimmer dog.
Davide, who had a liver biopsy on Monday, has to endure a round
of queries and a plethora of advice from his tablemates. He says
his relatives are doing the same thing by telephone. Ellie and Ofra
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have had a disappointing expedition to Selfridges, where a 20%
off coupon could only be used in the makeup department. Melanie
now comes in to turn Rufus over to Georgie again and Vlad comes
in with Tara. It turns out that he and I have yet more to say about
my famous postage stamp. I tell him that when I went to add it
to the Bulgarian pages in my pre-1940 stamp book I discovered
that this is where it must have come from in the first place! – I
had assumed it was one of those stamps that arrived with a
recent purchase of some kiloware. Tonight we will celebrate
Thanksgiving, with Linda responsible for the food that Michigan
Janet would have prepared. This means that I will be seeing many
of these people one more time tonight.
Friday, November 25:
Indeed, Thanksgiving was a great success and no one had a
more enjoyable time than my Otto, who received a great deal
of attention from the assembled dog owners and who impressed
everyone with his calm demeanor and his good behavior when
food was nearby. He was in his element with all this attention and
actually cried when everyone went home at 11:00. Linda and Rob
were, of course, stalwart in their technical assistance – the food,
with all the holiday favorites cooked by Linda, was delicious and
very well received. Of course the house is still in quite a state of
disorder as Otto and I rise to greet the morning after – fortunately
Cathy will come by this afternoon to help me restore objects to
their proper position.
I feel a bit groggy as we make our way toward our usual park
entrance on a sunny, bright but very cold morning in Maida Vale.
Alaska, Khalifa and Cris the Alsatian are on a long lap of the Rec
as we near the green and the latter is soon stationed next to the
pocket in which I have secreted my blue treat bag. Out on the
grass we have another large turnout, these days a total swollen
with all the charges of the resident dog walkers. Elvis is here
in his red shiny coat and he and Otto begin an extensive play
period and I need to hook my dog in order to make any progress
in the direction of the café. Dan, Davide, Anahita, Wendy, Ellie,
Ofra, Hanna and Georgie are present this morning. The latter has
brought only Seamus and Ellie the Cocker with her today and
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after Anahita makes an early departure with Elvis Otto finds that
Ellie will play with him as well. He is also indebted to Ellie the
human – who shares with the other dogs some of the fish pellets
that are a part of Teddy’s new diet.
Much of the morning’s conversation is devoted to a happy review
of last night’s festivities – I have given up in my attempts to get
this lot to remember that it is on the rude side to discuss such
matters in the presence of those who were not present. Dan
and Davide, with a lovely diversion on how they first met, are
discussing plans for a forthcoming Mexican holiday. Then there
is a review of expensive London night spots (none of which I will
ever visit) and, to bring us down from the heights, Wendy reports
that you can no longer speak directly to Peter in his Luton care
home since he can’t figure out which button to press when the
phone rings in his room – and is unlikely to remember who he is
talking too anyway.
Saturday, November 26:
Well, much progress was made by Cathy in restoring things
to their proper place within my household but larger pieces
of furniture still need some attention as Otto and I make our
preparations for today’s morning in the park. In Otto’s case
preparation includes the transfer of one of my hiking boots to the
living room carpet and the removal of several couch cushions to
this spot as well. Compared to all this my own activity is simple
– I need to make sure that I have the right quantity (of the right
consistency) of dog treats in my blue bag, plus poo poo bags,
money, gloves, and sweetener. Outside it is bright, sunny and
chilly – but not uncomfortably so. When we reach the green we
are greeted by a vast grassy emptiness – not another dog in sight.
Otto stares at me as though I were somehow responsible for this
dire situation. I try to explain that the real problem is that all
those canines in the care of dog walkers are at home with their
actual owners this morning – but Otto continues to stare at me in
confusion.
I decide that we will perhaps take a walk around Mt. Bannister
and we start off along the Randolph roadway. This is not easy
these days because workmen are digging up a portion of this
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surface – where tree roots have made for a kind of roller coaster
for pedestrians. But before clearing this menace there is at last
a familiar little white presence in a red coat – Elvis – and the
dogs are soon chasing one another delightedly. Not so amused
by their shenanigans is a Husky who doesn’t want to play and
doesn’t want to be played with. Nigel and I hook our dogs at this
point, not trusting our dogs in the presence of this bruiser, and
we head for the café. We are joined by Dan, Davide, Georgie,
Ofra and Hanna. A confused Bailey has been left behind in the
café. Georgie has brought Daisy-Mae with her today and the little
madam actually accepts two biscuits from me. Winnie is sitting
in Davide’s lap and eating most of his toasted cheese sandwich
and the other dogs are celebrating their raids on my blue bag. Otto
and Elvis continue their manic wrestling match; unusually, Elvis
remains inside the bars throughout the session – usually he likes to
squeeze through and taunt his opponent from the other side.
There is some news to be shared as we sip our coffees. Davide,
who endured a liver biopsy on Monday, does not have cirrhosis,
as was feared, but his doctor has suggested with some emphasis
that he must give up alcohol. Asked by Davide if he could have
a glass of wine on his birthday, the doctor’s answer was no. Dan
is astonished that Davide would ask such a question at all and
Davide is more than a little impatient with all of Dan’s advice –
comparing it to all those moments that Georgie has had to endure
with comments on her no-smoking regime. “Ah,” Ofra says,
“what is the secret of a happy marriage?” “Lots of time apart,”
is Dan’s waspish reply. Much time is then devoted to the various
personalities on I’m A Celebrity – though I have not yet seen last
night’s broadcast. Hanna is very anxious over the outcome of
the last of the Formula One races – in Abu Dhabi this afternoon
– since her great favorite, Nico Rosberg, is poised to win the
season’s championship. (Nico is considered Finnish by Hanna,
who remembers his father Keke – Nico, however, races under
the German flag.) We get up to begin our homeward journeys,
noticing for the first time that a very tall Christmas tree is poised
to decorate the café forecourt. No one has had a word to say about
the death, yesterday, of Fidel Castro.
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Sunday, November 27:
A gray and chilly Sunday in Maida Vale. As yesterday, there is
little activity in the park and not another dog on the green. Otto
is most puzzled by this and keeps turning around as we cross
this vast empty space to see if I have noticed all this as well.
Only when we reach the far corner do we begin to encounter
other canines. There is a randy Poodle named Loka, who tries to
mount my pet, and the lively presence of Sid, the Yorkiepoo. The
latter’s owner, Dave, is always interested in the other park dogs
and kneels to give them all a cuddle. These dogs are having a
good time chasing one another but a new entrant will have little
to do with such hijinks – this is Pucci, who is crossing the grass
with Debbie. I’m not sure that Sid’s owner ingratiates himself
by describing Pucci as “grumpy” and making fun of the latter’s
cable-knit sweater – for the next thing I see is Debbie, marching
off the green with her pet in her arms.
I encourage Otto to follow me to the café and he does so willingly.
Here we meet Georgie, Ofra, Dan and Davide – a rather small
weekend turnout indeed. Georgie has brought both Sparkie and
Daisy-Mae and the latter is willing to take two biscuits from
me, guarding them in turn, before squeezing through the bars
and spending most of the session staring balefully at the rest of
us from a spot near the front door of the café. Winnie, another
prima donna, is sitting on Davide’s left, snarling with menace
when it appears that she is not getting every bit of the toasted
cheese sandwich. This leaves Bailey to hector me for treats, his
tongue hanging from a gap in his paltry teeth. Otto is also a keen
supplicant – often he eats more in the park these days than he does
from his dish at home.
We also have an instant replay of old topics at conversation time –
starting with the latest developments on I’m a Celebrity. Georgie’s
keen desire – the expulsion of Carol Vorderman – has not been
granted since no one was voted off last night. It is noted that this
year the contestants are universally agreeable and competent and
manage to complete all their tasks and challenges successfully –
boring! Georgie has been shopping on Oxford Street and this leads
to a conversation on West End matters. On Friday night there was
another power cut here – a number of shows had to be cancelled. I
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note that in response to rising pollution levels TFL is considering
making Oxford Street into a pedestrian surface only and that
already the number of buses here is to be halved. (TV reporters
asking for reactions from stunned bus users interviewed the owner
of the hearing-ear dog, Pippa the Papillion.) This conversation
reminds Ofra that when she took the theory test for her driver’s
license she missed one question because she didn’t know what
a pedestrian was. As we get up to get on with the rest of our day
Winnie is picked up (no pedestrian duties for her today) so that
Dan and Davide can make a quicker getaway. They (and Winnie)
will be visiting Dan’s parents in Essex today.
Monday, November 28:
We have another bright, sunny and cold morning at the start of a
new week in Paddington Rec and Otto is full of beans and raring
to go. A second bag of recycling materials (including all those
empty Thanksgiving bottles) goes down the stairs with us and
we are soon strolling along the Morshead roadway on our way to
the green. Otto spots Leonard and they both follow Poppy up the
side of Mt. Bannister before chasing one another around the metal
gazebo. At one end of the park we find Ellie, chatting away on her
mobile and now, descending from the heights of the mount, Ofra
is heading our way – with her own mobile phone in one ear. (She
actually misses a call from Ellie in this way.) Bailey somehow
gets inside the barriers that prevent pedestrians from using much
of the Randolph roadway – now undergoing reconstruction – and
Otto has to go in there too to see what’s happening.
There is a lengthy queue (for a Monday morning) in the café
and while I am enduring yet another argument over what treat
a toddler might reasonably consume at this hour of the morning
Hanna comes up behind me. She is full of complaint over
Lewis Hamilton again – this time blaming the race winner for
almost costing her beloved Nico Rosberg the overall Formula 1
championship by deliberately slowing down his front-running car.
I point out that if other cars had taken advantage of this to pass
Rosberg that Lewis might have won the championship himself
but the strategy is a particularly controversial one since the two
are supposedly teammates. Outside the ladies, already mentioned,
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are joined by Davide, Georgie and, back from New York, Janet.
Daisy-Mae has just enjoyed a joyous reunion with her mommy
and remains on Janet’s lap throughout the session. Binky has
also jumped into Georgie’s lap and Winnie is well-positioned in
Davide’s lap when the toasted cheese sandwich arrives. The other
dogs do not go hungry and Otto, his appetite at last satisfied,
patrols the fence – shrieking in anticipation whenever another dog
walks by.
Davide says that he is heading for Ikea this morning and Ofra
wants him to pick up something for her. “Only if you specify
precisely what it is,” he says. In fact, Ofra and Ellie are still
reflecting on their recent visit to Selfridge’s – where a red dress
they liked online has turned out to be pumpkin-colored. Janet
reports that in New York Liz has decided to leave the charity wing
of the cosmetics giant for whom she has labored in the last few
years (no more discounts, girls) in favor of a new post as financial
officer for an African-based charity with an even bigger budget.
Georgie says that her hopes for the expulsion of Carol Vorderman
from the Australian jungle went unanswered last night – but it
was a close-run thing so there is still hope. The sun is actually
providing some warmth and it is far more pleasant sitting outside
than you would have imagined. “Now I don’t feel like going to
Ikea,” Davide says.
Tuesday, November 29:
It is even colder than yesterday – though still bright and sunny
– and by the time Otto and I have reached the green I have
zipped up my jacket and pulled the hood of my blue sweatshirt
over the top of my wool hat. There is plenty of canine activity
to keep my dog occupied, with Elvis, Poppy and Leonard all in
evidence. While we are watching our pets I break the news to
Anahita that our schedule will be changing over the holidays –
with the traditional closure of the café and the transfer of our
coffee drinking ritual to some spot on Castellain or Lauderdale
Parades. I do have to break off in the middle of this disquisition
because I can see Otto off on a long solo run – the sure sign of a
forthcoming poo. This means that I have to follow his footsteps
in order to be in a position to recover the outcome of this mission.
My duties over, I head for the café – where we have the unusual
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sight of Elvis on the inside of our compound and Otto on the
outside.
Two women are trying to get through the front door of the café
and the only way they can do this is to admit an excluded Bailey,
eager to rejoin his mommy. (He does get a nice cuddle from
a chap in a mobile wheelchair – who is part of the queue this
morning.) Outside, in addition to Anahita and Ofra, we have
Janet, Georgie, Davide, Hanna and the woman (a former model,
according to Hanna) who owns Coco, the chocolate Lab. I have
to eject Bailey from my chair (twice) in order to sit down. The
dogs manage to avoid any food fights today and, indeed, Anahita
has brought some liver treats to supplement the goodies in my
blue bag. Little Krug comes by, with the other dogs showing great
excitement over this visit, and Anahita picks her up and brings her
inside for some liver treats as well.
Davide, who is off to Doha tomorrow, says he did go to Ikea
yesterday. He has discovered that UK residents of European
origin now need to establish their status, a byproduct of Brexit,
and pay the government £65 for the privilege. He shares this info
with Hanna – who says she is going to check this out with the
Finnish embassy. Janet has brought a bag of miniature Hershey
bars from the States; she is collecting lottery money and says she
will be circulating the menu from the Bridge pub so that we can
make our choices for the lunch on December 11th. Much of the
morning conversation is again devoted to I’m A Celebrity. It is
interesting to note how our lot just cannot agree on a number of
the personalities. Some admire actor Larry Lamb, others find him
a phony. Some think footballer Wayne Bridge is a sympathetic
figure, others pronounce him dim. Georgie continues in her
diatribe against Carol Vorderman (it was Ola Jordan who was
expelled last night, not Carol) but others find the TV personality
quite pleasant. I note that there was an homage to our local tube
line on the show last night – as the contestants had to find stars
hidden in the detritus of a car on the Snakerloo line.
Wednesday, November 30:
And so we come to the end of another month in Paddington Rec.
It is again sunny but it is the coldest morning yet – with frost
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covering all the cars in the street and turning the grass of the green
into a crinkly carpet. This doesn’t seem to slow down the dogs
any – and Otto, who is already in a hyper mood after the arrival
of Cathy – manages to steal another dog’s tennis ball as we head
for the cricket crease. “I’ll get it,” I promise the other owner but
she is anxious to leave – “Don’t worry about it.” Some early play
with Krug occupies my pet next – she seems such a docile target
until, springing into action, she retaliates with vigor as Rex, the
Fox Terrier, keeps up his non-stop barking commentary. I can see
a number of Otto’s favorites lining up on the Randolph roadway
(Elvis and Leonard among them) and so we head here next.
In the coffee queue Ellie is using her mobile phone to talk to Ofra
– who is slowed in her arrival today by the loss of a credit card
and, more importantly, by the disappearance of Bailey. Before
we forsake the warmth of the café for the rigors of our outdoor
table Bailey has been found and Ofra, wearing a care in the
community wool hat, has taken her seat. Also present this morning
are Georgie, Janet, Dan and Hanna. I untie the blue bag before I
sit down and spend the next few minutes fishing treats from its
recesses – not such an easy process when you are wearing gloves.
I still have some small treats for the dentally challenged like
Bailey and Winnie but the rest do well on Shapes biscuits. Both
Ellie the Cocker and Leonard are here with Janet this morning and
they are soon crowding my knee. No one has a toasted sandwich
this morning and this will explain why I am so popular. Otto and
Leonard have one ill-tempered scrap but Hanna orders them to
knock it off and they do.
Dan is giving Ellie a detailed summary of Davide’s recent health
problems before offering a gratuitous insult to his friend Janet.
The barb does not register – “I’m half deaf,” she says – and I
add, “Not being able to hear what Dan has to say is sometimes a
blessing in disguise.” Dan is passing around childhood pictures
of Davide, part of a major video production he is putting together
as part of Davide’s forthcoming fiftieth birthday celebrations.
We discuss the latest installments of I’m a Celebrity and Strictly
Come Dancing; on the latter show Ed Balls, the people’s choice,
has at last fallen into the hands of the judges and been dismissed.
As we get up to begin our homeward journeys I note that the tall
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Christmas tree implanted in the café forecourt has yet to receive
its decorations. The wooden owl atop the front roof of the café
is still comfortably installed – with the pigeons he should have
frightened off companionably gathered at his feet, as though he
were reading them a story.
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Dudley decorates a page in Janet’s doggy calendar.
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Thursday, December 1:
The new month begins in much the same mode as the last – except
that today, though it is still bone-chillingly cold, there is no
sunshine to lessen the misery. There is less frost on the surfaces
but it seems far colder than yesterday and I am again wearing two
head coverings and my gloves. Just ahead of us Dan is wheeling
his bicycle along the Morshead roadway and Otto rushes forward
to kiss a be-sweatered Winnie. Out on the green there don’t seem
to be any of his pals but Otto does spot Janet and Daisy-Mae
on the far walkway and he rushes over to say hello here too.
Thereafter he answers my summoning whistle and we make our
way over to the café, where Anahita lets him into our compound
while I seek the warmth of the interior.
Joining Dan, Janet and Anahita we also have Georgie, Ofra,
Hanna and a late-arriving Dmitri. Janet is collecting money and
registering menu choices for our lunch on the 11th. This is not an
easy process – especially when some of the others tell her how she
can do this more efficiently. It is also not so easy to make change
and write down choices with Daisy-Mae in your lap, but Janet
manages to do this somehow. The dogs, again lacking any other
food supply, are soon badgering me for treats – the problem is that
every time I try to select just the right biscuit from my blue bag
I have to take my gloves off. Otto and Elvis are only occasional
supplicants since they are busy with their wrestling but Winnie,
Bailey and a visiting Leonard are consistent in their attentions.
In some triumph Ofra announces that she has not lost her
credit card – husband Ricky has it. Georgie is congratulated
on the fulfillment of her most fervent wish, the expulsion of
Carol Vorderman from the jungle in I’m A Celebrity. Anahita is
wearing a rabbit fur scarf and Ofra wants to know where it came
from – “Watership Down,” is Janet’s suggestion. Dan then tries
to convince Anahita that she would be just the right person to
take over the chore of organizing the Secret Santa lark – which
he has refused to do again this year. Everyone warns Anahita,
who has never heard of this tradition, that this is a poisoned
chalice and many examples of gift disasters and sore feelings
from earlier versions of this exercise are cited to underline this
point. “What would you get me?” Ofra asks Dan. “A Mensa test
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book,” is Janet’s waspish suggestion. In the end Anahita seems
savvy enough not to volunteer for this post, pronouncing the
mischievous Dan “a loveable rogue.” “Well, the rogue part is
right,” I add – getting up to make an early start for home, where I
think I need an urgent hot shower.
Friday, December 2:
I am wearing only one head covering this morning and so I take
this as a sign that it is marginally milder this morning. Davide,
back from Doha, is leading Winnie up the Morshead roadway and
so Otto is released to offer his usual boisterous greeting. He enjoys
a romp with a few of the other dogs out on the green but none of
his pals is in evidence – though Leonard is with Janet, Daisy-Mae
and Ellie the Cocker in front of the loos and this is the next port of
call. Janet admits all of these dogs to the compound and this frees
me to join the coffee queue inside.
In addition to Janet and Davide our morning grouping also makes
room for Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Wendy, Dmitri and Hanna. Otto,
who has not been getting enough exercise these days, continues
a morning of exemplary naughtiness – one which began with the
ritual slaughter of the sitting room cushions – by getting into illtempered scraps with Leonard, Flora, and Winnie. Food is an issue
in some of these confrontations – as Otto seems to have taken on
the protect-every-crumb mantle once worn by Daisy–Mae – but
some of his battles simply demonstrate the alpha male at work.
Hanna has the care of Bonaparte this morning and the French
Bulldog is soon lurking just outside the feeding circle, his doe
eyes boring into mine. Ellie the Cocker is insistent on chasing her
blue ball and Janet gets up, lets the dog out onto the green, and
begins to toss the ball – once whistling this object between the
heads of two passing pedestrians by accident.
Now that Larry Lamb has left the jungle there is some discussion
over which of the final six contestants is likely to emerge with the
crown in I’m A Celebrity. In other news Ofra has had a pedicure –
as we all learn when a bare foot makes is presence known on our
tabletop. Davide announces that he has discovered a non-alcoholic
Chardonnay. Hanna says that Jan Prendergast will be among the
civic party that will ignite the lights on the forecourt Christmas
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tree this afternoon – though I can’t see any lights at all as yet.
Hanna has brought with her a lone bagel for me – and I tell her
that by chance I just happen to have a supply of smoked salmon
and cream cheese at home. As we head for this haven I have a lot
of trouble with my willful Schnauzer. He wants to chase Leonard,
who is loose and he doesn’t want to accompany me to the red poo
poo box – where I need to make a deposit.
Saturday, December 3:
From my window I can see Janet entering the park with DaisyMae and, when and Otto and I follow after five minutes or so, I
can also see these two as we reach the green. I am a bit surprised
to see them heading for the exit and, seeing my quizzical
expression, Janet shouts an exclamation across the grass, “Going
to the groomers.” In fact there is not much in the way of canine
activity out here – another Saturday slump – and after chasing a
little white dog in a quilted jacket, Otto seems content to follow
me in the direction of the café. Here, some seven or eight minutes
earlier than usual, they have already opened their doors and,
knowing that this is one of their busy days, I make an early entry.
There is still no one about when I return with my coffee but I can
see Dan and Davide heading across the green with Winnie. Otto
is so anxious to greet his pal that he makes it very difficult for
this party to enter our compound but soon he is occupied with
an endless stream of biscuits from my blue bag. It turns out that
Georgie has accompanied Janet on that mission to the groomers
and so we have only Dan, Davide, Ofra, Hanna and Vlad this
morning. Dan tries to remind Ofra not to take Bailey into the
café’s interior, a suggestion imperiously ignored. “I think I’ll
complain to Metty about all these unhygienic dogs in his café,”
Dan proposes. Hanna has brought with her the burly Bonaparte
and much fuss is made over this charmer – indeed he spends most
of the session on Dan’s lap. Otto has to be reminded on several
occasions that he is not entitled to the scraps from the biscuits
issued to other animals but at least there are no food fights this
morning.
Dan and Davide are heading for Ikea this morning – this will be
Davide’s third time this week but he needs to make arrangements
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for the Swedes to undertake the assembly of a wardrobe he has
purchased in person. Dan now gets Ofra’s shopping assignment
but the object turns out to be nothing more exciting than a
small fry pan. I have to break to Hanna the dramatic news that
Nico Rosberg, having just won the drivers’ championship, has
announced his retirement. She takes the news philosophically,
even when Dan winds her up by insisting that Nico is a German,
not a Finn. She is still waiting, with undisguised relish, for some
punishment to be meted out to Lewis Hamilton for slowing down
her hero last Sunday. As we head for home I can see that tiny
lights have been added to the forecourt Christmas tree and, indeed,
they finally got these turned on yesterday afternoon. My journey
is a bit delayed as Otto escapes before I can get his lead on and he
crosses the green again in order to deposit a second poo.
Sunday, December 4:
A frosty covering on all the parked cars is always a good predictor
of street temperatures and today, although skies are sunny enough,
I know I will need to dress warmly. Otto and I make our way
up the Morshead roadway where we can here the plaintive cry
of “Poppy!” echoing over the green – a sure sign that one of
Otto’s pal is here – but his mommy has no idea where. Coming
in behind us is Dan with Winnie and, in the absence of any other
useful activity, we make our way over to the café and enter our
compound. I can already hear the shutters going up at the back of
the kitchen and this means that it will not be long before they open
the front door. It also means that I am the first in the coffee queue
this morning.
Truth to tell, I have to admit that I have forgotten something
important this morning – a freshly stuffed blue bag containing
all the dogs’ treats. To remedy this gaffe I order two slices of
toast for our hungry canine mouths. Dan tries to contribute to
this cost but I accept the full burden of the expense myself. Then
Dan remembers that we keep a tin of biscuits behind the counter
and he goes to retrieve it. It contains no biscuits, however, just a
lonely water pistol. Outside we are joined by Georgie, Vlad, Janet
and Ofra. The toast soon arrives but today’s bearer of this treat is
afraid of dogs and we have to go to the fence to retrieve the plate.
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The toast disappears into a number of mouths – including Otto,
of course, but also Sparkie, Winnie, Flora and Bailey. Thereafter
I have to admit that we are “finished” here, a piece of vocabulary
that always puzzles our demanding pets. Caroline comes by with
Leonard and this means that Otto has the prospect of some spirited
play – trying to keep a stick away from Flora has soon lost its
charm. Dan notes that Caroline’s blue boots look like they belong
in an abattoir or perhaps in the operating room. Caroline says that
nevertheless she is wearing them as her winter footwear this year
and she takes Otto out onto the green with Leonard. “You can
perform open park surgery now,” I suggest.
Janet and Georgie describe their visit to the groomer’s yesterday;
Daisy-Mae looks lovely but Sparkie is covered in a red coat.
“He was beginning to look Chinese,” Georgie says – now he
looks, again, like a shivering meerkat. Ofra notes that Tara’s huge
purple coat looks like she is wearing her own duvet. That lady,
whose chair has been left unclaimed at its usual spot at our table,
says she is still not happy – the table itself has been moved a
few inches. She now returns an electric whisk she has borrowed
from Dan – her Ricky having used it to make some ministry-ony
soup. (They should serve that at church.) Janet goes over all her
attempts to balance the books – Christmas lunch and lottery – and
Ofra suggests that Janet is doing the latter all wrong. (She declines
taking over this responsibility herself, however.) To our surprise
Dan now demands that each of us give him a pound and I have
to get up to fish my coin from a pocket. Then Dan hands all the
collected coins over to Vlad, telling us that our Serbian friend has
just mentioned that as a child he believed that if everyone he knew
gave him a pound (or its equivalent) he would be a millionaire.
Vlad is now a bit embarrassed over Dan’s having fulfilled this
desire – and says that he will invest the money in the lottery on
our behalf. Hanna arrives after all of this palaver and prepares to
sit down. “Before you do that,” Dan says, “give me a pound.”
Monday, December 5:
I can now see from the frost and the sunny skies that we have an
instant replay of yesterday’s weather – so it’s on with the long
underwear as Otto and I, a blue recycling bag in the other hand,
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make our descent at the start of a new week in the Rec. Georgie
is just ahead of us on the Morshead roadway and with Flora,
Seamus and Sparkie on lead I know I had better unhook my pet
before the leads are hopelessly tangled. Out on the green the dog
walkers have set up an early encampment and Otto rushes among
their charges. He is in a manic mood and his roughhousing with
an unknown Cocker gets him into a bit of trouble. Anahita wants
to know if he can stay out here to play with Elvis but, given the
thuggish mood in which he has started his play this morning, I
decide to hook him and follow Ellie and Teddy in the direction of
the café.
Our morning group includes Ellie and Anahita, of course, but also
Janet, Georgie, Dan, Ofra, Hanna and, back after a brief trip to
Italy, Lisa. The latter has come to retrieve Flora, who has a visit
to the vet scheduled for later this morning. In the meantime the
feisty Pug continues to haunt my knee – even if there is very little
in my goodie sack that meets with her approval. The other usual
suspects observe no such niceties and I soon have Winnie, Bailey,
Sparkie and Otto begging for provender. When he is not snacking
Otto keeps up his long-term wrestling match with Elvis. When
Anahita takes her boy onto her lap Otto is desperate to reclaim his
toy – it’s like Ellie the Cocker, who is equally dispirited by the
trajectory of her blue ball, which has run under the fence.
Dan makes another attempt to trap someone into organizing a
Secret Santa exchange at this Sunday’s lunch. His victim this
time is Lisa and she says Dmitri will do it – just as well that he
is still in Italy and doesn’t know anything about it. Janet is still
registering menu choices and I make sure she has written down
who gets what – remembering the confusion caused by kids on
school trips who, having given their breakfast orders before going
to bed, now couldn’t remember what they had asked for, with the
“vegetarians” thinking that a piece of bacon would surely be a
nice addition to their plates. Vegetarians (and Hindus) creep into
the conversation in another way this morning. This is because
there is a great flap over the new five pound note, a crisp and
durable item of currency that evidently contains a miniscule
quantity of animal fat – half a cow’s worth in the entire printing.
(I suggest that protesters can pass on all this offending lucre to
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me.) A final topic of conversation comes with a review of the final
episode in this year’s I’m a Celebrity, one which saw Scarlett
Moffatt emerge last night as queen of the jungle. This is a popular
choice among viewers, especially me – since I have been enjoying
this northern lass’s reactions to the week’s TV fare on Gogglebox
for years.
Tuesday, December 6:
Dire predictions of freezing fog and visibility down to 100 meters
have not materialized, though I can see that this morning will be
on the misty side. Otto makes his way slowly up the Morshead
roadway, sniffing at every leaf pile, and then he gallops out to the
center of the green. The dogs here are not among his peer group
so we continue on to the far side, where Janet has arrived with
Daisy-Mae and Ellie the Cocker. The latter is pursing her blue ball
but Otto manages to steal it on several occasions and this earns
him a good chase from the frustrated little black madam. Hanna is
entering the park just at this moment and she joins our assault on
the café. Seated on a chair under the blue umbrella is a lone chap
– working away on his racing form. “I hope you like dogs,” Janet
says by way of warning – and by the time I have returned with my
coffee he has cleared off.
In addition to Hanna and Janet we also have the participation of
Georgie, Ofra, Renata and Ellie the human. The dogs belonging
to this latter trio have already made an appearance inside the café;
only Bailey seems interested in treats this morning – Maxi and
Teddy never leave the comfort of mommy’s lap. Janet has wisely
hidden the Cocker’s blue ball and in its absence Ellie is content
to have a fine tussle with Otto – who needs the exercise. Every
now and then he issues a piercing shriek as some unknown dog
happens to walk by our fence.
Ofra has expressed an interest in obtaining a real cork (don’t
ask me why) and I have brought three of these objects with me.
She and Ellie lead a long discussion on shopping venues, their
excitement having been perked by Renata, who says you are
allowed to take your dog into Liberty’s. Swimming costumes and
t-shirts are among the specific items on the shopping list; Janet
says that she has had the same bathing suit for so many years
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that the swimming pool attendant had to tell her on the most
recent occasion that this garment was now see-through. As for
t-shirts, the offerings of Old Navy and other American emporia
are discussed, with Ofra suggesting that “Bloom of the Bloom”
is a good brand – it takes a while to realize she means Fruit of
the Loom. Janet has brought for me three copies of the 2017 dog
calendar and this is well timed because I can pick up my holiday
cards in Swiss Cottage tomorrow and mail two of these off to the
States at the same time. Renata has her plastic cigarette holder at
the ready and she is asked if she misses her cigarettes. “I do,” she
says, “I miss them so much that I have to smoke a joint instead.”
There is much good-natured ribbing in response to this admission
but Renata defends her choice on health grounds – “I only smoke
organic pot.”
Wednesday, December 7:
Temperatures are far milder this morning and the sun is even
making a breakthrough as Otto and I make our park entry. At the
end of the Morshead roadway I unhook my animal and the usual
pattern calls for an early poo on the margins of the green; I pick
this up and return with my prize to the red poo box behind me.
Otto, I know, won’t wander far and, indeed, there is a knot of
canines near the cricket crease to absorb his attention. Krug and
Dottie are among the participants but the chief attraction is the
red-coated Elvis. After just a few minutes of tumbling the coat is
muddied indeed – Anahita says she washes it daily but his wearing
it means that she doesn’t also have to wash Elvis himself. Larger
dogs look in at the contestants but Otto is infuriated that anyone
else should want to play with his pal and he drives them off
unceremoniously.
At the café counter Ellie says that Ofra is late, having lost track
of Bailey, but soon I can see them coming down the Carlton
roadway. At our table we are also have Dan, Davide, Janet,
Anahita and Georgie. The latter has brought only Seamus with her
today but after a few minutes Melanie delivers Rufus and makes a
present of a box of poo poo bags bearing the logo “Sparky.” Rufus
has had a sculptural grooming but the effect is undermined my a
bare pink patch on his side – Melanie thinks this is the aftereffect
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of insect bites this summer but, naturally, Janet suggests that the
vet also check out mites as a source of the problem. Ellie the
Cocker, Winnie, Bailey and Leonard are insistent on their treats
but Otto is still obsessed with Elvis, once leaping into Anahita’s
lap in order to get at his resting pal.
Ofra is fretting that she may have forgotten her daughter’s
birthday but all she has forgotten is today’s date –the birthday is
not until Saturday. This leaves only her bottom as a sore point;
she doesn’t have her cushion today and complains that her tights
are itchy. Davide has just discovered that he may be in town for
Sunday’s lunch and Janet wants to know if she should add a place
to our table. It almost appears that Dan has convinced Janet that
she should organize a Secret Santa exchange – at least among
the morning table regulars. There is much laughter as we recall
Renata’s objections to the whole endeavor last year; Georgie says
that our German friend was on such a tear during a recent meal
at Le Cochonnet that the others were mortified. Behind us, as we
get up, a toddler is petting the doggies through the fence. This
reminds me that two days ago the upstairs four-year old, returning
from a Christmas party and dressed in tutu and antlers, waited to
see Otto as I opened my door. “Is this your house?” she asked me
and, when I said it was, she added, in an example of early onset
existentialism, “Why?”
Thursday, December 8:
I have returned from a major expedition to Swiss Cottage, where
yesterday I went to pick up my holiday cards (this year featuring
a picture of Otto in full flight out on the green) and to mail off
the first copies of Janet’s 2017 Dogs of Paddington Rec calendar
to Janet in Michigan and Naomi and Adrian in Philadelphia. As
we reach the green today, a damp and gray morning, I can hear
Poppy’s owner plaintively calling for her pet. She is facing the
rose garden and I keep my pet on lead – lest he be tempted to
follow his wayward pal. Instead we keep heading in the direction
of the café and over here I can see that Janet has arrived with
Daisy-Mae, Ellie the Cocker and Leonard. Therefore I disdain
Davide’s offer to open the door to our compound – I am hoping
that Otto will get in a little chasing with Leonard before it is time
to settle down.
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Ofra, who has brought her Wimbledon seat cushion with her
today, joins me in the coffee queue. She has left Bailey outside but
when a new customer enters the café he comes too. Four ladies
from the Middle East are huddling in the corner and Ofra whispers
to me that she can understand enough of their conversation to
conclude that they are afraid of Bailey. Ellie and Anahita have by
now arrived – they have found Poppy at some distant corner of
the park but reuniting him with his mommy remains a problem.
Georgie has brought three dogs with her this morning – Sparkie,
Seamus and a little tan Cavapoo puppy named Lucky. Lucky’s
owner comes to reclaim her pet while we are drinking our coffee.
With Elvis in residence Leonard no longer gets a look-in from
Otto. That’s all right, Leonard is food-obsessed and soon he is
raking away at my blue bag. Winnie, Bailey, Sparkie, and Ellie the
Cocker are not far behind.
Davide is off to New York next and I give him a letter I would
like him to post for me when he gets there. This morning he is
full of complaints over “airbnb” – which specializes in helping
owner entrepreneurs rent out rooms without license, any concern
for neighbors or (the worst problem, according to Davide) paying
any taxes on their profits. From this topic it is not much of a
jump to hotel accommodation and several stories are told about
disasters in this category – none discourage Ellie the human, who
is off to some posh site in Miami later this month. She says that
she wouldn’t have picked this place for a winter holiday but this
is the year that traveling companions got to choose and one of
these has a daughter who has never been to the States before this.
“I’m not sure that Miami is really representative of the States,
however,” I observe. She agrees and we are soon on our feet for
return journeys – in Janet’s case this is made far more difficult by
Leonard’s return to the green; getting the recalcitrant Schnauzer to
head for home takes quite a while.
Friday, December 9:
Somewhere there is an unsettling rattle in my house, a shuffling
of papers as though someone were trying to open a recalcitrant
Christmas package. When I can’t stand the suspense any longer
I have to emerge from my study and see what is happening
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and where. In the bedroom the mystery is soon solved. Otto,
the mischief maker, has taken Linda’s wrapped Thanksgiving
tablecloths, stored beneath a plastic table that usually shields
anything issued by the 123 Cleaners, and systematically ripped
the paper into a hundred shards. I clean up this mess and we
soon head for the park. Just as we reach the green here comes
Linda herself, with Pepper and Chica, and I have to tell her that
her cloths are unharmed but they won’t have any packaging
when she at last picks them up. Anahita is nearby as well and she
accompanies me out to the middle of the green where there seems
to a second tragedy of dismemberment – for the cricket crease
is covered in the stuffing from some toy. (At first glance I had
thought someone had gotten hold of a bird.)
Otto and Elvis, accompanied by Leonard, have some good chasing
and then a third Schnauzer, Gus, joins in as well before having a
poo next to a light standard while his owner reads the newspaper
a hundred yards away. By this time the café has opened its doors
and dog people are heading for the coffee counter. Others at our
table include Janet, Georgie, Ellie, Hanna and Ofra. I have to tell
the latter that her Bailey, confused as usual, is waiting for her to
emerge from the café – even though she is sitting among us. She
has brought some home-baked jam-filled muffins and this is only
the start of my good luck this morning since Anahita has bought
my coffee and Hanna gives me a superfluous bagel. The dogs
don’t go hungry either, with all the Schnauzers (including little
Hector, here with Hanna) enjoying their treats. At one point Otto
escapes and he and Elvis continue their hijinks out on the green
– though when I get up to see what they are up to Otto trots back
without complaint and resumes his position behind bars.
Ellie says that her younger daughter will have a week’s work
experience at a local vet’s surgery and indeed there are a number
of references to dogs in our morning conversation. Georgie says
that little Chester, here this morning, has started to eat with the
other dogs after an initial reluctance. Chester is a rescue dog and
Janet adds that her sister is considering getting such a pet – though
still mourning her beloved Lab, Bess. After we have dealt with
dogs food re-emerges as a favorite topic. Hanna says that she had
a good fish and chips at the Ivy Café on St. John’s Wood High
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Street. Ofra says that she attended an event catered by a celebrity
chef – who gave her a signed copy of one of his books. “I don’t
need his book,” she concludes, “I need him.”
Saturday, December 10:
It is a gray, gloomy morning in Maida Vale and, even at 9:15, the
porch lights are still illuminating the front elevation of Morshead
Mansions. The murky, damp conditions do not slow down an
eager Otto and, tired of being pulled forward. I let him off lead
as soon as we have entered the park. There is a danger in such a
gesture since he can easily disappear around a corner at the end
of the walkway and commit some undetected poo. This morning,
however, I can see that he has found a friend in front of the
clubhouse and is larking about on the grass. The friend is little
Hector, here with Hanna. A minute or so later I am surprised to
hear the littlest Schnauzer being called, simultaneously, by Hanna,
in front of the café, and by another voice on the far side of the
green. This mystery is solved when it turns out that the second
summoner is Paula, Hector’s owner.
She joins us at coffee, where we also make room for Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Dan and Wendy. Georgie has brought Seamus,
Chester, and Sparkie – though she will also inherit Winnie when
Dan goes to work. Sparkie distinguishes himself by sitting on
Vlad’s lap for much of the session. When he is not perched
here he is in the biscuit queue, joining Otto, Bailey and Winnie.
Leonard also makes a brief visit here before Caroline takes him
and Otto back onto the green for more spirited exercise. Paula,
who tells us that she designs marble furniture, is a bit nonplussed
by some of the activities of our pets – unnerved by the growling
noises made by Otto and Hector at play, amused by the feeding
frenzy at my feet. Hanna says that our dogs are all foragers and
that they would all survive well in the wilderness. “Yes,” I add,
“as long as I was sitting on the next log with my blue biscuit bag.”
Janet has baked some lovely scones and these are shared out with
clotted cream and jam. Dan is wondering what we should do as a
Christmas gesture for the café staff but he has a more important
topic for us as well – announcing that he and a work colleague
have just had a private meeting at his West End flat with composer
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and producer Andrew Lloyd Weber. Dan had met the chap (who
does not have an inside-out face, as some wags would have it)
many years ago but as they discussed ticketing for School of Rock
he was once again charmed. Celebrity encounters are not over, it
turns out, for when the owner of Bullet comes by, Janet offers him
some scones and he stays to chat. It turns out that Shane enjoyed
a twenty-year career at Claridge’s, beginning as a pageboy and
ending up as a concierge. It was in this capacity that, many years
ago, he received a call from Paris, one reporting that Ivana Trump,
a recent guest with husband Donald, had left all her jewelry in her
room safe. Our friend did find this treasure (eat your heart out,
Kim Kardashian) and hand-delivered it to the Donald after a trip
on the Eurostar. He says that the future president rewarded him
handsomely with his own mini-holiday in Paris and a thousand
pound tip. Evidently Bullet’s owner, who has been asked on a
number of occasions to write his memoirs, also served as the
Queen’s footman when there were state banquets at Claridge’s.
And so, as we gather up our materials preparatory to departure, we
are left counting up the diminishing degrees of separation between
our humble selves and Andrew Lloyd Weber, Donald Trump and
ER II.
Sunday, December 11:
And so we come to the long-awaited day of the famous dog
people’s lunch. Fortunately it is bright and sunny, though quite
cold – in other words a weather quite unlike last night’s rainspattered pattern. I remember the latter with particular intensity
since I had to walk through it on my way to Michaela’s Christmas
party. Here I encountered a small number of current dog owners,
like Janet and Linda, and also some former participants like Tony
and David the Dogsitter. Otto can either sense my return as I
open the building’s front door or perhaps he bursts into excited
barking whenever anyone heads upstairs. In any event the rain had
stopped before we hit the streets last night and today the green in
resplendent in bright sunshine, though cold in the shadows. Otto
chases a little black Poodle about and checks out Lenny’s Cleo,
then he steals another dog’s ball (we get it back quickly enough)
and then we head for the café.
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At the coffee counter I learn that the coffees are on Debbie today
– yesterday, when she has having her hair done, was her birthday.
She has brought with her the leftovers of two wonderful birthday
cakes and portions are doled out to the other coffee drinkers as
our table. This morning the latter include Janet, Georgie, Ofra,
Dan, Hanna, and Dmitri. (At the little corner table is a chap with a
Seamus lookalike named Poppy.) For some reason Sparkie spends
a lot of time on my chest this morning, disappearing only when
I find something in my blue bag that meets with his approval.
Bailey, Winnie and Flora are also eager customers and, for that
matter, so is Otto. Janet points out that none of Otto’s playmates is
present this morning and that will explain why he spends a great
deal of his time at the fences, squeaking in anticipation whenever
a new dog (like that jolly-looking Bull Terrier) comes trotting by.
I suggest that Dan is to be congratulated for accepting defeat
in the name-dropping contest yesterday but he reminds me that
when he worked at Buckingham Palace, many years ago, he knew
the Queen’s real footman. I then suggest that he and I should
collaborate on a new project – I will write the script and he will
hire the personnel and sell the tickets. The project is meant to
replicate all those Jack the Ripper tours of the East End but ours
will have a contemporary twist – a Kilburn High Road murder
tour. Behind this ironic suggestion is the recent news of a second
fatal shooting here, this one targeted, it would appear; the previous
one was a drive-by that killed an innocent bystander. Dan now
announces that he will not be assigning seats at this afternoon’s
lunch – it’ll be a melee as usual. Debbie says, when it is far too
late to be of any use to anyone, that she would be delighted to
organize this year’s Secret Santa.
Monday, December 12:
It’s a cold, raw damp day that greets us as we carry our blue
recycling bag down the stairs at the beginning of a new week in
the park. Surprisingly, there is no one out on the green and I don’t
know how Otto is going to find any amusement but he has spotted
something of interest on the walkway that leads up to the top of
Mt. Bannister. This is Dan, pushing his bicycle and Ellie, bravely
attempting the steep slope on her bum ankle – followed, of course
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by Winnie and Teddy. Heading their way from the other side is
Janet with Daisy-Mae and, since her own owner is again calling
her from one direction while Janet is heading in another, we have
a very puzzled Ellie the Cocker – who doesn’t know which way
to turn. Otto enjoys his reunion with all of these animals and joins
a grand procession that eventually leads to the gate of our doggy
compound at the café.
The café is already opened and in addition to the £2.30 I turn
over in exchange for my cappuccino I also give Lurch a version
of this year’s holiday card. I do the same when Caroline drops by
with Leonard – she then takes the two Schnauzer lads out onto
the green for some spirited play while I open the replenished treat
bag. Bailey, Winnie, Sparkie and Flora are soon making their
usual entreaties. I run out of soft chews but Winnie and Bailey
will have a go at a Shapes biscuit when this is all that’s on offer.
Flora will not and so she is soon disappointed. Otto comes back
from the green and begins his visits to my knee a well. Dan says
that Winnie seems in unusually lively spirits when you factor in
the overnight nasal congestion and breathing problems that kept
him up much of the night.
In addition to those already mentioned we also have Georgie,
Ofra, Wendy and Dmitri with us this morning – Vlad is also sitting
behind us. All of these people were present at the doggy people’s
lunch at the Bridge House pub yesterday – indeed there were 20
of us altogether, plus Davide, who came in at the very end. Among
those present were a number of people we rarely see at our
breakfast table these days – Jo Lynn, for instance, but also Karen,
Jan (owner of the little white Daisy) and, on a brief visit from
New York, our vet friend Danielle. The latter was accompanied by
the charming little Bella (it helps to be classified as an “emotional
support dog”) – Georgie will be looking after this old client for
a few days during this trip. This morning’s conversation, no
surprise, is entirely devoted to a review of yesterday’s festivities
– a gathering that seemed to go off with good will and universal
enjoyment (and much consumption of prosecco) in spite of our
history of feuds and foibles. Ellie recalls that, after much had been
made of the topic by others, I offered as my parting shot, “I now
believe in Christmas miracles – today, for the first time, Ofra has
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cleavage.” That lady, who had been boasting about a new bra,
is delighted with her new “cleveledge,” but I have to warn that
Renata will no doubt accuse Ofra of flashing her tits – as she has
accused Ellie in the past. Dmitri is listening to all of this with his
mouth open. Finally he turns to me and says “I see why you write
about all this – it really is a soap opera.”
Tuesday, December 13:
It is spitting just a bit as Otto and I head for the Rec on a gray
and damp Tuesday morning. I let Otto off the lead as soon as we
reach the green but already I can see a bit of trouble looming.
A chap is preparing a bare patch of soil at one end of the cricket
crease for the addition of some new turves of grass. The dogs
are quite curious and a number have baptized the new turf rolls
and soon the chap is one the phone, calling for backup. Otto has
passed through this scene in order to greet Teddy, Daisy-Mae, Will
and Grace (in their Christmas sweaters) and Ellie (whose ball he
steals) but I can see, from the Randolph roadway, that a chap in a
lime green coat has emerged from headquarters in order to eject
all the dog owners and their pets from the green. From their body
language I can tell that this is not a particularly welcome gesture,
though they comply. The remaining question is: why complete this
brief assignment as this time of day when, an hour later, the green
would be empty anyway?
We are missing a few people at coffee this morning – Georgie is
off on a course today – but our table still makes room for Janet,
Ofra, Ellie, Dmitri, Wendy and Hanna. Ellie is still scattering
fish pellets on the tabletop for Teddy. She says that whenever
husband Robert takes the Cockapoo for a walk Teddy rolls in
something nasty; he stinks now and a bath has been booked. (This
in preparation for his stay at Auntie Georgie’s when Ellie and
her family undertake their holiday in Miami next week.) Bailey
is mesmerized by Teddy’s pellets but he does well enough with
soft treats from my blue bag. Otto does not go hungry either but
he does get an extra play period when Caroline comes by with
Leonard and takes the two out to play on some permissible corner
of the green.
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Ellie is still preoccupied with my unexpected remarks about
Ofra’s cleavage and she blames Donald Trump for legitimizing
the sexist agenda – I hadn’t realized that I had such a reputation
as a bluestocking to this point in time. “It’s not like the topic
hasn’t come up at this breakfast table a dozen times,” I offer in
my defense. Others are interested in the likelihood of Trump
actually accomplishing any of the items on his tweeted list. (It
turns out that Dmitri voted for the Libertarian candidate, the chap
who didn’t know what – or where – Aleppo was.) Dmitri, a pilot,
says that he often sees Saudi airmen heading for the airport much
the worse for wear from drink – even though their flights are
only three hours away. (“Eight hours from bottle to throttle” is
evidently the rule.) With his own worldwide responsibilities he is
an expert in currencies and he has brought with him today some
dollars that Ellie needs for her forthcoming trip. Janet brings forth
a pile of goodies left behind at Sunday’s lunch – including a copy
of our doggy calendar left behind by Ofra.
Wednesday, December 14:
It’s a glorious day for mid-December, sunny and mild – with clear
skies in all directions. Otto is freed so that he can sprint across
the green – soon passing a palisade of orange fencing guarding
the newly installed turf. I am some distance behind him when I
think I see Elvis and Anahita but, to my great surprise, the latter
is suddenly felled from behind my two dogs at wild play. Others
are attempting to raise our friend from the muddy grass by the
time I arrive but it is obvious that Anahita is hurting – both her hip
and her neck bothering her. Chief culprit in this incident is a midsized black and white dog named Jimmy – here with one of the
resident dog walkers. He is admonished as Anahita limps off in the
direction of the Randolph roadway. I follow, soon encountering
Janet and Ellie. I suggest that perhaps Anahita could use a ride
home today and Ellie volunteers immediately – but Anahita,
no doubt worrying about the state of her encrusted blue-jeans,
declines.
In addition to these ladies we have Georgie, Wendy, Hanna,
Dmitri and Ofra with us this morning – Vlad is behind as well
and Melanie comes in to deliver Rufus to Georgie. (There is some
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problem over scheduling here since both Georgie and Janet plan
on some holiday travel, but Wendy is enlisted as a substitute.)
Georgie has brought her own Sparkie with her today; the rascal
jumps from lap to lap, perhaps because his usual space is occupied
by Bella. This little madam, who evidently trembled with delight
when she was delivered to Georgie’s house last night, has soon
made herself at home – and seen off the intrusive welcome of
my Otto. The latter is chiefly preoccupied with Elvis, however.
Anahita holds up her pet so that we can see a white dog on top and
a brown one beneath – he too is mud-covered. Otto hates it when
his toy is safe from attack and tries to climb Anahita’s leg in order
to reclaim his chum. In fact Anahita, looking at bit more herself,
says she will start for home on foot and Otto has to divert himself
with little Hector, here today with Hanna.
That lady is leafing through the lurid pages of the Daily Mail and
sharing the photos she loves with me – who could do without
them. Medicine is one of the chief topics this morning – everyone
has to say whether their cholesterol levels are being managed
correctly. I note that the NHS usually prescribes statins to anyone
who has had a history of high blood pressure; thus I take them
even though I never had a high cholesterol reading. (Georgie says
she keeps forgetting to take hers.) Ellie opens her purse in order to
give Anahita some painkillers. Does she have anything in there for
the pain of a duty visit to Sainsbury’s – which I must undertake
now?
Thursday, December 15:
The morning is a very dark one – no wonder I slept far later than
usual today. I also get distracted with unfamiliar activity in the
hallway – just as Otto and I are about to depart – and the blue
biscuit bag, which I have just replenished, gets left behind on the
table next to the front door. In the park we join the usual crew of
dog walkers and their charges out on the green, with Otto charging
about in search of someone to play with, a deficiency soon
remedied with the arrival of Leonard. On the Randolph roadway
I meet one of my old ASL students, Marty. He says his boys who
are now about the same age as was Marty himself – when I first
knew him in 1982 – have been agitating for a dog of their own.
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Marty, reluctant to agree to this, has told them he knows a man
with a dog (me) and they should see him instead. (When they
were much younger these kids used to love playing ball with my
Fritz.)
Our coffee crew this morning includes Vlad, Janet, Georgie,
Anahita, Ofra, Ellie, Dmitri, Davide and Danielle. The latter,
resuming her role as resident vet, is soon feeling for lumps in
Daisy-Mae’s neck and recoiling in horror at the state of Sparkie’s
teeth. (Sparkie keeps kissing Bella, in the adjacent lap, but she
too has seen those teeth.) Anahita, who accepts a whole packet
of painkillers from Ellie, has brought with her some turkey and
cranberry dog pellets, ones that Elvis won’t eat and this is just
as well since I have forgotten that blue bag – though I do order
two slices of buttered brown toast for the dogs as well. Otto and
Elvis keep up their wrestling match throughout our session, with
the little Maltese eventually getting his turn as top dog. Melanie
comes by to leave Rufus in Georgie’s day care.
Danielle says that she went touring with her mother yesterday
and that the latter got lost at Salisbury Cathedral and a whole
busload of tourists had to wait while she was located. Danielle
and Ben are travelling to India in the new year and, and, with
both Ellie and Melanie about to fly off to Florida in the next few
days, there is naturally some interest in a promised Christmas
strike by BA cabin crew. I ask Davide if this is likely to affect
members of his family, who are coming to London at the end of
the month to celebrate his birthday – but he says they are flying
Alitalia. I report that last night I received an urgent call from
Linda at suppertime. She had locked herself out and wanted to
know if she had left a set of her keys at my house for safekeeping.
She had and, since the car keys were locked up, she and Pepper
had a twenty-minute walk to my place. Pepper had been limping
this week but he seemed to do pretty well, though now he had to
resist the advances of an eager Otto. Linda too was limping on a
bum knee but I loaned her a knee brace for the return journey. Our
return journey this morning is not without incident since Elvis
is in our party and Otto almost pulls my arm out of its socket –
chasing after his pal.
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Friday, December 16:
It is another gray and dour day and morning preparations are
interrupted by more movement in the hallway when moving men
arrive with a huge van and a supply of cartons as someday makes
preparations for a move from my building – interestingly enough
I don’t know who is moving, though I have my suspicions, since
no one has bothered to inform a close neighbor, someone they see
almost every day, of their plans. There seem to be no other dogs
about as Otto and I reach the green but this is soon changed for
good and my dog is seen chasing about and visiting all the other
canines in residence. I wait with Janet as Ellie the Cocker chases
her ball for a while and then, with others members of our society
heading our way, we all head for the café. Otto is in the first wave
of occupiers as the gate to our compound is opened and this frees
me to head for the café door. The signs says “Open” but this is not
true – Lurch is just arriving to open up for real.
Our morning group, with Vlad behind us again, includes Janet,
Georgie, Dan, Davide, Dmitri, Ofra, Ellie and Anahita. The latter
has wrapped Elvis in his red jacket and she again says that doing
so saves a lot of time in mud removal from the white little fellow
at the end of the session. Elvis and Otto are soon having a grand
time, though Otto does preserve some of his energies for Ellie. I
have remembered my blue bag today and I am soon dispensing
treats to all and sundry. Dan notes that even after the other dogs
abandon my knee – when Anahita produces some little pellets
– that Winnie remains loyally behind, refusing to forsake me
for other gods. Davide is also eating a toasted ham and cheese
sandwich and the dogs manage to share in this bounty as well.
Stephen comes by with Will and Grace and over the fence he and
Dan conduct a long colloquy on the subject of amusement park
attractions.
Janet is complaining about her phone, noting that others with
the same model have also lost a lot of stored contents as a
consequence of some unexpected upgrade to the system. Today
there is also a lot of talk about bed linen and I have to remind
the others that when Tony (whom I met again on Saturday night
at Michaela’s) owned a sheet shop on Kensington Park Road I
frequently worked there and knew everything about thread counts
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and tog values – hard to think that Between The Sheets closed
its doors a third of a century ago. Dmitri announces that he will
soon hop a FedEx plane for Memphis, company headquarters,
where his own next assignment as pilot will originate. Dan wants
to know if, since he is piloting freight and not passengers, he is
tempted to do nose dives and loop-the-loops with his 777. “Yes,”
Dmitri responds drily, “all the time.” As we begin our homeward
journey it is necessary to unhook Otto again – since he and Elvis
are still chasing one another all over the place. In front of my
house there is now a second huge van.
Saturday, December 17:
Where the second van was parked yesterday today we have that
of a cleaning crew – meaning another day of noise upstairs. Otto
was definitely spooked by all of this activity – he ate no dinner,
for instance, but he seems chipper enough as we hit the streets
this morning. A thick, penetrating, icy fog blankets the park –
where two courting pigeons are waddling inside our gate, cooing
in guttural accents that also unnerve the dog. You cannot see
from one end of the green to the other but I do let Otto off-lead,
especially because he is being besieged by a number of little dogs,
here to play. Chief among these is a six months-old Schnauzer
puppy named Oscar and he and Otto have a grand time wrestling
– and they both manage to piss on the Wellington boots of another
dog owner, who is amused rather than angered, fortunately.
There seems to be no one about when it is time to head in for
coffee but soon Janet arrives with Sparkie, Daisy-Mae and Rufus
and Dan and Davide arrive with Winnie. Ofra is also present (with
Bailey) and Vlad and Hanna make late additions. Poor Sparkie has
his head encased in a plastic cone today – he has been limping on
a sore paw and Janet has taken this precaution to keep him from
licking the spot while Georgie is off delivering Christmas presents
in Hereford. Otto is seeking someone to play with but he is out of
luck with this collection of canines. He does eat a lot of biscuits –
not surprising since he must be hungry – and in this activity he is
seconded by Winnie and Bailey. Tara is also present this morning,
of course, but these days she makes almost no visits to my knee.
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Much of the morning conversation is devoted to that perennial
topic of envy and concern, the mobile phone. Janet is still having
troubles with her new one, Hanna is hoping for better things now
that the Finns have bought back Nokia, and Ofra wants an iPhone
7 since her current model doesn’t work that well in Israel and
she has trouble contacting her sisters whenever she lands at Ben
Gurion Airport. Davide will next land in Delhi, his last assignment
for a number of days. He is quizzed on the threatened Christmas
strikes by both BA baggage and cabin crews but he says that this
is not his fleet and he is not involved. Anahita has taken a lot of
pictures at last Sunday’s famous lunch and, since we last met,
we have all received these by email; now they are studied on the
aforementioned phones with great interest and Hanna shows me a
lot of photos on her phone as well. Unusually we have been in the
park for over an hour but the fog has not lifted at all and through it
we now make our way home. I am so glad I have left the heat on.
Sunday, December 18:
The fog, which persisted all day yesterday, has at last lifted –
though it remains cold and gray. Otto arrives at our usual gate at
about the same time as young Muffin and, when both are at last
released, they enjoy chasing one another on the margins of the
green. At the junction of the Morshead, Carlton and Randolph
walkways there is quite a sizeable contingent of dog owners
and their animals – perhaps the former enjoy the solid footing
they find here in preference to the marshy mud of the green
itself. Heading toward us in Dan, pushing his bicycle, and after
showering Winnie with kisses, Otto enters our compound. He
won’t have too long to wait for me to return with my coffee since
the proximity of the Christmas holiday has thinned out the crowds
we usually find at the café on the weekends.
Vlad soon arrives with Tara and Janet comes with Rufus, Sparkie
and Daisy-Mae. Bailey is here as well – Ofra having taken her
place on her famous Wimbledon cushion. Two other visitors
help swell the canine population. First Lisa arrives with Flora,
who will be staying with Dan today and, thereafter with the
missing Georgie. (Wendy has been substituting for Georgie in
the Seamus-minding chores.) Caroline also arrives with Leonard
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and then takes the Schnauzer lads out to the green for more play.
Janet reports that Sparkie has been quite sick (all over her house)
though he seems well enough this morning. He spends most of the
session in Vlad’s lap – they are both wearing red today and the
Yorkie seems to be in camouflage as a consequence. Bailey and
Winnie are the first to utilize the biscuit queue, followed by Flora
and a returned Otto. Otto and Rufus make a lot of noise in their
excitement over the appearance of other dogs outside our fence.
Ofra can’t make up her mind whether to get a Christmas tree or
not – she is encouraged by Dan to do so since she will soon be
entertaining Makiko and Alberto, here for a visit starting the 27th.
Perhaps inspired by her cushion she notes that there is a great
difference in atmosphere between Wimbledon and Forest Hills.
At the latter venue she was always afraid that her outbursts would
lead to her exclusion from this formal space. At the U.S. Open
she tells us that when she said, “That was a very good shot,” a
lady competitor paused long enough to say, “Thank you.” Dan
continues the saga of his lengthy preparations (home-made
video, book and balloons) for Davide’s birthday celebrations at a
restaurant near Victoria. When he talks about the musical cues he
is adding to the video Vlad says he has a recording of the Mafia’s
favorite melodies. Dan says that he doesn’t need any more music
but Hanna begs for a copy of Vlad’s record. By this time I am
beginning to shiver and so I welcome Ofra’s pronouncement –
“It’s time to go.” Under any circumstances I need to make some
preparations for an 11:00 visit from some musician-scholars from
Hamburg, here to talk about Ingolf Dahl.
Monday, December 19:
Otto seems to have enjoyed the visit of our new German friends,
calmly accepting their attentions and posing with each in turn for
photographs. Nothing as exciting as this beckons in the park on
a cold, gray morning. On the green there seem to be no familiar
canine faces and we end up on the Randolph roadway, waiting
for Ellie and Hanna to head our way. The café is not open as yet
so I begin a queue outside, soon joined by Hanna and, back from
Hereford, Georgie – with Janet, Wendy and Ofra also present at
our coffee table.
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Much of the morning’s coffee time is devoted to the conclusion
of the Strictly Come Dancing season this last weekend. Ellie
and Georgie seem quite content with victory going sports
commentator Ore Oduba but Ofra feels that actor Danny Mac
deserved the nod. Oduba partisans argue that their candidate had
never had any dance instruction before joining the competition
but I suggest that if this is a criterion for victory then Ed Balls
should have won since he had no dancing background either – and
no talent for dancing for that matter. (Truth to tell, I have been so
uninterested in the surviving candidates, after amusing Ed left the
show, that I haven’t watched it in weeks.) Georgie then introduces
the appalling acting on EastEnders, signaling out the performance
of the actresses who play sisters Roxie and Ronnie. The latter is
played by Samatha Janus (now Womack), whom Ofra knows.
“I told her that in real life she doesn’t sound at all like an East
Ender,” Ofra offers. Georgie also reports that grandson Oliver,
after fondling the package for some time, was allowed to open his
iPhone Touch even before Christmas.
Ofra is most amused when a bored Otto tries to interest Bailey
in some play – especially when her pet jumps up onto a chair in
order to escape such antics. I feel sorry for my pet, who has had
virtually no exercise and cannot find anyone willing to play with
now. The other dogs (Flora, Bailey and Winnie) are interested
only in biscuits and Sparkie, who has been throwing up again,
isn’t even allowed treats this morning. The owners of Bullet and
Rocky take the little corner and Otto, thinking that perhaps his
beloved Elvis has just shrunk, makes repeated efforts to engage
the little fellow – who remains in the lap of his disapproving and
overprotective mommy. Hanna suggests that Otto would never
hurt Rocky but the woman says, “He’s trying to kill him.” This is
my signal to put the lead on my dog’s collar and to make an early
departure from this scene.
Tuesday, December 20:
I don’t know the cause: is it the shock of a biscuit tin crashing
to the floor, is it moving men in the halls as new upstairs tenants
replace the old, was it too much fish and chips last night, was it
Otto’s inattention to his nightly street duties (why pee and poo
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when you have all those duties as supervising concierge)? I don’t
know the cause but the effect is a stream of pee on the hall carpet
as I am making my preparations for another day in the park. The
dog seems to be unaffected in any other way as we cross the green
on a sunny but very chilly morning. After greeting a number of
dogs near the Carlton junction he finds Leonard at the foot of Mt.
Bannister and these two have a good romp for a few minutes.
Hanna is coming around the corner and we follow her in the
direction of the café – where some of our regulars are already in
attendance.
I get in the queue behind Ellie, Ofra and Georgie. Janet is just
arriving with Daisy-Mae and Ellie the Cocker but we are going to
have only a small turnout this morning. I thank Ellie the human
for my Christmas present, a chocolate spirits bottle with my name
engraved in icing on the front. She has brought a special treat for
the dogs as well – a package of sprats from Germany, staring up
at us with their little eyes. These are soon distributed and they
seem to be very popular. Teddy, in Ellie’s lap, is more preoccupied
with the presence of an Alsatian in the forecourt at a number of
moments this morning – barking vociferously in protest. Janet is
able to report that Daisy-Mae had a very good checkup at the vet’s
yesterday; she is now free of mites but she needs to take a special
pill every three months from now on. The news is not so good in
Sparkie’s case; he is still throwing up bile and Georgie has now
booked him an appointment at the vet’s for 1:00 this afternoon.
Ellie, who departs for Miami tomorrow morning, is making
the final arrangements to deliver Teddy to Georgie tonight. I
remember when she first booked this stay over half a year ago,
though now she is already missing her pet, asking Georgie,
“Is it okay if I take Teddy with me and you look after my two
girls?” If Ellie is the model of forward planning then Ofra is at
the opposite extreme, having forgotten that yesterday was her
husband’s birthday. The day was rescued with a late booking at
the new Ivy Café in St. John’s Wood but Ofra says she should
really be vacationing in Thailand. “Didn’t save enough two-pound
coins?” I note. She says that this is exactly what husband Ricky
had said. Meanwhile Hanna is examining her Daily Mail, the one
with headlines about the terrorist attack on a Christmas market
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in Berlin. Our departure today is further darkened by another
act of forgetfulness. Ofra and Ellie have almost reached the end
of the green as they head for Randolph Avenue when it is noted
that Ofra has forgotten her dog! It takes quite a bit of shouting
to turn these ladies around – Bailey is no help since he is deaf
and can’t hear his summons. Just as this moment a late-arriving
Davide comes in with Winnie and Ellie can turn a present over to
him as well. At last we near our gate but I am not in the best of
moods; the moving men are still in the hallway, I have a pile of
pee to clean up and I am still in a spin over yesterday’s shock –
for a card has brought the news that John Daly, one of my oldest
California friends (we go back to the sixth grade), died last month
in Rockville, Maryland.
Wednesday, December 21:
There is a bit of moisture in the air – enough to undo any hairdo,
according to Cathy – and I am wearing my winter coat, with
Otto’s rain jacket in a pocket, as we undertake our morning
session in the park. In the event rain does not begin to fall during
this session – but it remains damp and gray throughout. After we
have reached the green I release the dog, soon observing that he
has a rear end blockage that may require a trip to the bathtub later
today. Otto is wearing a Christmas collar in addition to his other
neckwear and with it he dances over to a posse of pets gathering at
the gate of our doggy compound.
Our morning group features Ofra, Georgie, Janet, Renata, Anahita,
Hanna and Wendy. Georgie has arrived with Teddy, Flora and
Sparkie and Janet has arrived with Ellie the Cocker, Leonard and
Daisy-Mae. Sparkie has been to the vet, of course, and Georgie
says that after an injection and some tablets he seems better today.
Teddy spends the entire session sitting at the park-side fence –
perhaps hoping that mommy will show up to reclaim him after
all. Leonard is soon besieging my knee – but today he comes with
a can of delicious florentines, baked by mommy Caroline, and it
only seems fair that he is rewarded with dog biscuits in exchange.
Both Ofra and I receive our rewards from the park café itself –
with Zen arriving with two canned Panettones for us. (Ofra likes
my can better than her own and we make an exchange.) Having
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been starved of opportunities to throttle his living toy recently,
Otto is soon tossing Elvis about with such vigor that Anahita has
to rescue her pet.
We discuss the progress of a number of strikes that mark the
beginning of another winter of discontent – airport personnel,
postal workers – as well as the Christmas closure of Paddington
Station. (Hanna wants me to check out any holiday closures at the
123 Cleaners, since she knows I am heading here later today with
my sheets.) Our own Christmas schedules are discussed as well –
with Janet heading for Kenilworth on Christmas eve and Makiko,
Matthew and Alberto arriving for a brief visit, not to mention a
number of the members of Davide’s family – coming here to help
him celebrate his fiftieth birthday. Renata is much amused by
her own effrontery and delights in telling us that when she was
at Waitrose yesterday she spotted a man and his little girl with a
trolley full of toilet paper. “You must poop a lot at your house,”
she had said to the little girl. The father began to giggle but now
I want to know from Renata what the little girl replied. “She said,
‘Yes, we use half a roll a day.’”
Thursday, December 22:
A thick fog lies over the park as I look out my front window on
a dark and dank December morning. I am wondering if I will be
able to keep in any reasonable contact with my dog if I let him
off-lead here but, an hour later, all doubts have been resolved – the
fog has lifted, the sun is shining brightly and milder temperatures
prevail. Otto rushes into the park just as Georgie is arriving with
Sparkie, Rufus and Teddy. I unhook my pet at this point – not
wanting all the leads to get tangled together – and he is off on a
hard charge across the green and over to the Randolph roadway.
Here he encounters Janet with Daisy-Mae, Leonard and Ellie.
The latter is being returned to her real mommy and she is quite
confused – not knowing whom to follow.
I admit several dogs to our compound and when I return with my
coffee still others have arrived as well…Winnie with Davide and
Bailey with Ofra. Hanna, dogless, is also here. Otto finds that
jumping with enthusiasm on Bailey’s back must be great sport
– Bailey doesn’t agree. Fortunately Leonard provides a suitable
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play partner and when the dogs are not eating or tussling there is
always some good noise to be sounded whenever other dogs pass
by. Winnie is sitting in Davide’s lap, intent on watching where
every bite of his toasted sandwich is going. Poor Teddy spends the
entire session sitting at the gate and staring across the green – as
though he could just make out mommy in south Florida.
Ofra reports that she has received a text from Ellie – who says
it is warm in Miami, though she hasn’t been to the beach yet.
Hanna is fretting over the latest antics of Katie Price as trumpeted
in today’s tabloid. I am able to tell her that the 123 Cleaners will
close at 5:30 on the 24th and 27th and will not be open at all on
the 25th and 26th. Davide says he has a new nominee in the lamb
shanks league – since he can now recommend the vacuum-packed
boil-in-the-beg version he bought at Iceland. (My Sainsbury
nomination goes in the oven.) There are still florentines left over
from yesterday and the final pieces go to the café staff – since
Janet doesn’t want to take them home again. Someone notes that
the latest nationwide scandal, the abuse of young football boys
by their coaches and trainers – about which we have been hearing
sordid details for a month now – now seems to have disappeared
from the front pages. (These days there seem to be as many black
marks against sport in general as there are plusses.)
Friday, December 23:
There is no fog to worry about this morning, though it remains on
the gray side. No one is about when we reach the green and I can’t
tell what Otto is doing behind the orange fencing at the end of the
cricket crease. (The cold poo I pick up here is not his, it turns out.)
Janet is just descending from the heights of Mt. Bannister with
Daisy-Mae and Ellie and Otto does get a chance to tackle his little
black pal. I can see others heading our way – Dan and Davide
with Winnie and Georgie with Sparkie and Flora.
In addition to these participants we also have Ofra, Wendy,
Hanna and Anahita with us this morning. The latter has brought
her nephew, Aaron, and Elvis of course – though she is careful
to remove the little white dogs’ jumper, the one with the antlers
attached, so that Otto doesn’t make a mess of it. Indeed I can see
that Anahita is growing (overly) concerned about the rough play
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administered by my pet and she often picks Elvis up or makes
sure he is on the outside of the bars while Otto is on the inside. I
think Elvis can take care of himself – Flora certainly can, as she
upends Otto when he gets too rambunctious – but you can tell
that my dog is desperate for some full contact with the Malteser
and frustrated by his lack of opportunity. In other canine news….
Bonaparte comes by and pushes our gate open with his nose –
soon receiving a biscuit from Hanna as his reward. Bailey climbs
into every empty chair in order to see what might be edible on the
tabletop and Aaron has to be warned to guard his croissant. DaisyMae snarls when she is picked up my Janet; this is because I have
just given her a biscuit, which has to be left behind. Janet almost
sits on it but Ellie the Cocker is able to extract it without getting
her own head crushed in the process.
Dan reports that he came in second in a Muppet Christmas jumper
competition. He says he could tell he wouldn’t win top prize when
a Muppet actually appeared on another competitor’s sweater.
(“Yes,” I add, “but at least yours was worn by a Muppet.”) Hanna
has made a raid on Soloman’s and hands out bagels to a number
of us as a kind of Christmas gesture. Anahita also has gifts…I get
a bottle of wine, a number of doggy chews and a box of Shapes
biscuits for Otto. There is a lengthy discussion on where to meet
tomorrow, when the café begins its three-day holiday closure. The
consensus is that we will come to the park first to exercise the
dogs and then slope off to the Lebanese café on Castellain Parade.
Before that, I can now tell Otto, we have a holiday meal at Linda
and Rob’s to look forward to tonight.
Saturday, December 24:
After a lovely meal with Rob, Linda and Linda’s dad, Mark –
an occasion during which Otto enjoyed the attention of some
veteran Schnauzer lovers, we begin our Christmas Eve morning
with a stroll into a rather empty park. The sun is attempting a
breakthrough but it is still quite chilly. Otto has trouble spotting
anyone to play with as we reach the green but fortunately young
Muffin is coming in behind us and these two have a good romp
together. Of course the OES is three or four times the size of my
pet, and she does manage to roll him over on several occasions,
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but this is the kind of rough play he enjoys. At 9:30, when
the café would normally open, I hook the dog and we head
for the Morshead gate – where a large ensemble of regulars is
assembling: Dan and Davide with Winnie, Ofra with Bailey, Janet
with Daisy-Mae, Georgie with Sparkie and Dudley and, coming
up behind us, Vlad with Tara.
Together we begin a slow migration in the direction of the
Italian deli on Lauderdale Parade – where we are soon joined by
Hanna and by Anahita and Nigel with Elvis. I have brought my
biscuit bag and I am soon distributing treats; others have ordered
food and they have tidbits to share as well. Winnie, sitting on
Davide’s lap, is more than usually possessive over every bite of
his sandwich and on a number of occasions she snarls in fury
over some disappointment in this category. Otto eats his share of
biscuits as well but he is chiefly preoccupied by the presence, on
Anahita’s adjacent lap, of little Elvis. I have attached my pet to the
foot of my chair but his repeated efforts to lunge at his next door
pal pull the whole table off its axis.
People think that progress in the dispute between cabin crew and
BA means that Davide is no longer on strike but he again has to
explain that his fleet is not a part of this dispute. He is off now
until the 31st – when he flies to Sao Paulo; Dan too will have the
week off after today – they are waiting, of course for the arrival
of Davide’s family for the famous birthday celebration. Others
are heading out – Janet in a few hours to Kenilworth, Anahita
and Nigel to Birmingham tomorrow. Anahita has brought with
her more Christmas presents for our company; after yesterday’s
bounty (including a fabulous bottle of Chateauneuf wine) she
gives me some UK stamps celebrating the Tate Gallery. There now
follows a discussion of where we might meet for coffee tomorrow.
The deli will be closed and Starbucks may not open until 10:00
but Vlad discovers that the Lebanese café on Castellain Parade
will be open at 9:30. I hope I make it; I have started to sneeze and
by the time we get home my nose is a faucet.
Sunday, December 25:
Otto and I have spent an uncomfortable twenty-four hours but
as preparations are made for our morning visit to the park we
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may hope that all crises are past. In my case, after several nostril
squeezes from a First Defense atomizer the runny nose symptoms
seemed to disappear. In Otto’s case, after a day in which he
disdained all food offerings, bedtime was characterized by a
rumbling stomach as the dog was obviously dealing with a major
tummy upset. Needless to say it was a long time, given Otto’s
proximity on the bed to my own prone position, before I was able
to get to sleep. My only solace came with the memory of a similar
episode, one which simply passed after an hour or so of distress –
with little evidence of any problems the next day.
It’s not surprising that I am late in rising this morning but as
we head out I am happy to report that Otto seems unaffected by
his recent indisposition, full of good spirits and eager to play.
Fortunately we enter the park just as the little brown Dottie is
arriving with her parents and when Dottie grabs a stick and teases
Otto with it the chase is on. These two dogs have a wonderful
time chasing one another and tumbling on the muddy grass of the
green. Dottie is often the aggressor (a girl after his own heart) and
Otto is well-exercised. As the traditional coffee hour arrives we
begin to make our way toward the exit (with a very satisfactory
poo deposited on the way) and head off toward the Lebanese café
(The Petit Café, to give it its proper designation) on Castellain
Parade. Vlad is already seated here with Tara and Georgie arrives
with Sparkie and Ellie the Cocker. I hand Otto’s lead to Vlad so
I can go inside and order my cappuccino. Soon Dan arrives with
Winnie and Davide’s parents (Davide is at home, cooking lunch)
and Ofra arrives with Bailey. Otto is soon munching away on his
biscuits and I have opened one of the treat bags passed on to me
by Anahita – this one containing boar-flavored little pouches.
Dan translates for Davide’s parents and also makes a call to Janet
in Kenilworth – so that we can all wish our friend a happy holiday.
(It is sunny, with bright blue skies in Warwickshire; here it is still
gray but temperatures are on the mild side.) Dan explains that it
took over an hour for the baggage of the visitors to arrive – but
this evidently had nothing to do with the contents, which included
two octopi, a suckling pig, a giant cannelloni, not to mention
cheese and other sweets. There is some discussion about where to
meet tomorrow; this place would be fine but the parents might be
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able to talk to the staff at the Italian deli around the corner. Otto is
quite confused when we head for home and thinks he should still
be following all the other dogs – who are heading in a variety of
directions. Ofra calls for me to wait so that she can fetch from her
car some Hanukah chocolates.
Monday, December 26:
The day begins with a minor disappointment as I discover at the
bottom of our front steps – the civic recyclers have celebrated
Boxing Day by coming much earlier than usual and I need to
retreat with my blue bag. Otto accepts this unique variation in
our usual pattern with aplomb – racing back upstairs so that I
can return the bag to its home base in a front closet. In fact I
think the dog does very well in following my lead this morning
because there is no one about in the empty park and, as before in
such situations, I decide to take him on a walk. We pass behind
the tennis courts (where the burned out bench has yet to be
replaced) and into the parking lot – Otto doing a really good job
of following my directions. Only when we return to the Carlton
roadway do I place him back on lead so we can head for our usual
exit. Just as we reach our gate I can hear my name being sounded
behind me. This is Ofra, with Bailey on lead, heading for coffee
on Castellain Parade – as are we.
Vlad and Georgie are already seated in front of the Petit Café and
a few minutes later Dan and Davide arrive with the latter’s parents
in tow. I have hooked Otto’s lead to one of the legs of my chair
and he does a pretty good job of accepting this restraint – this
would not work if Elvis were present. I open my biscuit bag and
distribute treats – with Bailey, Winnie and Flora accepting more
of the boar-flavored chewy treats. Flora has come with Georgie, of
course, but our Scottish friend is suffering from a bad cold (which
she treats with the unusual breakfast order of quiche and salad). At
home, she tells us, she has Ellie, Rufus, Dudley and Seamus; only
the latter fails to claim a place on her bed with Sparkie.
Although he looks well enough Davide’s dad is suffering from
dementia and Ofra is particularly interested in this process since
her mother was also a sufferer. Davide says his father doesn’t
really know where he is but Dan thinks he will see if the chap can
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make any progress with a jigsaw puzzle. Davide’s dad does seem
to enjoy music and Vlad hands him his phone – which has the
greatest hits of Mario Lanza on it. Davide also has a sister in town
– but she has reported early to Primark on Oxford Street. The
lads are considering where to take the parents this morning – with
Westfield a possibility. I have been fighting cold symptoms myself
so I am just as happy that I don’t have to go anywhere today. As
we get up to head for home someone mentions that we have had
yet another death in the world of popular entertainment – with the
untimely passing of Wham’s George Michael.
Tuesday, December 27:
The sun is shining brightly but I can tell from the frost on all
the surfaces that it also very cold. I don my heavy winter coat,
as a consequence, and Otto and I hit the streets in order to begin
our morning in the park. Once again there is no one on the iceencrusted green so we crunch across this surface and begin
another walk. As we walk behind the tennis courts Otto decides
that something needs investigating on the summit of Mt. Bannister
and so I have to follow him up the steep little path that leads to
this site. Here, indeed, there is a multitasking woman (phone
conversation, cigarette and dog sling in play) and Otto chases her
little dog as he chases his ball. Then we descend to the Carlton
roadway where, I notice for the first time, they have added
additional fencing leading up to the cricket nets.
Otto dashes through the empty café forecourt but when Hanna
arrives we enter our compound. The blue umbrella has not been
raised this morning and the sun, which provides no warmth, is
bathing our tabletops in brightness. Georgie follows us into the
café, reopened for a few days between the holidays, and it is easy
to see that her cold is no better. It doesn’t help that she has to
walk seven dogs these days, though this morning she has brought
only Dudley, Sparkie and Flora. Vlad is here with Tara as well.
After we have been seated for ten minutes or so we have a real
blast from the past as Ofra arrives with houseguests Makiko and
Alberto. Alberto is asked to repeat all of our names – he manages
“ni” for me. Makiko has to answer many questions about life
in Abu Dhabi but she reads these monthly accounts and so she
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has been able to keep up with our activities. I have brought my
camera so that I can memorialize this reunion.
Dan now arrives with Winnie – who tries to rake the paper plate
containing Alberto’s croissant off the table as Bailey waits his
turn to do the same thing. Dan reports that he and Davide have
had a major row – under the additional pressures of family
visitors and birthday prep – and it is a bit of surprise when, after
fifteen minutes Davide shows up with his dad. By this time I am
thoroughly chilled and so I decide to make an early departure –
after inviting Makiko to make a visit to the flat tomorrow, when
she will also be able to greet Cathy.
Wednesday, December 28:
Frost continues to cling to all the outdoor surfaces as we begin
another sunny but frigid day in Paddington Rec. At the Morshead
gate we meet Dan, Davide and Winnie and I am able to pass on
to Davide the first of the day’s two birthday cards. The recipient
of the second is Janet, heading our way with Daisy-Mae and Ellie
the Cocker. Georgie is coming in behind us, still snuffling (as am
I); today she has brought only Sparkie and Flora. The drinks are
on the birthday girl this morning and she will have quite a few
beneficiaries since also present are Ofra, Makiko, Alberto, Vlad,
Jo Lynn, Debbie and Hanna.
My hands are plunged into my pockets, emerging only when it is
time to pluck treats from the biscuit bag. I have another kind of
soft chew this morning (the wild boar ones having been consumed
with delight). Flora, Winnie and Bailey are on the soft-chew list
with Otto, Tilly and Ellie able to chew on the harder Shapes.
(Sparkie is wearing a plastic cone because of his sore paw and he
never joins the biscuit queue this morning.) Alberto is standing
in a chair eating a toasted ham and cheese sandwich and there is
some concern that first Bailey and then Otto might be willing to
help him complete this task.
Davide announces that his father has fallen out of bed and cut his
leg – poor Davide has to endure a catalogue of advice on what
to do with such a medical emergency and what long-term care
may be required here. Hanna has the Daily Mail with her, the one
bearing the unhappy news that, in Los Angeles, Carrie Fisher has
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joined the list of celebrities who have not survived 2016. When
we get up to make our departure today I am able to take Makiko
and Alberto with me (while Ofra brings the car around) since she
wants another copy of And Your Little Dog, Too! (the one with
Emilio on the cover) and I want to surprise Cathy with this visit –
since Cathy in times past looked after Makiko’s flat and Alberto.
This is a short but splendid visit with Alberto, Otto and Cathy
playing ball in the hallway and Makiko presenting me with an
Xmas bauble embossed with a camel.
Thursday, December 29:
I have never seen my outdoor thermometer at so frigid a mark
– 5 below – or 23 for our Fahrenheit readers. Frost mottles all
surfaces and I need to encase myself in as many layers as possible,
beginning with long underwear. Otto too dons his coat as we enter
the refrigerator that is Paddington Rec. It is sunny, at least, but it is
hard to detect any degree of warmth accompanying the brightness.
Otto crosses the frozen green gingerly but as we approach the
Randolph roadway he can hear his name being called from on
high. The source of this summons is Janet, just coming down from
the heights of Mt. Bannister with Daisy-Mae and Ellie the Cocker.
Otto has soon stolen the latter’s blue ball and the two are off on
a period of chase that ends when I can admit both of them to our
compound at the café.
Georgie soon arrives with Sparkie, Dudley and Rufus, Ofra is here
with Bailey, Makiko and Alberto, Dan and Davide are heading
our way with Winnie, and Vlad and Hanna have also braved it
out this morning. Georgie has to slide a sheet of ice off the top of
the dog’s water bowl before our animals can have a drink. There
is no impediment to their eating, however, and I am soon risking
frostbite as I pluck my hands from their protective pockets in
order to distribute treats. Ellie, Winnie, Bailey and Otto are my
chief customers this morning and even Binky comes by for a brief
treat. Sparkie is not wearing his plastic collar this morning but
his sore paw is bloodied. This means that he and Georgie are both
ailing – with Georgie complaining of being stuffed up, particularly
when she turns the heat on in her flat. (Of course I have left mine
on at home.)
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Dan has brought with him some of yesterday’s leftover birthday
cake and I end up with a huge slab. He has also brought with
him all the electronic devices needed to play the video which he
had made for the birthday boy and both Vlad and I get private
showings on the tabletop. The video is some fifteen minutes long
and features lots of scanned photos and captions in both English
and Italian, plus music cues. At one time Dan had talked about
getting quotes from each of us as well so I suggest that I can now
add what I would have said, had he utilized this feature. “Davide,”
I begin, “our BA steward. And what a difficult job that must be.
Every day he must deal with demands for special treatment,
selfishness in all its manifestations, tantrums, impossible behavior
– and that’s just living with Dan…” Soon thereafter we begin
our homeward journeys. The first thing I do when I get inside
is sneeze. Little wonder that when Makiko calls a few minutes
later, asking me if I want to have lunch at Ofra’s house, I have to
decline.
Friday, December 30:
Life has not gotten any easier since the last entry in this journal.
Shortly after getting out of the shower yesterday afternoon, for
instance, my back went out and it was in a bent-over shuffle that I
made my way at 7:00 down the pavements in the direction of Le
Cochonnet, where I had agreed to have dinner with Makiko and
Debbie. The shuffle soon seemed speedy indeed for as I crossed
Elgin Avenue I realized that all the pavements on the south side
of this thoroughfare were coated in black ice. I actually found
it easier to walk on the tarmac, inching my way ever so slowly
around a couple of bends and into the confines of the noisy eatery.
Alberto was here as well, though in the care of his former nanny
Sara – he slept throughout the meal, which was, indeed, a pleasant
reunion. Then it was home for some heating pad and when I
took Otto out for his late night walk there were several needed
adjustments – my heavy winter coat had replaced my leather
jacket, my hiking boots had replaced my trainers, and I was
employing my walking stick.
All of these strategies are in play this morning as we make our
way into the park on a day of freezing fog. It may be five degrees
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warmer on the thermometer but this penetrating damp hardly
offers more comfort. I am afraid to let the dog run free – since
I would soon lose sight of the fellow and so we make our way
across the green gingerly – the stick helping me bend over to
retrieve the dog’s poo – and head straight for the confines of
our compound at the café. There is no one else about and I am
wondering if we shouldn’t just head for home when Bonaparte,
in Hanna’s care this morning, begs admittance. By the time I
have returned with my coffee there seems to be no end to the
flood of brave dog people, here to share the breakfast hour with
one another. Georgie is here with Rufus and Flora, Janet with
Daisy-Mae and Ellie the Cocker, Ofra arrives with her Wimbledon
cushion and Bailey, and then we have Wendy, Makiko, Matthew,
Alberto, Sara, Dan, Davide (with Winnie), and even David the
Dogsitter. As if this mob weren’t enough two young girls and
their granddad come in to take the corner table with a senior
greyhound, Widget, in tow. I manage to keep my gloves on as I
dole out biscuits today. I have lots of customers and even DaisyMae, on Janet’s lap, has spotted some soft twisty treats that she
likes the look of – and she barks at me repeatedly so that I will
keep her well-supplied.
When I am not dispensing treats little Alberto takes over. Matthew
and Makiko have brought with them a box of lovely cookies from
the Emirates and Alberto is soon handing them out to the dogs.
Dan fills up the empty spaces with real dog biscuits from my blue
bag but Alberto continues to offer cookies in preference – the
dogs don’t seem to mind. We remind ourselves that tomorrow
we will be seeking alternative beverages since the park café
closes for another three-day period. I have time to quiz Matthew
on life in the medical world of Abu Dhabi – he says that his
expectations have been more than met and that staff and patients
are very welcoming. But I am getting cold and, following the
lead of Georgie and Janet, I decide to make a move for it. As I
peck my way down the Morshead roadway, moving a bit more
easily, I realize that no one has said a word about the death,
announced yesterday, of Debbie Reynolds – only a day after that
of her daughter, Carrie Fisher. Ah, how well I remember that
ancient moment when Joe Myrow, father of my college roommate
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Fred Myrow and composer of the famous “You Make Me Feel
So Young” solemnly assured us, “Eddie Fisher is not going to
abandon Debbie for Elizabeth Taylor.”
Saturday, December 31:
It is a bit clearer, though still gray, and several degrees warmer
this morning as Otto and I make our way into the park. I am still
using my cane, though the back does loosen up with walking, and
if only Otto wouldn’t pull so in his eagerness to see what might
be going down out on the green. I am happy to unhook him and,
after a brief sniff into the bushes outside the kiddy playground,
he answers a summons from Janet, just arriving with Daisy-Mae
and Ellie the Cocker. Ellie turns her ball over to Otto and the two
have a bit of chasing but this isn’t much in the way of exercise
before it’s time to head for one of the coffee emporia on the
opposite side of Elgin Avenue. Jo Lynn is exercising in the lobby
of the clubhouse but she pauses to say she is re-reading one of my
books. “Which one?” “I don’t remember but Ronnie and Susie
were still here and your Swedish cousins just left.” Janet receives
a call on her mobile phone indicating that the coffee choice for the
day will be La Piccola Deli on the Lauderdale Parade.
After several attempts to slow my dog down – he does pull so – I
am able to anchor his lead to a leg of my chair as the numbers
gradually swell. Today we have Dan, Davide, Georgie, Janet,
Ofra, Wendy, Hanna, Matthew, Makiko, Sara and Alberto. Hanna
complains that Bonaparte keeps scratching his own face – even
though she has tired to deflect this nervous gesture by applying
coconut oil to his skin and dressing him for bed in one of her own
t-shirts. Flora, one of Georgie’s charges, manages to throw up
at Dan’s feet while Winnie, sitting in Davide’s lap, bursts into a
snarling rage when it is clear that daddy has finished his sandwich.
Indeed, given the unique menus of the Italian deli a number of
those present experiment with exotic foodstuffs this morning.
New Year’s Eve plans are discussed – with a number of the dog
owners, like myself, disdaining any external celebrations since
we have to be ready to comfort our animals should distress over
fireworks ensue. It doesn’t seem that anyone will be putting 2016
behind them with any regret – what with Brexit, Trump, Syria and
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all those celebrity deaths, it is no wonder that on The Last Leg
the contest to see whom viewers would choose as “Dick of the
Year” – with Trump, Nigel Farage and David Cameron among
the other contestants – the Year 2016 itself was the winner. After
exchanging New Year congratulations with one another we now
scatter. Otto, following Dan, Davide and Winnie to their car,
would clearly like to get in as well but we have to get home. Here,
feeling fully the lack of morning exercise, he races up and down
the hall with a toy in his mouth.
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Otto in full flight.
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Sunday, January 1:
Well, we seem to have survived the New Year’s Eve bombardment
tolerably well. Of course fireworks were launched as soon as
darkness fell but, fortunately, none sounded nearby as Otto and I
undertook our late night walk at about 10:20. The real fusillade
began at midnight and though the dog was obviously discomfited,
he remained by my side on the sofa in the TV room – where
I watched the fantastic Thames-side display at midnight. Otto
never saw the need to seek refuge elsewhere nor was there any
trembling or any other signs of distress. At about 12:45 we went to
bed and the noise soon came to an end.
I can tell there must have been some overnight rain for there are
puddles in the street and on the walkways of the park as we enter
a ghostlike Rec at our usual hour this morning. I have to urge
Otto to slow down on a number of occasions, since his pulling
bothers my back, but I am able to let him cross the green on his
own. On his own is an understatement for there is not another dog
anywhere on this vast expanse. Otto does a good job of returning
to my side when I whistle and, crossing through an empty café
forecourt, we attempt a lonely back passage walkround. This
gives Otto the rare opportunity of penetrating the forbidden
environmental area – which he baptizes with his second poo.
I put him back on lead and we begin an exit march – under gray
skies in mild enough temperatures. It is my intention to see if
any of the coffee emporia are open and so we head back down
the Morshead roadway. I can see Georgie heading my way
with Sparkie but she tells me nothing is open on Lauderdale or
Castellain Parades. She knows that Dan is in the park and he may
suggest a visit to Starbucks on Randolph Avenue but I have had it
now and I want to head for home. Soon I learn that I will not have
a day without any dog people for Linda calls and announces a
visit for later in the afternoon.
Monday, January 2:
Well, we did have a most enjoyable visit from Linda and her
Pepper last night. Otto delights in the company of his senior uncle
– who patiently puts up with the youngster’s attempts to engage
in play with some defensive face fighting amid lots of snuggling.
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Today it is bright and sunny but very chilly as we make our way
out to the street. I notice that I have again been outsmarted by the
recycling team; remembering that they came very early on the last
Monday bank holiday I have deposited this week’s contribution
on the pavement during last night’s walk but no one has been
by to pick this up so far. Coming up behind us on the Morshead
roadway is Dottie, whose owner encourages her to get in some
spirited play with Otto – who obligingly brandishes a stick as a
kind of come-on. Out on the green I need to discourage my dog
from pissing on a pile of coats carelessly left in by some footie
lads.
Dottie’s owner asks me if the café is open today and no sooner
have I suggested that they will be reopening tomorrow when I
notice Zen in the forecourt wiping down the tables. Inquiries
produce a surprise – they will be opening in a few minutes after
all. I need to spread the word but when Georgie comes by with
Sparkie she says that she has already phoned some of the others.
In fact there is only a small turnout – just Georgie, Janet, Ofra and
Hanna. Ofra says that not only did the group meet at Starbucks
yesterday but they were even allowed inside – I’m sorry I missed
that. I have brought my blue bag with me this morning and I am
soon offering treats to Otto, Bailey and Sparkie. The latter, in
his red coat, spends the entire session shivering in Janet’s lap.
Ofra says that when it is time to go to the park they always say to
Bailey, “Come on gorgee, let’s see Georgie.” I love this, though I
can’t figure out if “gorgee” is short for gorger or gorgeous. (The
chief irony in this tale is, of course, the fact that Bailey is deaf.)
TV fare comes under some discussion. Janet and Georgie are
delighted that the annoying pair of Ronnie and Roxie have
drowned in a hotel swimming pool on EastEnders. I missed this
development because of Linda’s visit but I did see Mary return
to Coronation Street after the famous taxi ride that usually spells
the end of an acting career on this soap. I also watched a lovely
documentary on the flora and fauna of southern Thailand; Ofra
says she wants her Ricky to accompany her on a holiday here
since he needs a rest. She also reports that she and Ellie had a
farewell drink with Makiko yesterday. Ellie, of course, is back
from her holiday in Miami, evidently scandalized by the high
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prices encountered in the States. Zen now appears to tell us that
the coffees are on the house today – since no one has yet arrived
with the till – and Georgie is told that she can pay for her egg on
toast tomorrow. I follow that lady down the Morshead roadway at
departure time, ruing my pet’s decision to take to the muddy grass
in order to complete a second poo before we reach the exit. (The
carpets at home have little piles of park mud wherever I have been
sitting.) As we near our steps I note that they have still not picked
up the recycling.
Tuesday, January 3:
The layer of frost clinging to all those outdoor surfaces convinces
me that today is another long underwear day. It is sunny
enough, though this doesn’t seem to have any effect of the frigid
atmosphere that greets us as we hit the streets. Just ahead of us
is Georgie, having just retrieved Seamus, and Otto is so eager to
catch up with this pair that I have to unhook him as soon as we
have penetrated the park. As we near the green I can see that Ellie
is waiting to greet us and we walk together in the direction of the
café. To my surprise her Teddy even condescends to chase Otto a
bit – usually he is a stranger to outdoor play. Indeed the Cockapoo
continues to make his presence known as we enter the café –
engaging in a bark-off with a tethered chocolate Lab nearby.
Our group this morning includes Georgie and Ellie, of course,
but also Dan, Wendy, Janet and Hanna. Janet has brought both
Daisy-Mae and Ellie the Cocker and the latter does provide
some opportunities for chasing and tackling for Otto. Winnie is
evidently a bit on the poorly side; she arrives in her carryall and
has an appointment at the vet’s – after blood was detected in her
urine. This is a particularly worrying development since the lads
are off to Mexico on Friday – though Georgie says she would
have taken the Pug to the vet if this had happened on her watch.
Daisy-Mae is undergoing a grooming on Janet’s lap and, curled up
in a tight ball, it is hard to detect which is the front of the dog and
which the rear.
Ofra has brought with her some newly baked “bread and pudding
butter” – for which read bread and butter pudding – and pieces
are doled out, to everyone’s satisfaction, in our coffee saucers.
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She is sent inside to see if they will warm this confection up in
their microwave – Dan also suggests she ask for some vanilla ice
cream as a topping – and in all this confusion she forgets Bailey,
who is left outside our compound. Yesterday, in response to
Janet’s request, Ofra advanced this week’s lottery money on my
behalf and so, unusually, I now give her my £5 note – usually she
is giving me notes in exchange for the £2 coins I have collected.
Ellie now gives a summary of holiday highlights; already she
is missing the warm suns of southern Florida. As Janet makes
her departure she calls for the Cocker to follow her and Ellie the
human says, “I always think she is calling me.” I mention that this
is a problem for my journal – since I often have to qualify which
Ellie I am talking about. Ellie the human then says, “Just as long
as you don’t say ‘Ellie the young bitch.’” “Yes,” I reply – “that
would really cause confusion.”
Wednesday, January 4:
To add to the above confusion, we now have a second dog named
Ellie – a mid-sized brown and white dog who is just entering
with a dog walker as Otto and I arrive at our gate. I have left
my long underwear at home but it is still chilly and gray – with
rain predicted for later in the day. Just in front of us we meet the
human Ellie, with Teddy, and Stephen with Will and Grace and I
decide we will follow this party on a circuit of the green. Stephen
is explaining to Ellie that he now has a video cam at home and
that he can use it, via a phone app, to check up on his pets. (I want
to say that this may be another example of too much information,
but could I use such a hookup to tell Otto to leave the post alone?)
Heading toward us is Janet – with Daisy-Mae, Leonard and Ellie
the Cocker. She reverses directions to join us as a tribe of seven
dogs happily marches toward the café.
Otto finds a little black dog who needs to be attacked so he is a
bit late in reporting to our compound. Here Bailey and Teddy
must wait out the return of their mommies for Ofra is also here,
plus Davide and Hanna. Davide reports that Winnie is now on
antibiotics but she seems to be fine – her snarling outbursts
when some other dog gets her share of daddy’s toasted cheese
sandwich would seem to bear this out. The last of the soft chews
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in my blue bag go to Bailey – it’s just as well that I am heading
for Sainsbury’s later today. Otto enjoys some spirited play with
Leonard – who has just had a grooming and who now wears a red
coat against the cold.
Ofra is quite envious of Ellie’s Miami tan and Ellie is quite
envious of Dan and Davide’s Friday flight to Mexico. She says
that at her father-in-law’s home there has been a crisis – while the
carer was taking a shower Robert’s father made himself a cup of
tea, placing the electric kettle on top of the flame – and melting
a great deal of plastic in the process. Hanna says that she has
watched a documentary on Belgium and that there are no obese
people there – because they don’t pasteurize dairy products. I
don’t know how to begin to pick this story apart, mentioning
only Belgium’s reputation for chocolate and frites. As we are
heading for home there is a frustrating moment for poor Otto – as
Anahita is just arriving with Elvis, whom we have not seen in a
week or so. She knows my birthday is only two days away and
passes on to me an early present – a wonderful green alpaca scarf
from Harrods. Unfortunately there isn’t any time for play with
Elvis at this moment so it is a very sulky dog who completes the
homeward journey.
Thursday, January 5:
Temperatures have plummeted overnight – I should know because
the dog was so chilly at bedtime that he attached himself to me
like a limpet and eventually I had to cover him in the bedspread.
Frost clings to many surfaces in the park this morning but there
is also a bright sun that, because of its low angle, makes it hard
to see anything if you are facing the wrong way. Otto crosses the
green and by the time he reaches the Randolph roadway he is
sideswiped by Poppy – who would like to be chased. Much of this
sport takes place in the thick foliage at the east end of the green
as Poppy delights in hiding from his pal, then breaking cover so
the pursuit can begin again. Caroline is coming down the hill with
Leonard and he and Otto also get in some good chasing as well
before it is time to report to our compound at the café.
A medium cappuccino has undergone a price-rise, from £2.30 to
£2.50 – great, a price rise just before I have to buy everyone’s
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coffee tomorrow (my birthday) and Monday (Otto’s)! There is
only a small turnout this morning – just Janet, Georgie, Davide
and Hanna – though we are joined eventually by Hector’s
mommy, Paula. Winnie seems to have made a complete recovery
from her recent indisposition but Davide continues to feed her
antibiotics hidden in Parmesan cheese. This leads us to speculate
on what cheese would you choose for such a purpose if it had to
reflect your own place of origin. (I suggest that as a Californian
I would choose Monterey Jack.) I have my hands full doling out
treats without cheese, with Winnie and Otto getting plenty of
goodies – my having re-stocked at Sainsbury’s yesterday. Hector
spends most of the session in Hanna’s lap and he too gets a few
biscuits before being returned to earth so that Otto can mug him.
We hear about Hector’s holiday trip to Scotland and compare
notes on recent TV fare. From the green we can hear a brief
dogfight – but by the time people have got up to see which of the
local dogs is involved the combatants have been separated. That
leaves the overriding noise of tree trimmers in the Grantully dog
compound – perhaps at work already on the project that will add
this section of parkland to the bluebell wood. Some of the others
have already left when Ofra makes a very late appearance. Usually
I kid such latecomers by asking them to produce a doctor’s note to
cover their dereliction but Ofra outsmarts me this morning – she is
late because she has been to the doctor.
Friday, January 6:
Skies are brightening as Otto and I make our preparations for a
morning in Paddington Rec. It is quite cold outside so I am welllayered as we march up the Morshead roadway. Otto is released
when we reach the green and almost immediately he finds his pal
Poppy and, as soon as he does so, Poppy attempts to lead Otto into
mischief. The objective is the embargoed kiddy’s playground and
my heart sinks – because I want Otto to be close at hand today –
but fortunately someone has closed the gate to this space and the
dogs are off in another direction. I soon re-hook Otto anyway for I
need to make an early visit to the café – where I remind Lurch that
the coffees or are me today, my birthday.
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Cards and presents are beginning to pile up in front of my usual
chair at our outdoor table – which has soon welcomed Janet,
Georgie, Dan, Davide, Ofra, Ellie and Hanna. Hanna has brought
me a unique gift – a jigsaw puzzle version of the famous 1974
photo in which she is picture sprawled across the hood of an
experimental British Leyland car. (I can see that there are many
tiny black and white pieces so putting it together will be a useful
challenge.) Ofra and Ellie have put together a wonderful hamper
of comestibles from Raoul’s Deli including a tin of foie gras, a
jar of marinated sardines, a package of artichoke heart tortelloni,
a selection of sliced Spanish tapas sausages, a packet of thinly
sliced bresaola, and a package of madeleines. After such bounty it
seems a bit churlish that I am able to offer only biscuits and other
dog treats to an assemblage dominated by the hungry mouths of
Winnie, Bailey, Ellie the Cocker, Seamus and Otto.
Dan and Davide have brought with them their bags and I assume
that this is because they will soon depart for the Heathrow Express
on the first leg of their journey to Mexico but it turns out that all
of this is just the luggage belonging to Winnie – who will now be
handed over to her Auntie Georgie for a ten-day stay. I tell Janet
that Naomi and I are in the last stages of proofing the chapters
for Volume IX in the “Dog People of Paddington Rec” cycle and
that I will soon be calling on her for assistance in finding relevant
photos and a cover design. Now it’s time for me to settle my bill at
the coffee counter and to head for home – where I will be making
final preparations for a birthday lunch with Linda at the Ivy Café
on St. John’s Wood High Street.
Saturday, January 7:
Well, we continue in a birthday mood – even following a lovely
lunch at the Ivy yesterday and a FaceTime call from Philadelphia.
Linda had brought a new squeaky toy for Otto and a new chew
toy was among the gifts in a package from Naomi and Adrian
that arrived a few days ago. (There was no post for me yesterday
so I was unable to test the adequacy of the box hung on the back
of the door to catch any envelopes before they fell into the teeth
of an abandoned Schnauzer.) This morning we have a gray and
damp day for our sojourn in the park but to make up for this dour
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atmosphere Otto gets a glorious cuddle from Karen, walking on
the pavement of Morshead Road with Dudley and he also gets to
touch noses with those ancient park veterans, Lucky the Corgi and
Jack the Jack Russell. (Ellen who used to walk these dogs, writes
to me that she now has her own Jack Russell in Devon.) Otto
believes in living dangerously because his first act on reaching
the green is to steal a ball belonging to a Staffie. Fortunately he
drops this object at the feet of the Staffie’s owner and we continue
on to the Randolph roadway unscathed. I am waiting for the first
poo and my dog is just selecting the right spot when something
happens to divert him from his task. This is Janet, who has just
shouted out a greeting to today’s birthday boy, Elvis. “Elvis” has
a magnetic attraction for Otto and he has soon rejoined his muchmissed pal for some preliminary skirmishing.
The coffees are on Nigel and Anahita this morning but Anahita has
made Elvis’s birthday into an occasion for gift-giving in general.
She has brought a number of tins – in the shape of miniature
suitcases – and inserted a variety of dog treats inside each. Now
she takes out a sheet of sticky-backed letters and carefully pastes
the names of all our dogs on the suitcases. I get one for Otto in
this format and a much larger one, the size of a small lunch box,
in honor of my pet’s birthday on Monday. (He and I both get cards
as well.) None of the dog treats is opened today but I have plenty
of goodies in my blue bag. In the medical department Sparkie is
wearing a bandage on his sore paw; his good paw is used to hold
his tiny suitcase as Anahita takes pictures. Daisy-Mae has a sore
eye and her only contribution to events this morning is a vicious
fight with Flora. Otto tries to get in as much mock fighting with
Elvis as possible but the little fellow, celebrating his first birthday,
is able to squeeze through the bars and circle our compound –
giving Otto lots of exercise in chasing his pal from inside our
enclosure.
I thank Ofra for my care package yesterday and tell her that there
are some items I don’t even know how to eat. She recommends
melon with the bresaola and goes on to tell us that last night
she made a special sauce, in an effort to parallel her experiences
at the entrecôte restaurant, with whisky. Anahita asks where
Ellie is today and we have to tell her that on the weekends it is
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Robert’s job to look after Teddy. Evidently Ellie can’t believe
that Ofra never gets a day off in the Bailey-watching category
and it is obvious that such remarks are putting Ellie into the “bad
influence” category; indeed you can tell that Ricky is a bit jealous
of all the time his wife is spending with her new best friend.
Anahita, having picked up the phrase from an earlier volume of
“The Dog People of Paddington Rec” refers to Hanna (who is
discussing the death of George Michael with Nigel) as “queen
of the park.” Hanna says she objects to this label – “I’m not the
queen of the park, I’m the park bitch.”
Sunday, January 8:
I am a bit surprised to discover that there is a very light rain
falling just as Otto and I hit the streets on a mild Sunday morning.
The dog does not really need his coat, the moisture is so fine, but
he could use some canine companionship – the green is an empty,
open space when we at last arrive. As we near the Randolph
roadway, however, Otto can hear his name from a source on high.
This is Janet, calling as she descends from the heights of Mt.
Bannister with Daisy-Mae and Leonard. The latter soon spots
his pal and he and Otto face one another as crouching statues,
unwilling to move first. I don’t know who blinks first but soon the
two Schnauzer lads are happily chasing one another out on the
green. In this fashion we approach our compound at the café and
all parties are quickly admitted.
Georgie is ahead of me in the coffee queue and Zen is trying to
wind her up by saying there will be no poached egg tomorrow
since the chickens are on strike. (“In that case,” I add, “she’ll just
have chicken.”) Ofra and Hanna are the only additional tablemates
not already mentioned – quite a small turnout. I have emptied the
contents of Otto’s smaller tin suitcase into my blue bag and this
means that we are well-supplied with tiny liver treats. (I wish
Flora would learn the difference between finger food and fingers
as food.) Bailey has had a new haircut and is wrapped in his
plastic coat. He and all the others have soon saturated my trousers
with their wet paws. Not surprisingly we also have a lot of barking
this morning – with Flora, Otto and Leonard charging the fence
when there are alien canines on the other side.
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Janet reports that a visit to the vet has revealed that Daisy-Mae
has a scratch on one of her eyeballs and this is being treated with
drops. No one knows how she received this injury – though we
do remember yesterday’s scrap with Flora. Much of the morning
conversation is devoted to home heating – each of us has to record
the temperature at which our system is set, though Ofra proudly
reports that yesterday she was actually able to open a window. A
second topic of conversation is the inefficiency of the suppliers of
electronic equipment – perhaps sparked off by Georgie’s purchase
on a new fridge-freezer at Argos. Each of us is now able to report
on the failure of some supplier to pick up a faulty or damaged
hob/TV set/CD player – even though a new version of the item
has been delivered. Janet is reminded by this conversation of a
complaint lodged with Amazon by her sister – who had ordered
a flashing dog collar for the late Bess, only to discover that the
wearing of this item had led to major hair loss on the animal’s
neck. Shirley complained to Amazon – who not only refunded her
money but withdrew the item from their catalogue. Then, a few
days later, it was discovered that there had been no hair loss – the
bare patch was just the spot where the vet had shaved the dog’s
neck in order to obtain a blood sample!
Monday, January 9:
Two years old today and Otto is still so much a puppy – as
he proves by indulging in one of his favorite games, moving
stealthily just one of my boots from the bedroom to a new position
in the middle of the sitting room. My big blue recycling bag has
already been deposited on the pavement on our walk last night and
so the only impediment to normal progress today comes when I
have to sit on the interior steps in order to retie my boot – has Otto
made some sort of adjustment to the laces here? It is relatively
mild this morning and the sun is making an attempt to break
through. The muddy green contains a speck of distant white fur –
it is Elvis, here this morning with Janet. This means that there is
an early opportunity for some spirited chasing.
When I enter our compound at the café I see a young woman
sitting at Vlad’s usual table, working on what appears to be some
homework. Her reaction to Otto’s presence is extreme horror;
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she climbs onto her chair and clearly intends to climb onto the
tabletop as well. “You do know that this is the dogs’ area,” I say.
She says that she is sorry, that she is afraid not only of dogs but
of all animals – then making her hurried exit for the interior of
the café. I follow, taking time off from my place in the queue to
make sure that neither Bailey nor Teddy penetrates the café’s
interior today. Of course the coffees are again on me – in honor
of the birthday boy. Today we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie
and Hanna – with visits from Linda (here with Pepper and Chica)
and the owner of Patsy, who is here to deliver her pet to Georgie
before a flight to Egypt later this afternoon. I am kept busy with
my blue bag – even Daisy-Mae demands some of the liver treats I
have decanted from one of the two tin suitcases packed with treats
by Anahita. Her pet spends a great deal of time outside the bars,
winding Otto up.
Conversation this morning is dominated by today’s tube strike.
Georgie has arrived late because of the consequent car traffic and
both Ofra and Ellie complain of the delays they have experienced
on the streets. Ellie frets that one of her daughters has a babysitting assignment in Knightsbridge this afternoon and if a bus
route can’t be found she may have to drive her there. Janet says
that she has Binky with her today because the Cocker’s owner
started off for work today – but turned around in despair when
the bus queues were too difficult. Janet also reports that on her
walk to the park she passed mobs of people at each bus stop and
at one of these an impatient mom with a toddler in her pushchair
mowed her way through such an assemblage. When Janet noted
that everyone had problems this morning the ill-tempered one
replied, “Shut the fuck up, you old hag!” Underground workers
are striking because they dislike the idea of unmanned stations and
closed ticket offices. Of course they have their own axe to grind in
such a matter but I do believe that there should be at least one staff
member present in each station at all times. At home I am able to
turn both of the famous suitcases over to the little girl upstairs, the
one who celebrated Christmas by wearing a tutu and antlers.
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Tuesday, January 10:
Two years and a day – is Otto giving up the random antics of
puppyhood? He certainly now demands something of the settled
order of symmetry – as we can tell by his depositing on the sitting
room carpet, for the first time, not just one but both of my boots.
Rain, which was a constant factor yesterday, has lifted and skies
are brightening when it is time for us to head for the park today.
There seems to be no activity out on the green but after crossing
this space I can spot Janet atop Mt, Bannister with Daisy-Mae,
Ellie the Cocker and Elvis. I urge Otto to join this group and we
are soon off to the tennis courts, where Janet hopes Ellie can find
a loose tennis ball. Stealing one from some tennis players doesn’t
count in this category but Janet is unable to close the door into the
courts before the black flash has, indeed purloined a ball. This is
returned eventually and we return to the green and on to the café.
Otto clearly enjoys a group expedition like this, especially when
he can keep up a non-stop romp with little Elvis.
Ofra takes one look at the coffee queue and gives up. In fact there
wouldn’t be much competition from the dog people today – Hanna
already has her coffee and that leaves just me, Janet and Ofra; the
lads are still in Mexico, Georgie is off on a three-day course and
Ellie is too tired after all that driving yesterday. Bailey is soon
scarfing down more liver pellets, Ellie has her chin attached to
my right knee and that leaves Otto and Elvis to continue their
wrestling. Elvis is wearing his red coat and this means that he
can’t squeeze through the bars when he wants to escape. For a
while he is taken up into Janet’s lap, sitting on top of Daisy-Mae,
and at other times he occupies an empty chair – face-fighting with
Otto before jumping down and taking his turn on top of the melee.
Janet announces that she has placed a deposit on a South
American cruise (Rio, Iguazu Falls, Falklands, Buenos Aires,
Chile) – though the expedition is not to take place until February,
2018. Hanna complains that when it is raining several channels
aren’t available on her TV screen and she wants to know if any
of us know a reliable aerial man. Ofra says that she often sleeps
poorly because her kids come home late, turn the heat on and go
to sleep – and she wakes up because it is too hot. She now takes
Bailey off in one direction while Janet and I head off toward the
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Morshead Road side of the park. Otto is quite frustrated when the
others hive off after a while and he insists on using their exit too.
Janet can see me scraping my boots after a session on the grass
and she says that she too ends up with piles of mud all over her
house at this time of year.
Wednesday, January 11:
The sun is breaking through just as we reach the street today – and
providing a lovely radiance to the park’s green scene. Otto decides
to check out some of the larger dogs, just circling the green as
we arrive – Alaska and Khalifa among them. Khalifa, for his
part, bounces over to jump onto my right hip in ecstatic greeting.
Now Otto has spotted Ellie and her Teddy, heading up the Carlton
roadway, and he is off in pursuit. I follow, gratified to see that he
waits at the foot of the path over the top of Mt. Bannister – eager
to see that this route is okay with me. From the top of the park’s
lone peak he can spot some of his other pals and so he rushes
down the hill in order to encounter Poppy, Leonard and Elvis.
Throughout this peregrination Ellie has not even noticed that she
has been followed by an outrider – intent, instead, on her mobile
phone.
In the coffee queue Ellie reminds Lurch that the coffees are on
her tomorrow since this will be Teddy’s birthday. (Which birthday
remains a bit of a mystery; she says she has to look this up.) Today
she would have little to pay since yet another defection has taken
place (Ofra is attending a bris) and we are left with only Ellie,
Janet, Hanna and a woman with a Patterdale Terrier named Bella.
Janet has Ellie the Cocker (who whines throughout the session
for her ball), Daisy-Mae (who comes alive only when some liver
kibble is offered) and Elvis. I still don’t see how it is possible for
Elvis to keep the hood of his red coat in place on his head while
he is wrestling with Otto. The two have a grand time, taking turns
in attack mode, and their play never gets nasty or rough.
Much of the morning’s conversation is devoted to the rat in the
attic – Ellie’s latest domestic crisis. It seems that somewhere
above her kitchen ceiling an uninvited guest has arrived to unsettle
life with his audible movements. Mice and squirrels have been
under suspicion but now it seems that a rat may be the responsible
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party, an animal whose sharp teeth menace all the wires that have
recently been replaced after flooding. Today the exterminator
arrives to discuss strategy and estimate the cost of removing the
troublesome rodent. We offer Ellie our commiserations on this
latest chapter in the charms of home ownership and prepare for the
journey home. I am anxious to keep Otto moving briskly because
Elvis is behind us and if my dog senses this he will want to hang
back. Just as I reach the Carlton roadway I can greet Renata, who
usually comes later these day, walking with her Maxi, and when
we pass the vestibule of the clubhouse we are greeted by Jo Lynn,
undergoing her Wednesday exercise session under the supervision
of a personal trainer.
Thursday, January 12:
We begin our walk with the melancholy sight of automobiles
being hoisted onto the ramps of a flatbed truck; tree trimmers
are at work on Morshead Road and several careless drivers have
failed to move their cars from the path of these workers – even
though there have been warning signs for at least ten days. Once
again Ellie is just passing in front of us as we near the green but
today Otto’s attempts to catch up with her and the birthday boy,
Teddy, are unsuccessful. Instead my dog spends some time with
Alaska and a Tibetan Terrier as we complete a circuit of the green
itself. It is a chilly, gray day and both rain and snow are expected
later.
As predicted, Ellie has only a small number of drinks to buy for
the rest of us – only Ofra, Janet, Hanna and Anahita are here
this morning. It turns out that Teddy is seven today; Ellie passes
around an Instagram video of the Cockapoo evidently saying,
“Can someone give me a small piece of cake?” In fact the only
dog treats on offer today are coming from my blue bag. Leonard is
the foremost customer here and also, before the arrival of Elvis, a
wrestling opponent for Otto. Elvis is wearing a black sweater and
his red coat this morning and he and Otto soon resume their epic
battle. Anahita says that the more clothes she can get on her dog
the better chance she has of completing the day without giving
him a bath. Otto has had his backside attended to in the bathtub
since last we made an appearance in the park.
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Off in the distance we can hear the bleating horn of one of those
snatched automobiles on Morshead Road. Chainsaw and branch
grinder already provide a constant din in our world these days.
Anahita reports that she has read that the Maltese is not really
from Malta – but when she repeated this fact to some people
from Malta one of them said, “Don’t say that, the dog is our only
claim to fame!” Ellie reports on the visit from a chap sent by the
exterminator company; his only mission was to estimate the bill
and he seemed to know less about how to deal with the rat in the
ceiling than Ellie herself. Sealing up the rat’s entry carries with
it the danger that the animal may be trapped inside the house and
the possibility that its decomposing body might cause a stench.
(Hanna is the foremost proponent of this scenario; others say this
is not a problem.) I am getting chilly and so I am the first to make
a move. Poor Otto is quite spooked by the tree trimmers and their
noise as we make our way home but soon we do manage to return
to some quieter spaces – quieter and warmer.
Friday, January 13:
It didn’t actually snow yesterday, though we did take our
afternoon walk in the rain, but weather remains on the decidedly
frigid side as Otto and I head down the pavement on our way to
the park. The tree trimmers are now at work on the other side
of Morshead Road and so we have to dance around them before
finding our gate. It is so cold that I can’t imagine being able to sit
outside over coffee this morning but that decision can be made a
bit later. Poppy is lurking nearby so I unhook my dog and he is
soon following his pal into the forbidden Rose Garden. I know he
will not be gone for long and sure enough he soon emerges from
all the foliage and we cross the green. The surface of this space is
frozen enough that the boots don’t sink in and we have soon made
our way over to the foot of Mt. Bannister.
Janet is descending from the heights with Daisy-Mae, Leonard
and Ellie the Cocker while, heading our way on the Randolph
roadway, is Ellie the human with Teddy and Hanna – accompanied
by the tiny Pucci, whose head protrudes from her zipped jacket.
Behind us I can also see Ofra, arriving with Bailey, and Georgie
– with Sparkie, Flora and Patsy in tow. The presence of all these
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brave dog people means that I will have to join them at the café
– though I do wait to be last in the queue since this will increase
thawing time. I am wearing three layers on my head – my wool
hat, the hood of my sweatshirt and the hood of my winter coat.
I am also wearing gloves, which makes it quite difficult to pluck
biscuits out of my blue bag for all the hungry canines. Ofra
has brought a package of kibble treats so that I can administer
chewable doses to Bailey. I still have a number of liver pellets and
these are much in demand, especially from an insistent DaisyMae.
Ofra passes her phone around so that we can see an amusing video
featuring a little four year-old Arab girl delivering a tirade on the
subject of her daddy’s girlfriend – while pausing every now and
then to take a drag on her shisha pipe. Ofra also receives a text
message on her phone from son Guy, who is asking if anyone
is at home. For a while Ofra thinks that this message has been
sent from Guy’s bedroom but it turns out that he is actually on
his way home from the gym. “The problem is that we actually
believed Guy would send such a message from his bed,” I add.
Not surprisingly there is an early exodus today. Ellie has to get
home for another visit from the rat man and Georgie is expecting
delivery on her new refrigerator – even though I suggest that
perishables can just go on the windowsill this morning. Finally, to
speed us on our way, we have the beginnings of a cautionary snow
flurry. Nothing stays on the ground for long but this is a token of
the icy temperatures we must endure on our way – progress now
further depressed by a dispiriting wind.
Saturday, January 14:
A look at the thermometer (again five below) convinces me that
Otto should be wearing his coat for today’s adventure in the park.
There is some sunshine (though no warmth) and the wind has
subsided; I guess you can gauge the difference between yesterday
and today more securely if I add that today I am wearing only
two head coverings instead of yesterday’s three. Otto follows the
little Yorkie Chester as we begin a circuit of the green and then
we cross the frozen grass in the direction of the café. Hanna is
heading our way and we have soon left Otto on his own in our
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little compound as we enjoy some momentary warmth in the
coffee queue – they have even opened the café a little early this
morning and we have beaten the usual Saturday queue.
Hanna and I are soon joined by Janet (with Daisy-Mae and
Leonard this morning), Georgie (with Flora and Sparkie) and
by Ofra and, after we have been seated for several minutes, by
Karen as well. The latter is making a rare visit these days – her
Dudley rushes over to give his occasional dog-sitter, Georgie,
a happy greeting and, at the same time, Otto is taken up into
Karen’s lap for a wonderful cuddle. I begin to offer treats to the
dogs – with Bailey still hoovering up the last of the liver pellets
and Flora munching on my fingers in her greed. (I put her on the
“do not feed” list for the rest of the session.) Another customer
is Bonaparte, who pushes a gate open with his nose, and joins
the queue. Otto, when he is not snacking, is having a grand time
challenging Leonard for canine supremacy and barking at all and
sundry at the fence. This is a little embarrassing when he has a
go at a little boy on a noisy scooter who freezes in terror – even
though he is on the other side of the fence.
Karen says that the French restaurant on Formosa Street is dogfriendly and several of the ladies make a note of this. Karen adds
that this place is even cheaper than Le Cochonnet – which has
evidently raised its prices recently. Ofra, inspired by this price
comparison, is also convinced that not only are the fruit and veg
cheaper at Tesco than at Waitrose or Sainsbury’s but the produce
is better here as well. We ask her which Tesco she goes to and
the surprise answer is the mini-mart on Sutherland adjacent to
the petrol station. This is the same spot where, many years ago,
Georgie was accused of stealing a sandwich and we get to tease
our Scottish friend over this incident even now. (“Do they still
have Georgie’s picture on the cash register with the legend, ‘Have
you seen this woman?’”) Ofra shows off a photo of a meal son
Guy cooked last night. “I told him I was sick so he would have to
make the meal,” she admits – but now she is wondering if she can
pull off the same deception today. She is the first to leave, having
at last detached a humping Bailey from her own leg, but we are
soon on our way as well.
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Sunday, January 15:
We have spent another one of those nights – trying to get some
sleep while sharing a bed with a tummy-rumbling dog. The
unsettling sounds were less emphatic this time, though they may
have persisted a bit longer than on previous occasions, but this
morning Otto shows no signs of any further distress – eating last
night’s dinner as today’s breakfast and playing joyously with his
toys on the carpet. Outside, as predicted, we have a light rain
falling and the only positive note is that it is not quite as cold
this morning. I have brought my umbrella today and the dog is
wrapped in his raincoat as we reach an empty green. Otto tries
to entice every passing dog into a little chasing but there is no
success until Janet arrives with Leonard in tow.
Squeezing under our much-needed umbrella this morning we
have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna and two late comers, Nigel, out
this morning with Elvis, and, after several weeks in the States,
Lisa, here to reclaim her Flora. For her part, Flora demonstrates
almost no interest in this reunion, no doubt punishing mommy for
conspicuous abandonment. Georgie also has Patsy with her but
there are mighty protests when Janet places the wet Chihuahua
into her friend’s lap. I am full of protest as well since Flora, Otto,
Leonard, Bailey and Sparkie have soon saturated my trousers with
their wet paws. The wet weather seems to have put a damper on
the usual canine wrestling tournament, particularly the rematch
between Elvis and Otto. These two content themselves with
patrolling the fences and barking at dogs on the other side, and
they rarely bother with tackling one another.
Lisa gives a report on the shoulder surgery she received in the
States and her rehabilitation regime. Dimi is bringing her a special
machine that pumps icy water to the affected part of the body – I
want to know if it can be applied to the head as well. Ofra says she
is trying to buy some trainers offered on eBay but she is having
technical difficulties and, anyway, the laces are the wrong color
and she plans on making them red if her bid goes through. She
adds that there is a big football match on the telly this afternoon
(Man U and Liverpool) and she expects a house full of boys –
Nigel says Man U will win today. The ladies now resume one of
their favorite topics – those fuzzy leggings offered by Primark.
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(“It’s like a teddy bear hugging your legs,” according to Hanna.)
In the vestibule of the clubhouse a lone exerciser is laboring under
the supervision of her personal trainer, complaining that she can’t
work properly since all the dogs keep looking at her. Otto, is fact,
pays no attention as he tries to keep up with all the other dogs. I
keep hoping he will put on some speed since I am longing to get
out of these wet trousers and into a hot shower.
Monday, January 16:
There has been no improvement in the weather and, unusually,
we will have rain for a second day in a row. (What a day for my
downstairs neighbors to be installing new windows!) From my
window I am unable to detect the intensity of the moisture so I
have secreted Otto’s coat in my pocket – but as soon as we reach
the street I need to fish this garment out and strap it on. I have
not brought my umbrella this morning but this is a mistake for, if
anything, the rain picks up in intensity as the hour advances. At
first we see no one on the green but then Janet arrives with the
Cockers, Ellie and Binky (Daisy-Mae, who hates the rain, has
been left at home.) Otto steals Ellie’s blue ball but he has soon
abandoned it in order to follow me over to the café. A late-coming
Lurch is just rounding the corner to help his colleagues, who have
managed to get the front door open without him.
In spite of the nasty weather we have a respectable enough turnout
this morning, with Janet, Ofra and Georgie among the earliest
arrivals, and Hanna (here with Hector) and Anahita arriving a
bit later. Lisa also brings Flora and a friend named Bonnie –
who teaches at Lakenheath. We are huddled under our big blue
umbrella but Anahita, bless her heart, takes Otto out onto the
green for ten minutes so that he can play with Elvis. These two are
behind the others in the food queue but their places are taken by
Bailey, Flora, Ellie and Sparkie. Bailey, to advance his claims, has
an empty chair next to me and this gives him a good view of the
blue bag and its burgeoning contents. I have brought back with me
the empty packet of soft treats that Ofra has given me a few days
ago because on the back there is a picture of a Schnauzer’s head
that very closely resembles my own pet’s.
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Several of those present have watched an episode of Antiques
Road Show which featured artifacts from Holocaust locations
– though, unlike the usual fare on this show, these items were
neither valued nor for sale. I have also watched the third program
in the current series on Thailand, this one concentrating on
the animals of the northern part of the country – including the
gray leaf-eating monkeys whose babies (much fussed over by
all the females of the pack) are a bright orange. Much of our
conversation this morning is devoted, however, to a far more
poignant matter – the death on Saturday of Linda’s father, Mark.
Many of those present got to know this intelligent and elegant
nonagenarian at social gatherings at my house, at my spring
parties, for instance, and at last November’s Thanksgiving – and
he will be much missed.
Tuesday, January 17:
The skies have brightened considerably as Otto and I head for the
park on a sunny Tuesday morning. As we near the clubhouse there
is a sight to gladden a Schnauzer’s heart – Early Onset Elvis. The
little Maltese, wearing both navy knitted bodysuit and his redhooded coat, is among a tribe of small dogs, also including Will
and Grace and Teddy and Bailey. Their owners are poring over a
web site on someone’s phone as they see how they too might be
able to order their own versions of the new coats that Stephen has
bought for his pets, matching masterpieces by Chanel. Otto would
never accept such designer duds – he only wants to wrestle with
Elvis; somehow, in his assault, my pet manages to pull Elvis’s
hood over the white head of his pal.
At our table this morning we have the owners of all of the
aforementioned animals, Anahita, Ellie the human and Ofra, plus
Georgie, Janet, Hanna and Debbie. The latter’s Pucci would really
like to enjoy some of the treats from my blue bag but he is again
embargoed. No such restrictions apply to the others and Seamus,
Ellie the Cocker, a visiting Leonard, Sparkie, Bailey and Otto
are soon besieging my knees. This lot is particularly noisy today
– with Seamus and Hector (here with Hanna) leading the chorus
of disapproval. Twice Otto is taken out onto the green for more
play with Elvis. The little fellow is more able to defend himself
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out here but it is not so easy for him to make an escape attempt
through the bars because of all his clothes. Ellie the Cocker spends
the session trying to dig her blue ball out of the planter into which
it has bounced.
Georgie is complaining that after all this time she is more
breathless than when she was a smoker but I am sure that Ellie the
human is correct is suggesting that, having abandoned the pills
prescribed by her specialist, Georgie needs to get another form
of medicine from the doc. Georgie also reminds us that Dan and
Davide are due back from their Mexican holiday today but no
one knows if the work on their bathroom has been completed in
their absence. Ellie reports that she has had a visit from a second
exterminator who has laid down some rat poison in her ceiling.
(This chap confirmed that you don’t want a dead rat festering
anywhere inside your house.) The homeward voyage is not an
easy one today. I have to hunt down my dog out on the green
where he is again playing with Elvis, then we have a long slog on
the muddy grass before Otto can part with a second gift. The usual
exit is blocked by the tree cutters and so we have to undertake a
detour. When we get into our building the window men are getting
a scolding from the manager after leaving all of their equipment
in the hallway overnight. Upstairs I deposit my dog in the bathtub
for some needed remedial action but I can see that I am spreading
mud everywhere I go. And now I have to clean up the house
preparatory to a visit from the designing Michaela today and the
de-cluttering Cathy tomorrow.
Wednesday, January 18:
The sun remains dominant in the Maida Vale skies but there is a
thin scrim of ice over all the park puddles as Otto and I make our
walk up the Morshead roadway. The green is frozen over, which
will mean less mud today, but the first problem encountered is
the presence of the elusive Poppy. He is obviously being urged to
make his exit and I am concerned that Otto might follow but I do,
indeed, succeed in getting my dog to focus on the other end of the
green – where there is a knot of little dogs foregathering. Soon
Otto is spoiled for choice – with Leonard, Hector, Ellie the Cocker
and Elvis all offering play opportunities. It takes a while to get all
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these animals into out fenced compound at the café but at last we
are able to join the coffee queue.
There is a lively turnout at our table this morning – with Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Hanna, and Dmitri all present, plus the
reappearance of those world wanderers, Dan and Davide. The
latter have brought Winnie, of course, and we haven’t seen her in
a while. Georgie has Rufus in tow this morning and he, Hector,
and especially Leonard are very noisy this morning – barking at
every dog who passes by and ignoring repeated demands of “Shut
up!” from the coffee drinkers – who can’t hear one another in the
din. (Georgie actually leaves early because she can’t stand the
noise any longer.) Another kind of noise is generated by those
veteran foes, Otto and Flora – who twice get into unpleasant
scraps under the table. These incidents are usually caused by an
innocent biscuit crumb; most of the other dogs will retreat when
Otto asserts his claim on such a prize, but not the feisty Flora.
Dan and Davide begin the session with a review of their Mexican
holiday – during which Dan discovered that stand-up paddleboarding is not as easy as it might seem. The lads have brought
with them two cans of Jose Cuervo tequila cake; Bailey helps
himself to Ofra’s piece and there is some concern that this will
make him drunk. (“How will we be able to tell?” is my question.)
We also get a report on the work completed in Dan and Davide’s
absence by the bathroom workmen. Dan says that he is actually
pleased with the outcome, even though there is still quite a mess
and the shower leaks. The question is raised – when is the next
vacation for this peripatetic pair? Dan mentions a birthday trip
scheduled for March and then a long holiday in April, when they
will take Winnie to Sardinia. Travel plans also include Ofra, who
wants Davide’s help in booking a flight to Berlin, where she will
rendezvous with sisters. And she gets to bask in the news that her
high-achieving daughter Lee is on her way to Paris, where she has
some “meetings.”
Thursday, January 19:
The bright sunshine continues for a second day and it is even a
little warmer than yesterday – which means that is is still very
cold. As we reach the green we are greeted by Jasmine Guinness
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and her Fly and by a Bailey lookalike named Alfie. Indeed Otto
tries to engage this fellow in some play, climbing on his back and
expecting some form of protest – which is not forthcoming. There
are other dogs to chase out here and Leonard arrives as well, so
this has definitely been a successful foray.
I keep my gloves on whenever possible after fetching my coffee
– though this is difficult when I am offering treats to the gummers
among our canine contingent since they have to be offered
smaller fare. Our morning assemblage, if we return to humankind,
includes Janet, Georgie, Davide, Anahita, Ofra, Ellie and Hanna.
Georgie has brought Seamus and Sparkie and Janet has both Ellie
the Cocker and Daisy-Mae. The later, unusually, jumps into my
lap and barks at me repeatedly – something she used to do quite
often in her youth. She is very fussy about what treat she will
accept, however, refusing both Shapes and some twisty ersatz
bacon strips, and accepting only some of those little lozenges
brought in the other day by Ofra. The presence of Elvis brings out
the manic aggression in my pet and Anahita wisely decides that a
little cooling-off period is needed before Elvis is exposed to such
enthusiastic thuggery. This works well and by the time Elvis is
lowered Otto is willing to lie on his back and let the little Maltese
have a turn on top. Ellie the Cocker remains obsessed by the
tennis ball she has earlier purloined over at the courts; when the
ball bounces into the planter behind us she actually leaps into the
foliage herself.
Some of those present are discussing personalities on the latest
version of Celebrity Big Brother; I don’t watch this program
but Georgie and I can compare notes on Nicola’s installation as
general manager of the chocolate factory in Emmerdale. Ellie
reports that Roland the Rat (as Hanna has named the intruder)
has not been heard from recently – though he did manage to
bring a ceiling light crashing down recently. Davide reports that
after complaining of the smell of gas the authorities have turned
off any hope of heat or hot water in the flat while they ponder
the replacement of a deficient pipe. Davide is off to Hong Kong
later today so Dan will have to keep on top of this latest domestic
crisis.
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Friday, January 20:
Another frigid but bright morning. I am sporting the layered
look – if only the cuffs of my long underwear wouldn’t flash
their white warning as I accompany my pet up the Morshead
roadway. I can see quite a collection of dogs over on the Randolph
roadway, supervised by Daisy-Mae, who is sitting on a bench.
Otto is again spoiled for choice, with both Elvis and Leonard in
evidence. These dogs chase one another for five minutes or so
and, obligingly, chase one another through an open gate and into
our doggy compound at the café.
Our morning grouping includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan,
Anahita, Wendy and Dmitri. The latter’s Flora manages to stay on
the right side of Otto today; Otto, as usual, is preoccupied by the
red-coated Elvis and again Anahita frets that my dog is murdering
hers. This is unnecessary and, after a time-out and some treats,
Elvis can be seen diving repeatedly on top of the compliant
Schnauzer, who has rolled over onto his back in order to give his
pal a chance on top. My chief customer this morning is Sparkie
– quite unusual for him – but after he has scarfed six Shapes
Georgie says that’s enough. Winnie, Bailey and Flora enjoy shards
of faux-bacon twists. In the bright sun it seems more comfortable
than earlier in the week and I manage to get through the session
without wearing my gloves.
Dan reports that there seems to be no progress in restoring gas to
his house, which is now as cold as a tomb. (Janet offers the loan
of a space heater.) It is not surprising that he is able to remember
his recent Mexican vacation so fondly – today we hear about
his shopping ventures, ones that included the purchase of a
turquoise shrine. Several of those present are planning to watch
TV coverage of the inauguration of Donald Trump this afternoon.
There are no Trump supporters here, needless to say, but some of
the coffee drinkers hope that his presidency will be less awful than
others fear. Janet makes arrangements for her traditional Friday
restaurant rendezvous with Georgie and then, expecting a delivery
at home, leaves early. Dan is on his way to work so when we at
last reach our gate Winnie is handed over to Aunt Georgie for a
little daycare.
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Saturday, January 21:
No change in the weather – just more sun, frosty surfaces and
clear skies. We follow Muffin up the Morshead roadway but
there is no chance for any play here and so we crunch over the
frozen grass in order to see if there is anything going on near the
Randolph roadway. There is – for a family has brought Bowie, a
small lively little dog in a blue coat and he and Otto soon have
a magnificent play period on the foothills of Mt. Bannister. This
begins with the regulation wrestling and then Otto adds stickwielding and ball-stealing to the game – with Bowie in hot pursuit
in both instances. Leonard also arrives but he growls when he
plays and this unsettles Bowie’s owners. I notice that the ice has
now melted from the grass – except for a thin patch heading up
the hill in the shadows of a nearby tree. Some of the others are
heading for the café and so I hook my pet so that we can follow
them – making sure that Otto has yielded Bowie’s ball first.
It is Saturday and this means a long coffee queue. When I am at
last seated I am joined by Janet, Georgie, Dan, Ofra, Dmitri and
Hanna – with Vlad back at his little table behind us. Otto manages
to stay out of major trouble, though he insists on claiming primacy
in the matter of every fallen crumb. I manage to interest DaisyMae in some lamb pellets – whose package I have just opened;
her attentions are taken up by the thorough grooming she is
receiving on Janet’s lap. Sparkie, Flora, Winnie and Bailey are
active in cadging treats and Otto is not far behind – though that
was an especially cruel trick played by the little boy who, just on
the other side of the bars, dandles his new cupcake just out of the
reach of any canine teeth. There is also a lot of Saturday morning
barking since so many dogs are being walked (and by their actual
owners) today. Among the visitors are two Bernese Mountain
Dogs, one name Beau and the other Teddy. The latter, already a
giant, is a fuzzy-haired puppy only four months old.
I begin the session with a puzzle – why is it that Ofra will benefit
from the recent rise in Metty’s coffee prices? The answer is that,
with a medium cappuccino at £2.50, I am much more likely to
end up with a £2 coin in change when I submit a £5 or £10 note.
(And we know who collects such coins.) This important matter
settled, we turn to yesterday’s inauguration of Donald Trump as
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President of the United States. There seems to be much confusion
about his speech – does he really believe what he says or is it
all some grand con? Janet notes that, to her, it was more than a
little symbolic that when he began to speak it started to rain. Dan,
meanwhile, reports that work is at last taking place to replace
the broken gas main at his house. He is speaking into his phone,
where the latest technological toy is being asked to remind him of
some detail tomorrow. At the other extreme we tease Hanna, who
(in spite of missing out on many opportunities for enjoyment and
information) refuses to own a computer. As we get up to leave she
is complaining that no one told her that Linda’s father died a week
ago.
Sunday, January 22:
If anything, temperatures are even more depressed today than
yesterday – six below on my outdoor thermometer – but again the
skies are bright with morning sunshine. Otto seems invigorated
by the prospects of a stimulating play period in the park and long
before it is time to go out he is full of activity…trashing the living
room, tossing his toys about and patrolling the front door. He
does a little dance before the building’s main door as well and I
blame all this eagerness for something that is entirely my fault
– in an effort to accommodate his park frenzy I have forgotten
the recently re-stuffed blue treat bag. When we reach the green
there is no one about, after all that frenzy to get here, and Otto is
activated only by the sight of Georgie, arriving with Sparkie and
Linda’s Pepper, an overnight guest.
For a while it would appear that only Janet, Georgie and Ofra have
braved the frigid temperatures but eventually Dan arrives with
Winnie, Nigel and Anahita arrive with Elvis, and Hanna comes
with Hector. I ask Dan if he will order some buttered toast for
the dogs – who keep staring at me accusingly. (Well, Pepper and
Daisy-Mae are barking at me.) I distribute the toast in tiny shards,
making sure to wipe off the extra butter from my fingers before
putting my hands back in their pockets. Otto gets almost none of
this treat as he is busy mugging Elvis and vice versa. Anahita says
that Elvis has a sore on one ear and a rip in his red coat but she
suspects it is another canine pal and not Otto who is responsible
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for these injuries. Sparkie, Elvis and Hector are all wearing red
coats and they often charge the fences together – as though they
were attacking Bunker Hill. For her part, Winnie sits for most of
the session in Dan’s lap; he has brought a huge towel to protect
her from the cold and, as she often sits in the basket of his bicycle
anyway, she looks just like ET.
Dan is able to report that the gas company arrived at 8:00 last
night, tested their new installation, and restored his flat to full
service again. (Not the other four units in his building – they will
have to wait.) Dan also reports that there was a huge turnout in the
West End yesterday as London joined other parts of the world in
anti-Trump demonstrations. Nigel says that it is time for Trump to
stop tweeting. Then he gets up to take Elvis and Otto out onto the
green for some additional exercise. Ofra can now produce a brand
new phone, an iPhone 7, part of an insurance settlement after
Lee had lost Ricky’s version. I suggest that I can’t believe that
any insurer would offer a policy to her family, given its penchant
for forgetfulness, and she says that, in fact, it was only because
it was Ricky’s phone that they did so – the others having been
embargoed long ago. “Anyway,” she adds, “I don’t lose phones, I
drop them.” Evidently she does this at least once a day but she has
managed to drop her phone in the toilet only the once. I can now
collect my dog, just returning from his romp with Elvis and Nigel,
and we head for home. This is not a straightforward process since
he has to cover a great deal of off-route frozen ground in order
to find a suitable place for a final dividend. I do benefit for this
detour, however, for just as we are about to reach the Essendine
gate here comes Julie the Osteopath, whom I have not seen in
several months.
Monday, January 23:
The morning begins with a brief visit from Michaela, here to get
a number of household projects started – with workmen due later
in the day. I have a very large recycling bag to tote downstairs
and this I do on another frigid day – with freezing fog having
replaced the bright sunshine that we all enjoyed last week.
Georgie is heading our way with Sparkie and Dudley – soon to
retrieve Seamus as well – but we don’t stop, continuing on to the
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green, where there is a lively scene near the cricket crease. Otto
is soon at work chasing Krug, Dottie, Leonard and Popcorn. Janet
soon arrives with the Cocker pair of Ellie and Binky and Karen
arrives to reclaim her Dudley. (The latter celebrates by flattening
a squealing Krug.) Karen has been to Las Vegas since we last
saw her (and the Grand Canyon) and we compare notes on life at
the Bellagio Hotel. Karen is actually going to the Super Bowl in
Houston next month and I have to remind her not to tell me who
the contestants will be – since I have yet to watch yesterday’s
conference championship games.
Ellie the human is out here with a red-coated Teddy and she has
spotted that the café is now open so we cross the frozen grass and
join the queue. In addition to Janet, Georgie and Ellie we also
have Ofra, Dmitri and Hanna at our table this morning. Hanna has
brought little Hector – who, when he is not sparring with Otto,
proves a worthy sidekick in fence patrolling duties. By the time
we have added the voices of Seamus, Rufus, Sparkie and Flora it
is no wonder that Georgie is complaining of a headache. (In fact,
she leaves early, with Janet – who is playing tennis today.) Of
course I have remembered the food bag today and I am kept busy
doling out treats.
Naturally the weather dominates the conversation – with Ellie
fretting about the need for another warm-weather holiday. Many
suggestions are made – some are rejected because there are no
beaches, others are just too far away. Ofra agrees that Israel’s
hotels may not be up to Ellie’s standard and that the weather is too
inconsistent to count on in the hot weather category at this time
of year – I certainly don’t remember any in Jerusalem in January
– where, exactly forty years ago this month, I was in residence
with eight Michigan State sophomores. I like Hanna’s suggestion
that there are holiday bargains to be had in The Gambia, which
last week sent all its tourists home as civil war seemed imminent.
As we get up to leave we are joined by the entire café staff, who
are evacuating the premises as part of a fire drill. (Just as well
there is such a drill since the alarm has failed to go off.) At home
there is chaos as I open my door – three Lithuanian workmen in
conference and their radio blasting away in the hall.
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Tuesday, January 24:
Sunlight is doing its job in thinning a fog that yesterday
dominated much of the day and temperatures are a bit milder as
well – I can tell this because only one head covering is needed
today. Otto is again experiencing an attack of the blocked bottom
syndrome and I have to knock his first effort off with a stick.
This is a real problem just at this moment because access to the
bathtub (where I usually spray away any unwanted accretions) is
blocked by the workmen who are busily at work in the bathroom
itself. Oh well, none of this seems to slow down the dog, who is
happily afoot with a number of his pals. Janet has brought DaisyMae (who sits atop a low brick wall basking in the sun), Ellie the
Cocker and Leonard – and the latter two provide some chasing
opportunities. It is Poppy, however, who provides the most fun,
disappearing into the foliage on the flanks of Mt. Bannister with
Otto in hot pursuit.
Our morning group includes Janet, of course, but also Georgie,
Ofra, Davide, Ellie the human, and Hanna – with Vlad back at
his little table behind us. Hanna has brought Hector with her and
the tiniest Schnauzer provides additional wrestling opportunities
for Otto. Daisy-Mae begins to bark at me from Janet’s lap and I
am actually able to find some crispy lamb cubes that please the
little madam. (The downside is that I get barked at throughout
the session.) Ellie the Cocker doesn’t bark, she whines, crying
piteously for her ball – which Janet is reluctant to put into play in
the small confines of our compound. Janet and I discuss the photos
that might be used to illustrate Volume IX in the Paddington Rec
series and plans for a cover design as well.
Davide and Ellie have to answer questions on the status of home
improvements in their parts of the world. Davide says that the
new bathroom is fine but the lads returned from Mexico to find
a real bonus – neighbors had chopped down two trees and there
is now a great deal more light in their flat. Workmen are coming
to begin modernizing Ellie’s utility room; whether Roland the
Rat is still active in her kitchen ceiling is a mystery. Much of
the conversation is devoted to TV watching, with a variety of
mostly American drama series each having fans among the
coffee drinkers. I tend to find that there are enough real political
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problems in our world and that fictional ones don’t have to be
added to the mix for me – but this doesn’t lessen my affection
for the soaps and several of us have just watched a bus plow into
much of the cast of EastEnders on last night’s episode. I have to
re-tie a shoe while sitting on a bench as we start our homeward
migration. I am still fretting over the status of my dog’s bum.
Wednesday, January 25:
Well, the workmen finished early yesterday and that meant that I
had access to the bathtub (and my dog’s encrusted backside) after
all. We begin today’s session with an early visit from Michaela’s
main man at 9:00 or so – he will return in an hour to finish up just
a few remaining chores and remove all of his gear and this is well
timed because Cathy will now be able to access all parts of the flat
during her Wednesday rituals. Outside there is another freezing
fog. It is cold, damp and unpleasant and there is little of interest
anywhere out on the green. As a consequence, when I hear distant
attempts to silence the noisy Rufus, we head for the café – which
has opened several minutes early.
There is only a small turnout today – just Georgie with Rufus and
Sparkie, Janet with Ellie the Cocker, Leonard and Daisy-Mae,
Ofra with Bailey and Ellie with Teddy. I am kept busy doling
out the treats – Otto, having disdained last night’s dinner, is
particularly keen this morning. (Odd how even the admixture of
some spaghetti strands to his usual fare failed to perk his appetite
– all of my other Schnauzers loved pasta.) There is a good deal
of fence patrolling this morning – with a posse lead by Sparkie
and Otto foremost in the noise – though in the case of my dog
his high-pitched scream, far from offering warning, is meant
to suggest that this would be a good place to come in and play.
Bothered by the noise, however, Janet remembers that she has
a weapon at hand – for in one of the planters she has secreted a
blue plastic water pistol. Just the sight of this object is enough to
silence some of the noise-makers.
Georgie asks me if I saw last night’s soaps. I tell her that I
watched the first half of an hour-long Emmerdale – long enough
to see Charity shoot herself with a tranquilizing gun – before
switching over to EastEnders to count the bus crash carnage. (I
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have noticed that the age-old practice of not running rival soap
opera episodes at the same time is breaking down – like other
forms of civility.) Ellie now receives the first of two phone calls;
her mother (who lives in a granny flat on the premises) often calls
her at this time with what Ellie calls “the dilemma of the day.”
This one concerns the position of the cars driven by workmen
come to install new flooring in the utility room; the second call is
from husband Robert on the subject of what kind of tiles to install.
All this reminds Ofra that, as a consequence of her mother’s
death, she doesn’t know what would be the best time to visit Israel
anymore. I have to visit Sainsbury’s this morning so it is time to
get a move on.
Thursday, January 26:
It is hard to detect just how cold it might be as I study the street
scene from my front windows – in a flat now workman-free. In
fact a chill wind has arrived to further depress the temperatures
and it is perishing. I have to add a layer to my head covering and
I need to wear my gloves as well but my hands are still stinging
inside them. As we march up the Morshead roadway we are
greeted by a melancholy notice, pinned to a number of trees,
advertising the disappearance of a twelve year-old cat (£250
reward) by her “heartbroken” owner. There is a lively scene out in
the middle of the green and Otto is soon duking it out with Elvis
and Krug. I lose track of his whereabouts – which is a problem
since he hasn’t deposited any poo so far – but Janet spots him
squatting off to our left and I retrieve this contribution on my way
to the café.
Zen can’t believe how cold it is when he delivers Davide’s
sandwich and Georgie’s poached egg on toast – and I remind him
how this proves what loyal customers we are. Janet, Ofra, Dan,
Ellie and Hanna have also braved the icebox today. Janet has
already walked Daisy-Mae and Leonard and so she has just Ellie
the Cocker and Elvis with her now. Georgie has Seamus, Sparkie
and Rufus with her and this lot are among the most notorious
barkers, soon at work reminding all the passing dogs not to come
in here. Dan says that our caged position is not really working
anymore and that we now have an artificial dichotomy between
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inside dogs and outside ones. Otto doesn’t like this separation
but in his case (when he is not playing with Elvis) he is again
encouraging the outside dogs to come inside.
Ofra announces that she has just baked for us some fresh
doughnuts – and then forgotten to bring them with her to the park.
(This is a blessing in disguise for me since I have once again
decided to begin another chapter in the World According to Dr.
Atkins.) Ofra and Ellie are both interested in getting tickets to the
latest West End smash, Dream Girls, and Dan is soon sputtering
with chagrin when it it discovered that Ellie has never heard of
his half-price ticket operation in Leicester Square. Davide, for his
part, says that Winnie got him up three times so that she could
visit the garden last night, offering farts of such a decibel level
that even Dan woke up. (I suggest that perhaps he has discovered
a new energy source here.) Georgie is the first to announce that
she can’t stand the cold any longer and that she is leaving now.
This is all the encouragement the rest of us need to head for the
warmth of home as rapidly as possible.
Friday, January 27:
It remains on the frigid side as Otto and I head for the park on
an overcast Friday morning. Those two canine characters of
yesteryear, Lucky and Jack, are just being admitted to the doggy
playpen on Morshead Road and soon there is another blast from
the past as the wildest child of the Golden Retriever clan, Simba,
dances up for a greeting. His carer calls me by name but I am
embarrassed to say I don’t remember her name – if I ever knew
it. I can see dogs at play on the far side of the green and so this is
where we head next. “Go find Elvis!” I urge my pet and, indeed,
he needs no further urging. Soon he is chasing around with his
red-coated friend, though this double act is subverted by the
arrival of Dottie – who knows how to excite my dog’s interest by
brandishing a stick in his face.
At coffee this morning we have Janet, Ofra, Ellie, Davide Anahita
and Hanna. The latter always wants to know if there has been
any progress in the matter of Roland the Rat but this is a hard
question for Ellie to answer – for in this instance no news is good
news. Davide, who admits he still does drink some – in spite of
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his doctor’s warnings – is the focus of canine attention with his
toasted ham and cheese. Soon Winnie is snapping at all contenders
from the safety of his lap. I too keep up a steady disbursement
– though Otto and Elvis have resumed their play and make few
stops at the food stations. Anahita is again over-anxious about the
safety of her pet but he won’t have to endure a lengthy mugging
this morning for when Janet announces an early departure I get up
too. In fact, we have an identical mission this morning: the funeral
of Linda’s father, Mark (“Boydie”).
My preparations for this event have been complex and changing
from park clothes into suit and tie is only the beginning. I also
have to dog-proof the house, hanging the cardboard box to the
back of the front door in order to make sure that puppy teeth are
not tempted by the morning post. I close the door to the sitting
room, toss a Dentastix down the hallway and make my departure
just as Michaela is pulling up below. (I do have to re-climb the
stairs in order to tell the abandoned crybaby to “Stop that noise
immediately!” The funeral takes place in the St. Mary’s Chapel of
that huge necropolis on the Harrow Road, just beyond the Kensal
Green tube stop. It is a lovely event, with Liam providing much of
the musical accompaniment. We follow the coffin to the graveside
where it is lowered into a plot adjacent to Boydie’s late wife. Then
Michaela ferries a carful of mourners to Holland Park’s Belvedere
restaurant for a nice catered reception. Rob has mounted a
slideshow with family photos, including those of Pepper as a
puppy. In all, it has been a fitting ceremony to mark the passing of
this 97 year-old. And when I get home I discover no carnage at all
– and one pristine letter in my cardboard box.
Saturday, January 28:
Compared to most of our recent mornings it seems almost balmy
as Otto and I make our way into the park on a gray Saturday
morning. Heading toward us on the Morshead roadway is Otto’s
unknown double, or so it seems – the two Schnauzers staring at
one another as though they had suddenly discovered a mirror.
Soon they are heading in opposite directions and we arrive at
an empty green. About this time I discover that I have brought
with me neither my saccharine nor any money – though I am
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well supplied with dog biscuits and poo poo bags. Not to worry,
I reason, Ofra owes me £10 for that sack of £2 coins I gave her
two days ago – and they have sweetener in the café. I can now
see Caroline arriving on the green with Leonard and we head this
way so that the two pals can get in some good chasing. Leonard
is wearing a blue bandana today – in honor of his second birthday
– and Caroline has baked for the rest of us some fig and coffee
biscuits in celebration. By now it is beginning to rain and a strong
wind has reduced the earlier temperatures.
I tell them at the coffee counter that Ofra will be paying for
my coffee this morning – and she does so, handing me £7.50,
including another £2 coin, which she will get back in due course.
When I get back to the blue umbrella with my drink I discover that
Leonard and Otto are having a tussle with another member of the
Schnauzer tribe, the visiting Oscar. He is taken off and we settle
down for a long snackathon for our assembled animals. Georgie,
Dan, Ofra and Janet have only one dog apiece this morning and
I am kept busy doling out treats to all but the recumbent DaisyMae – with Otto, Sparkie, Winnie and Bailey eager to sample
the contents of my blue bag. Otto is also greatly interested in the
arrival of Bullet and Rocky; he would really like to turn Rocky
into another Elvis but he can’t reach the little white fellow, safely
ensconced on laps at the little corner table, and must content
himself with begging for bits of the toasted cheese sandwiches
on offer over there. Dan says that Winnie is having trouble with
stairs and he is dosing her with glucosamine these days. I add that
“glucosamine” was a correct answer on yesterday’s Pointless.
Janet reports that the owner of Muffin the OES has been reduced
to tears after being challenged over an unnoticed poo by a
member of the poo police. Ofra reports that she will be joining her
sisters in Berlin in March. Dan reports that his most troublesome
employee has gone on to new pastures after a farewell party
(organized by Dan himself) in a bar on the Strand. Georgie reports
that she has been looking after Tony and John-Baptiste’s Hercules
– while this couple are in Paris for a birthday fete. I report on
yesterday’s funeral, noting that this was the first time I had ever
seen a coffin lowered into its grave. Georgie, who is already
worm-phobic, says that she wants to be cremated. By now the
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skies are brightening and as we get up at departure time the sun
actually breaks through. Behind us I can see yet another Miniature
Schnauzer, walking with a couple and a baby in a pushchair. That
makes five of these fellows spotted this morning but there is an
additional surprise. This one is also named Otto!
Sunday, January 29:
Since our last morning in the park we have been involved in two
additional canine incidents. On our afternoon walk we crossed
paths with the owners of Muffin – no mention of the recent
incident was made by them or me but the lively thirteen-monthold OES was eager to play with Otto and they had a good session,
with my dog (assuming the role of Elvis) getting bounced around
quite a bit by the much larger dog. Then when we were on our late
night we walk we encountered another couple outside the park
gates. They were full of anxiety over the fate of their Jack Russell,
Milo, who had squeezed through the bars and into the darkness
of the park (it was after 11:00) in order to do some exploring.
Fearing an encounter with foxes the male in this party climbed
over the gate and disappeared up the same Morshead roadway
that Otto and I now use to begin our morning in the Rec. Otto has
spotted something interesting coming in behind us as we reach
the green –this is Tilly, also two years old, a lovely Miniature
Schnauzer lass who makes friends almost immediately. Dan is
now arriving with Winnie and after showering the dowager with
kisses Otto follows me over to the café.
This morning we have Dan, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna and
Anahita – with Vlad stationed behind us at his own little table.
I have come well-prepared to satisfy canine cravings and this is
just as well because there is no toasted cheese sandwich – and no
Davide, who is poorly this morning. Tilly is present briefly while
her daddy gets his coffee and she too gets a biscuit but Krug,
who would like to come in, remains on the other side of the bars
as Otto kisses her like some star-crossed lover. Bailey has a new
navy jumper and he looks so smart that Ofra is urged to add a
yarmulke to his outfit. Winnie, whom Dan says had an epileptic
seizure last night, seems fine today; there is nothing wrong with
her appetite. Not to be outdone in the sartorial category, Elvis is
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sporting a beautiful embroidered Chinese coat this morning; while
Otto is reaching up to grab hold of his pal Daisy-Mae, perhaps
trying to protect the white fluffball, lashes out at my pet – and
manages to bite Anahita on the hand. Vlad comes over to show us
a wonderful drawing of Tara by a Serbian artist and arrangements
are made to get a copy of this for insertion in the next doggy book.
Janet says she is making progress in finding photos for this project
and asks me to bring in a memory stick so that a transfer can be
made.
Much of the morning conversation is dominated by the latest
ill-considered outburst by Donald Trump, who has banned entry
to the United States to anyone carrying the passport of seven
Moslem countries, even, presumably, to those already resident
in the U.S. Dan says that this means that a number of BA staff
members cannot be assigned to U.S.-bound flights and that new
schedules will have to be arranged immediately. The effect of this
ban on America’s position in the life of the world seems full of
menace now – according to our coffee drinkers. I hold out hope
that some of this may unravel in the courts. World affairs having
been settled to our satisfaction we turn to more pressing local
matters – such as the weather. The all-day rain has certainly not
materialized, indeed there is some sun this morning, but perhaps
we will get some moisture later. I say I’m not making a move
until I know what Ofra’s phone has to say on the subject but that
lady has left her phone at home. Almost immediately Georgie
gets a phone message from Ofra’s Ricky: “Ofra has left her phone
at home; can you tell her to bring back bread and olive oil?” As
we get up to begin our homeward journeys Dan is attempting to
confuse matters – “Bring home sardines and mayo.”
Monday, January 30:
Skies are beginning to brighten after yesterday’s light rain –
which came at last in the mid-afternoon, affecting our remaining
visits to the pavements of Maida Vale. Otto is again experiencing
symptoms of the blocked bum syndrome; this happens whenever
his fur gets too long and it is matter of some regret that his next
visit to the groomer’s, scheduled for tomorrow, has been been put
off by a week. I help matters along this morning with a stick and
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he is free to see what Poppy is doing in front of the clubhouse.
Then we head over to the Randolph roadway where Poppy leads
him on a merry chase over Mt. Bannister and Oscar, the new bluecoated Schnauzer, wants to mix it up outside the metal gazebo.
Hanna is just arriving; she says she can see snowdrops already
blooming on the hilltop.
It isn’t raining anymore but the woman who owns little Rocky
takes a seat at one end of our sheltered table, where she is joined
by Shane, the owner of Bullet. “I see you’re in the middle of this
firm,” he says as he sits down. I like it. Today members of “the
firm” include Hanna, Jo Lynn, Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Ellie and
Anahita. I am kept busy doling out the treats and there is one food
fight to report – Tilly the Border Terrier and Otto. The latter also
has Elvis, back in his red coat, as an especial object of attention.
Anahita seems more relaxed about letting her pet play with mine
and, indeed, they seem to enjoy one another’s company without
any nastiness. To spice up the action Otto finds a stick and makes
the other dogs chase him around. At one point there is a raucous
canine chorus at the gate: Leonard, Krug and Oscar all want to
come in and play – well, Leonard is just here for the biscuits.
Melanie arrives to turn Rufus over to his Auntie Georgie. The
media star has a glamorous shag this morning, after having made
an early morning appearance on BBC News 24. She says that
last summer she got so many hateful tweets about her appearance
that she cried. Those of us who have been to the recent funeral
are asked for an update. Ellie is discussing funeral costs; she
says her mother has paid for her own burial in advance and is
now guaranteed a service that would cost much more at today’s
prices. Paying for your funeral now is sort of an investment, I
suggest, like buying property in W9. (Georgie says she is going
to do this as well.) Hanna now says that America is represented
by the rooster since it won independence during such a year in the
Chinese calendar. “That helps explain Donald Trump, doesn’t it?”
I add. To which Jo Lynn responds, “He does look like a rooster
– down to his wattle.” I turn over to Janet the memory stick on
which she will save some needed photos for the current book
project. She then goes off to play tennis and the rest of us make
a move homeward. Bailey gets confused a makes a move in the
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wrong direction. Ofra’s problem is that her dog can’t hear her
calling him but as he turns around he does see that strange woman
performing semaphore with her body on the Randolph roadway.
Tuesday, January 31:
Shortly before Linda arrived for a late afternoon circuit of the
park with our two dogs my pet deposited his lunch on the TV
room carpet. He seemed to be in no distress and even managed to
gobble back a few of his pellets before I could clean up the mess.
His poo seemed satisfactory when we began out walk (though
it was obvious that another trip to the bathtub was needed) and
he gamboled about the Rec in fine spirits. About 1:00 in the
morning, however, I could hear ominous retching sounds and I
just managed to get him off the bed before he again vomited. This
morning I am keen to see how he is faring and the early signs are
certainly encouraging. It is a gray and damp morning, with just
a light mist falling, but this doesn’t stop Otto from playing with
Oscar, Ellie the Cocker and a little lively dog named Olive – who
likes to run circles around me before jumping up on my legs.
Every lady at our table this morning (Janet, Georgie, Ofra and
Ellie) is wearing a coat with a fur-lined hood. Many of the dogs
are in wet-weather gear; Teddy is wearing his Winston Churchill
boiler suit. Otto seems to have a healthy enough appetite,
repeatedly returning for more biscuits – along with Sparkie,
Bailey, Ellie and Winnie. The latter is here with a recovered
Davide and the latter’s toasted cheese sandwich is also irresistible
to these dogs. When they are not eating this lot are vigilantly
patrolling the fences, lead by Dudley. The Coton is here with
Georgie – while Karen is on that business trip to Houston (where
she will actually attend the Super Bowl on Sunday).
Donald Trump again dominates the breakfast conversation
– as the full consequences of his ban on travel to the States
from seven Moslem countries takes its toll on travel plans and
elicits anti-American feeling throughout the world. There were
demonstrations in many spots here in the U.K. and in the U.S.
of course. Trump’s mocking diatribe against Senator Charles
Schumer, who cried at a press conference while discussing these
events, reminds me that I have a distant connection here. (One
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of my journalism students, charmed by a political assignment I
had given him, later became Schumer’s press secretary.) In other
news, Janet is considering an invitation to play tennis under
the floodlights and may do so if the weather clears. Davide is
complaining about hikes in parking prices in Westminster. Ofra
announces that there will be ads for travel in Israel during the
Super Bowl – I have seem many more of these on our TV lately.
Ellie says she has not heard from her rat in some time and that
workmen will seal the entry hole on Friday. It is still raining just
a bit as we head for home. Otto falls into his manic circling act as
he seeks a place for a poo but all he manages when he does squat
is a dispiriting squirt and so the month ends as I begin another
anxious period of tummy watching.
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Leonard poised for action.
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Monday, February 1:
I have starved the dog – ever since seeing that watery projection
yesterday. He seems to have spent a quiet enough night but I
am most anxious to see if there has been any improvement in
his digestive processes in the interim. He gives Cathy a fulsome
greeting at 9:00 or so and then, a mist again descending, we head
for the park on a mild but gray morning. Davide has just parked
his car and Otto waits so that he can kiss Winnie’s head before
turning around and heading for the green. There are no familiar
canine faces out here so, still on lead, we begin to circle the vast
open space. Otto trots along with his nose buried in the grass,
no doubt seeking an appropriate spot for a squat, but he is not
satisfied until we are at the far end. I am not satisfied – for there
is an unhappy repetition of yesterday’s fecal treacle. This is a
signal that I will have to call the vet and see if we can have an
appointment for later today.
Our morning ensemble includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide and
Hanna only – Ellie is evidently feeling poorly. Janet has brought
with her a bag of dog treats for me to supplement my blue bag
supplies but I am in a bit of a fix this morning. I don’t want to be
feeding Otto before any vet visit and I don’t want to be feeding
other animals while mine is excluded – Davide is also enjoined
from sharing any of his toasted cheese sandwich with my pet.
Janet does open my bag in order to hand out treats to other dogs
but they are slow to catch on and many, like Sparkie, Ellie the
Cocker, Winnie and Otto, of course, continue to haunt my knees,
staring up at me balefully. Hanna says she would like to give
Winnie a Reiki treatment some time.
After Georgie has finished her poached egg on toast she is also
presented with a glass of the special smoothie that Zen likes to
mix up for himself in the café kitchen. Ofra samples this as well.
“You can get your five-a-day in one glass,” I conclude. Councilor
Jan Prendergast now passes by and she and Hanna discuss the
latest park outrage – according to Hanna – the felling of a healthy
ancient hawthorn in the Grantully doggy compound, where work
has been preceding as part of the attempt to add this area to the
“bluebell wood.” Hanna produces pictures of the toppled tree
resplendent in its spring blossoms and says she will be sending
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copies to Jan – who always keeps an eye on park matters for us.
“I’m just gutted,” Hanna concludes. It is evidently just another
in a long line of disappointments; she says that Vlad has still not
been able to produce a playable version of the Mafia’s Greatest
Hits for downloading on her smart phone. The mist seems to
be turning to a light rain as we head for home. My first task is
to speak to Linda about a visit to the vets and to call the latter
for an appointment. The upshot is that we will all be making
a pilgrimage to Boundary Road for a 5:15 appointment this
afternoon. In the meantime the dog vomits twice.
Thursday, February 2:
We were ushered in to see Dr. Francesca, the practice head, whom
we have met before, and she takes Otto downstairs for some blood
tests and the injection of an anti-vomiting drug. A big bag of his
sensitivity kibble is ready for us to pick up and we get some more
of the canned food as well. I dole some of this out at dinnertime
but Otto shows no interest in eating anything. I take him out for a
late night walk as usual and there is another wet gusher from his
backside – though perhaps I can detect a little solid chunk or two.
At home he falls into a deep sleep and I have to carry him into the
bedroom when it is time to put the lights out.
This morning he seems a bit more alert and shortly before it is
time for us to go out he eats a portion of his canned food and
drinks some water. I keep him on lead as we circle the green and
he squats several times before producing a small contribution, one
that I can actually pick up. As I near the café I can see Ellie and
Anahita walking toward me on the Randolph roadway. Ellie is
chasing down Teddy (who is attacking an Alsatian) and Anahita
shows me a bag of dog treats named, appropriately, Bailey’s Bites.
In the café compound I can see Davide, Georgie and the latter’s
sister Jean, here for a visit, but we do not stop since I need to get
home in time for Linda to take us for a follow-up visit at Village
Vets on Boundary Road.
Today we see Dr. Crina, who is happy with Otto’s progress. Blood
tests have revealed no pancreatitis or other worrying condition and
he receives no additional medication today. Crina thinks he could
lose a kilo or so – he certainly feels much heavier to me when I
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have to heft him into the bathtub these days. I should be doing this
when we get home, since his backside is a sight, but I am reluctant
to put him though this ordeal just now. No further appointment is
made today but now we will have to see if the vomiting returns
when yesterday’s medication wears off. In forty minutes we are
home again and so begins another day of invalid monitoring.
Friday, February 3:
Otto spent a very quiet day yesterday – which is to be expected.
He did not vomit again and he produced no poo at all on any of
our walks. This isn’t too surprising since he has eaten so little
of late. This morning I think I detect some signs of renewal. He
plays with one his toys and transfers one of my boots from the
bedroom to the sitting room. Just before we get ready to leave for
the park I can see that he has at last agreed to eat a portion of his
sensitivity-controlled canned food. I have decided that, under any
circumstances, I do not wish to let him play with any of his pals or
join the others in our compound since both of these activities may
be beyond his strength at this time.
It is a lovely morning outside, sunny and relatively mild after a
night of rain. Davide is just arriving with Winnie as we enter our
gate and we walk together up the Morshead roadway. Behind
us an outgoing black woman with a Jack Russell asks us about
our dogs and their names while simultaneously holding a phone
conversation with someone else. Davide gets quite confused since
he thinks all of her utterances are directed at him. “This is what
we call multi-tasking,” I conclude. When we reach the green
Davide says that Winnie will refuse to follow us on a lengthy
circuit and he is not going to risk his shoes on the wet grass – so
we part ways.
I am keenly interested in seeing what kind of poo Otto might
produce this morning and it takes a long time before he lets me
see. In the event I am much encouraged by the color and solidity
of the object in question. We continue on toward the café as I
attempt to get him to drink some water in front of the loos. This is
not a success – perhaps he is distracted by the sight of so many of
his canine pals getting ready to enter our compound. I pause only
long enough to confer briefly with Janet about photos and cover
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design for Volume IX and then we continue on, heading for home.
This is obviously a disappointment for the dog but he falls in
step at last. At home I can soon hear him sipping away at his own
water bowl.
Saturday, February 4:
Otto’s recovery continues, I am happy to report, with no additional
signs of stomach turmoil, solid enough poos, and a renewed
appetite. An overnight rain has just ended as we head for the park.
I am determined not to let him off-lead, not knowing how much
his energies might have been depleted by his recent indisposition.
I can tell that there must have been high winds accompanying last
night’s storms since small branches litter the walkways of the Rec.
Over on our right, as we cross the green, we have the annoying
presence of a boom-box in the bandstand, with obtrusively loud
music needed to soothe somehow the injured pride of a gaggle of
look-at-me sportsmen. After we have circled the green I hand Otto
over to Janet at the café and take off for the Vineyard Chemists
on Maida Vale Parade, where I must pick up my next batch of
prescriptions.
For the first time since Wednesday I am able to sit down, on
my return, with the other coffee drinkers – today these include
Janet, Georgie, Wendy, Ofra, Nigel and Anahita, who pays for
my coffee. Nigel is thumbing through one of the tabloids and this
naturally leads to some thoughts on the latest provocations in the
Donald Trump arsenal. Nigel thinks that the Donald would be
just as happy to see courts reverse his anti-Moslem immigration
policies since, at the time of the next inevitable terrorist attack, he
can say, “I told you so.” Another item plucked from the headlines
concerns David Beckham’s fury over being denied a knighthood
– Nigel thinks that some suspicious financial shenanigans lie at
the root of this outcome. For some reason Nigel likes to remember
with the greatest affection a year he spent in my hometown of Los
Angeles in 1980. He had chosen this spot because, while working
on a kibbutz, he had met a girl from L.A. I tell him that, by
coincidence, Dorothy and I worked on a kibbutz in 1980 as well.
Otto is offered only a few biscuit shards as the other customers,
missing my presence these last few days, crowd my knees. These
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include Dudley, here with Georgie, and the ever-greedy Bailey.
The latter, not content with sticking his nose into the biscuit bag,
is also trying to rake meds out of my Vineyard bag. Of course
Elvis is present and he and Otto are soon up to their old tricks.
I tell Anahita that her theory that Otto has bulked out of late has
perhaps been confirmed at the vets – since Dr. Crina thinks that at
10.5 kilos he is about a kilo overweight. Today the two pals take
turns throttling one another but this time their antics are recorded
in video format on Anahita’s phone. Played back in slow motion,
this is a wonderful scene of flashing teeth and fur. The others have
all left (and Hanna is just arriving) as I put his lead back on Otto
for our march home after a very successful outing. It is beginning
to rain again.
Sunday, February 5:
Otto has enjoyed a late afternoon walk with Linda (and Pepper,
of course) as we circled the green – the dog, at last, off-lead. I
again unhook him this morning as we near the café, where other
Schnauzers, including Oscar, are already on patrol. They have
opened the café a bit early but none of our lot are about yet and so
we continue on down the Randolph roadway without encountering
anyone we know. Now, however, I can see Georgie and Jean
heading our way – accompanied by Sparkie, Dudley and Winnie.
Winnie has not been made to walk all the way to the park – and
this explains the empty baby buggy that Georgie is pushing in
front of her. “Some people will undertake any subterfuge,” I
remark, “in order to claim additional child benefit.”
In addition to the Scottish sisters we also have Janet, Dan (here
to reclaim Winnie after a late night on the town), Hanna, Nigel
and Anahita – Ofra is evidently poorly this morning. Also joining
us is a father and six year-old daughter (CeeCee) – who bring
with them a young bruiser of a mid-sized tan terrier named Misty
Mischievous. While CeeCee is fetching a hot chocolate and a
cupcake for herself Misty, who is growling at all the other dogs,
is muzzled. (This is the same dog I saw in the bank a few months
ago, barking at other canines chained outside the front door.)
Anahita is unnerved by all this (and the application of Misty’s
leash as a punishment for unruly behavior) and takes Otto and
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Elvis out onto the green for an extended play period. This means
that they miss out on the distribution of treats from my blue bag,
though when my dog is present I give him only tiny Schmacko
shards. Winnie is keen to protect her primacy in the distribution of
chunks of Dan’s toasted ham and cheese and she is soon barking
at an innocent Sparkie on Georgie’s lap.
Jean brings us up to date on her recent experience with a concert
by the Tiger Lillies at the Camden Town Roundhouse – the chief
reason for her visit this time – and Dan gives a rather sour review
of a cabaret evening he went to last night. I ask our Glasgow
visitor if she thinks a second independence referendum would
produce a different result this time but she thinks most Scots
would still vote to remain in a United Kingdom. (Many of us have
seen a wonderful impersonation of Nicola Sturgeon by Tracy
Ullman.) I have learned that Georgie has had a £104 win on the
lottery last week; earlier she had discovered a wad of cash in the
streets and so it is no wonder that we suggest she must pick our
own numbers in next week’s lottery. When it is time for us to
make our departures I have to reclaim my dog out on the green –
where he has been chasing down a little ball wielded by Anahita.
She says he has been very good about returning it and dropping it
so that she can throw it again. I tell her that he has taught himself
the rules of this game – since I never bring a ball to the park. She
and I walk together to the Essendine gate, where we encounter
Alfie, a Bichon with a huge white head poking out of a blue boiler
suit that encases body and legs. Anahita says she has one for Elvis
like this but the legs are too long and she needs to make some
alterations before he can wear it.
Monday, February 6:
Another awful night – not the dog, who seems to be doing
much better, but yours truly. Lately I have been suffering from a
prolonged sleeplessness and to this we can add major digestion
problems, no doubt due to the strictures of the Atkins diet. At 8:15
Linda arrives and we briefly discuss these matters – and the failure
of the newly installed stereo unit. Linda is here to fetch Otto,
whose visit to the beauty parlor in Primrose Hill is scheduled
for 9:00 – but there is just enough time for her to insist on the
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abandonment of my dietary regime and I have to agree; what
works for the body of someone in his fifties may no longer be
appropriate for someone whose next birthday will be his eightieth.
I take advantage of a dogless morning to undertake the first
of a number of errands, starting with the deposit of the blue
recycling bag on the pavement and including a brief visit to the
123 Cleaners. Then I head for the park, arriving at the café just as
they are opening its doors. I am joined by Janet (collecting lottery
money), Georgie, here with Dudley, Seamus and Sparkie, and by
Ofra, Ellie and Jean. I have brought my treat bag and I am soon
offering sustenance to the assembled animals, with Bailey and
Leonard, who soon arrives with Caroline, demanding instant and
frequent gratification. It is a bright and sunny morning but Georgie
complains she is cold. Ofra seems to have shaken off most of her
cold symptoms but Ellie says she has a sore throat. (The ladies
have somehow decided to blame Davide for spreading the relevant
germs.) None of the others seem to have noticed that I have no
dog with me this morning, nor remembered that I announced what
Otto would be doing at this hour yesterday. Anahita now comes
with Elvis and she is the next to ask me where Otto is. She tells us
that she will be travelling to France for a Sufi retreat experience,
reaching Paris by Eurostar and then travelling on a second train
for forty-five minutes. When she adds that she has programmed a
few hours between trains for some high-end shopping I note that
this doesn’t sound very spiritual. She says that’s why she is doing
the shopping before the retreat and not after.
At 10:00 or so I resume my errands, walking over to Maida
Vale parade to get cash and pay a bill at the bank. I am home by
10:20 and only ten minutes later Linda returns with a beautifully
groomed Otto. We have shortened the time between groomings;
any longer and his legs become matted and have to be shaved
and, of course, his bum becomes blocked. Pepper has been on this
expedition to Primrose Hill as well – the dogs were walked over
Primrose Hill itself – and joins Linda in the return ceremonies. A
long list of food dos and don’ts is offered by Linda and then she is
gone. But what about my injured stereo?
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Tuesday, February 7:
I can see a message from Gavan as I open my email this morning
– “Have you watched the game?” I know what he is talking
about without opening the file – the Super Bowl – and I know
he wouldn’t have asked the question if there were not some
spectacular outcome from his point of view, that of a fervent
supporter of the New England Patriots. Fortunately I have less
than a quarter to get through in my own viewing of this event and
I need to get through it now, before heading to the park with my
beautifully groomed dog, because there is a rumor that Karen will
be returning to reclaim Dudley and, as an eye witness to events
in Houston, she will be certain to want to talk about the game.
Talk about a game of two halves. The Atlanta Falcons had built
up a twenty-five point lead in the first half and no one had even
overcome a deficit of more than ten points in the history of this
contest. But in the second half New England took control and tied
the game at 28-28, forcing the first overtime in the spectacle’s
history and. in sudden death, offering the Patriots a chance to win
the contest 34-28.
As Otto and I reach the street I can see Georgie on her way to pick
up Seamus and Jean entering the park with the aforementioned
Dudley. She and I discuss the game and also the spectacular halftime show featuring an acrobatic Lada Gaga. (On a sour note, I
suggest that the only forgettable part of the show was the music
itself.) I let Otto off the hook as we reach the green but it takes
some time for him to find a playmate, in this case a midsize
ebullient hound named Electra – who is just squatting for a poo
that seems to be of no interest to any owner. At one point Electra
pushes her way into our compound while Otto remains outside.
Such an incursion soon finds an echo when Ellie follows me into
the café, leaving Teddy on the outside. “When Davide comes in
here you can be sure Teddy will sneak in with him,” she says –
and this is exactly what happens. At our table we also have Janet,
Ofra and Hanna – who has little Pucci with her this morning.
Linda comes by with Pepper and Chica and I am able to tell her
that I had a long chat last night with a convalescent Michigan
Janet. Pepper is admitted to the mix (as is Leonard) and I soon
have three Schnauzers begging for treats while a fourth, Oscar,
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noses about outside the bars. Janet and I have a conference on her
cover design for Volume IX. Ellie reports on the installation of the
wrong LED bulbs in her kitchen ceiling – ones that turn everyone
a cadaverous blue. As we get up to begin a march home the park
is filled up with school kids – with many groups at play out on our
green. “Today,” I say, “we witness the follow-on consequences of
school after school selling off their own playing fields.”
Wednesday, February 8:
It’s cold out there, a penetrating damp that chills one’s bones as
gray presses down upon all those brave souls who venture into
Paddington Rec with their dogs. To add to one’s annoyance we
have a large van blocking progress in front of the clubhouse, a
delivery truck reversing so that it can drop supplies off at the café
and a tractor trundling down the Randolph roadway. Just as well,
then, that Otto crosses the green, having spotted Janet with Ellie
the Cocker and Leonard. She reminds me to keep an eye on the
prize, by which she means that Otto is squatting on the slopes of
Mt. Bannister. From the heights two dog walkers are descending
with half a dozen animals – and these also provide some
distraction before it is time to head for the café ourselves.
They have opened the doors of this establishment a few minutes
early so I am first in the queue, soon returning with my cuppa to a
table that also makes room for Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, and
Hanna – with Vlad stationed at his own little spot behind us. Janet
(the new Georgie) has left Daisy-Mae and Elvis at home. Georgie
has brought Patsy, Seamus and Sparkie; Davide, Ofra and I have
only one dog apiece. I am soon under siege as all these chaps
crowd around, seeking treats. I have some smaller morsels for the
gummers – and even Otto, to whom I am trying to give less food
– but Leonard, Sparkie and Ellie the Cocker are still on Shapes.
Otto, perhaps feeling sorry for himself, gets into a nasty food fight
with Seamus when Davide tosses chunks of his ham and cheese
into the melee – with Otto assuming that if its airborne it’s his –
even when it has landed in the Westie’s mouth.
I have brought with me a short story from The New Yorker,
one with an Israeli setting that I want Ofra to identify for me.
That lady has hurt a finger and keeps knocking it throughout
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our session. She says that son Guy, who is working now even
though she is not quite certain what his job entails, complains
that mommy’s cooking now resembles that of his late dementiabeset grandmother. (I suggest that she hand him the apron and
spatula.) Davide has been researching cruises for Dan’s parents
and he must confer with our cruise expert, Janet, on a fourteenday Mediterranean offering. Janet and I have watched an episode
of The Secret Lives of Dogs on ITV last night. There were some
amazing canine characters and one alarming statistic – the
average life span of a dog is now longer than the length of most
marriages. This reminds me that a second stat I have heard this
week concerns the chronic search for building sites for desperately
needed housing in this country …. housing occupies 1.1% of the
total land mass of the nation; golf courses occupy 2.0%. Before
we get up to leave I confirm that we are not having a oncethreatened tube strike today. I need to know because I have my
annual cardiac checkup on Harley Street at noon.
Thursday, February 9:
If anything it is even colder this morning and I have pulled a
second hood over my head as Otto and I head up the Morshead
roadway. There is no one at all on the green, unless you can’t that
senior citizen, Rebel, but I urge my dog to see what is going on
in the northeastern corner, where I can see Stephen, Janet and
Ellie in conference – with lots of little dogs milling at their feet.
The conference seems to be on the subject of canine outerwear;
surprisingly Will and Grace are not sporting any of their charming
outfits this morning but Teddy is in his bright red sweater and
Elvis, here with Janet, is wearing his knitted navy bodysuit. His
presence is most welcome to Otto and they are soon chasing one
another about as we slowly make our way back to the confines of
our outdoor chamber at the café.
The latter has again opened a few minutes early and I am soon
joined at the counter by Ellie and Georgie. “You might think that
I am stationed at this door in order to hold it open for you in some
gesture of exacting courtesy,” I say, “but no, I am standing here
because there is a heater above my head and I can’t bear to leave
its comforts.” Outside we are also joined by Davide – with Vlad
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sitting behind us again. Georgie has brought Sparkie, Rufus and
Seamus with her; Seamus, as usual, is allowed one treat, Rufus
shows no interest, and Sparkie is a frequent customer before
jumping into Georgie’s lap in a shivering heap. There are no food
fights today, just one or two threatening growls from Winnie,
on Davide’s lap, as she asserts her primacy in any claims over
daddy’s toasted cheese sandwich. Otto and Elvis continue their
manic wrestling match. Every time I think the smaller Maltese
must be growing tired of the constant pummeling I see the little
white fellow begin the next bout with an attack on my pet.
Hanna is not present to hear the news that neither Vlad nor
Davide can produce a playable version of the Mafia’s Greatest
Hits. Davide reports that he is taking exams this week so he is
earthbound. Janet reports that there are yet more complaints on the
Westminster North website about the loud music being directed
our way by personal trainers in the park. I report on my visit to
Harley Street yesterday, a most unusual chapter in this annual
pilgrimage. I did quite well with echo and stress tests but the
surgery was stuffed with lots of people even older than myself
and not only was the lift broken but Dr. Foale’s offices were
being redecorated and since there were no other rooms available
for a private consultation he went over the test results as I sat in
an armchair outside the receptionists offices – where, without
asking my to undress again, he stuck his stethoscope inside my
sweatshirt. I now remind the others that Dr. Foale is always
interested in my foothold in the canine world and that he tells
me that this week the family will pick up a ten-week old brown
Cocker named Alfie and that the secretaries are going to look after
it during the day. (Hoots of laughter from the room next door.) By
this time we were well over an hour behind time and in my desire
to get home to my dog as quickly as possible I forgot to pick
up a Radio Times. This means that as we leave the park today I
follow Georgie, who can hold on to Otto’s lead as we near Hamish
II – while I dart inside to pluck this essential reference from the
newsagent’s shelves.
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Friday, February 10:
Another miserable morning in Maida Vale. It is dark, a freezing
sleet is descending and, out on the green of the park, a chill wind
is blowing as well. Otto doesn’t seem to mind this atmosphere –
though he was cold enough in bed to attach himself to my chest
throughout the night. His routine these days seems to include
a sprint across the muddy greensward, a pause for a poo, and a
search for Janet – who is often seen descending the hill with one
of his play pals. I know what is going on in his mind – “I hope it’s
Elvis.” Leonard would be second choice and Ellie (who is here
today) a distant third. In fact Otto even disdains any play with
Poppy this morning and joins the contingent heading directly for
the café.
I am the first in the coffee queue this morning – I would have
preferred a longer wait in the warmth. Outside I discover DaisyMae in my chair, Ofra arriving with Bailey in his navy cable-knit
sweater, Georgie here with Sparkie, Rufus and Seamus and Dmitri
here with Flora. (Hanna also arrives a few minutes later but I
don’t have the heart to ask her if she has heard that no one has
succeeded in preparing a version of her longed-for Mafia music.)
Dmitri says that he is taking daughter Isabella to Italy soon –
but he can’t remember when and, indeed, after many a flight in
Europe since we have last seen him – he seems uncertain about
what day of the week we are enduring now. Janet knows that she
should be playing tennis today but a knee is giving her problems
and she may cancel. Georgie knows that a week-long half-term
break is coming up and she will be off for a few days.
I have to take my gloves off to untie the biscuit bag but I am
soon besieged. I have been trying to offer Otto smaller fare
from my blue bag but perhaps this has only enhanced his greed.
Unfortunately, even with no scrap to fight over, he resents the
presence of Flora on my knee and these two are soon having
another one of their classic fights. Janet manages to separate
the contestants and administer a stern scolding to my battler.
Thereafter I warn Dmitri not to share his toasted sandwich with
the dogs, fearing round two, and this means that Otto has to save
his energies for barking sentry duty at the fence. When we get
up to leave I can see trouble out on the green – quite a few large
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dogs, including an unknown Alsatian and Muffin are scrapping
and so, to avoid this temptation, I decide to use the back passage
for our return journey. A Boxer with a Frisbee in his mouth is
encountered here but, on the whole, it is pretty quiet today and we
have soon enough returned to some semblance of warmth.
Saturday, February 11:
A shower of sleet is peppering the streets of Maida Vale as I
complete my preparations for our morning visit to the park – but,
fortunately, this has stopped by the time we are ready to go. It
remains gray, dark and very cold nevertheless. Otto is searching
for someone to play with and I hope to catch up with Janet, who is
heading for a crossing of the plateau of Mt. Bannister with DaisyMae and Leonard, but the latter is willfully refusing to follow her
and all these dogs and Elvis, here with Nigel, end up prowling
the length of the Randolph roadway before I open the gates to our
compound and admit all these animals.
In addition to Janet and Nigel we have only Ofra and Dan this
morning – Georgie is at home awaiting a delivery (or so she says).
Now it is Nigel’s turn to worry a bit about the mugging his dog
is receiving from mine but he seems happier when he can take
both of these fellows out onto the green for some more spirited
play. When they are all in residence I dip into the biscuit bag and
start my ritual disbursements; Otto seems to think that everything
belongs to him and he has to be admonished not to make a pig of
himself on several occasions. Winnie is seated in Dan’s lap, not
even bothering to line up for treats with the rest of them. Instead
she accepts one after another from Dan’s hand as she basks in the
glow of his hand warmer, which he has tucked into her harness.
Janet has taken a seat on the far side of the table today and for
some reason Winnie takes exception to the presence of Daisy-Mae
in such an unaccustomed position. That means that for most of the
session the senior Pug is barking at the recumbent figure of the
Shih-Tzu on Janet’s lap. Daisy-Mae pays no attention whatsoever.
Big Brother fans discuss the victory of Coleen Nolan; there seems
to be a universal verdict that this year’s version offered no one you
could actually cheer for. Dan reports that Davide has had so many
sick days of late that he has fallen into a disciplinary category with
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his employer. For his part Dan adds that even he now conducts a
back-to-work interview with any staff member off for even a day –
and that such a practice has reduced absenteeism considerably. He
also adds, with echoes of his earlier meeting with Andrew Lloyd
Webber, that he is now scheduled to meet Mel Brooks – with a
musical version of Young Frankenstein in the offing. This reminds
me that one day my Dorothy was walking in front of Harrods
when Mel Brooks rounded a corner. She smiled in recognition and
he responded, “My, don’t we look nice today.” Ofra now borrows
Winnie’s hand warmer, regretting very much that she has left her
seat cushion in the car. To make matters worse, husband Ricky is
in Israel and is planning a swim in the Dead Sea amid 24-degree
temperatures today. She has parked over on our side of the park –
no need to pay for parking in the Rec’s lot on a Saturday – and so
she accompanies us as we walk down the Morshead roadway. We
have to promise a reluctant Otto that he can play with Elvis again
tomorrow. Winnie has been seated in the basket on Dan’s bicycle,
a towel swaddling her large head. No comment is necessary
except perhaps, “ET, call home.”
Sunday, February 12:
I can see that ET is just ahead of us on the Morshead roadway and
so, somewhat earlier than usual, we begin our session in the park
with an early release – Otto charging furiously up the tarmac in
order to greet the dowager. Only pigeons provide interest out on
the green itself but Otto is more interested in who might already
be inside our fenced compound at the café. This morning we will
have Dan, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Nigel and Hanna – with Vlad
stationed at his own little table behind us. (Vlad is still not able to
tell us when the Bakerloo Line will be added to the list of all-night
underground routes.)
Georgie has brought with her Sparkie, Flora and Lucky, a shaggy
Cavapoo puppy who is staying the week. This means, so she tells
us, that she will be more or less housebound as the pup can’t be
left alone since he chews everything, including wires. Otto is
delighted by the presence of Elvis and follows his pal back out
onto the green, where Nigel has taken them. I’m sure that Nigel is
hoping for some sustained exercise for his dog out here but Elvis
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soon returns to our company, leaving Otto by himself outside.
Hanna has Bonaparte with her and when he barks at the wrestling
antics of Otto and Elvis my dog takes off after the French
Bulldog in retaliation. There are no major food fights among the
dogs today, though Otto is warned to behave himself on several
occasions, and there is one terrific barney involving Daisy-Mae
and Flora. Janet’s freshly groomed pet starts it all by snapping
at Flora from the safety of mommy’s lap but the feisty Pug is so
enraged that she retaliates by climbing Janet’s legs – I pull her off.
Winnie spends most of the session wrapped in her towel on Dan’s
lap – and, indeed, it is very cold again today, cold and gray.
Ofra reports that she has now bought her own hand warmer and
Georgie presents her with a new knitted cap with a fuzzy ball
on top. Janet says that she has played badminton on a wonky
knee and fears she may have sciatica – Ofra and I wonder if we
should send her to Julie the osteopath. I tell Janet that I will be
sending her a couple of park photos for identification – as I zero
in on the final stages of my preparations for Volume IX. Current
movie fare is discussed – with the Baftas scheduled for tonight.
When Ofra says she only likes to go to movies that make her
happy Dan argues that she ought to sample the whole range of
emotions provided by contemporary cinema. “I have enough
mixed emotions in my life,” she responds. “I don’t need them at
the movies too.”
Monday, February 13:
I have no sooner dropped this week’s blue recycling bag onto the
pavement outside the front door than I can see Georgie heading
our way with Lucky the puppy. She is obviously on a mission –
come to fetch Seamus – but we have crossed the street before she
can see us. There is actually sunshine this morning – something
we have not seen in some time, though a chill wind keeps the
temperatures depressed. There are some big dogs charging about
as we near the green but Otto ignores them, following a chap in a
mobile wheelchair in the direction of the café. As we near the far
corner he can hear Janet’s voice and he is eager to see whom she
might have brought with her today. In fact she has only DaisyMae and Binky but Caroline is soon encountered with Leonard
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and this is a useful meeting as far as Otto is concerned. When
we return to the café two more members of the Schnauzer tribe
are encountered, first Oscar and then Barney. The latter, her fur
matted, has had a severe haircut and is wearing two coats as a
consequence.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Davide,
Anahita and Hanna. (Janet has me quite confused when she says
we won’t see Ellie because her family is off skiing this week – but
it turns out that she is talking about Ellie the Cocker.) Daisy-Mae
tries to bite the head off Binky but this is the only instance of
major misbehavior this morning. Anahita ushers Elvis and Otto
out onto the green for some more play; she has a theory that this
will exhaust the contestants and that they will be less likely to
engage in what appears to be vicious play in the wrestling arena.
Hanna is eating a toasted bacon and tomato sandwich and she
soon attracts a lot of canine interest. I don’t mind the competition
and I still have a lot of work satisfying the appetites of Bailey,
Winnie and Otto. Melanie now arrives so that she can add Rufus
to Georgie’s canine flock.
Anahita gives us a report on her Sufi retreat in France – where
some of the other participants assumed that her dog was named
Nigel and her husband Elvis. She says that she did not go
shopping in Paris but that she did have a glass of champagne
between trains. Melanie is asked about her stints on the Beeb
analyzing the day’s newspapers and Dan is actually able to
summon some of these sessions on his telephone. (She says she
is not surprised that Wikipedia has announced that they will no
longer accept Daily Mail postings as factual.) Dan and Davide are
talking about their building project in Sardinia. Dan says that they
are going to add a time capsule to the foundations and that it will
contain DNA from the two of them and Winnie so that scientists,
in a thousand years, can recreate the trio. (Let’s hope that they
don’t get the samples scrambled.) I turn over to Ofra five £2 coins
as we rise to begin our homeward journeys.
Tuesday, February 14:
There is some bright sunshine when I first peer from my front
window, shortly after rising at 7:15 or so, but by the time we hit
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the streets we have only gray again. What we can say is that there
is no wind today, and so it doesn’t seem quite as cold as yesterday.
Otto crosses the green at speed, then doubles back in a wide circle
as he searches for a suitable spot for a poo. As I deposit this in
the red box at the head of the Morshead roadway I can see Janet
in conversation with Anahita and this means that Elvis must be
near at hand. Soon he and Otto are chasing one another in front of
the clubhouse. I make my way over to the café, Otto following,
and take my place in the coffee queue. Ahead of me we have Ellie
and Ofra. Two little girls drop to their knees so that they can give
Teddy a nice cuddle. They are waiting for their takeaway hot
chocolates – though I do note that one of them actually adds sugar
to this concoction before taking her first sip.
In addition to the aforementioned ladies we also have Georgie,
Wendy and Hanna this morning. Anahita has brought with her
two boxes of French chocolates and these are passed around to
universal approval. Unfortunately, when she gets up to pet little
Lucky, Bailey jumps into her empty chair and helps himself to
a chocolate. (Ofra is most upset, but we insist her dog will no
doubt survive this forbidden treat.) There are no toasted cheese
sandwiches this morning but I have plenty to offer from my blue
bag. Winnie is first among the petitioners. Georgie says that the
Pug was delivered in her carryall by Dan, who completed the
handover on Castellain Parade. “Come out of there,” Georgie
urged, “you have to walk the rest of the way.” Winnie did jump
out of the bag, she reports, crapping on the pavement, and
jumping back into the carryall immediately.
Wendy is trying to organize an evening out with the girls for
Friday – when the choice will be Danielle’s on Shirland Road or
the Bridge House. Ellie receives a call from the chaps who have
come to pick up some redundant electronic gear on behalf of the
City of Westminster – very much impressed by their efficiency.
She says that yesterday she forgot to attend an appointment at the
hairdressers. “I must be getting Alzheimer’s.” she concludes –
but I have to offer a correction, “You’re not getting Alzheimer’s,
you’ve just been sitting too close to Ofra for too long.” Hanna
reports that she has had a good checkup at her doctor’s office.
Janet completes another grooming of Daisy-Mae; she’s produced
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so much loose hair that someone suggests it would look good as
a wig for cancer patients. Anahita brings the proceedings to an
end by producing Nigel’s Valentine’s Day present – it is another
sweater for Elvis, this one bearing the legend “I Love Daddy,”
with a heart standing in for the “love” and a bone serving as the
“I.”
Wednesday, February 15:
Milder temperatures continue to prevail as Otto and I under, under
gray skies, head for the park on a mid-week expedition. Again
my pet disdains the opportunity of joining a boisterous group of
large dogs on the green and follows me around as I use pavement
to head for the café. Here there is an interesting incident. A man
is walking with two little boys, both of whom are unnerved by
the close presence of a dog, but Otto shows no sign of bypassing
this trio – choosing instead to relieve the smallest of the tearful
kids of two sticks which he protectively thrusts in the dog’s
face. Thereafter we continue forward on the Randolph roadway,
reversing directions only when Janet approaches with Daisy-Mae
and Binky. Pursued by the ubiquitous tractor we now head for the
café. Ofra is heading our way from the foothills of Mt. Bannister.
She is bursting with pride since the old man of the family, Bailey,
is trotting around with such energy.
The next time I see Bailey he is sitting in front of the café’s front
door and there is no way I can enter without also admitting the
Cavalier. Ofra is trying to figure out if she should be ordering
a coffee for Ellie but she soon discovers that her friend is not
coming today. We do have Janet, Georgie, and Wendy – quite a
small turnout. Canine numbers are also down but after a while
the raucous sound of Leonard is heard outside our gate. He is
admitted for a few biscuits and then Caroline takes him and Otto
out onto the green for an extensive play period – just as well since
Otto has really not had any exercise today. The number of mouths
to feed is thus very small though there is one new entrant. This
is little Lucky, who is taken up into Georgie’s lap after she has
finished carving through what was supposed to be a poached egg
on toast. With his tiny needle-like puppy teeth Lucky struggles
even with the smallest treat but he does seem to enjoy the
challenge.
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I suggest that Dan’s insistence on a formal interview even after
a single day’s absence needs to be instituted at our table as
well – it’s fine for Ellie to desert us because it’s half term and
there are no kids to ferry forth in the morning, but what about
Teddy’s exercise? Ofra passes around an office email identifying
daughter Lee as the highest scorer in some work-related exam and
referring, though affectionately, to the smarty-pants as a “geek.”
This has evidently caused considerable anxiety in the parental
generation since neither Ofra nor Ricky knows what a geek is.
We have just about allayed any fears on this score when I am
summoned to our gate by Caroline. Otto is still happily playing
with the other dogs, his paws having turned a muddy black by this
time, so I know he is not the focus of this summons. Instead she
has both Vincenzo and Bonnie, Muffin’s mistress, with her – they
have just learned about my “Dog People of Paddington Rec” saga
and both are eager to know how to obtain texts. You would think
that with all the park interactions that my morning companions
would have somehow passed on this information long ago but
I breakfast with a most reticent lot. Bonnie says she is going to
order some copies from Amazon and Vincenzo is delighted to hear
that Thomas may actually make an appearance in earlier volumes.
I am on my feet now and so this seems like a good time to make a
break for it. I have bank and Sainsbury’s before I sleep.
Thursday, February 16:
We are five minutes or so ahead of schedule as Otto and I head
for the park on a mild morning, one featuring brave attempts by
the sun to break through the leaden skies. A consequence of this
early arrival is that there seems to be no one about and we wander
for quite a while before I can spot Poppy heading our way with
his daddy. “It’s quiet this morning,” this chap says, but whether
he is referring to the park in general or to Poppy’s behavior is
unclear – for the fuzzy fellow seems uninterested in his usual
task of leading Otto astray over hill and dale. Heading our way
is Ellie with Teddy and I pause long enough to suggest that we
will be expecting a doctor’s written excuse to explain yesterday’s
absence. They are just opening the doors of the café as I arrive and
I am at the head of the queue.
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Our morning ensemble includes Janet (here with Daisy-Mae and
Leonard), Georgie (here with Seamus and Lucky), Ellie, Ofra and
Davide. Otto does get in a little play with Leonard but the latter,
as usual, is more interested in cadging for treats. Ellie has brought
with her a plastic sack full of Teddy’s dinnertime pellets and she
soon has a crowd of interested animals at her feet. (“Welcome
to my world,” is my comment.) She offers a whole line of these
treats to be hoovered up by Bailey, who is sitting in an empty
chair. Teddy, who disdained this fare last night (in favor of some
forbidden spaghetti and meatballs offered by Robert) is prepared
to have a go this morning and more of the pellets are scattered on
the ground for Winnie and Otto – who manage to get through this
feeding frenzy without a fight.
Davide, back from Boston, reports that shortly before landing at
Logan a fire was detected as a little girl’s mobile phone exploded.
He says that he intervened quickly, holding the phone by its cable
and burying it in an ice bucket. He is back to the States on Sunday
and I ask him if it is okay for me to give him some letters I would
like him to post there. In other news Ellie reports that daughter
Georgia is taking driving lessons, Janet reports that one of her
favorite art projects has at last been found at school and she can
pick it up tomorrow, and Georgie reports that she will be looking
after a new Chihuahua starting tomorrow. Ofra says that when she
and Ricky have to set the sat nav at the beginning of a car journey
she has to do some of this and he has to complete the project with
additional input. “And that,” Ellie says, “just gets them as far as
Waitrose.”
Friday, February 17:
The sun is making an effort as Otto and I make our way forward
along the Morshead roadway at the start of another busy morning
in the Rec. Just as we near the green I can see Oscar and Dottie
at play and so this seems like a good place to unhook my dog.
Soon he is duking it out with Oscar, another alpha male, and so
I urge him to keep moving across the muddy grass. He begins a
loping circle in search of a likely poo site but two things sabotage
these plans. First, Oscar is following closely and, as Otto nears the
clubhouse, there is Elvis – his favorite play partner. With much
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macho growling to unsettle the scene I decide we need to continue
our quest for a quiet poo spot. This is discovered only after we
have reached the foothills of Mt. Bannister. By this time there is a
foregathering at the café and so I join the queue.
Today is Wendy’s birthday and the coffees are on her. Outside I
can see that Oscar and Elvis have both escaped the confines of our
compound and this means that both owners have to abandon their
place in the queue in order to corral their animals. Our morning
ensemble includes the birthday girl, of course, but also Hanna,
Anahita, Davide, Ofra, Georgie and Janet. Otto and Elvis resume
their epic wrestling match but they seem to have relaxed and there
is far less noise as they take turns in the dominant position. Twice
they break off the contest in order to seek refreshments from my
blue bag. Hanna has brought Bonaparte, another faithful customer,
and, of course, Winnie and Bailey are also eager supplicants.
Georgie has little Lucky in her lap and he has a go at a Schmacko
shard, which he manages to get down after three attempts.
Georgie announces that the there is furious activity on the site
of the defunct Ibuki on Lauderdale Parade and that the much
missed Japanese restaurant will soon be replaced by – yes,
another Japanese restaurant! Other changes to the local scene
are under discussion, a new set of flats behind the Chippenham
pub, a proposal to build more housing on the site of a garage on
Widley Road, the council’s refusal to authorize permission for
more flats behind Essendine Mansions. Moving further afield
Anahita discusses with Davide the possibility of his serving as a
courier for her family when he heads for Teheran in a few days.
Someone says that Davide can’t bring much back in his luggage
and she says, “Well that means there isn’t room for those twenty
bars of gold.” We are just gathering our materials together prior
to departure when someone notices something unusual in the
bin behind us. It’s a small frog and how it got there will always
remain a mystery. We do have in our midst an expert in small
animal rescue (hedgehogs, squirrels and birds a specialty) and
this is Hanna – who has soon plucked the little creature from this
uncongenial site and marched off to the pond in the environmental
area – where it will be much happier.
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Saturday, February 18:
I awake in a sour mood – after encountering just the latest chapter
in technology’s relentless war against the peace of my household.
Earlier episodes involving the computer, my land line, my stereo,
my printer and my shredder having been resolved at last, I
discovered yesterday that the recording function on the Sky setup
in the TV room had suffered a “system failure” and that there was
no way I could fix it without outside assistance. Well, that will
have to wait for a while because now I have to accompany my dog
on his morning outing in the Rec. At the head of the Morshead
roadway we meet Nigel and Anahita and Otto has soon succeeded
in pulling Elvis’s red hood back into place on the Malteser’s
head. I don’t know how he can do that. The two dogs chase one
another over to the café, which is just opening, and I can see them
cavorting in the forecourt, under Nigel’s supervision while I order
my coffee.
In addition to Nigel and Anahita participants include Janet,
Georgie, Davide, Hanna and, eventually, Ofra. Vlad is back in
place at his own little table behind us and he begins proceedings
by noting that his Tara has been poorly. The vets were treating her
for kennel cough but after a few days they called to say that she
did not have this ailment and that the medicine they had given
her needed to be washed out of her system, necessitating three
days in animal hospital. She looks fine today but Vlad says she
won’t eat anything and he is quite worried. He doesn’t remain
worried for long since Davide, eating a toasted cheese sandwich
(they have forgotten the ham) is soon feeding chunks of this treat
to the Rhodesian Ridgeback. I am trying to keep up with far less
exotic fare. Otto, having returned from another session of Elvis
chasing out on the green, joins the queue at my knee but he gets
quite a scolding from me when he snaps at poor Lucky, who is
laboriously eating a Schmacko shard that my dog thinks he ought
to have. Bullet and Rocky are eventually admitted; Anahita puts
Rocky in my lap (Sparkie is here too) – the tiniest Malteser is now
nine months old but he weighs as much a kitten.
I tell Davide that I have changed my mind about sending any
post with him as he heads for Washington tomorrow. This
destination naturally sparks off more Trump bemusement as the
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new president’s batty press conferences continue to baffle and
amuse. Nigel reports that he took his son Jenson with him to work
yesterday and that the fifteen year-old spent all day studying!
Hanna reports that she managed to get yesterday’s little frog
refloated in the environmental pond and that he swam away
happily. Anahita is beginning to pluck fallen leaves from the
surrounding planters, placing her collection in the same bin that
yesterday housed the wayward amphibian. The rest of begin to
gather our materials preparatory to the exit lap. It is still cold and
gray, though warmer temperatures are promised for Monday. At
home I learn that Sky can’t send a technician to repair my system
until February 28th!
Sunday, February 19:
An early morning sunshine has all but disappeared as Otto and I
make our entry into the park on a chilly and gray Sunday. Karen is
just completing an early morning visit with Dudley as we near the
green but she does not pause. Otto finds a stick and tries to tempt
other dogs by brandishing it in their faces but there doesn’t seem
to be much interest and so we continue across the green, with the
dog pausing for his poo only when we have reached the farthest
corner. As I deposit this contribution in a nearby red box I see the
first of a series of taped entreaties bearing the disheartening news
that a Coton puppy named Buffy has gone missing. Every flat
surface in the park seems to have a similar message – there are
even two notices taped to the pole of our blue umbrella at the café.
This morning we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Anahita, Dan and
Hanna. Otto, who has had no exercise to speak of so far, falls on
Elvis with great intensity and, as usual, this leads to a considerable
anxiety in his mommy – though the two do tone it done somewhat
in subsequent encounters. Vlad is again at his little table behind us
and again Tara is tempted by a bit of toasted cheese sandwich, in
this case offered by Dan. I am kept busy dispensing treats as well
– though we do have some fussy eaters. Sparkie, for instance, will
only take pink Shapes and Flora will accept only Schmackos. It is
a wonder she has time to eat at all since she is busy charging the
fences and barking at every moving object. (Georgie is certain that
she can read the lips of a chap who is being barked at as he enters
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the gym – “Fuck Off!”) Naturally conversation is dominated by
the missing Buffy – Janet and Georgie remember meeting the
puppy here and Janet says that there is a rumor that she was taken
during a break-in.
I begin the morning’s conversation by asking if anyone else saw
last night’s dramatization of Vera Brittain’s Testament of Youth.
This version of the famous World War I memoir was well done
but also very depressing. I do remind the others that there is a
strong local echo in this project since Brittain lived in nearby
Wymering Mansions (there is a plaque out front) and that she even
mentions in her text, which I read a number of years ago, a walk
she took in Paddington Rec! Dan, who has now had his meeting
with Mel Brooks, asks what the rest of us are up to this week.
Ofra is thinking of returning to Uniqlo, where a coat has her name
on it. Anahita, after asking Janet to look after Elvis tomorrow,
says that she is going to Pinewood Studios in the hope of picking
up some work as an extra. She then suggests that she had such an
assignment during the filming of the recent Bridget Jones Baby
flick but, after her bragging about rubbing shoulders with Colin
Firth, I have to get into the act too. “Did you know, incidentally,
that I once rubbed shoulders at an American football game with
the Shah of Iran?” Such a claim does have precedence over a mere
Colin Firth for an Iranian but I do have to admit that I didn’t get
very close to the Shah in a hundred thousand-seat stadium, the
L.A. Coliseum, one wet Saturday in the Fifties when I was still a
high school student. Anahita tries to pick up Otto as I attach his
lead preparatory to our departure. Unfortunately Elvis charges out
of the gate at the same time and my sore arms are severely tested
as Otto tries to catch up with his friend one more time. There is
no problem when we pass the slow-moving Bailey, who is being
loaded into Ofra’s Touareg as we reach Morshead Road.
Monday, February 20:
We have spent a most unusual day, Otto and I, as, once again, the
dog disdained his usual evening meal. More worrying, he jumped
off the bed soon after I had retired in order to take up a solitary
position on a sitting room sofa. An hour or so later he returned to
the bedroom and I certainly did not detect any tummy rumbling.
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When the morning at last comes after (for me) a restless night he
shows no signs of distress, finishing off all the food in his dish,
playing with his toys and heading for the park with his usual
eagerness.
He accepts the enthusiastic greeting of an ebullient black woman,
Faith, here with Max the Jack Russell and then he spots Linda,
here with Chica and Pepper. Chica, of course, will have nothing
to do with play and after being rebuffed Otto heads for the café.
Linda and I follow and it is during this peregrination that I can
feel, within the confines of my wool cap, that the right temple of
my very expensive Gucci lenses has broken off. I am not surprised
by this development, for it has been loose ever since I made smart
contact (with my head) on an overhanging bookshelf a month or
so ago. Linda is surprised by something, the lively figure of old
man Bailey, heading our way along the Randolph roadway. Janet
is also arriving with Daisy-Mae, Binky and Elvis and Georgie is
here with Seamus – but that’s it, just four of us on a more than
mild February morning – I am even back in my tattered leather
jacket, if only temporarily. No one eats a toasted cheese sandwich
this morning so the dogs zero in on me – even Elvis and Otto
break off their wrestling match in order to participate.
Ofra says she has to go to the bank today and Janet wants to know
if she will be taking her sawed-off shotgun and her balaclava
with her. This reminds me of my late friend Tosh’s statement,
on a windy walking day, that she should really have covered her
face with a baklava but, not to be outdone, Ofra then offers a
detailed recipe on how to make the pastry in question. The girls
are winding themselves up with more Brexit dividends – including
the unsubstantiated news that sausages will be smaller and more
expensive now and that Andrex has reduced the size of a toilet roll
and its softness. I try to tune out the detailed discussion of the uses
and abuses of toilet tissue by these ladies. Janet turns to me and
says, “You’re not going to put this in your book, are you?” “I hope
not,” is my response but my books are indeed on my mind this
morning for when I get home I am going to be sending off all of
the materials for Volume IX to Michigan Janet’s son Eric, my web
designer. And now I note that I have a second task this morning –
I need to put in an urgent call to Vision Express.
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Tuesday, February 21:
Well, Otto seems to have recovered from any indisposition for not
only did he eat breakfast yesterday, but lunch and dinner too. I
am also on the recovery trajectory – since I have an appointment
at Vision Express on Oxford Street tomorrow at 11:00. Today we
have cool temperatures and gray skies but it is not too unpleasant
as we head for the park at the usual time. I can spot Muffin
playing with a Border Terrier just inside the Essendine gate and
so we enter here and Otto gets in some early play before we use
the back passage route to reach the green. Muffin is here too but
before this mismatched pair can get into any more play I notice
that the unreliable Jazz is out here, off-lead, and so I hook my dog
and head for the café.
Dmitri, having missed the opportunity to do so on his actual
birthday, is buying all the drinks this morning; the turnout includes
Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Davide, Wendy and Hanna. The latter
has little Hector with her but when the latter tries to interrupt the
Elvis-Otto rematch he is chased away unceremoniously. Little
Rocky is here too, but his owner is a bit more relaxed about letting
him off her lap – Otto is not going to mug her pet while Elvis is
around. Sparkie, Flora, Ellie the Cocker, Winnie and Bailey keep
me busy dipping into the blue bag. I have a bone to pick with
Janet – for yesterday afternoon, as I was watching TV at about
4:20, I heard her unmistakable falsetto from the street outside
the house summoning her day-charge – “Elvis!” Otto, sitting
next to me, sat up with the keenest anticipation at this mention
of his great pal and, of course, there was much subsequent
disappointment. “Don’t do that again,” I conclude.
Ellie and Ofra are planning their next shopping expedition – as
though getting the right leggings might rival that assault on Monte
Cassino. Ellie has watched a program on dementia narrated by
David Baddiel on Channel 4 last night. I had recommended this
to her since it was obvious that Baddiel’s dad shows some of
the same symptoms demonstrated by her father-in-law. Dmitri
apologizes for not bringing a panettone to go with our coffees – he
forgot it and a Parmesan cheese when last he left Italy. Georgie
has to make do with an overcooked poached egg – every morning
there is a close examination of this object by the other diners,
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as though they were now going to hold up cards signifying how
many points the egg had earned for color and consistency. Elvis
escapes this scene at one point and Janet, who is looking after him
again today, has to go out to the middle of the green (where Jazz
remains a menace) to fetch him. Thereafter he dances around our
bars, winding Otto up, and the teasing continues as we make our
move for home. Otto is on lead and Elvis is dancing around him
mischievously and I suggest that this is not doing my arms any
favor. As we near our exit gate there is additional difficulty since
by this time all the dogs are on lead and they manage to surround
me so that I can’t move. An elderly couple are trying to get
through the narrow gate but they see my predicament and the chap
says, “They’ve made you into a human maypole.”
Wednesday, February 22:
It has been another troubled night – but this time I need not
include the dog in this characterization – he slept like a log. For
me the evening got off to a worrying start when I noticed, during
dinner preparations, that the light had gone off in my refrigerator.
For a panicky moment I thought it was the refrigerator itself that
was ailing but repeated examination of the ice trays (and the
absence of a puddle of water on the kitchen floor) convinced me
that it was only the light bulb that needed replacing. It was a noisy
night with lots of wind tossing everything about and at about 4:00
I could hear a repeated thud coming from somewhere within the
building – I could never figure out what the wind was rattling in
this fashion and getting back to sleep was not easy under these
circumstances.
In the morning, perhaps confused in his departure rituals by my
decision to hop into the shower, Otto manages to leave a puddle of
his own on the hall carpet. Then both Cathy and John the Window
Cleaner arrived to further complicate the day – at least they
succeed in getting the old bulb out its socket in the refrigerator.
There is still some wind about, and a light mist is falling as Otto
and I head for the park where, I notice, the first snow drops and
the first crocuses have at last been succeeded by the first daffodil.
Otto heads across the green to check out some dogs in a far corner
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and I am more than a little gratified when he answers my whistle
when it is time to head for the café.
Ellie, listening to her phone, is just humming the last bars of
Karen Carpenter’s Greatest Hits. In the coffee queue she begins
to fume when she discovers that her younger daughter has used
the same excuse for getting out of P.E. two days in a row. Outside
we are joined by Janet, Georgie, Davide, Hanna, Dmitri and Ofra.
Fortunately for Otto Janet has again brought Elvis and these two
are soon having their ritual scrap. Janet and Georgie have about
three dogs apiece to look after and they are actually swapping pets
as we speak – since there is no bitch in season near Janet’s and
this will therefore be a less troublesome spot for the lustful Rufus
than at Georgie’s. Several of us have seen last night’s episode of
The Secret Life of Dogs and there are wonderful episodes to relive,
examples of the enduring love of these creatures not only for their
owners but for their canine pals as well.
I have to start for home a bit early today, needing to get ready for
my 11:00 appointment at Vision Express on Oxford Street but as
I reach my own front door I begin to feel a bit lightheaded and
this feeling persists at a number of times throughout the morning.
I know my lack of sleep is partly to blame but I have another
theory as well – I have started to wear an earlier pair of glasses
(no longer a suitable match for my eyes) in lieu of struggling with
the pair I broke on Monday and this is not sitting well with my
world view. I persist in my errands, with lots of problems on the
Bakerloo Line, and after an hour’s worth of eye tests I am issued
a new prescription. I will have to be back on Oxford Street in a
couple of weeks to pick up my new glasses so I decide to cut short
my expedition to John Lewis today. Indeed, I make only one stop
here – I pick up a replacement bulb for my refrigerator and make
my way slowly home. As I near the tube stop the crowds part and
heading toward me is the familiar figure of The Last Leg’s Alex
Brooker.
Thursday, February 23:
Another wild night has ensued – as London gets its share of
storm Dora. This amounts mostly to window rattling but an hour
or so before it is time to head for the park the heavens open and
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the streets are lashed with a stinging rain. Fortunately sun has
replaced rain by the time we are able to make our departure but
winds remain strong and the roadways and pavements in the Rec
are covered in fallen twigs and small branches. Otto crosses the
green and by the time we have reached the other side I can spot
Janet atop Mt. Bannister. She is accompanied today by Daisy-Mae
and Elvis and the latter spots his friend on the Randolph roadway
and rushes down for the morning’s first encounter. In fact it takes
quite a while before we can get this pair behind bars. They have
opened the café a bit early but the sign still says “Closed.” I
reverse this as I follow Janet inside, getting a thumbs-up from Zen
for my efforts. (I still have to pay for my own coffee.)
Georgie is heading our way as we sit down and Davide, Ofra
and Ellie make up the rest of a small grouping – though Vlad
eventually arrives with Tara. Davide takes delivery on a toasted
ham and cheese and this certainly augments his popularity but I
am kept busy as well in the treats department. Sparkie is keeping
score as Otto and Elvis wrestle but there is always time for these
dogs to rush the fences if someone needs to be scolded for existing
outside the bars. One such visitor is the long-haired little Max,
but, as usual, he answers back in kind and his owner has to scoop
him up and take him away. Elvis manages to escape and to chase
a large brown dog all over the place, with both Janet and Georgie
trying to snag the elusive white bundle. Janet is showing pictures
of a new rescue dog, a female Labrador named Madison, who will
take up residence on Sunday with her sister in Kenilworth.
Conversation is a bit strained this morning, not because of any
particularly contentious topic but because the howling wind makes
it hard to hear; the blue umbrella wants to go airborne as well and
this is not the most comfortable of prospects. I give a report on my
visit to Vision Express – though I am talking to a clientele who
prefers to pic up their specs at the pound shop. Davide reports
that Dan still has a bad cough and will see the doctor this morning
before deciding whether to go to work. Georgie’s poached egg
earns a 9.5 mark. She tells us that a friend has already warned her
not to be listening to the radio this afternoon since her bête noire,
Lulu, will be making an appearance. Finally she tells us that a cab
pulled over in front of her the other day – when she was walking
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Lucky. When she said that the little fellow was a Cavapoo the
cabbie pulled a photo from his wallet –“Look,” he said, “I have a
Shit-poo.”
Friday, February 24:
From the sitting room there comes an almighty cough – as though
the dog had just swallowed something he should not have had
in his mouth in the first place. This is followed by a tiny pool of
sick decorating the carpet and, as I mop this up, I am naturally
worried that we might have here the first signs of another period
of tummy trouble. Otto is soon amusing himself with his toys
and as we begin our morning in the park there are no signs of
additional distress. His poo is fine, he enjoys romping about
on the green with Poppy and Leonard, and he seems more than
ready to transfer his attentions to the dogs already foregathering
in our compound at the café. It is a bright and sunny morning but
yesterday’s all-day wind has left yet more twigs all over the park.
This morning we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide and Hanna
only. Georgie has brought Seamus and he leads the barkathon
(“Seamus, don’t shame us!”) As I return with my coffee I can see
that Otto is having an ill-tempered bout with Oscar the Schnauzer
but the latter is soon extracted. A few minutes later we have a
repeat of yesterday’s snarlathon with a passing Max – who is
again snatched from the conflict by his owner, Tom. Hanna says
that we should be calling Otto “Sherman” since he is a small,
compact and aggressive echo of the famous tank. But he is not
the only misbehaving animal in our midst this morning. First we
have a hissy fit from Winnie when it is obvious that the last bite
of Davide’s sandwich has been consumed. Then we have Bailey
climbing into Davide’s empty chair to mop up any forgotten
crumbs from the sandwich plate. Then we have Daisy-Mae,
enduring another deep grooming on Janet’s lap, reacting to her
discomfiture by snapping at Seamus’s head. I can add that Otto,
far from exhibiting sings of tummy trouble, is just as eager for
treats as any of the other dogs.
Janet announces that she has booked a cruise (Ireland and the
Hebrides) for the end of April – when I plan to be at the annual
family reunion in Sweden. Recipes are discussed, with some
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focus on Ofra’s famous cheesecake. The latter wants to know if
any of the local M&S food stores carries braising beef; evidently
there is a new outlet in West Hampstead but Hanna reports on
an expedition to the one at the Queen’s Park traffic circle. She
says that she arrived with Hector in tow and, noting that they had
failed to post a No Dogs symbol of the door, asked innocently if
she could enter with the little Schnauzer. The manager said that
this was not possible but since they weren’t busy he would ask
a member of his staff to hold the dog’s lead while Hanna went
inside! Georgie now takes delivery on her poached egg. Today it
gets only a 9.0.
Saturday, February 25:
Yesterday’s bright skies have faded into a universal gray and I
am glad I am back in my heavier winter coat – for it is very chilly
and no one would be surprised if rain were to fall sometime today.
At least I can happily record no further evidence of indisposition
in my pet, who demonstrates his renewed vigor by dragging the
heavy laundry bag from the bedroom to the sitting room with
his teeth! There is no one about as we reach the twig-littered
green but we cross this empty space bravely and Otto searches
the horizon for some likely play-pal. When no one shows up we
report to the café and wait the arrival of Dan and Davide with
Winnie.
In addition to the lads we also have Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Ofra,
Nigel and Anahita with us this morning. Janet has brought DaisyMae and Kramer and Georgie has both Flora and Lucky. Otto
tries it on with both Lucky and Kramer but he gets no response.
Much more is achieved when Elvis is admitted and some spirited
wrestling gets underway – though both Nigel and Anahita are
clearly nervous about the force of Otto’s ardor. Winnie is sitting
in Dan’s lap and Ofra uses her phone to take some pictures of the
dowager. “No topless shots,” Dan insists. Winnie as a top model
makes for an interesting act of imagination – someone suggests
that if Winnie were a model she’d have to be Naomi Campbell,
who is also known for the occasional violent outburst.
Ofra has hidden in her tummy a sack full of freshly baked muffins
and these are soon distributed to mixed reviews. Ofra has worked
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so hard to make these healthy, embedding pieces of strawberry
and eliminating all sugar, that the chewy outcome is rather bland.
Dan politely places his muffin on his coffee saucer and I suggest
that mine would be benefit materially from some warm butter.
Anahita now gives us a summary of her work as an extra at
Pinewood Studios this week. She says that they were making a
Hans Solo prequel there and also another Jurassic epic and the
assembled mob was warned about low-flying dinosaurs. She has
been making movies of her own, specifically a splendid sequence
featuring the antics of Elvis and Otto, and she promises to forward
this to me. I notice that in the course of our sojourn Georgie has
given her morning egg a full 10.0 and that I have been joined in
raising the hood of my jacket by both Dan and Ofra.
Sunday, February 26:
There has been some rain overnight and skies are still quite dark
so I decide to stuff the dog’s raincoat into a pocket before Otto
and I can hit the streets. It is mild enough as we make our way
up the Morshead roadway but there is a dismal scene before us
– seagulls offering the only animate activity on the empty green.
Otto wonders if a Doberman on the flanks of Mt. Bannister might
make an interesting play-pal but he soon thinks better of this. I
can see Janet rounding a corner near the tennis courts with Kramer
and Daisy-Mae and I urge Otto to catch up – which he soon does
– and in this fashion we make our way slowly back to the café. It
is not easy getting all these dogs through our gate, a process made
more difficult by the arrival of Georgie, who has Sparkie, Flora
and Lucky in tow.
There is a very modest turnout this morning – just Janet, Georgie,
Dan, Dmitri (here to reclaim Flora) and Hanna. This also means
that there are no likely competitors in my dog’s relentless search
for some enthusiastic play. Kramer is chosen for such attentions
but the docile shaggy black fellow is completely indifferent to the
advances of my thug – unless you count the occasional attempt
to lick Otto’s willy. All of this is very frustrating for my dog and
his growling attempt to get some reaction from Kramer earns him
a stern lecture on decorum from Auntie Janet. (Standing on his
hind legs while his front legs are planted on Kramer’s back hardly
counts as exercise.)
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After we have been seated for a while I ask Dan to keep a lookout
and warn me if Ofra happens to sneak up behind me with any
more muffins. This jibe opens a floodgate of commentary on
yesterday’s failed experiment. I suggest that there is no point in
making a treat like this by purging the recipe of anything that
traditionally makes it desirable. Janet says that Ofra’s offering
in this category should have been called “muff-outs” but Dan
proposes “muff-offs.” All of these comments are offered now
only because the baker herself is absent. Georgie makes a call on
her mobile phone, discovering that, after a late night, Ofra has
just gotten up and that Rickey has taken Bailey out this morning.
A new topic is air pollution, since there has been much in the
news lately concerning problems with London’s air. Dmitri, who,
as a pilot, has a good view of the pollution over many a city
worldwide, suggests that Japan and China (especially) are often
choked in smog. The air at the moment is not so bad but it is wet –
as a light rain accompanies our departure march.
Monday, February 27:
And, indeed, it rained much of the day and most of the night – we
got soaked during the dog’s late night walk, for instance, and this
morning it remains gray, although there is no rain falling at the
moment we descend the steps in order to deposit a blue recycling
bag on the pavement. As we near the green we run into Janet with
the Cocker pair of Binky and Ellie – she says she was out with
Kramer and Daisy-Mae an hour ago. I urge Otto to cross the green
since I can see Poppy gamboling about on the other side and he
does so – as I follow closely on poo watch. As I pause to scoop
up this morning’s first offering I can congratulate myself on the
fact that Otto is so trustworthy that I can count on him not to get
into any mischief while I am attending to other matters. But by
the time I have returned from the poo poo box my dog has utterly
disappeared! There is only a moment’s panic on my part for I do
remember that Poppy may be involved in this disappearance and,
sure enough, Otto soon emerges from the bushes at the eastern end
of the green where, no doubt, he has again been led astray by his
pal.
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A similar moment of triumph occurs a few minutes later when,
even though I am behind Georgie, Ellie and Ofra in the queue, I
am served first! In addition to the aforementioned ladies we also
have Dan, Dmitri and Hanna with us this morning. I am kept busy
administering treats, a complex task since each dog has his or her
own dental requirements – some can chew real biscuits, others
need to sup on kibble or sticks of some sort – Flora manages to
bolt hers so rapidly that she soon throws up next to my chair and
Janet gets up to wash all this away with the contents of the dogs’
water bowl. Janet hasn’t a moment’s rest for the insistent Ellie
requires the constant use of her blue ball, which Janet, sitting near
our gate, has to toss over the heads (we hope) of all the foot traffic
on the Randolph roadway. When they are not snacking the dogs
have much to say on the subject of other canine visitors outside
our bars – even the puppy Lucky seems to have found his voice.
A little black Pug named Rocky is another attraction but here
the dogs are joined by Pug-lover Dan, who has to greet the little
fellow as well.
Dan begins the conversation with some discussion of last night’s
Oscars debacle – when the wrong winner of the “Best Picture”
award was read out. Ofra and Ellie, reunited after several days
apart, are full of the tales of triumphs and tragedies in their
shopping adventures – Ofra has had a fight in one shop when the
salesgirl refused to fetch a blouse that had already been boxed
up at the end of a recent sale. I don’t think either of these ladies
can hear me when I pause to inquire, “Why do the names of
Patsy and Edina come to my mind at this moment?” but both
Dan and Georgie are vastly amused. Dan says that the level of
service has declined almost everywhere in London but meanwhile
our own Ab Fab duo are off on another tear, recalling all those
moments when the placement at festive events failed to satisfy
their exacting standards and it was clearly necessary for the rearrangement of place cards. Ofra tells us the story of how she
gathered all of the cards at Kate’s wedding reception in order to
put all of the dog people at the same table. I never knew she had
done this but I remind Georgie that this occasion was the only
time I ever sat down with her late husband James – to which Janet
adds that it was a rare occurrence for Georgie as well. The latter
agrees but by now she is gathering up her materials since she is
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certain that it will rain soon and she wants to get home before this
happens. Indeed, it does begin to rain at about the time we reach
the Morshead roadway and I would like to get in quickly as well
– a process impeded by Otto’s attempt (while already on lead) to
chase down a free-range Muffin. At any rate this is my last park
expedition for the month of February – tomorrow Linda will be
here while I wait in for the Sky technician.
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Teddy would like to go outside now.

“Barks & Recreation”

Tuesday, March 1:
The day begins with the arrival of Cathy – here to complete her
weekly battle with dust and disorder. I can report to her that she
may now be able to get a new bulb into the darkened refrigerator,
the sole trophy of my West End visit of a week ago – when so
much time was spent at Vision Express. I can also report on
the visit of the technician from Sky, whose appointment here
yesterday explains why it was Linda who took Otto to the park
and why, therefore, I missed a day there myself. In fact the chap
arrived shortly after Linda left and he had finished all his work
before she returned. It turned out that he was familiar with the Rec
– as a former student at nearby Quintin Kynaston. He said he used
to climb over the fence at 6:00 in the morning to do his running;
an irony is that the Rec’s most famous runner, Sir Roger Bannister
(for whom I have named the only local hillock) was made a
companion of honor by the queen later in the day.
Otto and I never make it as far as Mt. Bannister today since
Georgie is just ahead of us on the Morshead roadway and Otto
has to follow Sparkie, Rufus and Seamus as they make their
way over to the café. There is a moment when I think my dog
will chase Poppy (as he evidently did yesterday) but he reports
instead to our compound. Our turnout this morning includes Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Ellie, Dmitri and Hanna. The latter
has brought little Hector with her and so there is someone for
Otto to play with after all. Bailey, Flora, Winnie, Sparkie and Otto
are eager supplicants at my knee – I notice that whenever I have
missed a day I am welcomed back with undisguised greed. Some
women ask if it is okay to park their dogs with us while they go
inside to get some coffee. We thus inherit for a short time two
gray Whippets and a tall brown dog named Kylow (well that it is
perhaps a phonetic spelling only). Kylow soon has his chin on my
shoulder as he joins the biscuit queue.
Davide is back from Iran; he says he felt safer there than he
does in Saudi. He and Dan have a trip to Sardinia in April and
as preparation for the ferry trip from France Winnie has been
dressed in navy jumper and sailor hat for a photo which now
makes its rounds of the table. The chaps can hardly wait for
Winnie to pee on their new property – a kind of christening
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that Dan plans to memorialize as a video. Ofra will be making
a trip to Berlin sometime this month – she just can’t remember
when. She tells us that not only did daughter Lee come first in
an office exam but that she also returned in triumph and bruises
in a go-karting lark organized by the office and, last but by no
means least, she cleaned her own room! This reminds Ellie that
special arrangements have to be made for her younger daughter’s
sixteenth birthday party – where the guests have been restricted
to a few downstairs rooms, the kitchen and the garden – and mom
plans to carry out an inspection every half-an-hour. Finally I tell
Hanna that I am half-way through the famous jigsaw puzzle, a
very difficult project since the pieces are tiny, they lack any color,
and many that seem to fit actually don’t belong there at all. It’s an
eerie process since I am reconstructing a former Hanna as I work
– “Look,” I tell her of a typical moment in this process, “here is
one of Hanna’s eyes!”
Thursday, March 2:
Skies are a bit brighter this morning and there seems to be no
chance of morning rain but it is quite cold as Otto and I head for
the park. There is a knot of dogs and their owners/carers at the
far end of the green and Otto heads for this spot in high spirits.
He dances around assorted feet, pissing on a few of them in the
process, and then discovers that Linda is here with Pepper and
Chica. Linda is in conversation with the one of the dog carers, a
lass from New Zealand who has also recently lost her dad. One of
her charges is the feisty Oscar and when this fellow gets himself
into a scrap up on the hillside she picks him up – they are both
covered in mud as a consequence. Meanwhile Otto has ascended
the heights where he can see Ellie, Stephen and Janet and assorted
animals. Linda is waiting for Janet to descend; the two have been
talking about a tennis date but, in today’s chilling wind, Linda has
decided to cancel.
We get our dogs inside the café compound and I join the coffee
queue inside. Pepper has followed me, hoping for a handout, and
I have to get him to make an early exit; he is now too deaf to hear
Linda’s summons. In fact he would be out of luck on the catering
front since I have forgotten my blue bag again but I do manage
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to order two slices of buttered brown toas for the dogs. Our
tablemates today include Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Dmitri and
Hannah. I distribute chunks of toast, with Bailey, Leonard (here
with Janet), Sparkie and Otto my chief petitioners. Daisy-Mae,
seated in Janet’s lap, is not interested in this treat – evidently it
doesn’t have enough butter on it. Teddy (who actually managed to
do some chasing with Will and Grace) concentrates on the toasted
sandwich being consumed by Ellie and Ofra. Ellie is complaining
bitterly about the English weather – a complaint exacerbated
by the photo a friend has just sent her, one showing dog owners
drinking their coffee at a beachside café on Malibu beach.
Georgie, the first to be served this morning, has already finished
her poached egg by the time the rest of us have taken our seats.
She says that she never uses her oven at home, relying on the
microwave for cooked food, and that this is perhaps a reaction
to all those years when she had to prepare meals for her late
husband, James. This leads to a lengthy disquisition on the foibles
and faux pas of the Scottish builder – his drunken slide into the
Grand Union Canal with his bicycle, his inability to figure out
how to add water to a kettle, the two times he locked himself out
and had to hunt up Georgie in the Rec in his bare feet. Ofra takes
a phone call and Hebrew chatter follows. Someone has asked
her if she will return to Israel for Passover but she say flights are
too expensive. (She also reveals that she is always terrified of
wandering across an unmarked border and getting her car stoned.)
We face no such problems as we begin our homeward journeys
but Janet has a recurring problem – Daisy-Mae, presenting all the
symptoms of floppy dog syndrome, keeps throwing herself on the
pavement and rolling over in a heap.
Friday, March 3:
A light rain is beginning to fall as Otto and I make our morning
visit to the park; I have my hood up and I have secreted the dog’s
raincoat in a pocket, hoping that he will get in a little exercise
before having to don this garment. Crossing the green is a voyage
of despair these days – mud oozing through the grass at every
careful step. Quite a few dog owners are exercising their animals
on the more secure footing of the Randolph roadway and, indeed,
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Otto does romp around with a number of these in every variety of
size – duking it out with his cousin Oscar is a particular delight.
As we return to our compound at the café I draw Georgie’s
attention to a unique sight – a woman kneeling behind her
squatting dog is actually attempting to catch the poo in a waiting
bag! “Oh my God,” Georgie says, “now she’s wiping his bum!”
Given the dispiriting weather it is not surprising that we have
only a small turnout this morning. Ofra, who forgets that Bailey is
still standing outside our area, is joined by Janet, Georgie, Dmitri
and Hanna only. I share with Ofra an email I have just received
from Makiko, her reaction to the reading of February’s entry in
this journal, which I sent to her only yesterday. In the message
there is a thinly veiled complaint – as neither she nor Emilio were
mentioned in reports of our breakfast conversations – can we have
forgotten her so quickly? (In fact, Makiko plans to visit us next
month.) Ofra is complaining about the silver streak in her hair and
this reminds me to ask if anyone has seen the latest TV enactment
of Alex Hailey’s Roots. Still on the subject of TV fare I note that
all week we have gotten a promo for the dramatic 1973 prequel
to Prime Suspect, the vehicle that brought Helen Mirren into our
homes many years ago as DCI Jane Tennison. It is of particular
local interest that in this clip we hear a veteran cop welcoming
the rookie with the immortal words, “So what brings a girl from
Maida Vale to the police?”
I have not forgotten my biscuit bag this morning and Flora,
Bailey, Ellie the Cocker, Winnie and Otto have soon soaked
through my trouser legs with their wet paws – at least I manage
to strap his raincoat on Otto’s back during one of his visits. Janet
now shares with us a most melancholy text, one she has just
received from Vlad – who writes from the vets that, all other
forms of intervention having been exhausted, an ailing Tara will
be put to sleep. We will miss the Rhodesian Ridgeback – who has
been a part of our park life for so many years – very much. And
yet, as we gather our materials after a very brief session, there is
more bad news – Buttercup, one of Wendy’s chickens, has also
died. Now I wish I didn’t have to respond to a text I received this
morning – informing me that my new glasses are ready. If I want
to get them today I can count on getting wet as well.
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Saturday, March 4:
Well, I didn’t get wet and the improvement in the weather has
continued into this morning, when temperatures have moderated
and there is bright sunshine. This means that I can abandon my
heavy winter coat in favor of my tattered leather jacket as Otto
and I head up the Morshead roadway. As so often happens on the
weekend there is very little activity on the slimy green – though
Otto heads across the grass at great speed just to check out a dog
at the far end. Having failed to find anyone to play with he then
accepts an early migration in the direction of the café. I can hear
the serving hatch door on the Carlton roadway snapping into
position and this is a sign that they have opened some six or seven
minutes early and if I want to beat the Saturday crowds I had
better get inside.
When I return Georgie has arrived with Sparkie, Ofra is here with
Bailey, and Janet is here with Daisy-Mae and Elvis – Anahita is
off on a trip to Scotland. Hanna is also present this morning –
dogless – but the same has to be said of Vlad, and that is a most
melancholy statement for yesterday was Tara’s last day. He has
brought with him several sacks of dog food for Georgie’s doggy
hotel – and Janet will be picking up even more from Vlad’s house
later. (Tara was, technically, Vlad’s son’s dog and so there is no
way of knowing if there will ever be another animal haunting the
shadows of Vlad’s little corner table.) Caroline comes by with
Leonard and somehow Oscar gets in here as well and so we have
three roaring Schnauzers for a while – then matters settle down
to the usual Otto-Elvis hijinks. They join Bailey and Sparkie in
making frequent visits to my feeding station. I get a number of
compliments on my new glasses.
Janet, Georgie and I discuss some recent TV fare including the
soaps. I note that on Coronation Street one of Ken Barlow’s
rediscovered sons is clearly studying Beat Generation literature
and that I was surprised when a relatively unknown figure (Bob
Kaufman) showed up in the conversation. The lad is writing a
report on Allen Ginsberg and I can tell the others that I knew the
illustrious poet, published one his most famous poems in my little
magazine, and, of course, spent November 22, 1963 on his sofa
in San Francisco as we watched coverage of the assassination
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of JFK. Ofra, smoking a slim cigarette, announces that she will
attack her roots today. Hanna complains of all the local traffic
jams and, indeed, with an undiscovered bomb causing evacuations
in Brondesbury and the Harrow Road closed for days because of a
fire there have been major disruptions to local traffic flow this last
week. The traffic flow in the park has not been as heavy as you
might expect on a Saturday and we are able to make our escape
with only one impediment – a Whippet in full red body suit who
wants Otto to chase him.
Sunday, March 5:
Once again I can’t quite tell whether there is rain falling from
the skies of Maida Vale just now and so I stuff Otto’s raincoat
into my pocket as we head down the stairs at the start of a damp
and dark Sunday in the park. In fact, it is raining and so on goes
the coat – as soon as we reach the pavement. Behind us on the
Morshead roadway I can hear a familiar bark of disapproval as
Winnie realizes that she has to relinquish her seat in Dan’s bicycle
basket and that she will have to walk the rest of the way to the
café. There is almost no activity on the green, though (after a
quick poo) Otto does charge across the grass to check out some
dogs on the far side. Then he dashes back and I open the gate to
our compound.
Not surprisingly there is a very modest turnout this morning – just
Dan, Ofra, Janet and Georgie. Bailey takes a chair next to mine
and, with his paws on the tabletop, Ofra thinks he looks like he
is ready for his drawing class. Janet has brought Elvis but he and
Otto don’t seem that interested in play this morning – the dogs
are mostly preoccupied with snacks and the barracking of passing
canines. Dan says that Winnie has had a very uncomfortable night
and that on a number of occasions he was tempted to head for the
emergency vet in Victoria. He shows us some videos of the Pug
in distress, licking her own nose endlessly, for instance, and he
wonders if something occurred at work yesterday to set her off. I
ask him if he is ever tempted to put Winnie in the ticket window
and he says she has been photographed in this pose. I can just hear
Winnie telling customers, “You want a ticket to Cats – no way!
But I have two aisle seats for the Curious Incident of the Dog in
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the Nighttime – hey that’s the story of my life.”
Not surprisingly the weather dominates discussion – especially
when this morning’s version is compared with the bright skies
of yesterday. The rain is blowing horizontally behind me and I
can feel the back of my coat getting soaked. Ofra has brought an
umbrella but no hat and she sits with her head sunk into the folds
of her jacket. After only ten minutes or so she says she has had
enough and makes a quick departure. The rest of us are not far
behind but, just as Hanna makes a late arrival, the skies brighten,
the sun breaks through and moods lighten. I know I will have to
change my trousers when I get home – since they are saturated
by puppy paws – but at least the homeward journey is more
pleasant than the in-lap – especially when we pass the brave bed
of crocuses in the margins of the Morshead roadway – shining
brightly in the sunshine.
Monday, March 6:
Again we have a complete contrast in the weather – for bright
sunshine has replaced the rainy gray we endured in the park only
yesterday. (Indeed, yesterday was itself a weather kaleidoscope;
Otto and I just managed to have a brief afternoon walk between
periods of clattering hail.) Behind us on the Morshead roadway
Otto soon detects the presence of Winnie, walking along briskly
with Dan and Davide. I ask what kind of a day the senior Pug
had yesterday and Dan says there was marked improvement and
as evidence for this he shows me a video taken in his kitchen in
which Winnie climbs out of one of Davide’s suitcases. Otto has
by this time rushed ahead to mix it up with all those dogs over on
the Randolph roadway. Here we also meet up with Linda, here
with Pepper and Chica. She says she has to get home in order to
resume her role as motivational coach – by which she means that
her Liam, now in graduate school, must have a term paper due
soon. “Motivational coaching,” I respond, “I believe that no one
will ever be able to find a better euphemism for nagging.”
Our morning group includes Dan and Davide, of course, but also
Janet, Georgie, Hanna, Ellie and Ofra – though the latter, seated
behind us at Vlad’s usual table, will not be joining us for coffee
this morning, making her departure after only a few minutes.
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There are lots of dogs underfoot since Janet has brought DaisyMae, Leonard and Elvis and Georgie has Seamus, Rufus and
Sparkie. Hanna has brought little Hector and he is soon joining the
others in charging the fences in a chorus of protest barking – Dan
gets up twice to silence this mob. Otto and Elvis are more active
in their wrestling moves this morning but the little white Malteser
is not wearing any coat today and this means that he is easily
able to slip through the bars. This is a matter of some concern for
Janet, who has custody of the little fellow, and she jumps up to
encourage Elvis to return to our company. The little fellow is a
great tease and he eludes re-capture for quite a while – preferring
to chase crows across the green.
Davide reports that he will be heading for Dallas later this week
so I can pass on to him some post I would like him to deposit for
me in the States. Dan reports that the drains have again backed
up in the back yard of their building – the absentee landlords of
the other flats having failed to convince tenants not to put baby
wipes into the toilets. Ellie reports that she is in the final stages
of preparations for her younger daughter’s sweet sixteen party
this Saturday and there are so many questions about what kind of
food to offer, how much alcohol to permit, and the participation
of parents (if at all) to be dealt with. I report that I have at last
finished the famous jigsaw puzzle, the one featuring the blackand-white photo of young Hanna sprawled on the bonnet of an
experimental British Leyland. This was an extremely challenging
process, especially since so many of the pieces resembled one
another and even fit into the right slots, that is they fit there until
you wanted to add another piece to them. Then there was another
complicating matter – as I finished this project I discovered that
three pieces were missing altogether.
Tuesday, March 7:
Clear skies continue to prevail, though temperatures have dipped
a bit, as Otto and I begin our Tuesday morning in the park. The
dog is in a lively mood, bouncing up and down in anticipation
of mixing it up with every dog we pass. I let him run free as
soon as we reach the green and, indeed, he is soon chasing down
dogs of all sizes. Crossing the green itself is another journey of
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despair since there are still so many puddles and spongy patches
to circumnavigate. Otto is now chasing a number of dogs up the
Carlton roadway, including Flora, who seems to be in the custody
of a dog walker this morning. The usual complement of dog
people arrive at exactly the same time today and as our gate is
opened there is a mad rush to get inside by all the resident canines.
Teddy sneaks into the café as I exit with my coffee but thereafter
he sits in Ellie’s lap or joins the others in barking at the fence at
an innocent Alsatian. Other lap dogs include Winnie, in Davide’s
lap, Daisy-Mae in Janet’s, and Sparkie in Georgie’s. Hanna is also
here with Hector but he and Otto, even though the latter is bereft
of other candidates, fail to engage in any spirited play today.
(My dog has missed his chance of mugging Muffin, who lies on
the grass outside our gates patiently permitting the advances of
a number of little dogs.) Georgie gives her poached egg only a
4.0 this morning but Davide does better with his toasted cheese
sandwich – portions of which are shared with the dogs. Janet
passes around a bag of Scottie-shaped shortbread biscuits, a gift
from Anahita after her recent trip to Scotland.
I hand to Davide three envelopes, which he has promised to
post for me when he touches down in Dallas later this week. He
reports that the drain men failed to show up yesterday, claiming
that he wasn’t home and didn’t answer his phone – both untrue.
He says that they are supposed to show up today, when he also
has a cleaner to contend with. Hanna reminds us that the Tesco
petrol station and mini-market on Sutherland Avenue is closed for
refurbishment. This reminds me that I hope to get to Sainsbury’s
tomorrow and I am gently mocked for my anticipation of “the
highlight of my week.” (It’s not true – they have forgotten the
haircut I expect to receive at Sam Warrington’s this afternoon.)
Georgie has just discovered that she will have two weeks off work
(rather than the one she had expected) at half–term time when we
reach April and in this happy mood we set off for home. Behind
us, half way across the park, we can still hear Ofra chuckling over
something as she and Ellie head in the opposite direction.
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Wednesday, March 8:
Two pigeons are having a pool party, utilizing a large puddle on
the Morshead roadway to get thoroughly wet as Otto and I head
for the green on a dour and rainy Wednesday morning. Coming
around in front of us is Hanna, little Hector in tow. She says she
won’t permit Hector any access to the green itself since she would
then have to penetrate its marshy interior in the wrong shoes. I
am wearing my boots of course and carrying my dog-handled
umbrella – so there is no problem for me. Otto, also wearing his
raincoat, charges across to see what the dogs may be up to on
the Randolph roadway. I do not join the owners of these animals
(most of whom are cowering under the little metal gazebo) but
gather up a poo and its perpetrator before heading for the café. I
am its first customer.
The turnout remains on the modest side – not surprisingly, given
the weather – just Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide and Hanna. Even
though both Leonard and Hector are present Otto fails to engage
in any meaningful exercise, though he is not slow in the treat
department – with Bailey, Sparkie, Leonard, Ellie the Cocker and
Winnie also joining in. There is a lot of noise at the fences this
morning; it rises to a crescendo when Jazz and Muffin walk by.
Ofra says that Bailey, who wasn’t bothered before, now resists
going out in the rain – another sign of his status as a little old man.
My problem with all these little fellows is that, in their constant
appeal for treats, they are drying their wet paws on my trousers –
and I have a very hard time discouraging this habit. Georgie, who
also comes to the café in the afternoon, says that yesterday our
compound was filled with piles of poo, some of which she cleaned
up, even though none of our animals was responsible.
Davide and I agree that it was fortuitous that I handed him my
precious three envelopes yesterday – for it would be hard to keep
them dry today. He adds that he is happy the drain men showed up
yesterday as well – though he has been dealing with the cleanup
of a fountain of shit in his garden ever since these chaps got to
work. Ofra has been fretting about plane tickets to Israel, where
she would like to take the family for Passover, but this is just a
challenge for our BA employee – who is soon tapping away on his
phone and coming up with deals that seem a lot more reasonable.
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This encourages me to mention my Stockholm dates in April and
he soon has some bargain fares for me as well. A final use of the
Internet comes with an update on today’s weather. Davide says
that, though more rain is expected, there should be a lull between
10:00 and 12:00. “That’s all I need,” I suggest – preparing to
leave early so I can get that proposed expedition to Sainsbury’s
underway. Davide is right; I have taken the bus to Ladbroke
Grove, completed my shopping and returned by mini-cab with my
groceries by the noon hour. Cathy is still here to help me bring all
this upstairs and I can tell her that this shop-load filled up exactly
the number of orange bags she had laid aside for me. And I won’t
have to repeat this expedition for another three weeks.
Thursday, March 9:
In fact there was no further rain at all yesterday – in spite of all the
dire predictions; how foolish I would have felt had I aborted my
Sainsbury ritual because of weather worries. The sun is shining
brightly this morning and we have a real taste of spring as Otto
and I head for the park at our usual time. Otto is distracted by
other dogs near the clubhouse and he almost gets caught up in a
legion of kids in multi-colored motley who are carrying all their
sports equipment into the park. Poppy is nearby but he seems very
quiescent today and so we cross the muddy green. A moment ago
there were lots of dogs out here and now there is no one – “Otto,”
I say, “you sure know how to clear a green.”
A queue is forming outside the café door and Georgie is telling
Ofra that today she will not be allowed to get her nose to the front
of this formation. To her surprise, Georgie is presented with her
poached egg on toast when she reaches the counter; they have
seen her coming – but the egg is practically hardboiled today and
a replacement will have to be sought. Ellie, Janet and Hanna are
also present this morning – as is Vlad at his little table behind us. I
have received a link from Gavan this morning and it is one I have
to share with other Schnauzer owners – like Linda and Caroline.
This is the story of Carmelo a young pup who has been taken
in by a monastery in Peru and even given his own version of a
habit to wear. Wonderful pictures accompany this BBC story but
we soon discover that it is covered in this morning’s Daily Mail
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as well. The other hot topic today is teeth, with Ellie and Ofra
sharing stories of the dental problems of their youngsters.
Leonard and Pepper are admitted briefly to our compound
and Linda takes a biscuit for Chica as well; no toasted cheese
sandwiches are on offer so I am one popular fellow with the other
canines. Otto is told off for quarrelling with Lucky over a charcoal
flavored treat – in fact the puppy is not allowed any food this
morning after repeatedly pooing all over Georgie’s sitting room
rug. There are no sandwiches because neither Dan nor Davide
is present and Georgie says that this is because Winnie has had
another bad night and the lads have been up with her. Now they
are at the vet with the senior Pug and the news is that Davide has
taken a day off work – so my letters are not going to make it to
Dallas today. As we get up to make our homeward journey, in
fact, there the pair are – with the invalid being carried in her blue
basket. They report that tests are underway and they must return
this evening with their pet – who is now on antibiotics.
Friday, March 10:
Gray skies have returned to Maida Vale but the temperatures are
still friendly enough as Otto and I make our Friday morning visit
to the park. At the top of the Morshead roadway I can see Davide
in conversation with Caroline and this means that, earlier than
usual, I can release my pet so that he can touch noses with two
of his pals – Winnie and Leonard. Otto and Leonard do a little
chasing around and then attention is transferred to the opposite
end of the green – where Poppy is willing to be chased today. He
and Otto spend some time atop Mt. Bannister and then Ellie the
Cocker is spotted with Janet and Daisy-Mae. Otto knows that Ellie
will have her blue ball with her and that stealing it and taunting its
owner over this theft is an easy entertainment. Hanna now rounds
the corner and she urges Otto to follow the rest of us into the
safety of our compound at the café.
In addition to those already mentioned we also have the
participation of Ellie the human, Ofra and Georgie this morning –
and soon Rob and Linda come by with Pepper and Chica. Otto is
tremendously excited by this visit and he is allowed to run around
on the green a second time. “He’s so affectionate,” Ofra says after
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witnessing his effusive greeting of Linda and Rob, “was Fritz like
that?” Hanna and I both answer in the affirmative and Ofra says
that the common denominator in this personality trait must be
the dogs’ owner – which is a really nice thing to say. Davide has
to give a detailed account of Winnie’s follow-up visit to the vet
yesterday afternoon – there is still no definitive diagnosis but the
Pug is now on painkillers as well as antibiotics – with the next
vet visit scheduled for Tuesday. I have to say that there is nothing
the matter with Winnie’s appetite for she is a frequent visitor to
my knee – until such time as Davide’s toasted cheese sandwich
arrives. When the last bite of this treat has been handed out she
flies into one of her patented rages – snarling at the world. The
ladies are obsessed with the idea that a gustatory challenge for our
pets would be to give them a whole hardboiled egg in order to see
how they would manage to get it down. There is some concern
that if Bailey did manage to get hold of one of these treats it might
shoot out the other side of his toothless mouth.
Janet reports that, in passing a lorry, she has managed to put
a long gouge mark into the side of her Fiat Panda and she is
seriously considering trying to repair this problem herself. Ellie
reports that Teddy is on his way to the groomers today, part of
his pre-party preparations – for tomorrow is the famous Sweet
Sixteen birthday party. I ask Ellie if she has Ofra’s number on
speed dial in case she needs rescuing tomorrow night – to which
Janet adds, “I hope she has the police on speed dial.” We begin a
long exit march on the Morshead roadway – with Janet, Georgie,
Davide (now carrying Winnie), Rob and Linda and also Bonnie,
the owner of the charming Muffin. I remind her that I owned one
of these chaps in the States and we compare notes on the major
grooming problems that come with such ownership. Bonnie asks
me if I have seen the new Old English Sheep Dog puppy in the
park – Genji. I have not but I look forward to doing so.
Saturday, March 11:
Otto and I leave the house a few minutes early this morning and
we are soon marching up the Morshead roadway. The triangular
area at the top now features a tree with one yellow daffodil and
one accent crocus in purple and here the dog pauses for his first
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poo. It is a cloudy bright morning and mild enough but there
seems to be no one about and we have reached the far side
(second poo) before Otto spots Janet descending Mt. Bannister
with Daisy-Mae. We follow them, therefore, passing behind the
tennis courts and up onto the green again. Here Otto touches noses
with Max – yes, the same dog with whom he exchanges those
noisy challenges between the bars, ones that usually end up with
Max hoisted onto a shoulder of his owner for a quick escape. This
fellow does carry treats with him and, ignoring Max completely,
Otto haunts Max’s owner’s footsteps for several minutes, even
snatching a stick intended for Max from his hand. “Wrong dog,” I
can hear the fellow say.
By this time our lot are arriving from the far corners in order to
take up positions in our compound. Today we will have Dan,
Davide, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna, Vlad (behind us) and Nigel. The
latter explains that Elvis has been coming to work with him this
week – even producing a photo of the two of them side by side,
Elvis seated grandly in a purple director’s chair. Of course Otto
is delighted to have the company of his pal again and the two
begin a marathon scramble – Nigel even takes them out onto the
green for more play and though Otto returns with muddy paws
Elvis is streaked in mud all over his white fur. I am kept busy
doling out treats to Bailey, Winnie, Rufus, Sparkie and Dudley
and even Bonaparte bangs open the gate with his nose in order to
pay me a little visit. Dan and Davide give us a detailed update on
Winnie’s health. They are concerned about a lump on her throat
and have made an appointment with a new vet for 11:15 this
morning; they have never gotten on well with their current vet
and he is retiring in a few weeks anyway so they think they will
check out the practice that Ellie has recommended on Mill Lane.
Winnie evidently spent another uncomfortable night but there is
again nothing wrong with her appetite. When his toasted cheese
sandwich is all gone Davide gets a gratuitous bite on his finger
from his enraged pet.
Travel plans are discussed in detail. Ofra reports that Makiko has
changed the dates of her April visit and Janet says that Liz will
be here from New York at the same time. Janet, Georgie and I
have travel plans for later in April and while we are sitting at our
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coffee Davide gets to work on my Swedish plane reservations.
Janet is collecting money for our lottery syndicate but the returns
have been so paltry of late that next week we will return to scratch
cards in desperation. Nigel reports that his clients loved having
Elvis as a part of the team and that many couldn’t keep their hands
off the little fellow. Ofra reports that her Guy has split form his
girlfriend and that he is now talking about looking for work in
L.A. We begin our preparations for departure and only now do I
discover that my dog’s lead has fallen from a pocket – fortunately
this has happened in our compound and someone has left it atop a
gatepost. I feel a bit churlish attaching it to his collar now for Otto
is lying on his back, delightedly fending off still more attacks from
the energetic Elvis. My dog has certainly gotten plenty of exercise
today.
Sunday, March 12:
The dog seems to have gotten in a good deal of exercise even
before we begin our morning in the park – if the evidence supplied
by all those purloined cushions on the sitting room carpet can be
taken as definitive evidence. Outside it is gray but mild, with none
of the promised moisture yet to arrive. I remind Otto that ahead of
us on the Morshead roadway I can see Dan, Davide and Georgie
and as soon as I unhook him he if off at great speed in order to
rejoin all of his pals. Thereafter he crosses the green and heads off
to see what fun there might be brewing on the Randolph roadway.
After admitting him to our compound I join Dan, Georgie and
Ofra outside the front door of the café – which is slow to open its
doors this morning.
Georgie has brought Sparkie, Rufus, Dudley and Lucky with her
this morning but only Sparkie seems interested in treats from my
blue bag. This leaves a large opening for Bailey, who has climbed
into an empty chair between me and Hanna in order to enhance
his chances. After a while Caroline comes by with Leonard
and takes Otto out for some spirited play on the green – always
an appreciated gesture. When they are not eating the dogs are
barracking passersby. These include Terry – who says, with some
irony to his Khalifa, “Don’t you want to say hello to these lovely
dogs?” Dan and Davide are now required to give a detailed report
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on their visit to the new vet on Mill Lane. They report that the vet
there has taken a tissue sample from the lump on Winnie’s throat.
The Pug did spend a comfortable night for the first time in a week.
I have brought my checkbook so that I can pay Davide for the
Stockholm air tickets he has secured for me. Dan is preoccupied
with less conventional forms of travel, insisting that driverless
cars are on their way – and, indeed, insisting that soon we will
be able to order new kidneys from Amazon and that we will all
be living for 400 years. (“And Ant and Dec will still be waiting
to grow up as they present Saturday Night Takeaway,” I add.)
Georgie, who says she would never ride in a driverless car, opens
her poached egg, whose flow and consistency earn top marks –
“Mt. Etna could not have done better than that,” I agree. Still on
the subject of food Caroline says that next month she will have
a most interesting catering assignment – a death-themed banquet
at a chapel in the Kensal Rise cemetery. (Many suggestions on
appropriate food and musical accompaniment.) It is now time to
head for home – though it looks like we have escaped any rain
after all.
Monday, March 13:
Well, there was a little midday rain yesterday but this morning
we have bright sunshine and mild temperatures – a real spring
day. Otto has again spotted Winnie waddling up the Morshead
roadway and he is released to charge up the tarmac in pursuit of
his pal. On the green itself he dashes about – trying to see if there
are any pals among all the dogs near the cricket crease. Janet is
descending from the heights of Mt. Bannister with Daisy-Mae,
Binky and Ellie the Cocker – while Ellie the human is walking
on the Randolph roadway with Teddy and with Stephen – whose
Will and Grace are making stately progress in the direction of the
café. Staff seem to be slow in opening the doors of this institution
today but we soon have our usual morning assemblage seated
comfortably in the sun.
Georgie, who again gives her egg a 10.0, has brought only Seamus
with her but he is seemingly ravenous and he gets quickly into
two food fights, first with the newly groomed Daisy-Mae, who
is guarding a Schmacko I have just given her, and then with Otto
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as well. The latter is soon tussling with his pal, Elvis, though
Anahita never actually sits down this morning. Winnie is waiting
for a toasted cheese sandwich to arrive – Ofra and Ellie share one
as well, though there are complaints that someone has forgotten
to add tomato this time. Davide gives a report on yesterday’s
expedition to Essex, where the lads visited Dan’s family. He says
that the Pug was very clingy, as though she feared abandonment at
any moment. Hanna reminds him to leave a scent-imprinted t-shirt
in her bed if she is ever, indeed, left behind. Bailey, Binky and
Ellie are my most loyal customers this morning.
Much of the morning’s conversation is given to a detailed review
of the Sweet Sixteen party at Ellie’s house on Saturday night –
with plenty of phone photos, including one of kids dancing atop
the kitchen island. Ellie says that both house and garden were
only so much landfill by the time the teenagers were through with
it. She had taped plastic over her sofas and much of the vomiting
(aided by smuggled vodka bottles, later found all over the house)
took place outside, fortunately. The father of one lad, covered in
his own sick, was summoned but he was reluctant to let his own
son into his new Porsche. (Ellie covered the lad in black plastic
bags first.) Cleanup continued to 3:00 in the morning and resumed
at 7:00 but, in all, Ellie seems to have survived the ordeal pretty
well. She is among those who make an early departure, however,
and since Otto sneaks through an open gate, I decide that I had
better follow as well. The chief attraction out here is a free-range
Elvis and I chat with Anahita for the next ten minutes while our
dogs chase one another in the sun, Otto brandishing a stick in his
mouth and taunting Elvis to take it off him.
Tuesday, March 14:
Gray has replaced yesterday’s sunny skies and temperatures have
dropped considerably as Otto and I head for the park. I unhook
the dog as we near the green and he rushes forward to check out
the action near the cricket crease. Here he finds his cousin Oscar –
and the latter would certainly make a fine play partner – but Oscar
remains on lead, the dog carer in charge explaining that the young
Schnauzer has already tried to follow a female on heat out of the
park. So we continue on to the Randolph roadway and soon Janet
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arrives with Daisy-Mae, Ellie the Cocker and Leonard. The latter
and Otto freeze as they see one another, crouching on the grass as
they wait to see which one will move first. Thereafter they chase
one another around for some time, soon joining a café-bound
parade.
We are joined at coffee by Georgie, Ellie the human, Ofra, Lisa,
Davide and Hanna. Davide reports that Winnie again enjoyed a
normal night and that the swelling on her neck has receded. She
is sitting in Davide’s lap, waiting for the toasted ham and cheese
to arrive – and then growling in despair when it is all gone. Next
to her Teddy, who evidently overdosed on human food at supper
last night, is sitting beatifically in Ellie’s lap – little does he know
that he will be heading for home with Auntie Georgie today.
Bailey, Flora, Otto and Leonard are eager petitioners at my knee
but many of these dogs spend a lot of time at the fences, barking
at passersby. The owner of little Sid comes into the compound
in order to greet our assembled canines, each of whom comes
forward for an obligatory cuddle.
Janet announces some good news. She has just learned that the
owners of Olive, the little Cocker, are moving downstairs in her
building – perhaps they will make the garden a bit more dogfriendly. Much of the morning’s conversation is devoted to the
troubled relationship between dog owners and the local veterinary
practitioners – with many tales of woe over unnecessary and
expensive procedures. Davide announces that he will next be
flying to Ghana, Ofra notes that she now owns some black
toothpaste, and Georgie reports that a little blonde child often
waits to wave at her from the window of Seamus’s building. We
begin our homeward march, one that almost always includes a
second poo from Otto somewhere out on the grass. This time it
is rather soft, though I do manage to scoop it up. To my surprise,
however, a dogless lady accuses Otto of adding a third poo to the
Morshead roadway just as we are about to exit the park. I pick
it up – even though I find this most unlikely for this specimen is
hard and cold. Anything to keep the peace.
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Wednesday, March 15:
Another gorgeous spring morning. Otto dances up the Morshead
roadway, pausing only to greet the ancient Pomeranian pair of
Buddy and Sparkie. At the edge of the green we meet Ellie with
Teddy but I can’t stop to chat – if the dog hasn’t paused for
his first poo yet I need to keep in close contact, as usual. Otto
follows me when I reach nearest red bin and thereafter he reports
to the café – having found no suitable play-pal on the green this
morning. The café is not open yet but our lot have occupied their
usual chairs already: Ellie, Ofra, Janet and Georgie – Dan is just
leaving, having rolled Winnie to the park in the baby buggy that
Georgie will now use to get the lazy Pug home. (The new vet has
given the all-clear after recent tests.)
When I return with my coffee I can see that Winnie, eyeing my
blue bag, is faced with an almighty dilemma. She is comfortably
ensconced in an empty chair and it will be a struggle to jump
down but at last her greed triumphs and she reaches my knee in
time for some Schmackos. Ellie the Cocker and Leonard, here
with Janet, are also eager supplicants. Janet has forgotten Ellie’s
blue ball but she has remembered her water pistol – merely
brandishing this plastic object silences the whining that usually
signals ball-hunger. Otto is meanwhile patrolling the fences,
shrieking over the presence of likely play-pals – like that Beagle
or that Jack Russell.
Melanie comes by to deliver Rufus to Georgie; there will be a
lot of this because the Women of the World gathering, for which
she served as executive producer at the South Bank, is going to
have sequels worldwide in the next year or so. Next to undertake
a travel adventure is Ofra who, after telling Georgie that she
was leaving on Friday and promising Ellie that she was free on
Sunday, has now realized that she is going to Berlin on Sunday.
Ofra and Ellie are planning another expedition to Selfridges, but
now this may have to wait. I have a less glamorous Oxford Street
destination this morning, John Lewis. So, when there is an early
exodus, I am happy to get underway. On the Morshead roadway
we meet Linda and her friend Sue with Pepper and Chica and,
fortuitously, I get a ride with this outfit to the bank after dropping
Otto off with his Aunt Cathy. I have made two other changes on
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this lovely morning – I have abandoned my scarf and returned to a
baseball cap.
Thursday, March 16:
It’s still baseball cap weather this morning (though I have returned
to my wool scarf) as Otto and I hit the streets, ready for another
morning in Paddington Rec. Heading our way is Georgie with
Sparkie and Dudley. I offer to hold the lead of these fellows while
she goes upstairs to fetch Seamus – but she says she can just hook
them to the nearby fence. Soon we are crossing the green and Otto
is again having a face-off with the tethered Oscar. (These guys like
to shown their dominance by standing on one another’s back.) The
first of our breakfast group is making for the café, I can see now,
and so we head here next ourselves. It takes a few minutes for the
doors to open; in the interim I can see a large school group at the
end of the Carlton roadway stepping off a double-decker bus!
While I am waiting for the doors to open I can see a faux-Ellie
chatting with Janet and Georgie. I call her this because she is
wearing a black vest over a cerise top, just as the real Ellie did
earlier in the week. Then the latter and Ofra enter the café and
Ofra is wearing this same combination as well. Ofra somehow
ends up behind the counter this morning (“This way lies
madness”) and after pretending to bash the cash register keys she
actually greets a customer who is waiting at the open hatch on
the Carlton roadway – the woman recoils in horror and scurries
off. Outside we need add Hanna to the list of already mentioned
ladies. Teddy has been rolling in some foul mud and Ellie won’t
let him into her lap this morning. Otto has no one to play with and
this means that he is constantly at my knee – even though at home
he has just finished last night’s dinner as this morning’s breakfast.
Vincenzo comes by with his Thomas and I am able to give him
one of my cards – since he has been eager to see how his dog is
portrayed in “The Dog People of Paddington Rec.”
Ofra is anticipating the first bite of an authentic German sausage
as she deplanes in Berlin on Sunday (“Do your wurst.”) She
and Ellie discuss recent shopping experiences – Ofra says that
she can’t stand the disorder in Top Shop and longs to apply her
vacuum cleaner to the changing room floors there. (I suggest that
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after her career at the café she can run a Top Shop for us.) There is
also a decidedly Jewish sub-theme to this morning’s conversation.
It is noted that Karen is attending a bar mitzvah in Australia and
that, as last night’s documentary on Channel 4 demonstrated, the
mystery man who was found dead on Saddleworth Moor – his
identity unknown for a year – has turned out to be Jewish. Finally
there was yesterday’s flap in a heavily Hasidic part of northern
London. Here an artist put up warning signs featuring silhouettes
of a number of local types – with one warning us of Hasids on
the loose (or Hasids crossing) causing considerable offense. I tell
the others that I even heard from Gavan in Connecticut about
this matter this morning. Well, it’s turnabout. They are concerned
about potential anti-Semitism in the UK and here everyone is
worried that the same storm that dumped all that snow on the East
Coast may he heading our way now.
Friday, March 17:
I have brought a birthday card for Dan with me this morning –
though the celebrant is absent (and the actual date is tomorrow,
when the lads will be spending the weekend in Rome). It is
again sunny outside but there is a chilly wind depressing the
temperatures. Otto rushes forward to see what Max the Jack
Russell is up to and thereafter he crosses the green in order to
check out the other canine citizens. Little Dottie greets me but
Otto has little time for any of the other candidates and seems
content to follow me over to the Randolph roadway, where Ellie is
just arriving with Teddy. I am the first to penetrate the interior of
the café – and I have remembered to switch the sign on the front
door from “closed” to “open.”
Our morning ensemble includes Ellie, Ofra, Georgie, Davide
and Wendy – Janet is in Kenilworth to meet her sister’s new
Lab, Madison. Wendy has brought Renata’s Maxi with her – he
manages to squeeze through the bars almost as soon as he is
placed inside. Melanie comes by with Rufus and Lisa arrives
with Flora; though these ladies do not stay, their dogs remain in
Georgie’s care. The latter has also brought Seamus, who, as often,
manages to poo near one of our gates. Ellie is vastly amused by
the shredded leather sleeve on my park jacket – years of evidence
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of doggy entreaty. I open my blue bag and offer treats to Bailey,
Flora, Winnie and Otto. A lady comes by and asks if she can
park her fuzzy blonde fellow in our midst while she goes inside
to order a coffee. Ofra says we should have set a price for this
privilege.
I begin a recital of my current battles with officialdom. A tax form
has gone missing but a replacement is being sent to me from the
States. An order to the Easy Living folk, whose catalogue appears
in the Radio Times, has failed to materialize – even though money
was extracted from my charge card weeks ago – and when I
called yesterday afternoon I was offered a place in a phone queue
with 51 people ahead of me! Meanwhile Barclays has failed
to credit my account with two recent pension checks – which I
presented for conversion to sterling weeks ago. And the City of
Westminster, after promising me more blue recycling bags when
I called three weeks ago, has failed to deliver – and their web
site form is a nightmare. (It failed to recognize my address and
required me to check a box with the legend “I am not a robot.”) At
least in the latter category my recital has some positive dividends
– for Davide tells me that they hand out the precious bags at the
Warwick Avenue tube station on Saturdays. I have an additional
question for those assembled. Leonard the caterer wants to know
if he should add champagne to the menu for my spring party in
May – but the consensus here is that the guests would be just
as happy with the first Pimm’s of the season. With a nod in the
direction of my food-stained sweatshirt I have a final challenge
for this assembly as we begin to make our move for home – “How
come I am the only one wearing green on St. Patrick’s Day?”
Saturday, March 18:
I suppose I should have been suspicious – since there is no sign of
the dog in my study as I settle in for some early morning work on
the laptop. When I rise from this session I discover, on the sitting
room carpet, the odd scrap of cloth from Otto’s favorite attack
cushion but I am not prepared for the first sighting of life in the
TV room – where not one but two copies of The Radio Times have
been turned into scrap. Perhaps life in the park will produce less
destructive behavior and so we are off at our usual time. Again
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the green is undergoing a Saturday morning desertion but I can
see Georgie on the Randolph roadway; she is pushing an empty
baby stroller and behind us, on the Morshead roadway, we can see
Davide arriving with the buggy’s future passenger, Winnie.
Davide soon departs for his flight to Rome and that leaves just
Georgie, Ofra and Hanna, though after a while Anahita and Nigel
arrive with little Elvis. This is very good news for Otto and he and
Elvis are soon chasing one another around on the grass – under
Anahita’s supervision. They have a grand time but eventually I
admit both of them to the precincts of our doggy compound – so
that they can join the biscuit queue. It is not a long line – for only
Bailey, Sparkie and Winnie are after treats this morning. Outside
our bars there are the usual suspects, ones needing a canine
barracking, but I also see a woman with two Bernese Mountain
Dogs; these beasts, I later observe, have their own ramp to ascend
when it is time to resume a place in mommy’s Chelsea tractor.
Georgie says that because of rail works she will have to take a
train to Edinburgh in order to reach Glasgow, which she wants to
visit on April 1. I note that no sooner had I compared the bursting
of her poached egg to an eruption on Mt. Etna than my brother-inlaw has sent me today’s photos of the real thing. Ofra says that she
and Ellie went shopping and they just had to stop off for a snack;
I am expecting the name of some nearby champagne bar but Ofra
says they were well-satisfied at McDonalds. Today Ofra is fretting
over how to leave her London flat to her children without their
incurring a huge tax bill. Various strategies are discussed with our
accountant, Nigel, and our resident maven, Hanna.
When it I time for departure I tell Georgie that Otto and I plan to
follow her most of the way home. This is because I plan to test
Davide’s suggestion that there are blue recycling bags available
at the Warwick Avenue tube station on Saturday mornings. Otto
does a good job of forward movement on this journey, pausing
only infrequently to lift a leg (and squatting twice for pavement
poos). Yes, there is a manned kiosk at the tube stop and I am soon
able to claim a healthy supply of the precious bags. In fact I want
to undertake an expedition to the cleaners and the market later in
the day and that means that I would really like to wait until the
post is delivered – always a dodgy proposition on a Saturday. Of
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course I have various strategies for preventing post from falling
into the teeth of bored Schnauzers; I have had enough confetti on
the carpets today.
Sunday, March 19:
It remains on the gray side throughout our morning session in
the park – and there is an uncomfortably chilly wind blowing as
well. The green, as yesterday, is just a vast wilderness – without
any other dogs about. Otto completes his crossing in rapid order,
therefore, and I admit him to our compound at the café, where
Georgie (with Sparkie and Dudley) and Janet (with Daisy-Mae)
are already in residence. Yesterday was the Shih-Tzu’s tenth
birthday and so the coffees are on Janet today. She has also
brought a lovely ginger cake but there aren’t that many of us to
enjoy these treats. Ellie never comes on the weekends, Ofra is off
to Berlin, the lads are in Rome and Hanna is a no-show. After a
while, however, we do get a visit from Wendy and an even rarer
appearance from Debbie.
Debbie has brought Pucci with her but the little fellow never
makes it out of his carryall. He has been suffering from a liver
complaint of late and Debbie says that he had a terrible night – so
disoriented that he ate his food with two paws in his water bowl.
She says that she is scheduled to see a specialist; unfortunately the
chap is stationed in Hertfordshire. Georgie now has to tell us even
more depressing news – Shefali’s Yaris has been put to sleep after
a tumor on the spleen of this fourteen-year-old veteran exploded.
Oblivious to all this canine woe, Otto, Dudley and Sparkie keep
up a constant presence at my knee in search of yet more treats.
Wendy tells us that her debit card was taken from her purse as she
waited in a queue at M&S yesterday. She is about to go off to a
funeral and Janet makes sure she has some additional cash to tide
her over. Janet has brought with her some scratch cards and some
of us have a go – my card produces a £2 winner. (But since it cost
£2 in the first place, well, you do the math.) This has been a week
dominated by yet another attempt by Scottish PM Nicola Sturgeon
to wrest independence from the rest of us. Georgie is always
being asked her opinion on Scottish matters and, after denouncing
Nicola as a “wee numpty,” she repeats her complaint that she and
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others not resident in Scotland itself were denied the vote in the
last referendum. Janet makes the point that if Scotland does join
Europe as an independent nation they will have to accept the Euro
as the currency of record and, as someone now adds waspishly,
accept a million Syrian refugees.
Monday, March 20:
I am not so sure about the weather today; there seems to have
been some recent rain but there is no moisture when Otto and I hit
the streets with our blue recycling bag. It is cold and gray, true,
with an icy wind adding to my discomfiture. Ahead of us we have
Georgie, walking with Seamus and Bailey. Otto tries to give these
chaps his usual effusive greeting – and he gets the usual rebuff.
I urge him to cross the green – for there are lots of dogs on the
other side today – and eventually he agrees. Leonard is here with
Caroline and I have brought her an article on Leonard Cohen from
The New Yorker. Cohen’s namesake is slow to realize that Otto
has a stick that needs snatching. Also present this morning are
Krug, who has had a short back and sides – something that could
be said of Barney as well – and a delightful Yorkiepoo puppy
named Jimmy. Otto tries to wee on the backpack of Jimmy’s
mommy, who is kneeling on the grass. and then on Caroline’s
wellies. When the dogs start to eat mud from a sodden patch I
decide it is time to make a move.
We will again have a small turnout this morning – just Janet and
Georgie initially and then Ellie and Hanna. Ellie reports that
Teddy has again rolled in something entirely unsuitable and, since
this happened while he was on lead with his daddy, it was Robert
who had to put him in the sink this time. Hanna reports that she
accompanied Debbie on a ride to Hertfordshire yesterday, where
Pucci is now hospitalized and where Hanna left her mobile phone
behind. Today she has little Hector with her and this does provide
Otto with someone to play with but these dogs are also into fence
patrol mode and, indeed, quite a few animals earn their attention
– including Krug and Jimmy again, Gatsby, and Tilly, who passes
by with Jo Lynn.
Georgie says she is not feeling well and that the only reason she is
eating her poached egg is so that she will have something on her
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stomach if she has to throw up. She says she really wants to go
back to bed and she departs after only a few minutes, followed by
Janet. Hanna and Ellie are left to fret over the dangers to women
from a predatory male population – a conversation provoked by
the attack on an Australian woman at the Warwick Avenue tube
station recently. Hanna describes an ancient experience with a
spiked drink in a London bar and Ellie says that she hates it when
her girls go out without someone reliable to keep an eye on them
– though here, she adds, she is able to keep track of them with her
mobile phone. Truth to tell, I am getting really cold as I wait for
these latecomers to finish their coffees and, shivering, I decide it is
time to call it day.
Tuesday, March 21:
The first day of spring brings with it a wonderful scene, with
bright sun and high clouds scudding across the skies. There is a
chill wind, however, and I have restored my wool hat and zipped
up my leather jacket as Otto is released to dash up the Morshead
roadway in pursuit of Winnie – here this morning with Davide.
The latter tosses a stick for Otto to chase when we have reached
the green and thereafter my dog checks out the scene, having
a little run with Leonard first, and then with Poppy. They have
opened the café a few minutes early and I follow Davide into its
warming interior.
We are joined by Ellie (the human), Georgie, Janet and Hanna.
Davide is called on to give a detailed report on the recently
concluded weekend in Rome – where the lads walked a lot,
enjoyed some fine food, and even saw the Pope greeting followers
on Sunday. (Davide complains that Rome was filthy and that
cars blocked progress everywhere.) He has brought some Italian
doughnuts and these are shared out – though I make a virtuous
decision not to participate. Georgie manages to get through all of
her poached egg this morning, though she says she is still having
tummy problems. She has found yet more money, this time a
fiver landing at her feet, and it is suggested that she should be
buying our lottery tickets. More scratch cards are distributed and
Davide has a £6 winner. Hanna develops a fantasy in which it was
Georgie’s late husband, James, who sent her the fluttering fiver
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from heaven. Georgie says that if it really was James he would be
asking her for the money, not sending it.
Janet has brought Ellie (the Cocker) and the latter joins a biscuit
queue that includes Otto, Hector (here with Hanna) and Winnie.
The latter notices that two toasted cheese sandwiches have been
delivered to our table and she doesn’t know which one to haunt
first. Hanna now has to tell us that, in Hertfordshire, Debbie’s
Pucci has not responded to treatment and that the tiniest Yorkie
will be put to sleep today. This is a matter of considerable distress
for us, for we have all grown fond of the little fellow. I note that
this will make a third loss in our canine fraternity in the last few
weeks, with Pucci following Tara and Yaris, but Hanna says that
the number is four – since Terry’s veteran Alsatian, Cris, has also
left the park forever.
Wednesday, March 22:
Great excitement, as always, when Cathy arrives at 9:00 – but she
is carrying an umbrella and this means that my plans to walk to
the bank and continue on to Sainsbury’s via the Kensal Green tube
stop are certainly in jeopardy. When we do hit the streets there is a
light rain falling (with heavier bursts now expected this afternoon)
and it is also bitterly cold. As we near the green Otto finds Pepper
and Chica – Linda was our visitor last night and she will return at
5:15 this afternoon so that we can visit the vet for Otto’s annual
injections. The green itself is deserted and so we make our way
over to the café – where Pepper and Chica each receive one
biscuit from my blue bag before I head inside for my coffee.
Only Georgie, Janet, Davide and Hanna have braved the elements
this morning. Davide says that he is dreading this week’s flight
schedule, which has him making back-to-back trips to New York
– since it is so cold there. The ladies report that there are many
images of the late-lamented Pucci on Facebook this morning.
When Anahita arrives there is a long discussion on Pucci’s age.
Georgie says she is sure he was as old as her Sparkie – who
will be thirteen at his next birthday. Anahita has to fight off the
attentions of Seamus, who remembers that she often has treats.
Today mud and moisture accompany doggy attentions and
trousers are particularly vulnerable.
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Anahita’s presence also signals the arrival of Elvis, who is
dressed today in his blue body suit. Elvis doesn’t like to enter our
compound until he has thoroughly wound up the other dogs by
circling the bars at great speed. This always excites Otto but today
it is Ellie the Cocker who barks her way around the perimeter in
pursuit of the white teaser. Janet has also brought Binky with
her today; the latter has had a short back and sides and looks very
sleek as a consequence. Binky is one of those dogs who see in me
a walking biscuit bag and she is soon staring up at me with those
baleful eyes. Anahita now makes one more attempt to get Elvis
to come inside – but the open door means that Otto can rush out
to greet his pal at last. Soon they are in an unsupervised romp out
on the green. The wet and the cold mean that this will be a short
session and Anahita eventually picks her pet up – so that he won’t
follow Otto out of the park.
Thursday, March 23:
Yesterday’s morning rain continued without let-up until noon or
so and, indeed, this did put an end to any plans I may have had to
complete my usual Wednesday errands. Skies are a bit brighter
this morning, though it is quite cold. Otto dances across the green
in order to make contact with a canine collective at the eastern
end and he and Leonard have a good time chasing one another.
Then my dog spots Ellie and Janet, making a circuit of the green
with Teddy and Daisy-Mae. He is charmed by this procession
and decides to enlist. That means that I have to join up as well,
walking some twenty yards or so behind these women, enjoying
the pleasure that my dog seem to be taking as a part of the parade.
In addition to Janet and Ellie we also have the participation of
Georgie, Dan and Hanna this morning. Sean is also here with
Rocky, Bullet and a dog we have not had among us in years,
Rhianne’s Otu. Georgie has brought Seamus and Dudley with her;
Dudley is about to be reunited with Karen, on her way back from
Australia – just as Bailey is about to reclaim his mommy when
Ofra returns today from Berlin. Seamus is again a menace with
his treat-seeking – as Janet’s sore fingers soon attest. Otto, Dudley
and Winnie are a bit more gentle in their entreaties; in Winnie’s
case this is all the more surprising because she has spent another
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restless night and Dan is again taking her to the vet this morning.
Otto, incidentally, is a bit confused, thinking that Rocky might be
Elvis and then taking out his disappointment by shrieking through
the bars at other, more likely play pals. Far out in the center of
the green I get my first sighting of the OES puppy, Genji. Dudley
causes much amusement when he jumps into the empty baby
buggy that Georgie has brought for Winnie.
After a while Tracy, dogless, comes in with the remark that she
just needs some human company. This is a reminder that much
of the morning’s conversation is devoted to a detailed rumination
on yesterday afternoon’s attack by a lone terrorist, who used his
vehicle to mow down some 40 pedestrians crossing Westminster
Bridge (and killing at least two) before jumping from his crashed
car in order to enter the grounds of Parliament itself – where he
killed a policeman and was himself slain. No one seems greatly
surprised that such an incident should have engulfed London
at last. For me there are the strongest echoes of 7/7, the 2005
bombings on the transport system, when some fifty people were
killed – I had witnessed the walking wounded being led into the
Metropole Hotel in the wake of the explosion at the Edgware
Road tube stop. Today I hear for the first time a conclusion that
is repeated in Parliament later this morning – yesterday’s atrocity
could have been so much worse.
Friday, March 24:
I have the satisfaction of having completed my Sainsbury
expedition at last and I am able to add to my blue treat bag a
generous admixture of Shapes biscuits for the delectation of
Otto and his friends. But does my dog deserve any treats? I ask
this question as I view the scraps that once made up a red silk
handkerchief – which Otto, denied any opportunity to play with
my boots, has pulled from my trousers pocket and systematically
destroyed. It is gray and again very cold as we make our way into
the park. At the top of the Morshead roadway we meet Ellie with
her Teddy and Otto actually manages to get the little Cockapoo
into some play – “Well,” Ellie says, “there’s your exercise for the
month, Teddy.” We continue around the perimeter of the green –
which is occupied by a circling lawnmower anyway – and soon
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we meet up with other members of our circle as we near the café.
Today the participants include Ellie, Dan Hanna, Georgie, Janet
and Janet’s visiting friend, also named Janet. Dan reports that
Winnie has had a more comfortable night after her recent vet visit.
The poor Pug has no one’s toasted cheese sandwich to savor this
morning but Georgie takes pity on her and feeds her egg-infused
pieces of toast. Winnie seems to relish this treat and just in case
anyone else has any notion that they might be entitled to any
themselves she turns on Teddy, in the next lap, and gives him a
gratuitous scolding. My chief customers are Otto, Leonard and
Ellie the Cocker – the latter two are here this morning with Janet.
Ellie has lost her blue ball but it is located out on the green and
Janet keeps it in action as our session progresses.
Janet reports that Karen has reclaimed her Dudley; the news here
is that Karen, pausing to help an elderly Jewish couple, missed
her own return flight from Australia (where she had attended a
bar mitzvah) and that she had to pay an extra £600 to get home.
The return from Germany has also been a fraught one for Ofra –
who is at home with food poisoning. This intelligence does not
dampen the discussion of luncheon plans for the Janets, who are
trying to figure out which of the local eateries is dog-friendly,
or for Ellie, who is scheduled for a splendid birthday dinner this
weekend. Georgie, meanwhile, says that after gathering up the
courage to visit a new dentist she has been sent away because she
didn’t have the right referral and now, she says, she plans never to
visit a dentist again ever! As we make our way to the exits I run
across my neighbor Lenny, here with his Wheaten Terrier, Cleo.
He says, “Well, have you been following the circus?” I know he is
not talking about Wednesday’s terrorist attack (though we learned
of another fatality yesterday) but of the adventures of Mr. Donald
Trump, “I think it will all be over in six months,” Lenny says
hopefully. “And which method will bring the circus to an end,”
I respond, “impeachment or assassination?” “No,” Lenny says,
“Let’s get him four hookers and he can do himself in.”
Saturday, March 25:
Sunny skies and warmer temperatures have replaced yesterday’s
cold and gray but nothing has replaced Otto’s penchant for
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mischief – as I discover when I find the laundry bag dragged by
puppy teeth from the bedroom to its new position in the center of
the sitting room. Behind us on the Morshead roadway there soon
comes a delightful nine-month-old Miniature Schnauzer puppy
named Trevor. Released onto the green, these two dogs are soon
having a great time chasing one another around – though Otto
does find time to lift a leg against the back of a lady who has
foolishly seated herself on the cricket crease. (Fortunately she just
laughs – but this gesture could have been a major embarrassment
and may become one in the future.) Now Otto crosses over to the
Randolph roadway to see what Poppy is doing and then, since
we are early this morning, we continue on with a walk behind the
tennis courts, up the back of Mt. Bannister and then down to the
Carlton roadway. By the time we have reached the café there is
already a queue and Hanna is rattling the front door in protest over
a tardy opening.
We are joined at our table by Janet, Georgie, Dan, Hanna, Nigel
and Anahita. Georgie has brought Rufus, Lucky and her own
Sparkie and she says that at home Lucky has taken to biting
Sparkie’s feet – much to the annoyance of the senior Yorkie.
For his part, Rufus has joined the biscuit queue this morning,
leaning with heavy presence on my right arm. Sparkie consumes
a generous portion of these treats as well but my chief customer
is again Winnie – who, climbing up between my legs with her
bulging eyes, resembles nothing so much as a creature from the
primordial slime. Otto is slow to advance his own claims on the
treat bag, being obsessed, as usual, by the presence of little Elvis.
These two even get to continue their hijinks out onto the green,
where Anahita takes them. Also out here is the brave three-legged
Greyhound, Bill – who can still get up some speed as he lopes
across the grass.
Anahita passes around a video she has taken in Paddington Basin
of Elvis and his new girlfriend, also a Maltese. Nigel says he
needs to have a talk with Elvis, who keeps trying to mount the
white strumpet from the side. The pleasant spring weather is a
reminder that gardening has to begin wherever possible. Georgie
says she likes to work on Jean’s garden in Glasgow, which she
will be visiting soon, but Dan suggests that she can work on his
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garden here in London any time – for a small fee – and that she
can add plants and even put in a water feature if she so desires.
He adds that the removal of a tree in the neighbor’s back yard has
very much improved early growth in his own yard. He also takes
a call from Davide in New York – the latter asks him to pass on to
me that, at last, the three letters I had given him to mail weeks ago
have been deposited in a U.S. mail box.
Sunday, March 26:
The process of clock changing dominates the morning duties and
I have adjusted about half of the timepieces in my house by the
time we are ready to leave for the park – though now that we are
on summer time it must seem like this expedition is taking place
an hour earlier than usual. As we make our way up the Morshead
roadway on a brisk but sunny day the first of a number of mothers
invites an infant to say hello to the doggy. The green itself is
empty and so I decide on another walk. Otto is tempted briefly
by a sighting of Gatsby on the Randolph roadway but he has
soon fallen in step as we pass behind the busy tennis courts and
re-climb Mt. Bannister. On the Carlton roadway he gets in some
good chasing with a little white dog named, confusingly, Bailey.
They are just opening the café and I have just joined the queue
when the original Bailey makes an appearance with his recovering
mommy, Ofra. Also joining us this morning are Janet, Georgie,
Dan and Hanna. Georgie has brought Lucky (one year old today),
Rufus and Sparkie. The latter two are soon in the biscuit queue
but so are Winnie, Otto and Bailey. Hanna has ordered a bacon
and tomato sandwich and this means that she is soon surrounded
by supplicants. For the owners of these animals we have some
chocolate biscuits brought from Germany by Ofra – though Dan
joins me in declining this temptation.
Ofra says she is feeling better after several days in bed with
tummy problems – but now Ricky is sick. She says that Berlin
didn’t seem very German to her and that it was (like Rome earlier)
dirtier than she would have expected. Dan says that when he and
Davide had lunch in a Roman restaurant that five or six teenage
boys occupied the next table, each obsessed by a telephone – with
no exchange of conversation among the tablemates themselves.
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Ofra says that in Israel there is a restaurant where you get a free
piece of cake if you surrender your phone on entrance. Then she
and Georgie pull out their own phones. Georgie has discovered
that latest Facebook sensation, daddy and daughter Clare signing
a charming rendition of “You’ve Got A Friend in Me” – and
this is passed around our table so we can all have a look. Out on
the green Otto is offered a treat by the owner of the noisy Max.
“There’s your fix for the day,” this chap says.
Monday, March 27:
The sun is making an effort but temperatures remain depressed as
we head for our usual park rendezvous at the beginning of another
week in Maida Vale. Otto can already see some familiar figures,
human and canine, at the head of the Morshead roadway and so
I release him for a mad gallop in their direction. Dan has just
delivered Winnie to George and is now off to work on his bicycle
– Georgie already has Seamus, Lucky and Winnie’s baby stroller.
We cross the green – where Otto ignores other chasing dogs – and
end up on the Randolph roadway in time to greet Janet and DaisyMae. I manage to get him into our compound at the café but he
has really not had any proper exercise this morning.
Ofra is in the process of organizing a birthday extravaganza, with
gifts, flowers and party whistles for Ellie – who soon arrives with
a wonderful cream-filled Victoria sponge; she pays for the coffees
this morning as well and has brought with her real cutlery and
paper plates. The dogs soon discover the cake and my biscuit
bag seems a sorry substitute for this treat. Bailey, in particular,
is obsessed by the cake, and he keeps trying to climb into empty
chairs in order to be in a better position to grab a mouthful. He
succeeds when Ofra gets up to show us something on her phone
and he snaffles a bite of her portion. Wendy is a late visitor; soon
I can see that she is offering crumbs to Otto and some of the other
dogs. These animals provide plenty of noise as well. Winnie is
muttering, Seamus and Lucky are barking at outsiders and only
Otto behaves himself this morning. More noise is provided by a
large contingent of school kids – who have taken seats in a large
circle outside our gate. Otto calmly accepts their attentions as they
put hands through the bars.
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Ofra has been showing us phone messages from both of her
children – each of whom now blames mom for infecting them
with the virus she has brought back from Berlin – she no longer
says this was food poisoning. Perhaps the mention of children sets
these women off on a long bout of child-rearing nostalgia and we
hear many stories of the infancy of Georgia, Ilana, Lynn, Lee and
Guy. Then Georgia calls mom to ask where her favorite leggings
are. Wendy interrupts to add that her surviving hen has started to
lay eggs again and Georgie may soon be the beneficiary of this
bounty. Ofra has forgotten to bring the balloons to this party and,
as we make preparations for departure, I can see she is about to
forget the sack of £2 coins I have turned over to her this morning.
Tuesday, March 28:
It’s a beautiful spring morning in Maida Vale, mild and sunny, as
Otto and I reach the street – where Lenny is again walking with
Cleo. Ahead of us on the Morshead roadway I can see Ellie in
conversation with Linda and as I recite these names, and those of
Pepper, Chica and Teddy, Otto grows more excited, taking off at
great speed in order to greet his friends. Thereafter we cross the
green, where grass clippings adhere to the boots. The dog rushes
about, checking out all the action and having a face-off with his
cousin, Oscar. I try to get him to follow me around the perimeter
but he has spotted Janet, arriving with Daisy-Mae, Leonard and
Ellie and he has to rush over to the Randolph roadway to greet
them all as well. With all of this activity in progress it is surprising
that I am able to get him herded into our compound at the café
with so little protest.
We have a surprisingly large turnout this morning – though
perhaps the pleasant weather has something to do with this. In
addition to Ellie and Janet, already mentioned, we have Dan,
Davide, Georgie, Wendy, Hanna, Ofra and even Renata. The latter
looks quite well and, if this is possible, even taller than the last
time I saw her. (Later I discover that this is because of the thick
soles on her silvery version of masculine brogues.) Of course
Renata’s return also means that we have Maxi in her lap and this
addition does not go unnoticed by Winnie, in the adjacent lap.
Emboldened by the addition of Dan’s scarf to her usual neckwear
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Winnie now offers Maxi a gratuitous scolding – which he wisely
ignores. The presence of Ellie the Cocker and Leonard means that
there are additional demands on my biscuit bag today.
Dan and Davide remind us that they are having lunch with Dan’s
parents at Marco Pierre White’s steak house today and this leads
to food as an important topic of conversation. Ofra says that when
she went through security in Berlin they allowed her to travel
with a jar of mustard since she was bound for London – while
confiscating the same item from her sister’s luggage, since the
latter was bound for Tel Aviv. Ofra has today remembered the
birthday girl’s balloon and this is tied to the back of Ellie’s chair;
Wendy also brings in a lovely bouquet. Janet now complains that
there is no coffee in her coffee and she takes it back to the café –
where it is discovered that they have, indeed, reassembled their
machine after cleaning and screwed one part in backwards by
mistake. (Zen comes out with an extra shot of coffee for Georgie
as well.) I remind the others that today a new pound coin is
introduced into circulation, one with twelve sides – which will
make it far harder to forge than its rounded predecessor. I just
hope that Ofra doesn’t start collecting these as well.
Wednesday, March 29:
It started to rain as Otto and I completed our late night walk but
today it is merely gray and cool. The dog can spot Davide, a block
away, heading our way with Winnie and he is most reluctant to
complete his own entry before they have arrived at our gate. I get
him moving toward the green with the promise that he will find
Poppy there – and so he does move on – but Poppy is on his way
out of the park and so other candidates have to be chosen as we
work our way across the green. A chap stops me to ask if I have a
spare poo bag and, evidently, Otto now thinks deeply on whether
or not it would be a good idea to piss on my boots while I am
conducting this transaction. (I am wearing trousers fresh from the
cleaners, so we can’t say he is trying to cover some other dog’s
earlier marker.) Now Janet is heading our way with Daisy-Mae
and Ellie – and Otto thinks it would be a good idea to head for the
café with Ellie’s blue ball in his mouth.
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Our group this morning is made up of Davide, Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Ellie, Hanna and a chap named Michael, who sits down at
the head of our table with his black Cockapoo, Alfredo. The dogs
are beside themselves when Ellie (the human, not the Cocker
Spaniel) accepts delivery on a toasted bacon and tomato sandwich
(which she will share with Ofra) and a huge portion of chips.
Davide says that when he cooks chips from scratch that Winnie
isn’t interested but she is mad for the caff’s version. Indeed,
because Teddy is sitting next to the bowl of these treats (though he
is uninterested) Winnie again begins to berate him for possessing
this undeserved opportunity – even lashing out at him with paws
and teeth. I find it interesting that the dogs are not put off by the
lashings of vinegar that Ellie administers to this dish. Of course I
have steady customers in Bailey, Rufus, Flora and Sparkie. Otto
himself in not constant in his attentions and he spends a good deal
of time out on the green with Leonard. Janet, meanwhile, is trying
to keep Ellie the Cocker amused by tossing her blue ball out
onto the green. Usually this is only a menace to passersby on the
Randolph roadway but today she manages to hit Georgie on the
head with her windup.
It turns out that Michael lives on the same street as Dan and
Davide but when he mentions that his is number 69 he has to
endure the obligatory sniggers and even the suggestion that he
needs to change this designation. He says that in all these years no
one has ever brought up this salacious association for the number
69 and I tell him, “You see what kind of a group you have had the
misfortune to fall in with.” Ofra is complaining that after finally
finding a place to park near Waitrose the famous market didn’t
have what she was looking for. (She won’t park her large car in
the underground parking lot; and after two misadventures here
years ago I can only sympathize.) After Michael goes off with his
Alfie Ellie says that he has four daughters, all but one in the teens,
and that she has been vastly amused by his experiences with this
lot since she has two of her own at home. I tell the others that as
soon as I get home I am off to the 123 Cleaners, the market and
the Maida Hill post office. The latter is doomed, we understand,
but, so Hanna, tells us, is the Nat West bank on Maida Vale
Parade, which will close later this year. Well, we have closed
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almost every pub in the neighborhood so now it is time for more
essential services to be withdrawn as well.
Thursday, March 30:
I have promised Otto a lovely spring morning in the park and so it
proves to be. Just before we cross the green I offer a little lecture
on the inadvisability of peeing on any of the other dog owners or
their possessions – a message that, of course, makes no sense to
the dog at all. He rushes about, enjoying a little bit of play with
Oscar, and then he heads down the Randolph roadway, where
Ellie is walking with Michael and Sean as they circle the green –
Bullet, Teddy and Alfie in tow. Otto completes about half of the
circle in the wake of this party and then he returns to the cricket
crease in order to check out all the other dogs here. I am able to
hook his collar now– for it is time to head for the café.
This morning we have Ellie, Ofra, Janet, Georgie, Davide, Hanna
and Anahita – with Melanie, just off the plane from Australia
joining us as well. The latter is enjoying a reunion with her Rufus,
who has been in Georgie’s care these last few days. (Georgie
has also been looking in on Melanie’s three-legged cat, Toby.)
Anahita’s presence means that Elvis is here as well and he and
Otto do enjoy some spirited wrestling – but, perhaps happily, this
manic behavior does not go on for long and they are just as happy
to join the biscuit queue. As often happens there are questions
about Winnie – for instance, did she sleep alright last night?
Davide says that for once he slept all night so he doesn’t know
how Winnie got on. Janet says that she had no sooner told DaisyMae that she needed to clean the Shih-Tzu’s bum than the little
madam jumped into the shower voluntarily.
I ask Ellie if she was aware that Otto had followed her half way
around the park this morning – “like all the other loose males” – a
remark that Ofra enjoys tremendously. Hanna is reading the café’s
copy of The Sun. She says that she now buys The Daily Mail so
that she can give it a thorough examination. I tell her that The
Mail is clearly the Donald Trump of newspapers – here also they
don’t care what they say and they are not particularly interested in
whether it bears any resemblance to the reality the rest of us prize.
Janet and I compare notes on renewing our senior rail cards online
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and Davide says that he has a journey to Bahrain next on his flight
schedule. Melanie says that she was in Australia to supervise one
conference and to organize a second – the latter in connection with
the Commonwealth Games. Catalogues are produced. Janet has
brought one with hearing aids as the focus – for Ellie’s mother –
and Ellie is trying to find pictures of a blouse she has just ordered
in a second brochure in order to show Ofra. We leave these two
poring over the fine print as the rest of us make our departure.
Friday, March 31:
And so we come to the last day of the month, a gray and
unfriendly morning – quite dark, it seems to me, especially when
compared with some of the more friendly atmospheres of recent
days. (Yesterday’s afternoon walk was accomplished sans jacket.)
On the pavement heading our way we have Georgie – pushing
Winnie in her stroller and hanging on to the leads of two Border
Terriers, Jo Lynn’s Tilly and a large visitor named Jim. My heart
sinks a bit as we reach the green, where I can see efforts underway
to lay down a chalk circle on our sacred space. In fact there are no
school groups at all in the park this morning – half term having
begun for a number of local schools. Otto spots Janet at the far
end of the green and soon joins a parade that includes Daisy-Mae,
Leonard and Ellie.
Ellie seems to have lost her blue ball and now she sports a new
yellow one – a big mistake since Otto has soon purloined this
object in order to tease his friend. She gets it back several times
as we work our way toward the café – where we are greeted by
the unusual sight of a shorn Popcorn, half his former size; I would
not have recognized him without assistance. There are three dogs
inside the café when I open the door – Teddy, Maxi and Bailey.
Their owners are joined by Georgie, Janet, Hanna and Anahita
outside. The latter has brought some special doggy treats – ones
that Elvis disdains at home but gobbles down eagerly if other dogs
show any interest here. After a while Anahita takes Otto and Elvis
back to the green for some more spirited play. They look very
sweet when, on the their return, both of their heads are inserted
into the metal water bowl as they lap up a nice drink at the same
time. Bailey has an empty chair next to mine and from this
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vantage point he manages to get his head inside my blue bag.
There are a number of complaints about the return of the cold
weather but Renata, in a buoyant mood, announces that after two
years she is returning to yoga. She is organizing a birthday dinner
for herself tomorrow at the Bridge; I decline an invitation to join
an all-female outing. Georgie announces that, after a morning
session here tomorrow, she will be heading for a week’s visit with
sister Jean in Glasgow – which she must reach via Edinburgh
because of work on the tracks; Janet will take over her friend’s
dog-sitting duties. No one wants to linger in the chill wind and
so we make an early move. Janet is puzzled by the white marks
of the black paws of Ellie. I am not – the Cocker is just the first
victim of the chalker’s handiwork.
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Life Among the Dog People of Paddington Rec,
Volume XIII

By Anthony Linick

Chapter 11—April, 2017

Winnie accepts a commanding position on Davide’s knee.

“Barks & Recreation”

Friday, April 1:
Early in the night the dog has jumped off the bed – in order to
seek some private sleeping space on a living room sofa. When he
sees me at dawn he decides he could use a little human warmth
and so he attaches himself to me like a warm limpet – making
another hour’s sleep next to impossible. In the park he arouses
the enmity of Sparkie, who is never as cool about receiving
Otto’s enthusiastic greeting as some of the other dogs. Otto gets
an early treat from Max’s owner – this chap tells me that a major
thunderstorm is on its way from the west. Otto dashes across the
empty green in order to greet Janet, just arriving with Daisy-Mae,
and we have soon deposited these dogs in our compound.
The coffees are on Renata this morning but she has picked the
right day – at least as far as her pocket book is concerned – for
only Janet, Georgie, Anahita, Nigel and Wendy manage to make
an appearance. Anahita again takes Otto out onto the green for
some spirited play with Elvis. I can hear a roar of menace after
a while but this turns out to be a face-off with Oscar, not Elvis.
Anahita has also brought with her some low-cal, digestionsensitive venison treats. Daisy-Mae won’t touch them and, indeed,
Elvis likes them only when his pals are also eating them. Anahita
actually gets Otto to sit before he gets his treat. Hector, with his
owner today, makes an appearance at our gate – but doesn’t come
in today.
Nigel is discussing the increasingly casual attire he sports at work
– only a few of his clients still prefer their accountant in coat and
tie. He adds that there are dire predictions that accountancy may
be a thing of the past, phased out soon in favor of computerized
filing. He says he feels sorry for many a university graduate who
can’t find jobs in their chosen fields anymore – recently he has
hired an over-qualified girl from Lithuania who has a background
in banking and law and speaks six languages. Georgie talks of
her expedition to Glasgow later today and this reminds Anahita
that when she was recently in Scotland friends took her to a bingo
hall. She says that between the arcane patter and the local accents
she didn’t understand a word of what was going on. Well, no rain
has reached us as yet and we still have some sun when it is time
to make a move. Soon a fine mist is blowing across the park; this
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is not the expected rain, however, just the sprinklers shooting jets
of water skyward in one of those periodic attempts to dampen the
artificial surfaces and lessen the chances of rug-burn among our
footie fraternity.
Sunday, April 2:
What a lovely spring morning we have for our session in the
Rec today. It is bright, sunny and, though there is still some chill
in the breeze, there is also warmth available in sheltered spots.
Unusually there is a great deal of canine activity on the green
for a Sunday and Otto has plenty of activity as a consequence.
Leonard is here and Caroline says that she is organizing a mass
Schnauzer walk on Hampstead Heath next month. Nigel is here as
well and so there is some early Elvis action. Otto even manages
to get in some spirited activity with a small Mastiff (if that is not
a contradiction in terms), chasing away the much larger animal
with a growling charge – as the other owners chuckle at my dog’s
bravado.
I put him on lead before he has had a chance to piss on anything
or anyone and we head for the café – where we have the
participation of Ofra, Dan, Janet, Hanna and Nigel. Winnie has
backed up against Dan’s bicycle and her flanks are covered in
grease – which Dan and Ofra remove with a series of baby wipes,
while the Pug luxuriates in all the attention. Thereafter she joins
the biscuit queue. Ofra says that Bailey is on half portions after
some runny poos yesterday – though it is hard to convince him of
this. Nigel gets up after a while and takes Otto and Elvis back to
the green for still more chasing; eventually they return for water
and treats. I can also see that Melanie is out on the green with her
Rufus but the fuzzy fellow never makes it into our compound.
Ofra has placed all of us on alert so that we will be certain to let
her know where she can buy some mustard-infused mayonnaise
that Waitrose should have but never does. She has additional
news – daughter Lee is about to accept a new job in Milan; son
Guy is having a ball in L.A. – though there is no progress on the
work front there. Mention of Milan starts Dan off on Winnie’s
forthcoming visit to Italian territory – where diggers have been
scraping away at the foundations of the home that he and Davide
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are building on Sardinia – photos are supplied. When it is time to
make a move I note that Otto has done a good job of deferring his
second poo until this homeward journey. The red poo box near
the flagpoles is overstuffed, I know from bitter experience, and
so I keep my peach-colored bag with me as we march down the
Morshead roadway, where I intend to make a deposit as we reach
the gate. But something is spotted that causes my jaw to drop and
I have to wait for Dan, Janet and Melanie to catch up so that I
can share my discovery with them. On one of the big black bins
there is a sign I have never seen in all these years – dog waste
is accepted here! It all ends up in the same lorry load anyway, I
know, but to this point the Rec has insisted on some form of overfastidious separation and I am more than a little chuffed to see that
our lives may get a little easier in this category now.
Monday, April 3:
The great spring weather continues as Otto and I begin a new
week in Paddington Rec. I pause to re-tie a boot when we have
reached the green – with Ellie and Stephen passing my bench as
I do so. Otto knows not to expect any play from Teddy, let alone
Will and Grace, and out on the green itself there isn’t much of
interest – unless you count a brief encounter with his cousin Gus.
Already I can hear the metal door sliding open and this means,
that several minutes earlier than usual, we can make our way
directly to the café. There is no one about, surprisingly, but some
of the regulars do filter in – Janet, Ellie, Ofra and Hanna among
them – and today the owner of Millie the Schnauzer sits down
with us as well.
At the sunny corner table Shane is sitting down with the woman
who owns the tiniest Maltese, Rocky. When he tries to usher his
own Bullet into our compound Otto escapes and I have to get up
and separate him from Poppy, who is sniffing around near the
ladies loo. To my surprise Rocky is not only interested in playing
with Otto but he is allowed to do so – Otto senses that this little
fellow is not Elvis, and that the aggressive rough play he enjoys
with the latter is not in order. (Rocky can easily slip through the
bars if he needs to escape.) Janet has a tennis appointment and
she takes Daisy-Mae and Seamus off with her after only fifteen
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minutes or so. These two don’t make many demands on my
biscuit bag anyway, but, really, only Bailey is active here this
morning.
Millie’s owner (also named Ellie) has children who have been
to the same schools as Ofra and Ellie’s kids and much time is
spent in comparing notes on teenage behavior. Ofra says that her
Lee has changed her mind about accepting that assignment in
Milan – which doesn’t surprise me at all. Hanna is interrogating
Shane on progress in repainting his kitchen. He says she needs to
spend a night if she really wants a closer inspection – “Are you
into grannies?” is her riposte. Hanna is, in fact, making a close
inspection of the matters of importance to the editors of The Sun –
so no news here. (On our walk last night Lennie asked me if there
was anything new to report on the antics of Mr. Trump, but I had
to tell him that, in fact, I depend on him for such news.) We are on
our own as we make our departure from the park this morning, a
process made far easier by the presence of the poo-friendly bin on
the Morshead roadway.
Tuesday, April 4:
Although temperatures are mild enough, the skies are an unbroken
gray – quite a change from yesterday – as Otto and I make our
first appearance in the world outside. Already I have seen Janet
(the substitute Georgie) crossing the street with Daisy-Mae and
Seamus and as we near the green I meet up with Caroline and
her Leonard. Soon we are joined by a third Schnauzer, the macho
Oscar, and this means that he and Otto are sure to have a growling
face-off. This dance begins calmly enough but it all ends in tears
and Oscar, who has just pissed on my cuff, is led away by his
owner, fearful of things turning really nasty. I can see that Janet
has already taken a seat in our compound and that she is holding
Elvis – while Anahita is in the coffee queue. In fact no sooner
have Otto and I have entered the compound than Elvis squeezes
through the bars and follows me into the café.
Thereafter he uses his position outside the bars to wind up the
dogs on the inside – Otto is joined in the latter category by Hector,
here today with Hanna, and these two are soon rushing back and
forth as the teasing Maleteser circles the bars. Although Teddy,
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here with Ellie, takes no part in the feeding frenzy the same
cannot be said of Winnie, here with Davide, or Bailey, here with
Ofra. Otto and Elvis are only occasional participants in the biscuit
queue because Anahita has taken them out onto the green for
some more play. Earlier she has gone out to the cricket crease in
the vain hope that the white creature out here might be the longmissing Coton – whose picture still adorns many a spot in the
park, including the pole of our umbrella. Seamus always waits to
do his poo until he is safely inside our area – Janet has to clean it
up.
I tell Ellie that Michigan Janet was scandalized by the availability
of alcohol at the teen party she has recently staged for her younger
daughter – remarking that in the States you could get arrested for
this (no wonder such a high percentage of Americans are behind
bars these days). Ofra complains that she is exhausted after
trying to keep up with a visitor – who likes the late night casino
life. Ellie, with reference to the recent terrorist attack on the St.
Petersburg underground, says that there goes another potential
vacation site – joining a number of places that British travelers
are unlikely to visit these days. Davide is on safer ground when
he describes a trip he has planned for next December to New
York – where he has secured tickets for a Bette Midler show. After
we have been seated for a while Vlad returns to take up his little
table behind us. People want to know how well he is coping in the
absence of his Tara but he says very little this morning – offering
instead some yummy chocolates for our table from Belgrade.
Wednesday, April 5:
“Is that your daughter?” The question comes from Vincenzo,
standing at the Morshead gate with his Thomas. “No,” I respond,
“this is my cousin from Sweden.” I am referring of course
to Therese, who has spent the night with us as part of a brief
business visit to London. Otto is in love with the visitor and when
she wheels her suitcase away from us as she leaves the park he
is most puzzled – wanting to follow her to the Maida Vale tube
stop. I decide I had better put the dog on lead and so this is how
we make our way across the green and into our compound. On the
way we pass a bright red tent erected over the Randolph roadway
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by the current management franchisee, Everybody Active, as part
of some sort of promotion.
Our morning group includes Janet, Ofra, Ellie, Hanna, Davide and
Anahita. Otto now has a number of play candidates – including
Leonard, here with Janet, Hector, here with Hanna, and Elvis
– whose mommy soon leads this pair out onto the green for
additional play. This is just as well since they do make a mess of
the compound in their tussles – today knocking all the water out
of the chrome bowl in their epic wrestling match. Davide turns
some small dog chews over to me – ones that defeat the teeth of
the dentally challenged Winnie. I have soft chews for the dowager
and for Bailey as well. Shane comes in with Bullet and, as usual,
he is accompanied by the woman who owns little Rocky. She is
obviously pregnant and so the women at our table begin to ask her
about the blessed event. To a question about the sex of the baby
she replies that she doesn’t know – “If I have to go through labor I
want a surprise at the end.”
David is giving us details on the upcoming trip to Sardinia,
one that includes motoring through France. I had known that
adjustments have to be made to the headlights of visiting cars but
I was surprised that France also requires a triangular road sign
in case the car has an accident, a luminous jacket for the driver
and two breathalyzer units in the glove compartment. Ofra and
Ellie are planning their next assault on Selfridges but there is a
complication, Teddy’s grooming appointment. “You’ve just ruined
my Friday,” Ofra complains. (I suggest she blame Teddy, not
Ellie.) Phone calls are made to the groomer – just as well since
Ellie thinks the time is 1:00 and the shop has it down as 3:30. I tell
the others that I have a shopping journey to Westfield today and
so after returning Otto to the flat I take off for Shepherd’s Bush.
In Marks and Spencer I discover that they don’t sell cords at this
time of year – “Consider what country you are living in,” is my
comment to the staff.
Thursday, April 6:
Again we have a wonderful spring morning, bright and mild.
Ahead of us I can see Dan, in shorts, ushering his Winnie onto
the green and I release Otto so that he can catch up. Leonard is
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already out here as well and Dan and I pause to chat with Caroline
– whose back problems seem to be worsening. Otto crosses the
green (with a purloined tennis ball in his teeth) before pausing for
his first poo. By this time we have almost reached the Randolph
roadway and I urge my dog to join Hector, who has just been
added to our compound by Hanna. The latter tells me that, as
today is her birthday, the coffees are on her; she adds that this
doggy people tradition is one she inaugurated many years ago.
Those enjoying free coffees this morning are Janet, Ofra, Ellie,
Shane, and Debbie. It doesn’t take me too long to open the blue
biscuit bag and this is just as well as any sandwiches going today
are consumed by the humans and the dogs must make do with
my offerings. For the first time I employ some of the small but
sturdy chews that Davide gave to me yesterday and those canines
with canines seem to enjoy them. I still have plenty of soft chews
for Winnie and Bailey. Otto has a number of biscuits and spends
a good deal of time mixing it up with Hector – though the latter
never rests in his noisy challenges to every other park dog who
passes our bars.
After a discussion of disasters at the local vet clinics the
conversation moves on to a variety of additional topics. Hanna
says that she has taken an annual selfie under the pink-blossomed
tree at the corner of Grantully and Morshead Roads – her favorite
tree of all. She is certain that it has come into blossom earlier
than usual and I add that it is true that we have just experienced
the mildest March since 1910. If only the air were a little cleaner
in London – every other day there is some new story about the
levels of pollution. Dan says that raising the congestion charge
for entering the interior of the city is a good thing and that the
number of fume-emitting cars on our roads is at an all-time high.
(Traffic jams are at an all time high as well – as I can testify after
my bus ride to Westfield came to a halt on too many occasions
yesterday.) Finally Dan says that he has heard from Georgie in
Glasgow; the latter has reported that the toothache she has been
ignoring for months was so bad when she reached Scotland that
she ended up at a dental hospital – which wants to see the swelling
go down before they attempt anything more drastic than a dose of
antibiotics.
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Friday, April 7:
Our old pal Simba is delighted to see Otto and begins to dance
around my dog even before I have unhooked his lead. It is a size
mismatch, of course, and I am certain that the Golden Retriever is
going to floor me in his exuberance but soon there are competing
canines on the walkways as well. First we are overtaken by
Stephen with Will and Grace and Ellie with Teddy. Then Renata
and Maxi join us as we circle the green on another resplendent
morning. By the time we have reached the tennis courts Otto has
discovered Janet, arriving with Daisy-Mae, Seamus and Leonard.
Otto always enjoys moving as part of a caravan and manages to
stay close to this bunch as we complete our circuit and report
to the café – where Hanna is just adding Hector to the doggy
compound.
Here Ofra is soon seated with Bailey – and Tracy comes in after
a while and sits with us as well. No one has a word to say about
President Trump’s decision to launch a missile attack on President
Assad’s air force – in retaliation for the alleged use of chemical
weapons (the international jury is still out on whom to blame
here). Instead shopping dominates the conversation. Ofra, who
is worried about the possibility of another cold sore, has just
been to Selfridges (where she has checked out a new hair mousse
recommended by Hanna) and will return there this afternoon with
Ellie. Ellie describes her recent adventures with the wearing of a
pencil skirt, one that evidently did not permit any sitting at all. She
tries on Ofra’s mirrored sunglasses after her pal says that those big
dark frames she is wearing make her look old. I disagree and Ellie
says that’s because I have some class. Ofra admits she has none
but her friend contradicts her, “You’ve got plenty of class – third
class!”
I am the only source of doggy sustenance this morning. Ofra is
worried that Bailey did not eat his breakfast but he seems to take
in the soft chews I offer him. Janet reports that Winnie had a
restless day yesterday and that the vet blames arthritis – Winnie is
to have a bit of paracetamol this afternoon. Janet also complains
that Rufus likes to assert his presence in her flat by pissing and
pooing here. She says that yesterday the resident dogs went crazy
when a mouse appeared and that, in attempting to smash it with
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her broom, she fell down and took many kitchen appliances with
her. After the initial feeding frenzy the dogs turn their attention to
patrolling the bars, where the presence of Max raises the volume
level. A toddler is standing on the other side, gurgling about the
doggies and reaching a hand through to stroke the calm Otto. “I
guess it’s time for us to get a dog,” the mom says.
Saturday, April 8:
The lovely spring weather returns for another day as Otto and
I begin our journey to the Rec. The dog walkers are present
today, unusually for a weekend session, and that means that there
are plenty of animals ready for play. There is no question that
Schnauzers rule today for already present we have Barney and
Leonard and to this pair we can add Otto’s namesake. This Otto
is in the care of a chap who is holding a baby – my pet manages
to piss on the baby’s stroller and then his pal Elvis does the same.
Also present are Leon, a little Pug-terrier mix and Barclay the
Beagle (or should that be Barkley) and all of these little dogs are
soon making life a misery for the giant, gentle Tumble – who
actually rushes over to me for protection. By the time I have
reached the café I can see that the Schnauzers could have their
own basketball team today – with the addition of little Hector at
point guard.
Ofra is breathing fire over the length of the coffee queue this
morning but I get through fairly quickly. Other members of our
ensemble include Dan, Janet, Hanna and Nigel – with Tracy, after
a long search for a match, smoking at a little corner table behind
us. Dan has brought me some Tasty Bites and some Shapes – as
a way of replenishing my stock. Winnie enjoys the former and
she shows no signs of her recent indisposition as she assaults my
knee in hopes of a handout. Dan says that his pet is on painkillers
and when Hanna begins to fret over this he says that he is now so
worried about Winnie’s health that he doesn’t need to hear from
anyone on the topic this morning. Ofra adds that she is worried
about the aging Bailey, unable to bear even the thought of losing
him. At the other extreme the youngsters, Otto and Elvis, keep up
a non-stop play period, sometimes under the table and sometimes
out on the green with Nigel.
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Ofra has been accompanying a friend to the Ambassador Casino
– whose chief attraction for her is the delicious food they serve
there. Dan says that he is very careful to allow himself just so
much spending money at such a place and to break off when
he reaches his limit. Nigel and Hanna discuss another betting
opportunity, today’s Grand National at Aintree. (This is an event
that used to occupy all of us – when Peter was in charge of our
betting syndicate.) Ofra now says she is off to buy the ingredients
for a special breakfast for her Ricky, who arrived home from
Milan at a very late hour last night. Dan says he has booked
Winnie in for another vet visit today and he carries her from the
park when she is too slow in following us. That leaves DaisyMae, fresh from another grooming in Janet’s lap, to bring up the
rear by repeatedly throwing herself on her back on all of the park
walkways.
Sunday, April 9:
I needn’t have worn my leather jacket at all – for this Sunday
morning is another beautiful chapter in local weather history.
I can see some familiar figures ahead of us on the Morshead
roadway and I unhook the dog – who rushes forward to greet
Winnie and Leonard. This is a frustrating moment for my pet.
Caroline is heading in the opposite direction so she doesn’t want
Leonard to return to the green. Standing out here is a solitary
female figure whose plaintive cry, “Poppy!” receives its ritual
iteration – without actually producing any response. In fact I can
see Popcorn over by the bandstand. But I don’t want Otto to get
involved in any of Poppy’s peregrinations and yet my fellow is
reluctant to follow me across the green while such temptations
lurk. Eventually we make it as far as the cricket crease, where two
Whippets and Muffin are also present, and soon thereafter it is
time to head for the café.
The presence of Sparkie in our compound is a sign that Georgie
has returned to our company from Glasgow. She joins a gradually
swelling mob of Sunday coffee sippers – including Dan, Davide,
Janet, Wendy, Ofra, Hanna, Dmitri, Anahita, Nigel and the latter’s
daughter, Anoushka, and today even Linda sits down with Chica
in her lap. (Vlad is also at his little table behind us.) Dan says
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that the lump on Winnie’s throat has returned and this is causing
great anxiety (and not a few vet visits) – though you could not tell
that there is anything wrong with the greedy madam besieging
my knee or barking at the dogs seated in adjacent laps. Otto is
delighted by the presence of Elvis and they spend some time out
on the green; Anahita passes around a video showing Elvis getting
blow-dried at the groomers. Wendy has brought Maxi with her –
since Renata is having tummy problems today. (I remind Wendy
that the Father Ted episode in which her late husband plays
the doctor who diagnoses Father Jack’s sixth-stage hairy hands
syndrome is again on tonight.) Hector leads the noisy brigade of
fence patrollers; Hanna invites the rest of us to see if we can make
him shut up, claiming he never listens to her.
Davide says the weather in L.A. was also very nice. Since cabin
crew are housed in a hotel near Disneyland I ask him if he
has even been tempted to attend a game at the Angels’ nearby
ballpark. He says he hasn’t but he finds that the hotel itself holds
the fascination of interesting conventions – Star Wars groupies
one day, cheerleaders the next. Nigel twits him about the latest
BA policy on short-haul flights: only M&S sandwiches for sale.
(Davide says they often run out of these; he, of course, works
only long-haul flights.) Ofra asks Anoushka what she is studying
at Leeds and I give her credit for keeping a straight face when the
answer is “Sustainability.” Georgie says that her visit to Glasgow
was marred by bad weather, sciatica, and a major dental infection
– that tooth still has to come out. Finally, I am able to tell Janet,
who has an Australian friend who is an avid reader of Paddington
Rec doggy people postings, that you can now download the entire
ninth volume, “The Dogshank Redemption.”
Monday, April 10:
Temperatures have taken a nosedive as Otto and I begin our new
week in the breezy park – but it is still pleasantly sunny. We make
our way out to the cricket crease – where the owner of the puppy
Jimmy is seated in a most vulnerable position, chatting into her
phone while the male dogs are eyeing her back. The other Jimmy,
the one who knocked Anahita down, is also here and so also is a
large American Bulldog named Sally. Otto is spoiled for choice
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and has a go at all the contestants, even those two or three times
his size, but Elvis remains his favorite. Ofra is out here with
Bailey too and she, Janet and Anahita accompany me as we make
our way toward the café.
In addition the aforementioned ladies we also have Ellie, Georgie,
Davide and Hanna with us this morning. I ask Davide if Winnie
has been to the vet again – but the next appointment is this
evening. Her appetite remains undiminished and her rage at the
termination of the toasted cheese sandwich is undimmed. I am just
about out of small treats for her and Bailey but I manage to make
it to the end of the session without too many dental challenges for
these two. Leonard, here with Janet, is also a frequent customer
but neither Otto nor Elvis has much time for eating, preoccupied
instead with their eternal wrestling match. Anahita takes them
back to the green so that they can work off even more energy with
some long-distance chasing.
Davide says that his next assignment is Riyadh where it is 37
degrees. Meanwhile there is much conversation on the expected
arrival our Arabian exile, Makiko, who is expected to make a
short visit tomorrow. Ofra announces that she is going to a seder
tonight and this inspires her to hunt up a most amusing parody
video in which the ensemble (re-enacting the story of Egyptian
travails) substitutes “seder” for Michael Jackson’s “Thriller.”
Melanie now arrives with her Rufus, who will be turned over to
his Auntie Georgie now, and the ladies pause to admire Melanie’s
yellow nail polish. This shade is seen as appropriately spring-like
but Ellie has also entered this competition with a shade of pink.
Ofra, meanwhile, is underdressed for today’s return of winter, and
after complaining bitterly, she makes an early departure. Others
soon follow but Otto and I are on our own as we make our exit
– we have even beat the recycling truck this morning for there it
lies, unclaimed on the pavement, our big blue bag.
Tuesday, April 11:
The day begins with the unexpected sound of shredding paper in
the sitting room. This is because my bored dog thinks it would
be a good idea to chew off the cover of this week’s Radio Times.
So there are little shards of paper all over the house as we hit the
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streets – where a little early morning hysteria erupts as Otto spots
the resistant Sparkie on our pavement as Georgie heads our way
to pick up Seamus. Again we have a sunny but cool morning for
our session in the park. Otto passes through a posse of pups near
the cricket crease and rushes on to join Leonard near the Randolph
roadway. Here as well we find a delightful Golden Retriever pup
named Daisy. Janet tells the owners that she would like to take the
lively lass home.
Zen seems to be on his own behind the counter and so it takes
quite a while for our coffee orders to emerge. Bailey and Teddy
have somehow penetrated the café interior, where they don’t
belong, but they manage to behave themselves. Much of the
morning is dominated by the immanent arrival of Makiko and
little Alberto – with text messages zipping back and forth as this
pair approach. Of course it has only been a few months since these
visitors were last in London but it still fun to have them return to
us. Otto is fascinated by Alberto, who sits shyly on mommy’s lap,
refusing to talk. We warn Makiko not to leave her suitcase where
the dogs can piss on it.
Makiko gives us an update on life in Abu Dhabi; she says that
the warm weather has helped dry up Emilio’s warts. She will
be spending the night at Ofra’s and there is already a flurry of
activity on the subject of tonight’s meal. Complicating matters is
the simultaneous arrival of Liz from New York and, for me, the
additional problem of my not wanting to abandon my destructive
pet for a second time tonight – I have a dental appointment this
afternoon. Ofra wants my mobile number but I have to admit that
I don’t know it and that if she does call me I am not too certain
how to answer it. At least I know that I will see Makiko again
tomorrow morning. I now have to head for home – where many
tasks await. All those scraps of paper have to be picked up and
what about that early armada of ants on my kitchen counters?
Wednesday, April 12:
While Cathy goes to work against the invasive ants I can give
her a resumé of last night’s festivities. Because the ladies chose
a local restaurant I did not feel too guilty about leaving Otto
behind a second time – especially since I had discovered a nearly
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indestructible bone that he was content to chew on for hours. The
restaurant was the newly reopened Japanese eatery on Lauderdale
Parade – no longer Ibuki but Murasaki, a very smartly decorated
space with not a single Japanese ornament. The guest list included
Liz, her son Ryan (soon to undertake a work experience in Japan),
Dan, Janet, Debbie, Ofra and Alberto’s old nanny, Sara. The
latter’s presence was hardly required since Alberto would not
yield his mommy’s lap at any time. Makiko did all the ordering
and the food quality was excellent. I asked Dan if he had rubbed
elbows with any A-list celebs at the Olivier Awards. He said he
did not but, as often before, he was asked to sit in the seat of
anyone up on stage – since the TV crew don’t like the look of
empty seats. For two hours, almost, Dan sat in for Gary Barlow.
In the park Otto rushes forward to greet his pal Leonard and gets
as an added bonus the participation of the blonde puppy Willow.
This morning we are joined in our coffee compound by Ofra,
Makiko and Alberto and by Janet, Georgie, Debbie, Ellie and
Hanna. When sandwiches are delivered to our table the dogs begin
to haunt the diners – with Bailey manic in his attentions. (When
he comes begging at Ellie’s feet Teddy actually snarls at him, a
most unusual occurrence.) Otto is interested in the sandwiches as
well but he doesn’t have Bailey’s reach – sure enough the latter
manages to pull a chunk off the tabletop.
Makiko is searching her phone for images of life in Abu Dhabi as
she attempts to tempt Ellie and Ofra into a visit. Ofra, of course,
is nervous since she is an Israeli (though she does have a UK
passport); Ellie says she has spent enough vacations in the Middle
East; her next winter holiday will be in the Dominican Republic.
I tell Ellie that I have, as ordered, brought my iPhone with me so
she can demonstrate how it is I am supposed to answer a (rare)
phone call. And soon, with several sample calls, I am able to do
it. I show Makiko, since I have my phone out, how to access the
latest Paddington Rec book on my website. This will give her
something to do as she and the family travel north later today to
visit Matthew’s parents. It will be Alberto’s first train ride. In the
meantime I have a bus ride to complete; it’s a Sainsbury’s day.
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Thursday, April 13:
It remains on the cool side, though sun and cloud both have their
say in Westminster’s sky. I am not best pleased by the sight that
greets me on the green. There are almost no dogs about and I think
I know why: three jocks have commandeered the cricket crease
for some sprinting exercise. They have an equipment bag that
would make such a delightful target for any passing canine and
they would truly deserve such treatment today – for they have also
plunked down a boom box on the felt of the crease. Fortunately I
can see some familiar figures over on the Randolph roadway and
we can enter our compound immediately.
There is only a small turnout this morning – with only Janet,
Georgie, Ofra, Hanna and Anahita present. Georgie has brought
both Winnie (and the famous baby stroller) and Seamus. Janet has
Daisy-Mae and Leonard in her care today, but it is Anahita’s Elvis
who soon becomes the chief focus of Otto’s interest. Having had
no exercise at all so far my pet soon tries to make up for this with
his little white pal. Anahita takes them out onto the grass – after
I have warned her that Otto has yet to do his first poo – and they
remain there for some time, Otto returning to our area with a stick
in his mouth. Elvis joins all the other dogs in laying siege to my
knee. Anahita tries to discourage such behavior but this is hard
– with all the other dogs providing their greedy example. Elvis
likes to wave his paws in the air in his search for sustenance – I
tell Anahita that she needs to get him an orchestra. After a while
Melanie comes by in order to add Rufus to Georgie’s menagerie.
I squeeze out the very last saccharine tablet from my Hermesetas
dispenser – usually I have lost this sacred object long before
getting to this point. I tell the others that I have received a great
picture from Makiko, one showing Alberto leaning against our
fence as Otto stares up at him hopefully. Ofra spends a great deal
of time on her phone, trying to find some site that sells a sofa she
has fallen in love with. This inspires Georgie to complain that
her three-piece suite needs replacement as well. I tell Ofra that
last night, on our last walk of the day, I saw parked in front of my
house a car with her name on it – a new model Smart car in red
and black. (Ofra says she misses her Smart car but she always felt
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vulnerable in its thin carapace.) As we get up to leave Otto and
Elvis (assisted by the puppy Jimmy) start in all over again out on
the green and it takes me a while to hook my pet for our march
home.
Friday, April 14:
It’s a gray and chilly start to Good Friday as Otto and I cross the
street in order to avoid any noisy confrontation with Sparkie –
who is heading our way with Georgie, just arriving to pick up
Seamus from an adjacent building. Just on our left as we head
up the Morshead roadway is Zoe and her dog-walking partner.
Among her charges today is Oscar – who is always good for a
few minutes of domination posturing. We continue across the
green and, to my surprise, Otto beings to climb Mt. Bannister. I
think at first that this is because he has spotted Janet and Caroline
descending this eminence with Daisy-Mae and Leonard. Not so –
he gets to the top, squats, and continues on his solo mission with
another dog’s stolen ball in his mouth. By the time I have caught
up and returned the ball I have completely lost track of the poo’s
whereabouts. But matters even out on the other side for when we
have dropped down to the Carlton roadway I can see Bailey just
squatting as an oblivious Ofra disappears around a corner – and I
pick this up.
Again we have only a small turnout at our coffee table this
morning – just Ofra, Janet and Georgie. But after a while Nigel
arrives with Elvis and Shane sits down with Bullet, Otu and
Rocky. The latter has had a short back and sides from The Hairy
Hound and he looks even tinier than usual – though I like his
buzz cut head. There is a lot of canine movement in and out of the
compound this morning; Rocky and Elvis just squeeze through the
bars and Otu goes on an escape run. Meanwhile Nigel takes Otto
out onto the green to play with Elvis on a number of occasions
and so my pet gets lots of exercise at last. Bailey and Sparkie are
my chief customers this morning; Seamus can’t get it into his head
that he is allowed only one treat.
Ofra is still searching the Internet for a sofa after her own heart
– after securing a new cabinet as well and announcing plans to
repaint her sitting room. Janet starts to collect lottery money
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and passes around a photo she has recently taken of a local fox
sitting on top of a wall and staring brazenly at her. (I mention
that we also had a fox loping down the pavement on Morshead
Road during our late night walk a few days ago.) We now have
a brief update on the soaps. Georgie and I agree that last night’s
Emmerdale, with the newly departed Ashley holding a long
conversation with his widow Laurel, was cheesy but effective.
There is some discussion of the whereabouts of Liz, who had said
she would be with is today. Janet thinks she is spending as much
time with son Ryan as possible and this leads to the interesting
issue of the latter’s romance with a Bangladeshi girl whose family
will approve of a union only if the bridegroom converts to Islam.
“You think I object because I’m Jewish,” Ofra says, “but I tell you
if he does it they will never let him escape.”
Saturday, April 15:
Otto and I have been guests at Linda and Rob’s house (where my
dog will reside when I go to Sweden on Friday), with a lovely
meal and a late night walk with Pepper included. Otto could
certainly sense the discomfort experienced by his elderly, ailing
cousin and refrained from trying to engage the old fellow in play.
Our problem this morning, as we head for the park, is finding
canine companions of any age in a largely empty Rec. Just before
we cross the green I am amused by a most unusual sight. One of
the personal trainers has a group of pupils doing push-ups at the
head of the track. He is lecturing them while, at the same time,
pushing a squalling infant back and forth in its baby carriage –
talk about multi-tasking! We cross the green, Otto straining to free
himself from his own poo but, successful at last, he does find a
few dogs to chase over here – and then he disappears somewhere
on the flanks of Mt. Bannister. I whistle a few times, searching the
horizon anxiously for any sighting of my pet, and, indeed, he is
soon rushing back down the hill.
The café is just opening its doors and for a while we have
Elvis inside, with Otto in pursuit. My dog has obviously been
liberated from his place in our compound by two kids who have
accompanied Nigel and Anahita this morning, nephew Aaron, 8,
and a neighbor, Keira, 9. These two (asking only for water and
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disdaining hot chocolate) let these dogs play out on the green for
some time. Others present at our table today are Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Davide and Hanna. Bailey uses an empty chair in his
attempt at snagging a wayward croissant and then he resumes his
manic pawing of my sleeve. Winnie is also active between my
knees but the surprise of the morning comes from Daisy-Mae.
Usually this little madam just dozes in Janet’s lap but today she
twice attacks Sparkie’s head, crimes for which she is expelled, and
then, her position restored, she begins to bark at me imperiously.
I have failed on many occasions to find anything in my bag that
she will eat but this is not true today and she continues to bark at
me for more treats throughout the session. The kids go off to the
playground, followed by Elvis (who doesn’t belong there) and
when they return it is Anahita’s turn to take the dogs out onto the
green. She reports that Otto did another disappearing act, having
spotted Max’s owner, Tom, who always has treats in his pocket.
Karen makes a rare appearance in our midst, passing on her
beautifully groomed Dudley to Georgie for some daycare. I have
been carrying something in my wallet for Karen for some time.
Some months ago, following a question on Australian animal
life on one of my quiz shows, I had asked her if she had ever
encountered a rabbit bandicoot. She claimed ignorance and so
today I am able to produce an ancient Australian stamp featuring
this unusual animal. This is the first time we have had a chance to
quiz Davide on his reactions to the week’s top airline story – the
bloody ejection of an overbooked passenger from the friendly
skies of United. In fact we have all seen this incident, captured
on all those smart phones, a number of times already so there is
little to add. Both Hanna and Nigel are studying their tabloids
and Nigel says that in a story in the Daily Mail a canoeing coach
has been accused of offering places on the team in return for sex.
(Janet says that the Mail missed the chance of titling the article
“Canoodling.”) Nigel then adds that when he gets up every
morning he turns on the TV in order to see if we have apocalypse
now – with Russia and the Yanks having a faceoff over Syria
and more saber rattling from North Korea. I suggest that I don’t
think Kim Jong Un has missiles that can hit London – yet. On this
somber note we begin our walks home but the mood turns to farce
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as Otto again has trouble with his poo. I can see that a trip to the
bathtub is not far off.
Sunday, April 16:
The weather would be perfect – save for a chill wind – as Otto
and I make our way down to the street on a sunny Easter morning.
And then, two minutes later, we have to do this again – since
I have forgotten my money, my sweeteners and my watch. I
appreciate the fact that the dog is very cool with this quick return
and his reward is that now we can see Dan and Davide, just
arriving by car with Winnie. There is a small collection of dogs in
the center of the green. Oscar is here with his owner this morning
and he and Otto have their usual stand-off. Oscar, I note, has just
pissed on the back of Davide’s pant leg. He does it a second time
to a lady who has brought two little Pugs into the park – much
to the consternation of his owner. Oscar is not much bothered
by the usual scolding (nor would Otto be) but I am on to him
and when he tries to piss on me I manage to dodge the stream.
Janet proposes that his owner use a water pistol on him at such
moments. “And fill it with piss.” Dan adds.
At our breakfast table this morning we have Dan, Davide, and
Janet, of course, but also Ofra, Georgie, Hannah, Nigel and
Anahita. The latter two have again brought nephew Aaron – who
is kept busy ushering Elvis and Otto in and out of our space.
Bailey and Winnie are soon badgering me for treats. Winnie looks
quite bright-eyed – just as well since that famous expedition to
Sardinia begins a week today. Someone produces a pair of doggy
mittens and these are tried on Winnie’s paws. She doesn’t object
too much but she does look like a punch-drunk boxer in them – “I
could have been a contender.” By this time Bailey has spotted an
uneaten croissant on the tabletop and it is necessary to tip him out
of the empty chair he is using in his attempt to snatch this prize.
For the humans there is plenty of Easter chocolate and some
amaretto biscuits to consume as well. Dan asks Ofra how the Jews
celebrate Easter and he is astonished by the reply. He is trying to
organize an expedition on the local canal – where a restaurant boat
is now offering a seven-course meal and a trip to Camden Town
for £55 – and Georgie’s birthday at the end of May is proposed as
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an appropriate occasion. (I pause here to invite Nigel and Anahita
to my spring party on May 21st.) Pictures of goose-stepping
North Korean soldiers have been flooding the TV screens and the
missile-rattling propensities of this Asian nation return as a major
topic. I am able to brighten Hanna’s day just before we leave by
telling her that pole position in this afternoon’s Formula 1 race
from Bahrain has been won by fellow Finn Valtteri Bottas.
Monday, April 17:
It is a very quiet Bank Holiday Monday in the park – with chilly
gray skies having replaced the sunny days just past. I note they
have completed the repainting of the “No Cycling” signs at the
entrance; this seems to be as far as park management is willing
to go in curbing this antisocial practice. Indeed, during our walk
yesterday afternoon I was clipped by one of a quartet of teen
cyclists on a narrow pathway. I wasn’t hurt in any way but the
collision knocked the cyclist into a hedge. “You know that cycling
is forbidden in this park,” I got say, “and now you know why.”
Out on the green I can now see Davide with Winnie and Otto
rushes out to greet his pal. Thereafter he searches for anyone else
to chase. Leonard is out here with Janet but there is no challenge
here anymore.
Our morning ensemble begins with Janet, Davide, Georgie, Ofra
and Jan, the owner of the little white Daisy – but after twenty
minutes or so Anahita and Nigel arrive with Aaron and Elvis.
Aaron, when he is not eating his croissant, is trying to organize
the play of Otto and Elvis – but every time he tries to get Elvis
to enter the theater he manages to let Otto out and these two,
unsupervised, head for the green. Davide has taken delivery
on a toasted cheese sandwich and this increases his popularity
considerably. Otto has to be reminded to let the other dogs have
their treats from this source and he and Flora, here with Georgie,
have two food fights. Winnie, Sparkie and Bailey keep me busy at
the same time.
Davide is making a kind of farewell appearance – since he is
off on assignment in Singapore soon and then he and Dan begin
their two-week trip to Sardinia and, since Janet begins her cruise
on Wednesday, she will not see our Italian friend for some time.
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The subject of travel reminds Ofra that she needs to renew her
passport – but there is a certain ambiguity about this process now
that the UK is no longer going to be part of the Eurozone. Closer
to home Ofra is still fretting about sofas – blaming the sad state
of her current version not on the depredations of Bailey but on the
sloppiness of her children. Ofra’s sofa seems to be the highlight
of the morning’s conversation – no mention of Syria, North Korea
or even Formula 1 (the Finn finished third). “You see what you’ve
been missing in our morning sessions,” Janet says with some
irony to the visiting Jan.
Tuesday, April 18:
I always think that these four-day holiday weekends turn out to
be a giant bore and so I am just as happy to see normal service
returned on a bright but very cold Tuesday morning. Otto has not
been bored, as the evidence of a newly chewed pencil in my study
might demonstrate, but he is eager to see what might be going
down in the park – and to piss on any passing ankles while he
does so. Dan, Janet, Ellie, Liz and Caroline are standing on the
cricket crease but, more importantly, Anahita is heading our way
with Aaron and Elvis. This means that there is no way I can get
Otto to follow me over to the café – and Anahita agrees to keep an
eye on my pet while I join the coffee queue.
Caroline rarely sits down with us but all of the others mentioned
to this point now do so – and we also have Georgie, Ofra and
Hanna. Winnie spends much of the session sitting in Dan’s lap and
scolding all of us – until someone figures out that what she really
wants is the rest of Liz’s uneaten bacon and tomato sandwich.
(Bailey shares in this bounty as well.) Nearer to my knee DaisyMae is also barking; she rejects everything I offer until I manage
to produce a Shapes biscuit of the right color and consistency.
Otto and Elvis continue their epic battle and Aaron convinces
himself that they are actually two warring dragons.
After only a few minutes Ellie leaves us for a manicurist’s
appointment. Anahita gets Aaron to describe his experiences at
Aladdin in the West End last night – is Matilda next? Liz reports
that her new job is going well and that the South African charity
entrepreneur for whom she works has just bought Margaret
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Thatcher’s mansion in Belgravia. He is starting a UK foundation
next year and this may mean that Liz will be able to spend more
time with us. Ofra reports that her Ricky is just back from a trip to
Kosovo – where he went to check out some kitchen manufacturers
that might be of interest in his architectural practice. Janet reminds
us that she will be here tomorrow morning but then she departs
on her next cruise – with an Irish and Scottish itinerary. In spite
of the sunshine there are many complaints about the cold and they
are beginning to make fun of the fact that I am wearing the hood
of my sweatshirt and my baseball cap at the same time. We need
to go.
Wednesday, April 19:
Otto has his usual dance of delight as Cathy arrives for her
weekly session in our flat and then we hit the streets on another
sunny but frigid day. Ellie is heading our way with Teddy as
we reach the green. She too is complaining about this return to
winter temperatures and longing for the opening hour at the café.
I remind her that she doesn’t have that long to wait – since the
clubhouse clock has never recovered from the change to summer
time – showing 9:15 when it is closer to 9:25. Teddy actually
chases after Otto for a bit – that’s his exercise for the month. Otto
has a little play with Poppy and then it is time to join the others in
our compound.
Already Liz and Janet are sitting under the blue umbrella but it
takes me about ten minutes to join them since the coffee queue is
slow moving indeed. Georgie, Ellie and Ofra have preceded me
here but they are not to blame, for once. Outside we also have
Hanna and Vlad is sitting at the little table behind us. Winnie,
who has arrived in her baby carriage, is soon besieging my knee
– as is Bailey. I start Otto off on two “treats” in the form of small
lozenges, one containing his flea treatment and one his worming
medicine. After a while Bailey climbs into his mommy’s lap and
makes sure that not a single crumb is left on the empty sandwich
plate on the tabletop. Otto has no one to play with among today’s
companions – he attempts to amuse himself by eating a stick.
Has Naomi Campbell added Botox to her lips? Hanna is certain
this is so. Are we really interested in Pippa Middleton’s nuptials?
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I suggest I couldn’t pick Kate’s sister in a police lineup. Do the
ladies have too many handbags? Are their closets overstuffed? Liz
says that she needs help in editing her collection and Ofra says
that if you haven’t worn it for a year you need to throw it out. Zen
comes out to collect our coffee cups, pausing briefly to sympathize
with me over the prevalence of these topics. To be fair, there
is also some discussion of yesterday’s big political news, the
decision to hold a snap general election in June. Truth to tell, there
is not much enthusiasm for this project – the assumption being
that the Tories will do very well against a divided Labour Party.
Today Janet begins her cruise and so Georgie takes possession of
Daisy-Mae as we exit the park. It is a melancholy parting, and just
a preview of what I must go through in just two days myself.
Thursday, April 20:
No one would call it warm – though we do begin the morning
with some evidence of sunshine. Ahead of us, near the entrance
gate, Winnie is just being attached to the fence as Dan returns
to Davide’s car for some forgotten item. I tell Dan I have done
this with my dog on many occasions – usually when I need to
tie a shoe. We discuss the scattering in our ranks that is about to
take place – Janet already gone, me tomorrow, Liz this weekend
and Dan, Davide (and Winnie) heading out on Sunday. To my
annoyance, the cricket crease is again occupied by a personal
trainer, putting his charge through the paces with the help of a
boom box. I try to steer Otto to the other side of the green, where
Ofra is just joining Dan on a park bench near the loos. They are
getting the last of the sunshine – as it is beginning to cloud over.
I am the first to be admitted to the café this morning. In addition
to Dan and Ofra we also have the participation of Georgie, Ellie,
Anahita and Hanna. There are no toasted sandwiches on offer
– Dan is down to a healthful glass of fresh orange juice as he
fights another cold. This means that I am the sole source of puppy
provender this morning. Dan lifts Winnie into an empty chair
next to mine so that she can be in prime position for handouts.
Seamus, ever hopeful even though he is allowed only one treat,
is a frequent visitor, so is Bailey. Anahita’s presence means that
Otto does have access to Elvis and these two do chase around a
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bit before joining the biscuit queue. Near the end of our session
Melanie comes by to deliver Rufus to his Auntie Georgie.
Ofra is also complaining of a sore throat; she is a cultist of
Echinacea, which she plans to take as soon as she gets home.
Hanna is also suffering but she thinks it may just be hay fever
in her case. Ellie spends much of the session sharing photos
of her children and their friends; daughter Georgia is going to
accompany one of her pals to Israel, we learn. Hanna is puzzling
over a picture in her tabloid – what is Rihanna carrying in her
tattooed hand? Is it an actual animal or just a shaggy purse.
The consensus seems to be that it is a fur-covered phone case
– I remember when Carrie made these on the King of Queens.
Georgie now announces that daughter Lynn will arrive in London
on Saturday, with plans to run the Marathon the next day. Georgie
is the first to make a move today, placing Winnie in the baby
buggy for a little day care. I am happy to make a start for home
as well. I have so much to do before my departure for Sweden
tomorrow.
Thursday, April 27:
I guess it is not too surprising that the green semi-choke collar,
once the property of puppy Fritz, should have at last given way
during my Swedish sojourn but I notice that my efforts to repair it
are not bearing fruit when it snaps again just as Otto reaches the
green on a chilly if sunny Thursday morning. The last time I was
out here, a week ago, a security guard was moving all of the dog
owners off the Village Green because a small school group, whose
exercise was confined to no more than an eighth of this space,
was in residence. Today there is no competition and we make our
way over to the cricket crease where I note the return, after seven
months, of little Nina, whose mommy, songstress Heather Small,
is welcomed back to the park when Otto pisses on her wellies.
I move my pet along and soon he is mixing it up with a Westie
named Lucky.
Anahita, Ellie and Ofra are already in the coffee queue – with
Bailey and Teddy in attendance – Otto remains outside wrestling
with Elvis. Ofra’s nose is out of joint because her coffee comes
in the wrong cup; she says she is going to bring her own cup
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from now on but a supply of digestive biscuits soon brings
mollification. Janet, also back from her travels today, has brought
some shamrock chocolates, a dividend of her stop in Dublin.
Hanna and Georgie are also at their usual seats and at the next
table a couple with two dogs is chatting with my former student,
Danielle. For some reason this trio is of paramount importance to
Rufus, here with Georgie, and he barks and barks. Anahita takes
Elvis and Otto onto the green for some more play and, bless her
heart, takes care of my dog’s first poo into the bargain.
Ofra passes around the phone message that daughter Lee has
has again been selected as employee of the month. I ask Georgie
how daughter Lynn’s London Marathon went. She says that Lynn
completed the course in five-and-a-half hours and that she has
sworn never do to such a thing again. Georgie also reports that she
found a mobile phone on the street and that she and Lynn were
on their way to the police station when it rang – and the owner
turned out to be one of Georgie’s doggy clients. Janet comments
on her stops in Belfast, where she visited the Titanic Museum,
and the Isle of Mull, which she loved. I have to report on my trip
to Stockholm, a frigid affair punctuated by family reunion, other
family visits, walking, museum-going and shopping. “Shopping,”
Ellie says, “I can’t imagine Anthony shopping.” “Of course, he
can shop,” Ofra insists, “after all he was married to Dorothy.”
Friday, April 28:
Otto’s collar problems persist, and, after another thwarted attempt
to re-forge his choke chain, I hook the lead to his leather collar
as we make our way into the Rec on a day in which sun and
cloud each have their turns. At the near end of the green Simba
is lying on the grass and he is soon bouncing Otto around with
his boisterous play and barking at me for biscuits. At the far
end of the green my dog is soon spoiled for choice for here we
already have Elvis, Poppy, Leonard (here with Janet) and Janet’s
new downstairs neighbor, Olive. Otto follows Poppy into the
bushes for a while and then chases away other larger dogs who
seem to be interested in his pal. I hook Otto at last as we make
our way toward the café but he doesn’t remain for long inside
our compound; the first time someone opens the gate he is off in
pursuit of Elvis.
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Janet and I are joined by Georgie, Ofra, Ellie, Anahita and Hanna.
Georgie has Sparkie, Seamus and Tilly this morning and the latter
is so food-obsessed that it is decided not to get her started on even
a morsel. My treat bag is a much sought after presence when it
comes to Leonard and the Cocker Ellie (also here with Janet),
Bailey and Elvis. Of course the latter is mostly interested in
winding Otto up. He squeezes through the bars and then advertises
his presence by standing on his hind legs and tapping away at the
gates – as though he were conducting that orchestra. This excites
Otto no end and there is a mad rush for the fences. Ofra pulls out
her phone at one point and makes a beauty appointment for Bailey
– tomorrow at 3:00. I wish I could get an appointment that fast
for my shaggy animal; Otto is scheduled for a visit to Primrose
Hill Pets on May 10 – though Linda is hoping for an earlier
cancellation.
Ofra has been late to arrive – something about the employee of the
month forgetting her computer at home. “If she’s the employee of
the month I’d hate to see the competition,” Ellie jokes. Ofra also
reports that son Guy had to report to the Royal Free during an
asthma attack yesterday. This leads to a discussion of air quality
problems in London – where, after encouraging everyone to buy
diesel cars a few years ago, officials have suggested that petrol is
now the safer option. These women are soon shying away from an
early bumblebee – which is also buzzing around the dogs under
the table. (Does it sting Ellie the Cocker or does she eat it by
mistake?) I ask if anyone has heard about the Sardinian expedition
and Georgie says she got a call from Dan last night. Winnie, who
slept all day in the car, evidently had trouble in sleeping at night
and this kept the lads up as well. She has been to a vet in Cagliari
and more antibiotics and eardrops have been prescribed and she
seems to be much better now.
Saturday, April 29:
Squirrels are chasing one another across the Morshead roadway
as Otto and I make our way toward the green today. The dog is
fascinated but soon the squirrels are shinnying up the nearest
tree and so there is no hope of catching up. Dogs are beginning
to foregather at the far end of the green and so we head here
next. Otto dances around, stirring up debate and retaliation and
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once or twice I have to warm him not to lift his leg against any
stationary objects – though we could at last determine if that
mobile phone left carelessly on the grass by a Spaniel owner is
really waterproof. Janet now arrives with Daisy-Mae and Leonard
and she soon takes delivery, on Georgie’s behalf, of Flora as well.
I have abandoned any hope of repairing Otto’s green collar but a
hook on his brown one seems to work pretty well and this is now
employed as we make our way over to the café.
Our morning group includes Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna, Nigel
and Renata. The latter is soon enjoying a toasted sandwich but,
whenever she turns away to engage the rest of us in conversation,
Maxi, I notice, leans forward and plucks out a piece of bacon.
Bailey is soon on hand to help out in the spare bread department
– you have to admire his persistence as he chomps away with
those toothless gums. I have Otto, Flora, Sparkie, Leonard and
Elvis as my customers, though Otto and Elvis are usually having
a nearby tussle, sometimes in our compound and sometimes out
on the green – where Nigel takes them every so often. Daisy-Mae
is undergoing a grooming and this may explain her petulant mood
for soon she is barking at Flora and the feisty Pug is answering
in kind and snapping away at the Shih-Tzu above her. I manage
to grab Flora by the harness before any damage can be inflicted
but these two animals continue their hate-filled dialogue for some
time.
Renata seems to be in a good mood and says she may be able to
rejoin us for our early sessions more frequently in the future. For
Nigel’s benefit Janet and I both have to recap of our recent travels.
Ofra quizzes Janet about earlier visits to Sardinia – is she planning
an expedition here as well? Georgie says that now that she is no
longer a smoker she misses some aspects of her former routine.
She never smoked in her flat but sat instead on the front steps of
her building – where she got to know many of her neighbors as
they paused to exchange greetings; now there are many people
she never sees anymore. I suggest she needs to sit out in front
strumming a guitar but Janet has another idea – “No, she needs to
sit out in front with Sparkie….and a hat.”
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Sunday, April 30:
You can tell that warmer temperatures have returned to Maida
Vale – since I am back again in my baseball cap as Otto and I head
for the park. I can see Georgie heading our way with Sparkie,
Seamus and Flora but these days she often heads for the Grantully
gate. This strategy has two outcomes. First, she can comfortably
complete much of a circle of the green with her charges in tow
and second she doesn’t have Otto jumping all over her dogs in his
enthusiastic greeting at the Morshead gate. The strategy works
only in part today because after we have started across the green
I let Otto catch up with this party. He is following these dogs
merrily when Janet comes up from the tennis courts with DaisyMae and Leonard. The latter provides some playful opposition
and the two chase one another around as we slowly make our way
over to the café. Before we get there Otto has to rush up the side
of Mt. Bannister to check out what some other dogs are doing in
the foliage up there.
Our morning party includes Georgie and Janet, of course, but also
Ofra, Nigel and Hanna. Hanna has brought Bonaparte and, after
a coughing spasm, the French Bulldog joins the biscuit queue.
Here he gets competition from Seamus, Flora, Bailey and Leonard
– but not from Otto and Elvis, whom Nigel again takes out to
the green. They are there for almost twenty minutes and have a
great romp. Bonaparte pisses in the dogs’ water bowl but Flora
remains the champion misbehaver. Georgie affectionately refers to
her as a “nut job” and it is true that she has to bark at everything
and everyone passing by our enclosed area. Fortunately she and
Daisy-Mae manage to ignore one another today. Evidently dogs
are discouraged from visiting the canal today – it is time for the
annual cavalcade of the longboats.
Georgie accepts delivery on her poached egg on toast – the yokes
are not the rich orange color we had earlier this month but they
seem to pass muster nonetheless. Ofra says she has discovered a
delicious new flat bread and Nigel says that he undid an hour in
the gym yesterday with a fancy Indian dinner on Mount Street.
Indian cuisine is seen by our breakfasters as especially fattening
because of the ghee used in the cooking process. (Ofra now gets
a lesson in how to clarify butter.) Hanna’s newspaper carries the
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news of Anthony Joshua’s dramatic eleventh-round knockout of
Wladimir Klitschko before 90,000 fans at Wembley last night.
Gavan’s email on this topic had been waiting for me when I
opened my computer this morning. Of course, just before he
turned pro, we watched Joshua win the gold medal at the 2012
London Olympics.
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Chapter 12—May, 2017

Schnauzers Assemble: time to invade Hampstead Heath.

“Barks & Recreation”

Sunday, May 1:
There is some sun and temperatures are not too depressed as Otto
and I begin a new month in the Rec. There is a lot of activity out
on the green and I assume that Otto will cross the green in order to
participate in the usual ruck but he is distracted by Janet’s voice,
over near the Grantully entrance, and her words have a magnetic
effect – “El-vis.” Sure enough she is greeting Nigel and Anahita,
just entering with their pet and Otto has to head here immediately.
I pause to retrieve a solid poo but by the time I have caught up
with the others, at the east end of the green, I can tell that Janet is
in considerable distress. This is because she has some truly awful
news to impart – yesterday, in the Morshead Road doggy pen
Carrie’s Bichon, Oggy, was killed by a vicious pit bull!
We continue our walk to the café while Caroline, here with
Leonard, goes off in search of the owner of a Boxer, who has just
deposited two unclaimed poos on the margins of our walkway.
Our morning group is a small one: Janet, Georgie, Nigel, Anahita,
Ofra and Hanna. Every time someone sits down we have to pass
on the terrible news and, indeed, Janet has been given a photo of
the thuggish white canine and his owner fleeing the scene. (She
adds that yobbos have been seen recently in the rose garden –
teaching their dogs how to use those jaws on suspended sticks.)
We know that the police responded to yesterday’s incident but
we hear nothing else about any attempt to punish or arrest – Janet
says that the police are only interested when a human is attacked;
there is no recourse if the victim is another dog. Carrie, it is
reported, is inconsolable, and has refused to answer knocks at her
door.
Naturally this topic dominates breakfast conversation but when it
is exhausted there is some return to other preoccupations. Hanna,
who called me yesterday afternoon, is on a high after Valtteri
Bottas won the Russian Grand Prix yesterday afternoon. A second
Finn, Kimi Raikonnen, finished third and the sight of Vladimir
Putin shaking the hands of these drivers (with the memory of
Russian dominance in Finland not forgotten) has stirred her soul.
She doesn’t have the care of Bonaparte today but the French
Bulldog bashes the gate open with his nose and comes in for
a biscuit. Bailey, Sparkie and Flora are also active at my knee
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but Otto and Elvis are again permitted a supervised romp on
the green. Indeed, Nigel and Anahita accompany me as our pets
continue to play all the way down to our usual exit gate. Already
we have been preceded by Janet, off to play tennis, and Ofra –
whose family will try out a new Israeli restaurant for breakfast this
morning.
Tuesday, May 2:
We have a lovely spring morning for our park sojourn today,
sunny and mild. On the Morshead roadway I can see Georgie
with four dogs on lead (Sparkie, Flora, Lucky and Seamus) and I
release Otto so that he can catch up with this quartet. He covers
the intervening distance at great speed, touches noses with all
these pals and continues on to the green, where the great weather
has produced a commendable canine turnout. Otto plays for a
while with a Cavalier puppy and then crosses to the far side before
reversing direction and following me to the café.
The coffee queue seems to be ever so slow this morning – much
to the annoyance of Ofra – but we are eventually seated with our
drinks under the blue umbrella. In addition to Ofra and Georgie
we also have Ellie, Janet, Hanna and Lisa – here to reclaim her
Flora. Hanna reports that when she tried to calm the feisty Pug
by asking her not to behave like a terrorist a chap, entering the
nearby gym, said, “You can’t use that word; they could arrest
you.” (Hanna’s response is unrecorded.) I am kept busy doling out
treats to Flora, Bailey, Ellie the Cocker (here with Janet), Sparkie,
Leonard and Otto – though Caroline takes the Schnauzer lads out
to the green for some additional play.
Conversation is still dominated by the news of Oggy’s death –
with Ellie learning of this incident for the first time. Janet says
that the police have been informed and there is some hope that,
at a minimum, the owner of the murderer could be charged with
leaving the scene. Ellie has a cold and she spends some time
explaining its origins – an expedition to the Heath on Monday
during which she took pity on a woman (with a number of unruly
dogs) who had just lost her keys, car and house. (At one point
Ellie had summoned an Uber driver – but he wouldn’t take the
dogs in his car.) Ofra also reports on her visit to the new Israeli
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restaurant; she still can’t say where it was (“South London”
lacking specificity) but she puzzles us all by waxing rhapsodic
over each dish and then suggesting that the place was “too
Israeli.” I report on my visit to Homebase with Linda yesterday
– as I completed my floral purchases in advance of five hours of
labor over my window boxes. Lisa reports that starlet Isabella has
broken a bone in her foot and that this could not have come at
a worse time, with GCSEs looming. And Georgie accepts a call
from Dan in Sardinia; she has been looking after the lads’ place in
their absence but yesterday there was a crisis – anxious minutes as
she searched for the power-trip switch in a darkened house.
Wednesday, May 3:
The skies are very dark this morning and I can even see a few
umbrellas lofted against a light mist that envelops us as we head
for the park. As Otto and I head up the Morshead roadway I see
Karen, Georgie and Ellie in conference near the green. Karen,
whom I now get to invite to my May 21st party, is spreading
the news that there will be a noontime meeting, involving the
Council evidently, to discuss this week’s canine tragedy and its
consequences. (Already I can detect a wave of anxiety – will
someone suggest putting all dogs on lead as a necessary remedy?)
It’s not very pleasant out on the grass in the light rain but we are
all soon distracted by the shrieks of a woman over in front of the
clubhouse. She is walking a young Labrador who has exercised
a certain fascination for the male canines of the park and, indeed,
Alaska has already mounted the lady in question. Soon the owners
of male dogs (at least the one who are still intact) are dashing
over to pull their animals away – the rest of us are heading for the
shelter of our blue umbrella.
The turnout this morning includes Georgie, Ellie, Janet, Ofra
and Hanna – with Wendy making a late appearance. Georgie
has Seamus and Lucky in tow but Janet is in the process of
overtaking her friend in this caring category – she has Daisy-Mae
and Leonard at home but she has brought Elvis and the Cocker
pair of Ellie and Binky. Elvis provides some play opportunities
for Otto and manages to remain inside our bars throughout the
session. This also means that he is part of the ensemble at my
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knee – well the knee that is not permanently occupied by Ellie’s
chin. Hector is here with his owner briefly – but, to Hanna’s great
disappointment, the little Schnauzer is not allowed any treats since
he hasn’t had his breakfast yet. (As if that mattered to any of the
other dogs.)
We ask Ofra why her phone failed to warn of us that we would
have showers today. She says that the forecast has undertaken
a mysterious change of mood; she is in pretty good shape
considering the fact that she has again been accompanying a
gambling friend to the late-night casinos. Ofra doesn’t gamble
herself – even though Hanna offers to give her a “dead rabbit’s
foot” for luck. (“I’d like to see you give her a live rabbit’s foot,”
I suggest.) Georgie reports that she had a dream last night in
which she found half a cigarette in an ashtray and enjoyed a guilty
smoke – Janet says this is a very common dream among exsmokers. Less common was how Georgie awoke from this reverie
– a tremendous magpie fight outside, one that even unsettled
the sleeping Sparkie. Complaints have been frequent about this
morning’s cold and a full fifteen minutes earlier than usual people
beginning to head for home. I have definitely decided not to head
for Sainsbury’s this morning.
Thursday, May 4:
The intermittent moisture that marred yesterday’s outside
adventures has now left us, but it remains cool and gray as Otto
and I head for the park. At the head of the Morshead roadway we
meet Ellie and, even more than last time, her Teddy shows some
spirit in chasing around a delighted Otto. We circle the green
slowly as Ellie describes yesterday’s expedition to the groomers
– where both Bailey (who ransacked the placed looking for
treats) and Teddy had appointments. She says that when she and
Ofra called to see how matters were progressing they could not
be heard because this spoiled canine pair were barking the place
down. As we reach the Randolph roadway I can see that Janet has
arrived with Daisy-Mae, Ellie the Cocker and Elvis. The latter,
for some unexplained reason, ends up in a barney with Simon the
Cocker in front of the loos.
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In addition to Ellie we have only Janet, Georgie and Ofra this
morning. Ellie says that she has sworn off the toasted sandwiches
and she produces her own sleeve of digestive biscuits. The dogs
manage to get their teeth into these treats but for the most part
they have to make do with my blue goody bag. Bailey and Ellie
are my most persistent visitors with Elvis and Otto appearing only
when they can take a break from their usual tussles. Every time
someone tries to get Elvis to enter the compound Otto goes out;
at one point my dog rolls over, managing to open the gate himself
and thus admitting his pal. (I’d like to see him do that again.)
Janet tries to offer an update on the week’s chief canine story.
She says that no meeting took place here at all yesterday though
animal wardens have been to see a distraught Carrie. She also now
agrees that the assault amounts to criminal damage at the very
least and that the police can pursue the thug’s owner.
Ellie’s phone is consulted on the weather front – it looks like
showers are possible for the next few days, complicating my
prospects for a Sainsbury expedition. Ellie reports that she has to
take one of her girls to the doctor this morning so that he can look
at a dislocated finger, the result of an altercation with her own
sister – who has a scratched face. Georgie reports that people have
been slow to reclaim their dogs and that some have had to stay the
night, unexpectedly. Janet shows a picture taken in her kitchen –
with four canine visitors waiting to be fed. And I can report that
Volume IX in “The Dog People of Paddington Rec” cycle has
been downloaded by our UK printer and that in a week or so I
might have a proof copy in the post.
Friday, May 5:
It is sunny enough but there is a vicious cold wind blowing across
the green as Otto and I attempt our Friday sojourn in the park.
I can see Caroline entering from the opposite side of this busy
open space and I need to check with her details on the famous
mass Schnauzer trespass on Hampstead Heath, an event she is
organizing for tomorrow – and which we would hope to attend
with Rob and Pepper. Otto has certainly not had much exercise
this morning but already I can see others heading for the café so it
is an early collaring as we follow along.
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The coffees are on Vlad this morning – since it was his birthday
a few days ago. I learn this fact only after I have paid for my
cappuccino – too bad the counter staff failed to identify me as one
of Vlad’s beneficiaries. Others who do share in his bounty include
Ofra, Ellie, Hanna, Janet and Georgie. After a while Dmitri comes
with Flora and the Pug and Otto have a face-off even before she
is off-lead. Georgie has brought Sparkie, Lucky and Rufus and
this means that there is a lot of potential for noise as these animals
patrol the fences and raise a ruckus whenever another dog passes
by. Thomas is staring in at our group from the other side of the
bars and he gets an earful. Once again I am the only supplier of
puppy treats and Bailey, Sparkie, Flora and Otto certainly take
advantage of this.
There is a good deal of activity going on behind the café – as
work on a gym extension will be getting under way soon.
Janet wonders if our doggy compound will be switched to the
Carlton roadway side of the operation, a concern that reflects our
perception that the gym rats don’t really like to see us enjoying
our indolent lives as they enter their sweat factory. I ask Ellie how
the battling sisters are doing b ut she says they seem to have made
up their differences. Ofra reports that at the casino last night she
saw not only a footie player from Chelsea but Sir Philip Green,
the embattled entrepreneur whose sale of BHS to an unsuitable
successor lead to the closure of the entire operation, loss of many
jobs and threats to the pensions of former staff members. There is
much talk about local restaurants and the names of Thai, Turkish,
and Indian eateries are trotted out for a thorough vetting. Ofra
says she had such delicious watermelon at the casino that she
needs to buy some more of this fruit today. Hanna says that there
are excellent Moroccan specimens at Soloman’s. Perhaps I should
add this treat to my list as well – if I ever get to Sainsbury’s.
Saturday, May 6:
Well, I did make to it to Sainsbury’s yesterday afternoon and,
well-stocked again, Otto and I can make our way over to the Rec
on a cloudy Saturday morning. Georgie is just ahead of us with
Sparkie and Rufus but Otto is led directly onto the green, where
he has trouble finding any friends among the turnout of occasional
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visitors he finds here today. Nigel does appear with little Elvis
so there is at last some chance for a tussle – one that continues
throughout our time in the park, sometimes in our compound,
sometimes in the café forecourt and sometimes back out on the
green. Others joining our group this morning include Janet, the
aforementioned Georgie, Ofra, Hanna and, back from their twoweek trip to Sardinia, Dan and Davide.
The lads have brought some delicious amaretti macaroons and
much of the session is devoted to an account of their holiday –
with Dan even supplying a video of Winnie having a pee on the
excavated site of their future Sardinian home. There are also lots
of photos – including one of Dan and Davide wearing captain’s
hats while Winnie, in a sailor’s hat, backs them up. Winnie
looks remarkably well after such a long journey and she hasn’t
forgotten my blue treat bag. Here she is joined by Bailey, Sparkie
and, when they are not wrestling, Otto and Elvis. This is one of
those mornings when I am the first to leave for Otto and I have a
mission and we need to get ready for the arrival of Rob at 10:30 or
so.
In 1932 ramblers staged a mass trespass on Kinder Scout, a
Derbyshire peak whose access was denied the walking public by
some private landowner. (It was the beginning of the right to roam
movement and today this height serves as the introductory stage
of the Pennine Way, which my friend Jay and I walked in 1982).
Today, however, we are to have a mass trespass on Hampstead
Heath, an event organized by Caroline on behalf of Schnauzer
owners everywhere. Rob tells me that Pepper is now too old
for such rambles but he is eager to take pictures and so we find
the appropriate parking lot and after wrestling with the ticket
dispensing machine we join the others near the lowest of the lakes
on the west side of the Heath.
It is dizzying to see fifteen or twenty specimens of the breed
bouncing around before we get started – I have tied a bandana
to Otto’s neck and this helps identify my lad. A group photo is
undertaken and then we begin a slow mirthful ascent, with many
pauses as the parade of willful little fellows sprint in and out of
the surrounding foliage, not forgetting to jump and pee on one
another in the process. When we have been twenty minutes or so
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en route Rob suddenly remembers that he has forgotten to put the
parking sticker on his windscreen and he returns to do this – after
obtaining instructions on how to catch up with us. He never does –
the Heath is not easy to navigate at the best of times. We climb as
high at Kenwood and then begin a descent along the lakes on the
east side – Otto pauses for a drink here.
I have to say that he does a good job of keeping in touch with the
party and with me – for whom he searches in the mass of legs
undertaking this delightful pilgrimage. I have told Rob that if we
get separated I will return to the parking lot and so I follow our
navigator back to this spot after almost two hours. An additional
problem is that Rob has Otto’s lead but I solve this by unhooking
my belt (I am wearing braces as well) and improvising a lead. Rob
is not in the parking lot and another Schnauzer owner pauses to
say he has been told that we have all gone to the café. I use my
mobile phone to call Linda and she is able to redirect him so that
after only five minutes or so we are able to begin the ride home
after a most unusual outing.
Sunday, May 7:
Otto has had a trip to the bathtub – as I attempted to remove
unwanted accretions from Hampstead Heath – and then a
long sleep as we both recovered slowly from the exertions of
yesterday’s adventures. Now, on a cold and gray Sunday morning,
we make out way up to the Morshead roadway on our way to
the green. I am not entirely happy to see that the first cricket
match of the season is about to get underway and that means that
the dogs will certainly be displaced today. I decide to circle the
green with the dog on lead, not so easy to do when we meet an
incoming Elvis half way around. By the time we have reached our
compound at the café they are just about ready to open the doors
to this establishment and I am first in the queue.
Our morning ensemble soon builds to include Janet, Georgie,
Ofra, Dan, Dmitri, Nigel and Hanna – with Vlad at his own little
table behind us. Bailey, Sparkie and Flora are my most consistent
customers – with Otto and Elvis enjoying a morning’s tumble. (I
am surprised that Otto has the energy after yesterday’s trek.) The
problem this morning is that the two contestants frequently spill
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outside the confines of our bars since Elvis is adept at getting Otto
to give chase – and whenever anyone opens one of our gates out
my dog goes. On most mornings this would be okay but today, of
course, there is a danger that the two pals will end up in cricket
territory. Nigel gets up several times to supervise all this.
I tell Ofra that even the cricketers are wearing red and black
outfits – the color choice of the spring for which our Israeli friend
can claim primacy. Dan now distributes a video of his flying a
drone over the Sardinian property – a new toy he has ordered from
Amazon. (How long before there is a real disaster from the use of
such objects?) He also plays for us an excerpt from Liza Tarbuck’s
BBC Radio 2 program in which Liza shares with her listeners
an account of the recent Sardinian expedition – about which the
lads had written to her. Dan discusses how he and Davide might
share time between London and Sardinia in the future and while
he is on the subject of property he says that his parents in Essex
are thinking of downsizing their holdings there. I tell Janet that
there is a TV commercial for Jersey Royal potatoes that features a
wonderful view of Gorey Castle – since I know she worked close
to this site in her youth. “I did,” she agrees, “believe it or not I
was a bunny girl at a nearby hotel.”
Monday, May 8:
I have spent a somewhat restless night and some of this must be
attributed to the behavior of the dog. Otto, still somewhat subdued
after his Heathland adventures, ate practically nothing yesterday
and I could hear some tummy rumbling as well. Perhaps he was
also unsettled by the visit of the aerial specialist, who came by
to install a new Sky system in our flat late in the afternoon. At
any rate he joined me for only a few minutes at bedtime and soon
jumped off the bed to sleep in solitary splendor on a living room
sofa. This morning he seems to be okay and is even running up
and down the hallway with one of his toys – and so we head off
for the park at the usual time.
It is a cold and gray morning and I am somewhat taken aback by
the sharp decline in temperatures – yesterday I even had a window
open. Just exiting the park is Dan, having delivered Winnie
to Georgie, whom I can see far ahead of us on the Morshead
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roadway. (Dan is wearing shorts for his bike ride to work.) There
are a number of dogs out in the middle of the green and we head
here next. Soon Otto is chasing Poppy at great speed, a most
reassuring sight. Poppy pauses once to mount a Lhasa Apso,
whose owner objects mightily – though Otto is praised for chasing
Poppy away by this same ill-tempered chap. Janet, with DaisyMae and Leonard, has already started the march to the café and so
we prepare to follow.
Ellie is over here but she can’t figure out where Janet and Georgie
have gone. It is true that a woman from Holland Park is sitting in
“our” compound chatting with a friend and looking after a brown
Cocker, and it is true that Janet may have gone off to play tennis,
but can this really have driven Georgie away? In the event Ellie
and I are joined by Ofra and no one else. Otto, hungry at last,
Bailey and the Spaniel, Echo, are soon seeking treats at my knee.
Ofra and Ellie are most amusing; they have children still living
at home, though Ellie’s oldest is now talking about a course in
Economics, Marketing and Business at Sussex – after giving up
on plans for an engineering degree at Exeter. Keeping up with
all those demands in matters of food, clothing and holidays is
an experience these two women obviously share (even though
Ofra’s kids are well into their twenties now) and they have another
common complaint – the kitchen mess made by husbands when
the latter assume the cooking duties. I suggest that they are lucky
to have husbands who can cook – many can’t. Ofra then reports
that when she went into son Guy’s bedroom to put away his
washed and folded clothing she discovered that he was fast asleep
with a girl in his bed. I suggest that the odd part of this story is not
the girl – it’s the fact that she is still doing his laundry.
Tuesday, May 9:
Perhaps the wind is a little less fierce this morning but it does
remain very cold and gray. I can see some dogs at the far end of
the green and so Otto and I head here – but none of these fellows
seems a likely play pal. Neither does a freshly groomed DaisyMae, crossing the grass with Janet, or Bailey, descending the
slopes of Mt. Bannister with Ofra. Georgie is sitting in our café
compound with Seamus and Lucky (having left Winnie, Sparkie
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and Rufus at home) and I leave Otto with her as I head in for my
cuppa.
Ellie is also present (Teddy having again rolled in something
entirely unsavory) and Caroline comes by with Leonard. This is
the first time I have been able to congratulate her on the success
of Saturday’s Schnauzer march on Hampstead Heath. In the
interim I have been invited to join a Facebook group that hopes to
undertake additional forays in the future – does this mean I will
finally have to join Facebook? Ofra has brought some redundant
dog chews – which she says are now too hard for Bailey’s gums.
(I have been giving him these for some time now but they are
usually a bit fresher than this lot.) Leonard is soon clawing away
at my hands in his keen appetite for treats. Seamus is still allowed
only one of these; he is not allowed to poo in our compound, but
he does it anyway.
Davide is soon seen heading our way, fresh from the airport and
here to pick up Winnie – whom Georgie has left at home. He asks
about my Stockholm flights and I note that there was virtually no
check-in staff at Heathrow – though BA had seen fit to provide
them in Stockholm. He says the flight he came in on this morning
was so late that many people missed their connections. Janet
reports that she did play tennis yesterday and wants to do this
early every Monday morning, when seniors can play for free. Ellie
says she is heading for Marks and Spencer today but it is unclear
whether Ofra will join her. Today turns out to be a short session
for us as errands are calling and it is uncomfortably cold. Just as
we leave I can see Hanna heading our way across the green. Too
bad that there will be no one here to tell her that there is a dead
bird under one of the planters for I know she would want to give it
a decent burial.
Wednesday, May 10:
The sun is shining brightly and there is the promise of warmer
temperatures later in the day so perhaps it is not so odd that Dan
is again wearing shorts as he wheels his bicycle up the Morshead
roadway. I unhook Otto so he can rush forward to greet Winnie
and Lucky, the only dog in Georgie’s care this morning. We
then cross the green as Otto chases after Alaska and pauses long
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enough to check out any the other dogs at the far end of the green.
Janet is here with the Cockers Ellie and Binky and, just when it
is time to head for the café, Anahita arrives with Elvis and Ofra
comes in with Bailey.
The latter two ladies have each brought goodies for our table. Ofra
has baked some “doughnuts” with ricotta cheese – to be dipped
into a darkened honey. They are the same shape as the madeleines
that Anahita has brought back from a retreat in Paris. These
two benefactors are soon discussing grooming, Anahita having
anticipated André of Notting Hill by cutting the ears of her pet.
She claims that this is a far cry from the posh service she receives
from André but Ofra says that no dog is posher than her Bailey. I
am kept busy providing all the posh dogs with treats from my blue
bag.
Also under discussion is the farewell ritual these dog owners
undergo when it is time to abandon their pets. Mine has been
described before but it I nice to hear that others go through the
same guilt-inducing sulk that I get from Otto. As often, the quality
of today’s coffee is soon dissected. Dan notes that he has seen
people sitting in front of the café with Starbucks cups, a sight
that evidently distresses proprietor Metty no end. “Yes,” he adds,
“you really shouldn’t bring your own food to the café” – to which
I add, mischievously, “as two of you have done this morning.” I
also learn that Hanna did pick up the dead bird yesterday morning
but there is soon a surprise in this category. A robin is popping
in and out of the foliage in the corner planter closest to the gym
and we eventually understand that she has built her nest inside
this greenery – yesterday’s casualty must have been one of her
fledglings. Birdsong is naturally a follow-on topic: Janet says that
near the tennis courts there is a bird who knows how to imitate the
ringing of a mobile phone!
Thursday, May 11:
After enjoying a lovely afternoon sunshine we return to gray skies
– with a battle among the network weathermen over whether we
will have rain either later today or tomorrow. Otto immediately
spots Georgie, walking down the pavement with Lucky, Seamus
and a baby buggy. The latter, at this early moment, is empty now
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but it obviously going to be used to help Winnie on her homeward
journey. As we reach the green we meet a circling party including
Shane with Bullet, Ellie with Teddy and Anahita with Elvis. The
presence of the little white dervish delights Otto and he is happy
to join this caravan as we circle the green on our way to the café.
Here we also find Janet, Dan and Ofra – with Caroline leaning
over the fence and Leonard in position to climb my knee. Winnie
and Bailey are on a soft chew diet and I am surprised that the
senior Pug is soon in a food fight with Otto. I ask what is was
that Otto thought was his by right and Dan confirms that it was
a Shapes biscuit – and as I have given no such thing to Winnie it
is obvious that she has pinched this treat from my aggrieved pet.
After a while Tom, Max’s owner, comes by to report that one of
our dogs is missing – from the compound, that is. This turns out
to be Elvis, who has squeezed through the bars while no one was
looking. Anahita now invites Otto to join his pal and soon I can
see her chasing around with my pet on the green.
No one has anything to say about the news story of the moment,
the firing of the FBI director by Donald Trump. For that matter I
am waiting to hear what these voters have to say about Labour’s
left-wing agenda in the upcoming general election. Instead we
concentrate on what form of footwear Ellie wore while assisting
her cleaner yesterday, whether you can take a dog into Liberty’s,
why pets are taboo at Harrods, whether Renata was wise in
leaving an unattended Maxi in her car with the roof open, and
when will that promised proof copy of Volume IX in the “Dog
People” saga finally show up. There is again an early departure
and I am just as glad – I have a ton of things to do, including
restoring power to my study’s TV in the wake of the aerialist’s
visit.
Friday, May 12:
There is morning moisture on the pavements of Maida Vale but
we have had no rain to speak of – and we need it. At the Morshead
Road gate I encounter Linda, today with Pepper, Chica and a
newcomer, Bozo. She explains that we have not seen her recently
since she has been suffering from the dreaded “lurgy” and she
reminds me of Otto’s beauty parlor appointment on Thursday
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– and he needs it. Otto rushes across the green where Leonard
in lying in wait on the cricket crease but there isn’t much in the
way of competition out here. Paddington Rec hosts a number of
make-up artists (and their dogs) and I can hear one member of
this profession shouting into his mobile phone, “But they have
no money. They have five hundred a day – and they use fucking
Nicole Kidman in their commercials!”
When we get to our compound we again have visitors at one
end of our table arrangement – a father, mother, little girl and an
unnamed Dachshund. Perhaps they are here because of concern
over any returning moisture but they seem to resent the presence
of anyone else in our compound. (And they have left empty seats
between them and even used one chair for a bag.) I have to ignore
this, staking my claim by throwing Otto’s lead and my blue bag
down at my usual place and then welcoming Dan, Janet, Georgie,
Ofra and Ellie into this space as well. “Yesterday,” I tell Lurch,
“the sign on the door said “closed” when you were open and today
it says “open” when you were closed. “And tomorrow there will
be no sign at all,” is his response. Today Georgie has brought
Seamus (tied to a fence on account of relentless greediness),
Chester and Lucky. Leonard is here with Janet while Daisy-Mae
and Winnie occupy the laps of their owners. Teddy would like to
do this too but he has again rolled in something nasty and he is
banned.
Ofra complains that leaving a movie last night she had to wait
thirty minutes for an Uber cab. Asked why she didn’t use some
form of public transportation she replies that she didn’t want to
risk her shoes in the rain – this comes as a surprise to the rest
of us, since we had no rain over here last night. She adds that
she has at last begun her passport renewal process, something
she has been putting off for some time. Much of this morning’s
discussion is devoted to food – with a minute discussion of every
item on Metty’s menu and proposals for an appropriate venue for
Georgie’s birthday party at the end of the month. This topic also
includes memories of the time when this lot decided to follow
the alphabet in their choice of international cuisine settings,
getting as far as a Georgian restaurant on Boundary Road and The
Gay Hussar in Soho in pursuit of Hungarian cuisine. While this
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conversation is taking place the dogs are able to exercise their
own food fantasies at my knee – and then it is time to go home. I
can tell that Otto has not had enough exercise because as soon as
get inside he begins racing up and down the hallway with a toy in
his mouth.
Saturday, May 13:
Streets are again damp but skies are brightening as Otto and I
head for the park. Perhaps the recent moisture has depressed
canine numbers because there is very little activity out on the
green and we are lucky that Otto soon spots another diversion.
This is Georgie, who is just beginning a circuit of the green with
Sparkie, Dudley and Chester. Otto loves a parade, as last week’s
adventures on the Heath demonstrate, and he soon makes himself
a member of this party. By the time we have reached the café I can
hear the sounds of opening shutters on the Carlton roadway side;
it turns out that the front door is already unlocked – though once
again I get to flip the sign from “Closed” to “Open.”
The morning assemblage begins with Georgie, Janet and Davide
but soon Ofra rounds the corner; while she is inside the café I
make sure her usual chair is in its appropriate position – I don’t
want any unnecessary sulking. Vlad is the next to arrive, taking
his usual table behind us, then Hanna comes as well. Nigel and
Anahita then arrive with Elvis and he and Otto spend a lot of
time out on the green under Anahita’s supervision. Finally, Dmitri
arrives and, enjoying a full English, he sits down with Vlad as
well. Davide takes delivery on a toasted ham and cheese and
this diverts the dogs when they are not petitioning me. Flora,
Dudley and Bailey are my chief customers. Bailey finds a chew
stick under the table but we agree that this treat it too much of a
challenge for his bare gums.
Davide reports that he has a few days off before heading
for Accra, but, more exciting, he has just completed a New
York junket in which both Liz Hurley and David Gandy were
passengers. The famous underwear model is one of Hanna’s great
favorites and she wants to know if Davide secured his autograph
for her. Flight information is also sought from Janet, who can’t
quite remember where her next cruise, a South American one,
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originates. Janet is supposed to play badminton today but says
she feels a bit lightheaded today – perhaps because a chap has
just come up to her with the remark, “I thought you were Theresa
May.” I tell the others that Michigan Janet has been looking at
London flights as well but that, even before they have definitively
dealt with the pain in one of her legs after her recent back surgery,
they have started to worry about her heart and she has a major
procedure on Wednesday. Some time is set aside to discuss the
wider stage – more of Donald Trump’s alternative reality from the
States and the evil perpetrated by cyber hackers who have shut
down many worldwide institutions (demanding money to quit
their antics) – including, in this country, the NHS. By this time
the sun has at last triumphed and so we can start for home in a
pleasant morning light. Heading toward me is Sophia, my little
neighbor, and her dad. They are here to observe birdlife and I
direct them to the robin’s corner in our compound.
Sunday, May 14:
Dmitri is just entering the park with Flora as Otto and I arrive on
a lovely Sunday morning in London W9. I can soon see that the
cricketers have returned, indeed the match is already underway,
and this means that we had better circle the perimeter today. By
the time we have reached the water feature on the far side the
cricketers have been searching for some time for a boundary shot
buried in the bushes. They have to give up – should have had a
dog with them. Ahead of us we have Janet and Georgie and we
follow them and their dogs as far as the café – with Otto waiting
on the lip of the ladies loo as Georgie fills up the water bowl for
our pets.
We are joined this morning by Ofra, Dan, Davide, Nigel and
eventually by Hanna as well. Nigel begins the session by ushering
Otto and Elvis outside; they don’t have access to the green but
he takes them around the corner and reports that they have had a
good romp before returning to join the biscuit queue. Davide has
a toasted ham and cheese – Dmitri has a toasted cheese, egg and
tomato sandwich and he therefore must endure a lot of ribbing on
the bizarre food preferences of Yanks. The dogs get their share of
these treats but I am kept busy as well. Ellie the Cocker, here with
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Janet, has her chin stationed permanently on my right knee, Bailey
is clawing away at my left sleeve and Dudley at my right – with
Flora, Sparkie and Winnie making their claims as well.
Many of those present have watched Portugal emerge as the
winner of last night’s Eurovision Song Contest. (I watched the
first hour, giving up when it all sounded the same to me, song
after song.) Sports viewing supercedes this topic, with a Formula
1 race in Spain this afternoon and, so Nigel reminds us, the last
game Tottenham will ever play in their old stadium at White Hart
Lane – a new stadium should be ready for the next season. Hanna
says that she went to only one football game and that she will
never do this again. Asked why, she says that she was standing
in the terraces when a chap behind her peed on her shoulder – “I
took his hat, dipped it in his puddle and put it back on his head,”
she reports. At this point Georgie has a coughing fit, a common
occurrence these days when pollen is flying everywhere. Dan
blames the plane trees, I blame the flowering chestnuts. By the
time I have reached the exit gate I too have been spluttering.
Monday, May 15:
We have finally had some rainfall and there are umbrellas raised
by passersby as I make my first examination of the street scene
on a dour Monday morning. I decide to wear my rain jacket and
to stuff Otto’s version into a pocket but, in fact, I won’t need to
deploy this garment as we are down to only the occasional droplet
now. We make our way across the green as Otto searches for some
action, finding it at last in a big shaggy brown Cocker named
Winston. A little good-tempered wrestling ensues and then it is
time to make our way over to the café, which has already opened
its doors.
Winnie is by herself in our compound, barking out her disapproval
over being abandoned by Davide, who is ahead of me in the coffee
queue. Also present today are Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dmitri and
Hanna. (Ofra says that Ellie has begged off because of the rain –
currently non-existent. I suggest that as a punishment the missing
one has to come here on a Saturday for once.) Otto and Flora have
one food face-off and I am kept busy doling out treats to these
two, Bailey and Winnie. Every now and then there is a shriek
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from my pet as some dog is trotted by our fence. This is not the
ill-tempered protest we often get from some of the other dogs – in
Otto’s case it usually means “I sure would like to play with that
one.”
Ofra has been trying to remember that she owes me a tenner
– in exchange for the five £2 coins I gave her a few says ago
– and today her solution is to give me 10 £1 coins. There is no
connection between this transaction and the subject of the bitcoin
– the cyber currency demanded by the hackers who have been
holding a number of worldwide organizations to ransom. Dmitri
says that his employer, FedEx, is among these. We do have a long
discussion of the bitcoin concept itself – with Davide expressing
considerable befuddlement. Hanna asks me what I made of
yesterday’s Spanish Grand Prix, won by Lewis Hamilton. For her
there was a major disappointment when one Finnish driver took
out another in the first lap – she blames the cars. A chill wind is
by this time adding its presence to the morning scene and this will
explain an early departure.
Tuesday, May 16:
There are some very dark clouds about this morning and I decide
to wear my rain jacket again – but as soon as I step outside I
regret this, for it is almost warm and no jacket is needed at all.
At the bottom of our front steps a cat is strolling leisurely down
the pavement; fortunately Otto hasn’t noticed this and I get him
across the street before he does. A group of dog owners is standing
near one end of the cricket crease, including Linda – who will be
taking Otto to the groomers on Thursday. Ellie the Cocker is out
here with her blue ball and when Otto shows some interest in this
toy she attacks my pet with proprietorial fury. Otto is a long time
in squatting for his first poo and I have followed him all over the
foothills of Mt. Bannister before we have success in this category.
For a weekday we have quite a healthy turnout this morning
– Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Dan, Davide, Hanna, Ellie, Dmitri and
Anahita. The latter takes Otto out onto the green and, with another
dog owner, she undertakes a long walk with my dog and her
own Elvis. But, so she reports, as this party neared our exit gate
Otto grew increasingly nervous over the separation from me
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and he turned himself around and headed back to the compound
at great speed. I was surprised to see him at my knee – he must
have banged open the gate in his anxiety. Even though Davide
has a toasted ham and cheese my blue bag is the chief attraction
among all these competing canine mouths. Flora, Bailey, Winnie
and Ellie are never far from my knees. Meanwhile little Lucky, in
Georgie’s lap, is trying to help himself from the plate containing
the ubiquitous poached egg on toast.
Davide is trying to help Janet with plane reservations for her
South American cruise – next February. I am able to tell her that
after getting all ready to complain about the absence of that proof
copy for Volume IX I opened my computer only to find an email
that told me that it had just been dispatched. I tell Ofra that her
old friend Samantha Womack has followed up a long stint on
EastEnders by assuming the role of Morticia in a musical version
of The Addams Family. (Of course the part of Lurch must go
to our long-time king of the coffee counter, Boyat.) Much of the
morning’s conversation is devoted to the best materials for counter
surfaces and flooring. Ellie complains that cheap stiletto heels
have pockmarked her wooden floors. “Not my problem,” I can
truthfully respond.
Wednesday, May 17:
Much has happened since our last morning visit to the park. I
have had a new crown fitted to a pre-molar, I have had a number
of coughing fits, there has been an overnight rain and, on a more
positive note, I did receive my proof copy of The Dogshank
Redemption, Volume IX in the “Life Among The Dog People
of Paddington Rec” series. Leaving both Cathy and John The
Window Cleaner behind, Otto and I now head for the park – in
raingear against the return of a light drizzle. Needless to say
there is not a soul out on the green this morning, though a Beagle
and a Boxer come out to investigate my pet. Otto objects to the
attentions of the Boxer, chasing him away in a snarling charge.
Fortunately the café has already opened its doors and we can
head here for some shelter under our blue umbrella. Sharing our
space this morning we have Janet, Georgie, Dan, Ofra, Anahita
and Ellie. The latter cushions Teddy in her lap – he hates the rain
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and sits sulkily throughout the session. Elvis is also wearing his
raincoat and this prevents him from squeezing through the bars
– a happenstance that meets with the approval of my pet, who
has uninterrupted access to his wrestling partner in consequence.
At me knee I had these two contestants and also Bailey, Winnie,
Binky and Seamus. (Always Georgie has to get up near the end
of each session to patrol our space – just in case Seamus has done
one of his patented patio poos.) Dan is worried about a sore on
Winnie’s leg; the Pug will have to walk all the way to Georgie’s
house today.
It is not that often that the morning’s conversation turns to politics
but today the dog owners are concerned with the Labour Party’s
recently published general election manifesto. Most of those
present could accept some of Jeremy Corbin’s ideas in isolation
but to digest such a left-wing program in one gulp seems unlikely
here. With Theresa May expressing her support for fox hunting
there is also a lot of talk about animals. Dan remembers how
he and his brother were punished by dad, a butcher, for trying
to rescue a black lamb from the abattoir. Others suggest that
they do eat less meat these days but none wants to embrace an
entirely meatless diet. There is also some concern over all these
calls for bans on immigration; Janet wonders how the NHS will
ever recruit enough nurses if a ban ever becomes truly effective.
Finally the conversation returns to Mr. Trump and the ignorance
and indifference of Americans – when it comes to life outside the
United States. I add that I have recently had an interesting instance
of this. I have been expecting a form from TIAA, the world’s
largest pension company, and surprised when it failed to arrive.
When it finally came yesterday I could see part of the reason
for delay. No one in this company seems to know that if you are
sending something to another country it helps if you include that
country’s name as part of the address.
Thursday, May 18:
Linda arrives at 9:00 in order to take Otto off to his beauty parlor
treatment at Primrose Hill Pets and, a few minutes later, it does
seem most odd to be making my way into the park without a
dog. It is a lovely spring day and I am not even wearing a jacket.
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There are four dogs inside the café as I join the coffee queue…
Teddy, Rocky, Bailey and Elvis – though the latter is the only one
being held. Outside there is another bumper turn-out with Janet,
Georgie, Dan, Ofra, Ellie, Rocky’s pregnant mom, Hanna, Dmitri
and Anahita all present – and we have a rare early morning visit
from Clare as well.
I have brought my blue bag and with all these animals about
the contents are soon exhausted. This is a painful realization for
Clare’s Pug, Harley who, even though he has not seen me since
last October, somehow remembers that I am the biscuit man; soon
he is scrabbling away at my right arm in protest. Ellie the Cocker
has been quicker off the mark and is a repeat customer; this is all
the more surprising when it is revealed that she is not here with
Janet but with her jogging owner, who is soon abandoned by the
greedy Cocker in favor of refreshments at the caff. It is decided
that there might be one possible solution to the empty blue bag
problem since two kinds of digestive biscuit are making their way
around the table and the non-chocolate ones are suitable for our
hungry canines.
While on the subject of biscuits it is proposed by Dan that we
ought to sample a different kind every morning and I suggest
that perhaps the same formula used for the alphabetical choice in
restaurants could be employed here. We can start with Amaretti
biscuits, then move on to Bourbons, Custard Creams and, yes, the
aforementioned Digestives. I tell Janet that since last we spoke I
have had a personal experience with the shortage of nurses in the
NHS. Suffering from a wax blockage in my left ear I called my
surgery, where the practice nurse has sluiced out my ears before.
I was told that the nurse is on annual leave, that there won’t be
anyone else to perform this operation, that I could be referred to
a surgery in Parsons Green – or wait until the end of June! Well
some other solution will have to be found but in the meantime I
have errands to run without any guilt over abandoning my pet.
I walk to the bank, where there is a long delay when a toothless
old woman with no English attempts to carry out a complex
transaction using only hand gestures, then onto the post office and
finally to the 123 Cleaners. At 11:30 Primrose Hill Pets call to let
me know that Otto is ready to come home.
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Friday, May 19:
Indeed a beautifully groomed pet appeared at noon yesterday;
given the long time between visits to the groomer it was necessary
to perform a short back and sides on the fellow, but he still looks a
treat – if a tad portly – as we get ready for our Friday in the park.
Rain has been the chief weather phenomenon these last few days
and skies are still ominous as we reach the green. A chocolate Lab
takes a keen interest in my pet and follows him all the way to the
cricket crease. Here we encounter Oscar – whose owner says that
since the Hampstead Heath walk his own Schnauzer seems to be
calmer in the presence of other dogs. Otto somehow senses that
his pal Elvis is already in our compound and so, even before his
first poo, this is where we head next.
Hunkering down under the protective arms of our blue umbrella
we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Davide, Dmitri, Hanna and Anahita
– though Caroline is also here with Leonard and volunteers to
take Otto with her when she heads for the green. He soon returns,
perhaps thinking of my blue biscuit bag or realizing that there is
still Elvis to toss around. I get some respite from the demands
of the resident canines when the toasted sandwiches arrive. Ofra
is much amused when Elvis manages to snatch a nice morsel
lofted by Davide before Otto can get to it. The latter earns many
comments on his spiffy appearance – though Hanna, who has
brought me some bagels from Soloman’s, does refer to him as
“Naked Boy.”
There is much talk about the persistence of rain – even I am
looking up predictions on my iPhone. Janet is upset over the
recently released Tory election manifesto – which contains a
number of proposals that will adversely affect the elderly. There
is some discussion of the personnel we may expect at my party on
Sunday. Anahita and Nigel are celebrating a wedding anniversary
in Italy this weekend and Dan and Davide are back in Sardinia
for a niece’s communion ceremony – so this is the last time we
will see them for some days. With the tabloids spread out on
the tabletop there is also conversation on the murder of Oggy,
which has now made it into the national papers – though no one
has heard of any arrest in this matter as of yet. There is an early
departure from our post as many fear that it is about to rain again.
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I walk down the Morshead roadway with Dmitri (Otto pauses
to deposit that missing poo) and we soon reach Morshead Road
itself. There is supposed to be drain cleaning on this street today
but if these black clouds have their way there may be no need for
the hoses of the workmen in this project.
Saturday, May 20:
What’s that, you say? I attribute this confusion to the wax
blocking my left ear – a condition I again tried to address
yesterday by reporting to the private walk-in-clinic at the Hospital
of St. John and St. Elizabeth. Of course they had assured me on
the phone that treatment for such a problem was well within their
sphere of competence – it’s just that when I arrived the nurse
who performs the procedure wasn’t there and I would have to
try again tomorrow. Well, I am getting a lot of local walking in.
In the meantime there is a morning in the park to consider. The
green, bathed in a superb sunshine, is completely empty but Otto
manages to find a few other dogs to chase around its perimeter
before we report to the café as usual.
At our table this morning we have Janet, Georgie, Ofra, Hanna,
Dmitri, Wendy (whom we have not seen in some time) and,
surprisingly, Dan – who has evidently decided not to join Davide
at that communion in Sardinia. Janet has had Elvis as an overnight
guest and his presence in our compound is, of course, a matter
of delight for Otto – who has unlimited access to his grappling
mate. Today Elvis, still on lead, makes no attempt to slip through
the bars and this prolongs the wrestling match. Vlad is sitting
at his little table behind us and both he and I manage to get the
Malteser’s lead trapped by our chair legs. At the other little table
a woman is trying to enjoy a quiet cup of coffee but the presence
of her large Bernese winds some of our contestants up – Seamus
in particular has to be asked to stop that barking on more than one
occasion. Dan has ordered the full English with double bacon and
ends up with two breakfasts (each with single bacon) instead. The
dogs can focus on his plate and give my blue bag a bit of a rest,
however.
Dan says he has already voted by postal ballot in the general
election and this leads to a further consideration of matters
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political – housing shortages, job-seeking, Brexit negotiations.
Georgie says that when she and her family moved to London from
Glasgow they sought housing assistance – only to be told that if
they wanted a council flat James would have to quit his new job
and the family would have to move back to Scotland. I now tell
Hanna that I was surprised to discover a cholla dividend in my
bagel bag yesterday and that I mixed cultures by having it with a
spicy Moroccan soup last night. In spite of the sunshine there is a
frigid wind and I getting a bit chilly after a while. I have secured
two more guests for tomorrow’s party, however – Dan, who asks
if he can come even though he said he would be away, and Wendy,
who has evidently not been able to access her email this week.
Sunday, May 21:
I have succeeded at last in getting my ears unblocked – after
another walk up to the hospital yesterday afternoon – and so I
will be able to hear my guests when it is party time later this
afternoon. The weather is promising – for it is again sunny, though
not that warm. The cricketers are foregathering on the green so I
decide to keep Otto on lead as we complete a circumnavigation
of this space. We pass the hearing-assistance dog (and her owner)
near the bandstand but I now notice that the quite elderly pooch,
Pippa, bears the legend “Retired” on her harness. On the far side
of the green there is a meeting with the Scottie pair of Harold and
Maggie and a little black dog rushes down from the heights of Mt.
Bannister to see what Otto is up to.
The coffee queue is not too bad for a Sunday and we are soon
seated at our table – Janet (with Elvis still in tow), Georgie, Ofra,
Dan, Dmitri and Hanna. Elvis manages to squeeze through the
bars on several occasions but Janet has left him still attached to his
lead so that he will be easy to recapture. He and Otto carry on a
fierce competition but their tussle is, on the whole, good-natured.
The same cannot be said for a growling Daisy-Mae, who objects
to Flora’s presence, snapping at the Pug – who tries to climb into
Janet’s lap in retaliation. Winnie is among the first in the biscuit
queue but all the other dogs soon make their needs apparent as
well. Animal life is also represented by a spider, crawling along
the table edge – to Georgie’s great horror. Janet blows the fellow
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off the table but now it is Ofra who is afraid it has landed near her
and she might have to step on it with her “good” tennies.
Ofra is discussing her weakness for blue eyes – inspired by the
visit of a Husky nearby – and she tells us that she had a real crush
when she was in the Israeli Air Force on a fellow member of
the IDF who sported such eyes. She tells us that she especially
looked forward to “keeping” assignments with him – and it takes
us a while to figure out she means sentry duty. How the state
survived with Ofra as its first line of defense remains a mystery.
Now she is recoiling in horror because Elvis has his “lipstick” out
and the sight of the raw pink appendage brings on the gagging
reflex. “How did that woman ever have children?” someone asks.
Georgie is inspired by this reaction to restate her worm antipathy.
She says that when Sparkie was a puppy he rolled in the wet grass
and came up with a worm hanging from his face. Of course she
wouldn’t touch it so she just twirled the dog on his leash until the
offending creature flew off. Janet says that this explains so much
about Sparkie to this day – you too would behave like a nutter if
you had been used as a yo-yo in your youth.
Monday, May 22:
Janet, crossing the green with Daisy-Mae and Elvis, is the first to
congratulate me on the success of yesterday’s party, the annual
event in which I respond to the benefactions of all those park
friends (and others) who have brightened my life. Otto seems
somewhat subdued as we deposit the recycling bag with all the
empties on the pavement and head for the park. I’m not sure
how much the dog enjoys the noise and bustle of twenty souls
squeezing into his sitting room; for him there was the bounty of
illicit food offered by the overindulgent – he was evidently given
so many sausages that there was no mystery when he threw up at
Renata’s feet.
It is a lovely spring morning again, with temperatures scheduled
to climb into the mid-twenties. After a little play with Elvis Otto
becomes enchanted with the puppy Jimmy and chases the fast
fellow all over the green. Then we head for the café, which is
just opening its doors. Ellie the Cocker is here with her owners
today but this does not prevent her from dashing into the café or
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from heading for the kitchen. Outside we have Ellie the human,
Ofra, Georgie, Dan, Hanna and the woman who owns Millie the
Schnauzer. (Janet has gone home in preparation for a morning
of tennis and this seems especially puzzling to Otto, who can’t
figure out what has happened to Elvis.) Dan says that Winnie,
increasingly wobbly on her feet, is going to vet again today. There
is nothing wrong with her appetite, nor that of Bailey, Seamus or
Tilly (here with Georgie).
Much of the morning’s conversation is a party post mortem,
naturally. I tell them that there is still a lot of food and drink in
my kitchen – and that I won’t be sharing any of it with my dog.
Donald Trump has been sharing his wisdom with Saudi Arabia
and, so Ofra tells us, he is in Jerusalem now. Georgie tells us that
she conquered her fears and rescued a fallen blue tit yesterday;
Hanna says she has spotted a swallow hunting for insects on high.
Dan says that after spending thousands on the replacement for a
leaky shower his new shower also leaks and he is not best pleased.
Ellie takes the usual morning crisis call from her mother; one of
the girls has lost her computer (somewhere in the house) and no
one had been able to find it. As we get up to make our departure
I can tell Ofra that now a whole gym class has just marched by
wearing her current color combination, black and red.
Tuesday, May 23:
The warm weather has yet to exert its charms, though yesterday
was lovely, and I am still wearing my leather jacket as Otto and
I head for the park on a morning in which cloud and sun takes
turns in the sky. A chap on the green is trying to exercise on his
back while two of the park dogs, thinking this is a game, crash
into him. (At least he is not being pissed on.) I unhook my dog so
that he can chase Poppy and several other dogs out here before
we head for the Randolph roadway and a reunion with Pepper and
Chica, here with Linda. Otto has to try out each of the water bowls
in front of the loos before agreeing to enter our compound.
Proprietors Metty and Vicky are actually behind the counter this
morning, a rare sighting these days. When we have fetched our
coffees Georgie gets her poached egg and Ellie opens the digestive
biscuits. Janet is collecting lottery money and taking orders on
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our private printing of Volume IX. Dan, Hanna and Ofra make
up our small breakfast party; the dogs outnumber the people
since Georgie has Sparkie, Seamus and Lucky and Janet has
Leonard and Ellie the Cocker. Dan says that the vet asked him if
the wobbly-legged Winnie had been spending much time on just
her hind legs and, of course, she does do this – when she is at my
knee, begging for biscuits. Dan’s solution is to draw up an empty
chair to my right so that his pampered pet won’t have to do any
standing. (I suggest that we now have to worry about her right
arm – since she is always reaching out with this appendage as she
tries to remind me of her insatiable hunger.) Bailey, Leonard and
Otto, remaining earthbound, do not go hungry either. Georgie says
that after complaining to his owner over the shaggy state of Lucky
she has been given the assignment of taking him to the groomers
on Boundary Road. Dan says that she will be blamed if the owner
doesn’t like the new shape of his dog (he has been warned that
Lucky might have to be shaved) and that she needs to have him
sign a waiver before undertaking this assignment.
The morning’s conversation is dominated by the terrorist assault
on fans of Ariana Grande, who was performing at the Manchester
Arena. Perpetrators of such an atrocity, in which over twenty
people including many youngsters died, are denounced as “not
human” – which is more than accurate. It is surprising that the
conversation somehow shifts from death to birth – as we begin
to hear tales of the arrival of the children of Georgie, Ofra and
Ellie many years ago. Can all newborns be seen as “beautiful?”
Georgie says her Lynn could be so described but when she adds
that Lynn was born by Caesarian section Ofra says that this just
means that the baby wasn’t “squished” like some of the others.
“Yes,” Ellie adds, “when my first-born arrived I thought she
looked like Conehead the Barbarian.” (This is splendid conflation
of two pop culture icons.) When we get up to begin our homeward
journey we suddenly encounter quite a few dogs on our march.
First there is Rex, the Fox Terrier, whose owner complements Otto
on his recent haircut. The owner of Max the Jack Russell does
the same. We find we are walking with Vincenzo’s Thomas and
the elderly Pom pair of Sparkie and Buddy are here too. Buddy, it
turns out is thirteen now; he is a sprightly figure compared to the
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fading ginger presence that is Sparkie – surely the oldest of the
Paddington dogs at seventeen!
Thursday, May 25:
I have missed a session in the park – for yesterday Otto and I
made it only as far as the café before turning around and heading
for home. This is because I had left the British Gas man in Cathy’s
care as he replaced a noisy timer and my carbon monoxide
detector in the kitchen. In fact he had been called at about 2:00 am
when I woke to the sound of a babbling brook in my water tank.
I have learned how to shut off the water supply to this cylinder
and I did so, spending a sleepless night nevertheless. The gas man
thought I might have accidentally fixed the problem (perhaps an
air bubble) and asked me to repeat the process throughout the
weekend, if needed. This morning I get my first chance to do so
for at about 5:00 I could hear more burbling.
We are evidently in for record May temperatures and it is indeed
warm and sunny as Otto and I make our way over to the park
today. Dan is sitting at the edge of the green with Winnie, waiting
to hand his pet over to Georgie before getting back on his bicycle
and heading for work. Otto dances around with a number of dogs
out here and then he can hear Janet calling him from the shade
of a bench on the Randolph roadway. Our morning ensemble
will also include Georgie (who brings Winnie’s buggy), Ofra,
Ellie, Hanna and Anahita – who has at last reclaimed Elvis from
Janet at the conclusion of her Italian holiday. An empty chair has
been placed next to mine so that Winnie can again join the treat
cadgers without standing on her hind legs – though Daisy-Mae
tries to claim this site as well. Caroline comes by with Leonard
and this gives Otto an additional play-pal. He is mostly obsessed
with Elvis and Anahita takes these two dogs out onto the green for
more action.
Anahita, needlessly apologizing for missing my party, has bought
me a bottle of limoncello in a marvelous bottle (shaped like a
column) whose stopper is in the shape of an ionic capital. For
the table she has brought some Italian biscuits as well. Ellie, in
a full-length summer dress, is worried about the red marks left
on her nose by her sunglasses. This leads to a consideration of
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various appearance-enhancing strategies, with a number of those
present complaining of the un-wisdom of early experiences in
the tattoo parlor and Ellie saying she is ecstatic over the fact that
an ear-piercing for one of her daughters has gone septic – thus
discouraging further experimentation. (Ofra mentions that when
her daughter was sixteen there was a brief dalliance with an
unauthorized navel piercing.) In the bright sunshine Otto and I
now head for home – but at which point in my battle with the
water system will I be able to get into the shower?
Friday, May 26:
Well I did get my shower in after turning the water back on at
noon – of course the babbling brook resurfaced during the night
and so, early on, I have again starved the cylinder of sustenance
this morning. This is the right time of year for problems in the
hot water system since it is still very warm in London and I am
wearing just a short-sleeved shirt up top as Otto and I head for the
park. Out on the green there are a number of dogs and Otto and
his cousin Oscar are soon chasing one another along the cricket
crease. Today Janet is calling my pet from a spot on the foothills
of Mt. Bannister, where she is sitting with Dan. Janet has Leonard
and Ellie the Cocker witgfh her and these animals are soon safely
secured in the compound of the café.
Ofra sidles up next to me at the front of the coffee queue and
we compare notes on the lovely weather before returning to our
compound. Here Georgie has arrived with Seamus, Tilly, Lucky
and Winnie’s baby buggy – Dan having pedaled off to work – and
she has three more animals waiting for her at home. Also present
is Wendy, here with Maxi since Renata is again having breathing
problems, and Hanna. After a while Lynn comes in with Bliss
the Chow and the latter keeps up a litany of separation anxiety
barking while her mommy is ordering her breakfast inside. This
means that, for once, the noisy Seamus is out-barked. A chair is
again drawn up for Winnie; the others (Bailey, Ellie, Leonard and
Otto) need no such assistance. The Schnauzer lads do spend a lot
of time wrestling with one another and today this play never turns
nasty.
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While the dogs are noshing Lynn takes delivery of her scrambled
eggs on toast and, when the top comes off the pepper shaker, she
ends up with a plate full of volcanic ash – they will have to bring
her another order. Hanna is poring over the tabloids, one of which
contains a photo of a pigeon which carries drugs from one Middle
Eastern county to another in a pouch on its backs; too bad no one
has found any use for our local flock. Janet now receives a phone
call from Dan – who reports that he has had an altercation with a
bus driver on his way to work and that the police have been called.
(She offers to post bail, if this is needed.) People review what they
will be getting up to today. Janet says it may be too hot to play
tennis and Ofra says that with Guy at work, Ricky in Israel and
Lee on her way to the Philippines she will have a blissful lunch at
home alone. And I get to go home and restore water service to my
flat. On our left as we depart two games of rounders are underway
on our green – while on our right the track-encircled pitch has not
a soul in evidence.
Saturday, May 27:
Because of an open window in the bedroom I have been able to
detect the drip of the heating system in the distant kitchen far
earlier than usual and so – at about 1:00 or so – I manage to starve
the system of its water source. The window was open because
we were experiencing another sultry night and this morning, with
more warm temperatures expected, I can see that there has been
some overnight moisture on the pavements as well. It is also
quite dark outside and I decide to slip on my rain jacket. This is
certainly a mistake for, by the time we have reached the green,
the sun is shining brightly! Otto is soon having a good time with
a little tan fellow and when his owner asks me how old my dog
is a recognition scene takes place. I am talking to Denise, a park
veteran long absent. Once she was a fixture here, often arriving
with her Rizzo in the basket of her bike, and this dog, almost
fourteen now, is also nearby – so wobbly on his legs that Denise
has a baby buggy for him, like Winnie’s. The young dog is Jekyll
and he is a Maltchi – a Maltese and Chihuahua mixture. I provide
Denise with information on how to summon anthonylinick.com so
that she can catch up with some of the characters she remembers
from years ago and then I head for the café. Leonard is out here
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with his tennis ball but the real impediment to progress comes
from little black Beanie, a six-month-old pup who loves to climb
my legs.
Again Ofra comes up behind me as I wait my turn in the coffee
queue. She is carrying a sack of redundant footwear which
she thinks might fit Lurch’s daughter and this is now passed
over the counter. Outside we are also joined by Janet, Georgie,
Clare, Wendy (again with Maxi), Hanna and Nigel. The latter
has brought Elvis with him, of course, and he and Otto are soon
having an epic chase – though much of this has my dog inside
our fence while the Maltese sprinter circles our compound on the
outside in order to wind his pal up. The Pug scraping away at my
left leg is not Winnie (home at Georgie’s) but Harley. Clare’s dog
won’t take a Shapes biscuit but he likes a number of the smaller
treats I have in my blue bag and so he is a steady customer. Bailey,
Sparkie and Otto are soon in the queue as well but Daisy-Mae
merely barks out her orders from Janet’s lap, soon launching a
savage attack from on high against poor Elvis’s head.
I bring the others up to date on my reunion with Denise and
then much of the conversation returns to recent TV offerings. I
note that veteran actors Maggie Steed and Christopher Timothy
have joined the cast of EastEnders – Timothy will always enjoy
a special place in the heart of dog lovers for his portrayal, all
those years ago, of the famous vet, James Herriot. Some of those
present have watched the first episode of the revival, after twentyfive years, of David Lynch’s Twin Peaks. I say watched but I
don’t think any of them (or the puzzled viewers on Gogglebox last
night) lasted more than ten minutes. I have only recorded the show
so I don’t have much of an opinion, though I do remember that
Dorothy and I followed the original of this cult classic with great
interest. There is also some discussion of Davide’s fate – for today
he is at Heathrow on standby duties and who knows where he will
be sent. Now we can begin a homeward voyage. I am anxious to
get inside so I can take my rain jacket off.
Sunday, May 28:
In fact it never rained again yesterday and this morning there is
no sign of anything dire on the horizon as Otto and I make our
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preparations for Sunday in the park. Cricketers are absent this
morning but the green and its margins seems to be devoted to a
minor sports day for Asian kids – some on whom are rehearsing
a dance ritual in honor of the color orange in the bandstand. Dan
and Davide are at the cricket crease and we head here briefly, then,
as Janet heads our way with the visiting Liz, we continue on to
the Randolph roadway. Otto rubs noses with a number of Sunday
dogs and then follows me docilely to our fenced compound at the
café.
I am the first to be served this morning, soon returning with my
cuppa to a table that includes those already mentioned plus Hanna,
Ofra, Nigel and Wendy. Dan again puts Winnie in her own chair
on my right and she and Bailey manage to consume every soft
chew in my blue bag – in the end I am breaking Shapes biscuits
to keep up with their hunger. On several occasions Nigel takes
Elvis and Otto out onto the green from some spirited play. When
they return they dive on the water bowl, managing to drink from
this container at the same time. Daisy-Mae attacks Winnie from
on high – I think she wants the empty chair for herself. Georgie
says that not only is Lucky scheduled for a grooming on Boundary
Road this coming week but for the snip as well on June 7. There
is some happy doggy news – though quite unexpected: Duffy, the
Coton kidnapped from his own home during a break-in months
ago has been found in a dog pound in Essex!
Nigel and I discuss Arsenal’s win in yesterday’s Cup Final –
but not one seem to know if record-setting manager Arsene
Wenger will be back for another season now. Yesterday we were
speculating on where BA might send Davide, but we needn’t have
worried. He was assigned a San Francisco flight but he never left
the airport, nor did thousands of BA passengers – since the airline
suffered a massive power surge leading to the cancellation of
all flights, here and elsewhere. Davide says there are suspicions
that BA’s own IT staff may had had a hand in this –the airline
having decided, after transferring their duties to India, that they
were redundant. Liz was lucky to have arrived yesterday; she
now asks Davide to get her a big white Americano and I can’t
help asking if I will do. Liz will soon be off to Uganda and South
Africa as part of her work for her new charity employer but not
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before she has another chance to register her embarrassment over
President Trump’s recent overseas tour. Surprisingly, there is
some support for Trump’s attempt to ban potential terrorists from
American shores and a growing disdain for political correctness
– which many blame for the tolerated presence of those who
were responsible for the atrocity in Manchester. World affairs
thus sorted, we begin to head for home in a hot sun. Otto objects
mightily when I depart almost immediately for some errands –
whining in protest. “Stop that!” I shout as I descend the stairs.
Monday, May 29:
In fact, yesterday did produce long periods of rain – though Otto
and I were lucky enough that when the moisture began we had just
concluded a walk each time. Today it is gray and humid and there
is only the occasional moment of sun. I note with satisfaction
that they have already picked up my recycling bag – the bank
holiday schedule for this enterprise is much earlier than their usual
Monday morning pickup and I have deposited my bag on the
street the night before. Otto rushes up to greet Winnie, just ahead
of us on the Morshead roadway, and then we cross an empty
green. Behind us a Miniature Pinscher is squealing in distress
as Leonard, here with Janet, advances. We turn back so that the
Schnauzer lads can chase one another (even Gus the Schnauzer
gets in on the act) and Otto also receives an enthusiastic greeting
from a sixteen-week-old Staffie pup named Honey. As we head
for the café I ask Davide, Janet and Liz to tell me what is missing
from this picture. I am referring to the removal, after all these
years, of the red poo-poo box at the junction of the Morshead,
Carlton and Randolph roadways.
In addition to those already mentioned we also have the
participation of Nigel, Georgie and Ofra – to whom I hand a
sack with the latest installment of £2 coins. I start to dole out the
puppy treats – with Bailey, Winnie and Flora on the soft stuff
and Otto and Leonard on the hard. Nigel takes Otto and Elvis
out onto the green in order that some energy can be expended in
something other than face-fighting. They seem to be chewing on
one another’s whiskers and it is surprising that no one shrieks in
pain during this process. Bailey, who would always prefers eating
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to fighting, climbs into an empty chair and sprawls across the
tabletop in pursuit of any leftover pieces of those toasted ham and
cheese sandwiches.
Janet has brought her tennis racket and leaves after only a few
minutes, with houseguest Liz inheriting Daisy-Mae and Leonard.
Liz soon discovers that she shares a profession with Nigel,
accountancy, and much time is spent as the two explore the
activities and responsibilities of one another. A chap exiting the
gym recognizes Liz, and so he should since he used to cut her hair
seven years ago. The tabloids on the tabletop still bear the news of
the massive IT snafu affecting BA and its flight schedule. Davide
says he has no idea when or where he will fly again but at least
he is at home and not at Heathrow. I am trying hard not to look at
the newspapers since I can see some coverage on the back pages
of yesterday’s Indianapolis 500 – and I am only a third of the way
through my viewing of “the greatest spectacle in racing.”
Tuesday, May 30:
Well, I begin the day by getting to the end, at last, of the Indy
500 – won by Takuma Sato. Outside it is gray, but there is the
promise of sunshine to come. Otto and I make our way past a
number of erroneously filed blue bags – left out by neighbors in
the vain expectation that the Monday recyclers couldn’t possibly
have been here on a Bank Holiday – wrong! The dog crosses the
green, on the lookout for any pals out here, then he doubles back
to the clubhouse at great speed, having spotted Georgie heading
for the café with Lucky, Sparkie and a newly groomed Seamus.
Here Linda is also standing here with Pepper and Chica, each of
whom gets a biscuit before she departs. Otto is beside himself
with excitement over these meetings but I have to abandon him in
our compound as it time to join the coffee queue.
In fact my dog is in for a frustrating morning since none of his
traditional play-pals in in evidence this morning and the other
animals present are uninterested in his hijinks. A woman with a
little boy and two handsome Vizslas takes the corner table this
morning; I am not at all happy with the way this youngster is
teasing these dogs mercilessly – we have the makings of a real
bully here. Our morning grouping incudes Georgie, her visiting
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sister Jean, Ofra, Ellie, Davide, Hanna, Wendy, Janet and Liz.
Bailey is soon haunting Liz’s knee, hoping for some of that
scrambled egg on toast. There are a number of toasted sandwiches
about and that mean that Winnie has to exhaust this food source
before approaching me. Otto lines up for his treats as well but
most of the time he is avidly searching the horizon for any signs
of a likely player.
Davide announces that he will be flying to Phoenix tomorrow
morning – as BA’s troubled schedule resumes its normal mode
after a crisis-beset weekend. (He is also having a lot of trouble
with a complaining tenant in the flat that he bought out west
some time go.) Ofra is having trouble with the renewal of her
UK passport. Having been told that it would take three weeks
and expecting no other deliveries she refused to admit the courier
who, in fact, had the desired document with him – and now there
is a problem in reconnecting. Liz says that she has been forgetting
things lately as well; indeed she spent an evening in revisiting
every bar on her Manhattan itinerary on search of her lost passport
– only to remember that she had given it to an officemate. She and
Ofra wonder what it would be like to live together, given their
lapses in concentration. Ofra says their place would be spotlessly
clean – to which I add, “Yes, but you wouldn’t be able to see this
because you’d have lost your keys and locked yourself out.” Still
at the fantasy level Liz says she has a new lesbian friend and only
wishes she could be a lesbian too. Much merriment is produced by
this line of thought and other park users must be wondering why
ten adults are chortling loudly over their coffee cups under the
blue umbrella.
Wednesday, May 31:
And so we come to the end of another month in Paddington Rec.
It is warm enough to feel comfortable without any jacket but
sunshine is a rarity on this overcast morning. Behind us on the
Morshead roadway I can see Georgie and her canine charges and
Jean – who often uses a walking stick these days. I wait for them
to catch up for today is Georgie’s birthday and I have a card for
her. Out on the green dogwalker Zoe says that, with his spiffy
haircut, my dog is not the animal she knows as Otto. She says
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that she would like a collection of Schnauzers in all the currently
fashionable colors though today she has none in tow – though
Oscar is here with his owner. Otto has rushed all the way to the
end of the green where he jumps into the lap of Beanie’s owner –
which is better than pissing on her and she does make an inviting
target since she is sitting on the grass.
The coffees are on Georgie, of course, since this is our birthday
tradition and today our Scottish friend is buying drinks for
Jean, Janet, Ofra, Ellie, Hanna, and Debbie; Linda makes a rare
appearance under the blue umbrella as well and this means that
Pepper and Chica are on the biscuit list this morning. Much of
the conversation is devoted to a disheartening local story – a
poor twenty year-old girl has been killed by a random shot as
one gang fired on another on Malvern Road, just north of the
park in Brent. Janet says that our Karen actually saw one of these
murderers walking along the street with his gun. I suppose the
only surprising detail in the tale is that guns were used – since
it is knife crime that usually produces these ghastly statistics in
London.
And so we come to another year in Paddington Rec – this is my
thought as we make our way toward the exits at the end of our
session today. Soon after I first began this exercise in life among
the dog people I did so by beginning each new volume on June 1st
and that means that today we bring to an end the thirteenth year in
this tale. It has been an eventful year here, full of the usual pains
and pleasures of life, human and canine. I often note at this time
the number of different dogs encountered during our hour or so
in the park – this year I have recorded the names of 166 animals.
I can also reflect on another statistic, dog names, for this year
the prize for most popular names go to Max (three of these, not
counting Renata’s Maxi) and Daisy (three of these not counting
Janet’s Daisy-Mae). Number and names don’t begin to explain
the many rewards of participation in our special society, where
the antics and anxieties of all these characters (and those of their
owners as well) so enrich our little world.
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Index: The Dogs Of Paddington Rec
In the following list I have tried, by date, to note every time
each of the dogs of Paddington Rec has been mentioned in this
text. If they have only been mentioned, though not actually seen
by me, I have recorded the date in italics. Of course many dogs
share the same name, so I have tried to indicate (in parenthesis)
which animal is being referred to. Apologies for the occasional
misspelling of a dog’s name – but this is inevitable in our world.
Dates begin with June, 2016 and conclude with May, 2017.
Aisha: September 4
Alaska: June 13, July 20, October 29, November 7, 26, January
11-12, May 3 10
Alfie (Bichon): February 5
Alfie (Cavalier): January 19
Alfred (Shih-Tzu) : August 21
Alfredo (Cockapoo): March 29-30
Angel: August 24, 27
Baba: July 24
Bacon: September 2
Bailey: March 26
Bailey (Cavalier): June 10-11, 14-15, 18-19, 21-23, 25-30, July
1-5, 7-11, 14-16, 18, 22, 24-25, 26, 30, 31, August 5, 6, 21, 23,
29, September 2, 3, 6 -7, 9, 11-14, 17-19, 27, 30, October 1-2, 4-5,
7-8, 10-11, 12, 13-16, 18-19, 21, 25, 29-31, November 2-5, 7-8,
11-12, 14, 17-22, 26-30, December 1, 3-13, 17-20, 22-30, January
2-4, 6-10, 13-21, 25, 28-31, February 1, 4, 6-8, 10, 13-17, 19-21,
24, 26, March 1-5, 8, 10-14, 17-18 20, 23, 26-27, 29, 31, April
2-8, 10-12, 14-20, 27-30, May 1-2, 4-11, 13-18, 22-23, 26-30
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Balou: July 7
Barkley: April 8
Barney: July 26-27, February 13, March 20, April 8
Baxter: August 23
Beanie: May 27, 31
Beau: January 21
Bella: December 12, 14-15
Bella (Patterdale Terrier): January 11
Ben: August 21, 27, September 2, October 10, 24
Bertie: September 9, 14
Bianca: July 19, August 22
Bill: March 25
Binky: September 24, 26, October 3, 7, 10, 31, November 14,
21, 28, December 29, January 9, 16, 23, February 13, 15, 20, 27,
March 13, 22, May 3, 10, 17
Bliss: July 3, 26, October 5, May 26
Blue: August 2
Bobo: August 23
Bonaparte: June 28, July 21, September 1, 18, October 4, 6,
17, 22, 25, 27, 29-30, November 24, December 2-3, 23, 30-31,
January 14, February 12, 17, March 11, April 30, May 1
Boopie: November 13
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Bowie: January 21
Bozo: May 12
Bruce: August 6, 29
Bruno: October 26
Buddy: March 15, May 23
Buffy: February 19
Bullet: July 7, 22-23, August 21, 27, September 2, October 10,
24, November 24, December 10, 19, January 28, 30, February 18,
March 23, 30, April 3, 5, 14, May 11
Bunny: September 3
Charlie (Jack Russell): July 31, September 27, November 22
Chester; July 3, October 23, 28, November 13, December 9-10,
January 14, May 12-13
Chica (Jack Russell): June 19, 27, July 25, 31, August 2,
September 8, 21, 24, 29, October 14, 25, 28. November 3, 10,
December 9, January 9, February 7, 20, March 2, 6, 9-10 15, 28,
April 9, May 12-13, 23, 30-31
Chicca: October 20, November 14
Cleo: September 9, October 16, November 14, December 11,
March 24, 28
Coco: November 29
Coffee: August 5
Daisy: December 12, April 17
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Daisy (Golden Retriever): April 11
Daisy (sheepdog): September 9
Daisy-Mae: June 10-11, 18-19, 23, 25-30, July 1, 4-5, 7-9, 12, 15,
17, 20-21, 23-24, 28-31, August 1, 3-4, 8, 21, 24-25, September
1, 4-5, 10, 12-13, 16, 17, 19, 21, 24-25, October 1, 7, 8-13, 20-21,
23-25, 28, November 2, 8, 10, 12, 14-15, 17-20, 26-28, December
1-3, 6, 8, 12-13, 15, 17-18, 20-24, 28-31, January 3-4, 7-11, 1314, 16, 19-22, 24-25, 26, 28-29, February 8, 10-16, 20, 23-26, 27,
March 2, 4, 6-7, 10-11, 13-14, 19, 23, 27-31, April 1, 3-4, 7-8, 1315, 18-19, 29-30, May 3, 4, 8-9, 12, 21-22, 25, 27-29, 31
Danny: September 1
Dash: November 22
Dolly: October 9
Donny: July 17, 22
Dottie: June 18, July 4, 18, August 3, 25, December 7, 25, January
2, 23, 27, February 17, March 17
Dottie (Spaniel): August 7
Dudley: June 26, July 3, 14, 24, 31, August 6, 7, 24, September
23, 25, December 24, 26, 27, 29, January 7, 14, 23, 31, February
4-7, 19, March 11-12, 16, 19, 23, 24, April 15, May 13-14
Dylan: July 10
Echo: May 8
Electra: February 7
Elizabeth: October 31
Ellie: January 4
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Ellie (Cocker): September 7, 12-16, 19-21, 23, 26-27, October 4,
6-9, 12-14, 17-21, 25-30, November 1-2, 3, 4, 9, 14, 17-18, 22,
25, 30, December 2, 5-8, 12-13, 16, 20-23, 25, 26, 28-31, January
3-4, 6, 10-11, 13, 16-19, 23-26, 31, February 1, 8, 10, 13, 21, 27,
March 3, 8, 10, 13-15, 21-22, 24, 28-29, 31, April 28, May 2-4,
10, 14, 16, 18, 22-23, 26
Ellie (Yorkie): September 2
Elsie: August 6
Elvis (Labradoodle): November 24
Elvis (Maltese): June 28-30, July 1, 4-5, 8-9, 11-12, 17-23, 25-31,
August 1-8, 10, 21-31, September 1, 3, 6-7, 10-15, 20-24, 26-27,
29-30, October 1-2, 6, 8-15, 17-20, 22-28, 31, November 1, 4, 6,
8, 12-13, 15-16, 18-21, 24-26, 29-30, December 1, 5, 7-10, 1416, 19, 21, 23-24, 26, January 4, 7, 9-12, 15-20, 22, 26-27, 29-30,
February 4-6, 8, 9, 10, 11-14, 17-23, 25, March 4-6, 11, 13, 18,
23, 25, 30-31, April 1-2, 3, 4-5, 8-10, 13-18, 20, 27-30, May 1,
3-4, 6-7, 10-11, 13-14, 16-25, 27-29
Emilio: June 19, 25, July 10, 17, 18, 20-21, August 5, September
16, March 3, April 11
Flora: June 12, 25, 28, July 3, 7, 9, 13, 17, 21, 25, 28, August 2,
6, 11, 21, 22, 26-27, 29, September 1, 8, 12-13, 16-17, 22, 24,
26, 29, October 8, 10, 21, 29, November 7-8, 14-15, 17, 19, 21,
December 2, 4-5, 11-12, 18-19, 21, 23, 26-28, 30-31, January 7-8,
13-16, 18, 20-21, 23, February 10, 12, 19, 21, 25-27, March 1, 3,
7, 14, 17, 29, April 17, 29-30, May 1-2, 5, 7, 13-16, 21, 29
Fly: September 7, January 19
Frank: July 19, August 22
Gatsby: July 4, 16, 26, March 20, 26
Genji: March 10, 23
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George (Jack Russell): October 20
George (Schnauzer): October 4
Gilbert: August 21
Grace: August 3, 22, December 13, 16, January 4, 17, February 9,
March 2, 13, April 3, 7
Gus: June 17, 27, July 20, December 9, April 3, May 29
Harley: October 9, May 18, 27
Harold: May 21
Hector: June 21-24, July 11-13, 18-19, 31, August 1, 22-24, 30-31,
September 6-7, October 31, November 1-2, 14, December 9-10,
14, January 5, 16-18, 22-24, February 21, 24, March 1, 6-8, 20-21,
April 1, 4-9, May 3
Hercules: January 28
Honey: May 29
Honeybee: October 1, 13
Jack: January 7, 27
Jasper: September 11
Jazz: July 31, February 21, March 8
Jekyll: May 27
Jim: March 31
Jimmy: December 14, April 10
Jimmy (Yorkiepoo): March 20, April 10, 13, May 22
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Khalifa: June 17, 19, 30, August 9-10, November 7, 25, January
11, March 12
Kramer: July 16, September 4, 19 February 25-26, 27
Kris: June 17, 30, August 10, November 7, 25, March 21
Krug: June 15, 29, July 8, 20-21, 26, August 3, 5-6, September 6,
10, 25, October 1, 13, 17, 19, November 16, 29-30, December 7,
January 23, 26, 29-30, March 20
Kylow: March 1
Leon: April 8
Leonard: June 12-13, 17, 23-30, July 1-2, 4-5, 7, 9-10, 11, 12-14,
16, 18-19, 21-28, August 1, 3-11, 22-27, September 1-6, 8-9, 1314, 16, 18-21, 23, 25-27, October 2-3, 5, 8-9, 11-12, 14, 17, 19-21,
23, 26-28, 31, November 1-5, 7-8, 11-12, 15, 28-30, December
1-2, 4, 7-8, 10, 13, 15, 18, 20-22, January 4-5, 8, 11-15, 17-21, 2325, 26, 28, 30, February 6-8, 10-11, 13, 15-16, 24, March 2, 4, 6,
8-10, 12, 14-15, 20-21, 23-24, 28-29, 31, April 2, 4-14, 17, 28-30,
May 1-2, 3, 8-9, 11-12, 19, 23, 25-27, 29
Loka: November 27
Lola: November 13
Lucky (Cavapoo): July 24, December 8. February 12, 14-18, 23,
25-27, March 9, 12, 25-27, May 2-3, 5, 9-12, 16, 23, 26, 28, 30
Lucky (Corgi): January 7, 27
Lucky (Westie): April 27
Lucy: July 28, August 4, 6-7, September 6
Ludwig: August 9
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Maggie: May 21
Max: June 23, July 24, February 23-24, March 26, April 1,7, 15,
May 11
Max (Alsatian): July 12-13, September 9
Max (Jack Russell): February 20, March 11, 17, May 23
Maxi: July 15, August 8, September 6, 12-14, 23, October 10, 30,
November 16, 22, December 6, January 11, March 17, 28, 31,
April 1, 7, 9, 29, May 11, 26-27, 31
Millie (Miniature Pinscher): July 27, August 23
Millie (Miniature Schnauzer): April 3, May 22
Milo: January 29
Misty: February 5
Mitzi: July 21, 23, 30-31
Momo: August 26, 31
Muffin: September 3, 11, 23, November 13, December 18, 24,
January 21, 28-29, February 10, 15, 21, 27, March 7-8, April 9
Nanook: August 5-6
Napoleon (Poli): August 7
Nina: September 29, April 27
Noli: June 19, August 26
Noodle: July 20, 26, August 27
Oggy: August 8, May 1-2, 19
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Olive: January 31, March 14, April 28
Oscar: December 17, January 28, 30-31, February 5, 7, 13, 17, 24,
March 2-4, 14, 16, 28, 30 April 1, 4, 14, 16, May 19, 26, 31
Otto: June 10-15, 17-19, 21-30, July 1-5, 7-31, August 1-11, 2131, September 1-27, 29-30, October 1-31, November 1-22, 24-30,
December 1-31, January 1-31, February 1-27, March 1-31, April
1-20, 27-30, May 1-23, 25-31
Otto II (also a Miniature Schnauzer): January 28, April 8
Otu: March 23, April 14
Pablo: November 6
Pasha: October 20, November 14
Patsy: August 21, 24, 28-29, October 24, January 9, 13 15,
February 8
Peggy: July 26, August 6
Pepper: June 12, 19, 27, July 14, 25, 27, 31, August 2, 21,
September 8, 21, 24, 29, October 8-9, 14, 25, 28, November 3,
10, December 9, 15, January 2, 9, 22, 27, 31, February 5, 6-7, 20,
March 2, 6, 9-10, 15, 22, 28, April 15, May 5-6 12-13, 30-31
Pepper II: June 12
Pippa: October 9, November 27, May 21
Popcorn (Poppy): June 10, 13, 15, 22, 26, 29, July 1, 4-5, 15, 1718, 21, 24-25, 29, August 5, 11, 22, 26, 29-31, September 1-2, 8-9,
11-14, 22-23, 30, October 2, 4-5, 9, 18-20, 23, 27, 31, November
1, 11, 15-18, 28-29, December 4, 8, January 5-6, 11, 13, 18, 2324, 30, February 10, 16, 24, 27, March 1, 9-10, 21, 25, 29, 31,
April 3, 9, 19-20, 28, May 8, 23
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Poppy (Westie): December 11
Pucci: June 19, August 21-23, September 2, 11, 16, October 17,
19-21, 25, November 27, January 13, February 7, March 19, 20-22
Ralph: October 26
Rebel: September 25, February 9
Red: October 19
Rex: September 24-25, November 8, 30, May 23
Rexie: October 17
Rizzo: May 27
Rocky (Maltese): October 24, 26-27, November 24, December 19,
January 28, 30, February 18, March 23, April 3, 5, 14, May 18
Rocky (Pug): February 27
Rufus: June 15, July 1, 9, 19, 22-23, September 14, 22, 26,
October 6, 9, 11, 27, November 3, 5-6, 11, 16, 21, 24, December
7, 14-15, 17-18, 22, 26, 29-30, January 18, 23, 25-26, 30,
February 9-10, 13, 22, March 1, 6, 11-12, 15, 17, 25-26, 29-30,
April 2, 7, 10,13, 20, 27, May 5-6, 9
Rupert: November 1
Sally: April 10
Seamus: June 10, 21-23, 27-28, July 2-3, 9, 20-21, 25-26, 28,
August 1-2, 4, 8-9, 24, 31, September 2, 9, 12, 14, 19-22, 26-27,
October 3-4, 6, 10-11, 16, 20, 24-25, November 2, 3, 14, 18, 2122, 25, December 5, 7-8, 10-11, 18, 26, January 3, 6, 17, 19, 23,
26, February 6-10, 13, 16, 20, 24, March 1, 6, 13-14, 16-17, 20,
22-23, 27, April 3-4, 7, 11, 13-14, 20, 28, 30, May 2-3, 9, 11-12,
17, 20, 22-23, 26, 30
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Sid: November 27, March 14
Simba: January 27, April 7, 28
Simon: May 4
Skippy: August 9
Sparkie (Pom): March 15, May 23
Sparkie: June 10-11, 15, 18-19, 21, 24-26, 30, July 3, 9-10, 13,
16, 21, 23, 25-26, 30-31, August 1-2, 6-7, 21-24, 26-29, 31,
September 3-4, 6-9, 11-14, 16-19, 21, 23-25, 27, 30, October
1, 7-9, 15-19, 21, 26, 29-30, November 5, 11, 13-14, 18-20, 27,
December 4-5, 8, 10-12, 14-15, 17-29, January 1-2, 7, 13-17, 1923, 25-26, 28, 31, February 1, 5-6, 8-10, 12, 18-19, 21, 23, 26,
March 1-2, 4, 6-8, 11-12, 16, 18-19, 22, 25-26, 29, April 1, 9, 11,
14-15, 17, 28-30, May 1-2, 3, 5-7, 9, 13-14, 21, 23, 27, 30
Stanley: August 25
Tara: June 15, 21-22, 26, July 4, 10, 17, 21, 29, August 1, 9,
11, 21-23, September 4, 11-13, 22, 26, October 1, 4, 10-11, 1718, November 21, 24, December 4, 17-18, 24-25, January 29,
February 18-19, 23, March 3-4, 19, 21,April 4
Teddy (Cockapoo): June 24, 28-29, July 4, 7-8, 15, 18, 21, 23,
August 3, 21, 28, September 13-14, 19-20, 23, 26-27, October 3,
5, 10-11, 13, 20, 24, 28, 31, November 1-2, 4, 10, 14-17, 22, 25,
December 5-6, 12-13, 20-22, 24, 27, January 3-4, 7, 9, 11-13, 17,
23, 25, 31, February 2, 7, 9, 14, 15, 16, March 2, 7, 10, 13-17, 20,
23-24, 28-31, April 3-5, 7, 11-12, 19, 27, May 4, 9, 11-12, 17-18
Teddy (Bernese): January 21
Thomas: July 23, 25, 28, August 22, 25-26, 30, September 1, 3, 5,
26, February 15, March 16, April 5, May 5, 23
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Tilly (Border Terrier): June 13, 21, July 1, 23, August 10,
September 16, 26, December 28, January 30, March 20, 31, April
28, May 22, 26
Tilly (Miniature Schnauzer): January 29
Timmy: June 15
Trevor: March 25
Tumble: April 8
Widget: December 30
Will: August 3, 22, December 13, 16, January 4, 17, February 9,
March 2, 13, April 3, 7
Willow: April 12
Winnie: June 13, 15, 18, 19, 21, 23, 25-26, 28-29, July 1, 3-4, 9,
11, 14, 16, 20-22, 24-27, 29, 31, August 1, 3-5, 7-9, 21-26, 28-29,
31, September 2, 3, 5, 8-11, 13, 15-24, 29-30, October 1-2, 7-8,
10-14, 16, 21, 24-25, 27-30, November 3, 5, 9-11, 13, 20, 26-28,
30, December 1-5, 7-8, 10-12, 16-20, 22-31, January 3-6, 18, 2022, 26-29, 31, February 1, 5, 8-9, 11-14, 16-17, 21, 24-25, March
1, 3, 5-15, 17-18, 21, 23-31, April 2, 4-6, 7, 8-10, 13, 15-20, 28,
May 6, 8, 9, 10-12, 14-17, 21-22, 25-26, 27, 28-30
Winston: May 15
Yaris: September 24-25, 30, October 1, 29, March 19, 21
Zack: October 1
Zara: November 22
Ziggy: September 19
Ziggy (Lurcher-Whippet): June 19, August 26
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About the Author
Anthony Linick was
born in Los Angeles in
1938 and educated in the
city’s schools, including
Alexander Hamilton
High School. In 1955 he
entered the University of
California at Los Angeles
where, majoring in history,
he completed his BA
in 1959 and his PhD.
five years later. While
still an undergraduate
he began work on the
little magazine Nomad
(1959-1962) – which he
co-edited with Donald
Factor. This background also contributed to his choice of doctoral
dissertation topic, A History of the American Literary Avant-Garde
Since World War II.
In 1964 he and Dorothy were married in Los Angeles and the
following year they moved to East Lansing, Michigan, where
Anthony took up a post as Professor of Humanities at Michigan
State University. He taught a variety of courses in Western
Civilization, literature and contemporary culture here, and
published a number of articles on popular culture topics, American
and British. Indeed, the Linicks began to spend more and more
time in England, including a sabbatical year begun in 1979; in
1981 they moved to London.
Here Anthony began a twenty-year teaching career at the
American School in London, in St. John’s Wood, offering many
courses, first in the high school social studies department and then
in the English department – where he served as department head
from 1994 to 2002, the year he retired. Dorothy also worked at
the American School as a special projects coordinator; she had
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also held the post of director of student services at the American
College in London. She died in July, 2007.
Since his retirement Anthony has been at work on a number
of writing projects, including the first four volumes in the
“Dog People of Paddington Rec” cycle as well as The Lives
of Ingolf Dahl, a biography of his stepfather, and A Walker’s
Alphabet, Adventures on the Long-distance Footpaths of Great
Britain. All of these books are available from the publisher at
Authorhouse.com or Authorhouse.co.uk – or from any of the
other online booksellers such as Amazon. In 2013 he began
to offer additional volumes in the Paddington Rec cycle at his
website, anthonylinick.com. These include Invasion of The Biscuit
Snatchers, My Dog’s Breakfast, The Great British Bark Off, “And
Your Little Dog, Too,” The Dogshank Redemption, Dog Day
Aftermath, The Paws That Refresh Us, A Barker’s Dozen, and the
present volume, Barks & Recreation.
Additional projects include work with other scholars in their
research into the life and compositions of Ingolf Dahl, additional
contributions in the area of the literary avant-garde – with several
publications in Beat Scene magazine, and the preparation of works
of fiction left by Dorothy – some of which can now be found
elsewhere on this website.
To return to the Paddington Rec page, click here.
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